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The AUTHOR’S 

P R E F A C 

F T E R fo many Mathematical Works," 
that have been already Pablilh’dj^as 
well in the feveral Parts, as in a Bo- 

_ _dy, ufually call’d a Coiirfe of Ma-- 
thematics^ in imitation of thole,that had done, 
the like in other Sciences ^ I fliou’d never have 
entertain’d the leaft Thought pf increafing the 
Number, and of compofing a New Qirfm, had 
not I found thoie hitherto done were but of 
little ufe : Some, becaufe too prolix and volu-' 
mi nous, and by that means, both deterring the 
lefs Laborious from medling with them, and 
diftrafting the Minds of the moft. Intent 5 

Others becaufe too concife, by giving them lit¬ 
tle or no clear Infight into the matter, rather 
fuppofing them already acquainted with thele 
things, than making them fo ^ it being almoft 
impoflible to be Short, and yet preferve that 
Clearnefs which is necelTary to inftruft Begin¬ 
ners : Lallly, Others are but of final] ufe, beX, 
caufe written in foreign Languages, .efpecially 1 
Latin-y and fuch is the Unhappinels of the" 
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i P R E F A C E; 
Age, that there are but few young Perfons fo 
well acquainted with that Language^ as to be 
able to read Books written in it‘with any Plea- 
Jure, and underftand the Terms with Eafe. 

I flatter’d my felf with the hopes of fuc^ 
seeding in my Defign^ by the great Defire I 
have of feeing this Art flourilh, that has been 
thediftinguifhing CharaSer of the moft Polite, 
Ingenious^ and Learned Ages, and ot the good 
Difpofitions I find in the Minds of the prefent : 
For every body courts the Mathematics, efpe- 
daily fuch of the Mobility arid Great Men, as u- 
led to diftinguifh themfelves by defpifing the 
Learning of the Schools, but are however 
charm’d with the Beauties of this Science. 

The Neceffity that Gentlemen are under, that 
would become confiderable in the Art of War, 
or any great Employment, W'hich cannot fub- 
fift without recourlè to the Mathematics, 
makes them leave ofF feveral trifling Amufe- 
ments^ and apply themfelves to thefè Sciences , 
and oftentimes the unexpected Pieafures they 
meet with, do fo furprifè and engage them, 
that they make it 'ever after as well the de¬ 
lightful as the ferious part of their Studies. 

Ï don’t promife my Reader any Elegancy of 
Êxpreffion or Stile, which ferve only to tickle 
the Fancy and plealè the Ear ^ nor do I in¬ 
vite him to any fuch Flowery Pieafures and Airy 
.Delights, as the Mulès incliant their Admirers 
Withal ; But what I propofe is foKd and lub- 
ftantial, and Pieafures becoming a Reafonable 
Creature. One may judge of the Genius oi a 
Reader, by the Books he makes choice of, and 
the value he puts on them : AchiUes was 
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P R E F A C E. 

feought up în the Drc6 of the contrary Sex, 
and io couid not be difiine'ifhed i yet no Iboner 
was he prefented, on the one hand with Toys 
and Trifles, and on the other with Arms, but 
his Genius, born for great Things, betray'd the 
lecret of his Education, and it was known by 
his Choice that he was deitm'd to be a Hero» 
One may difcover among Children, which of 
them are bom to fomething extraordinary, by 
their choice of Sports and Amufèments % and 
never was any Child pleas'd with any thing 
a-kin to the Mathematics, that did not prove 
confiderable in whatever Employment he was 
afterwards engaged in. 

U1 

I (hall fay nothing here of the Ufefulnefs 
of Mathematics, becaufe I have done it already 
in my Mathematical DiSlonary^ Printed Ibme 
Years ago. And perhaps fome Perfons expe£l 
a greater Work than I pretend at prefent to 
publifh : I know, a Man muft quit all other 
Studies w^hen he applies himfelf to the Mathe¬ 
matics, or at ieafc intermit and fiifpend them, 
till he has acquir’d the Art of Exaâ:nefs and 
Method, in a word, till he has attain'd the Art 
of Realoning well himfelf, and can judge of 
the Reafoning of another, till he can diftin- 
guifh Truth from Error in all its various Shapes : 
So that I am afraid of being accus’d of Idle- 
neft, or Indifference for the Public, in whofè 
Service I profefs to have been fo long engag’d ^ 
I know, generally (peaking and judging of 
Things according to their Goodnefs, no Bounds 
ought to be fee to Mathematical Books, and 
that one ought to go as far as one can, becaulè 
»fls in a Way where a Man can never lofé 
himfelf, or exhauft the SubjeS: 5 but I am 
fonftrain’d to accommodate my fclf to the 
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P R E F A C E. 
Humour of fucb as fancy they can be the 
better by my Labours, becaufe (hort and ealy, 
which otherwiiè would difliearten them. 

Such as ftudy the pleafurable part of Life, 
underftand the Secret of riling with an Appe¬ 
tite, without cloying their Taft 5 the fame 
ought to be obferv'd by thofe who apply them- 
fèlves to Sciences : Yet I have not in thefè 
Treatifès been fb referv’d, but that I have given 
fufficient Inlight to any Gentleman that is de- 
firous to underftand thefè things, and have dif- 
covered enough to enable him of hitnfelf to 
make what Progrefs he plea les, either by read¬ 
ing of Authors, or by his own further Studies 
and private Refleftions. 

I have all along endeavour’d to Ipeak with the 
greateft Perfpicuity i cou’d, without being con¬ 
fin’d to ftudied Phrafes or ufelefi Expreffions : 
Nor do I fuppofè my Readers at ail acquaint¬ 
ed with the Art, or any of its Terms, or Ways 
of Reafbning,fbut teach him them, and let no 
Term, tho’ never fo little out of the way, pals 
unexplain’d, that no Difficulty may be left 
behind. 

To inure the Mind to reafon on Abftra£led 
Subjefts, fuch as are thofe of Mathematics, 
I begin with an IntrodtiBion^ where you’ll find 
a general Idea or Notion of thefè Sciences, the 
moft general Terms explain’d in order, together 
with fbme Problems that may be refolv’d by Rule 
and Compafs, to bring in the Hand of Beginners. 
And becaufe without Algebra a Perfon can¬ 
not lb cafily diftinguifli the Relations of dif¬ 
ferent Species of Quantities, nor refolve imme¬ 
diately any Problem, much lefs inveftigate a 

Theorem, 



P R ,E FAC E. 
Theorem, or find ks Demonfi;ration ,when the 
Theorem is known I ri proper to in° 
îèrt in this inrr*^:da£tion CompenSi^m vj Ah 
gelna, whofe Name î know ought not to itare 
the Reader, ibi kis only a Method of Reafoning 
by the help cf the Letters of the Alphabet, 
reptefenting the Quantities, whole Relations 
are confider’d ^ and it is to the Mathematics, 
the lame that Logic is to the ordinary Philofo- 
phy, and therefore has been called and 
is become fo common amongfi us, becaulè of 
its engaging Beauty, and vaft life in ali parts of 
the Mathematics, that even Ladies of the high- 
eft Quality have been induced to learn it -, the 
Dutchels of has attain’d fo great a Degree 
of Perfe&ion, as well in Numbers as Geome¬ 
try, that Perfons who make the greateft Figure 
for Learning have earneftly fought for the Ho¬ 
nour of her Converfation. An Inftance lb illu- 
ftrious ought to banilh all forts of Diffidence, 
and excite thofè that love their Bale. 

And to difpofe the Mind, that it may not be 
taken with falfe Appearances, I have put the 
Elements of Euclid next, that ferve alfo for a kind 
of întrodu£lion to the Mathematics, and being 
well underttood, will render all the other parts 
cafy, as being demonftrated from thele Ele¬ 
ments : And here you’ll find that to become a 
Mathematician, one muft draw the 'Mind from 
every thing that falls under the Notice of our 
Senfes, and confider Quantity perfeftly abftraft- 
ed ^ lb that one muft begin to reafon after 
this abftrafled manner, and accuftom ones felf 
to Ideas no ways concern’d with Matter, and a- 
bove all, get a habit of aflenting to nothing 
but what is Evident, yield to nothing but what 
we fee cannot be otherwife j in fine, we muft 



Vi PREFACE. 
banilb fiom Mathematics all that is Doubt¬ 
ful, or but Probable, and enteriain nothing but 
Certainty and Demonftration. 

I fliall not fpeak here in particular of the 
other parts of this Curfas^ becaufè it would 
fwell the Preface, and deface the Ideas I would 
imprefi by the two IntroduSions ^ and perhaps 
make a Perfon imagine he Is tliorowly ac^ 
quaintedwith them, when h e has but juft heard 
them talk’d of. I (hall only meridon the Parts of 
the other Volumes, as I have done this -, that the 
Reader, finding at the Beginning of every Vo¬ 
lume, particular Cpnfiderations upon what is 
contain’d in it, may enter upon this Study with 
greater Satîsfaâîon, and if I may fo lay, Gree- 
dinels of learning and being acquainted with 
that, whole Excellency and Ufefuinels is there 
laid down. 

I fliall only fay then, that I divide the whole 
Courfe into five Volumes : The Firft compre- 
fiends An Introdn&îon to Mathematics^ and the 
Elements of Euclid j the Second, Arithmetic 
and Trigonometry, with exa£t Tables of Logarithms^ 
Sinesy Tangents ^ the Third, Fra&ical Geome¬ 
try and Fortification ^ the Fourth, Mechanics 
and PerfpeSive j the Laft, Geography and Di¬ 
alling. 

T HE 
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THE 

BOOKSELLERS 
T O T H E 

. \ 

READER. 
THe Study of the Mathematics^ in out 

Nation^ being become almoft miverfal^ 
the Ufefulnefs of which is fufficiently 
recommended by our Author^ in his feve- 

tal Prefaces to this Work ^ a7id there being in 
our "Language no compleat Syftem yet extant^ at 
leaf fo large and general as this ^ We^by the Ad¬ 
vice and DireBion of feveral of the mofl eminent 
in this Science^ as well at London as the Uni- 
verfties of Great-Britain and Ireland, that this 
was the mojl eafy^ mofl ufefitl^ and the cheapeft 
to the Buyer of any Conrïè of the Mathematics 
yet extant in any Language^ refolved to print it 
in Englifh , and having engaged feveral ingenious 
Gentlemen^ well jkWd in the Parts they undertook^ 
to Tranjlate and CorreB the feveral Volumes^ we 
have with a very great Expence compleated the 
fame 5 the whole containing Five Volumes^ viz. 

m 



The Bookfellers 

The Firjl Volume contains an Introdu8:ion to 
the Mathematics, with the Elements of Euclid. 
2he Introduftion begins with the Definitions of 
the Tmfl general Terms in Mathematics ^ which 
are follow'’d by a little Treatife of Algebra, for 
the better mderfianding of what enfues hi the 
Courle, and ends with many Geofnetrical Opera- 
tionsj performed both upon Vaper with Rider and 
Compafes^ and upon the Ground with a Line and 
Tins, The Elements of Euclid comprehend the 
firjt Six Boohy the Eleventh and Twelfth y with 
their Ufes. 

In the Second Volume we have Arithmetick, 
and Trigonometry' both ReBilineal and Sphericaly 
with Tables of Logarithms ^ Sines and 2 argents. 
Arithmetic û divided into Three Farts ^ the Firfi 
handles Whole Numbers, the Second'' Fraftions, 
and the Third Rules of Proportion, Trigono- 
merry has dlfo Three Divifions or Books ^ the Firfi 
treats of the Conftruâ:ion of Tables, the Second 
of Reftilineal, and the Third of Spherical Tri¬ 
gonometry : JVith Tables of Logarithms, Sines, 
and Tangents. Thefe Tables were carefully Cor- 
re&ed by Air. Hodgfon, Mafier of the MathematF 
cal School at Chrilfs Hofpital, London. 

The Third Volume comprehends Geometry and 
Fortification. Geometry is diflribnted into Four 
Parts., of which the Firfi teaches Surveying, or 
Measuring of Land ^ the Second Longimerry, cr 
Meafuring of Lengths ^ the Third Planimetry, cr 
Meafuring of Surfaces *, the Fourth Stereometry, 
or Meafuring of Solids. Fortification conffls of 
Six Parts ^ in the Firfi is handled Regular For¬ 
tification, in the Second the ConftruQion of Out¬ 

works, 



to the Reader. 
works, in the Thiri the diflFerent Methods of 
Fortifying, in the Fourth ïoniüc2iûon Irregular» 
in the Fifth OScniiVQ Fortification, in the 
Sixth Defenfive Fortification : With the TrmJIa^ 
tors Appendix, concerning that Method of Forti¬ 
fying which is trtily Mr. Vauban’^. 

The Fourth Volume includes the Mechanics, (to 
which is aided^ by way of Notes^ what was thought 
proper oitt of Dr. Wailis’i Worhs^ See.) and Per- 
fpeflive. In Mechanics are Three Books -, the 
Firft is of Machines fimple and compounded, 
the Second of Statics, and the Third of Hydro- 
ftatics. Perfpeftive us frfl the General and 
Fundamental Principles of that Science, and then 
treats of Praftical rerlpeilive, of Scenography^ 
and of Shading. 

The Fifth Volume confjls of Geography and 
Dialling. Of Geography there are two Farts • 
the Fir ^concerning Cœleftial Sphere, and the 
Second of. the Terreftrial. Gnomonics or Dial¬ 
ling hath Five Chapters ^ the Firft contains many 
Lemma’s, necejfary for the underftanding of the The¬ 
ory and PraBice of Dialling,^ the Second treats of 
Horizontal Dials, the Third of Vertical Dials, 
the Fourth of Inclined Dials, and the Fifth of 
the defeription of the Circles of the Sphere 
upon aU forts of Dials, 

The Firft^ Second.^ and the Geometry part of the 
Third Volume^ were looVd over by Mr. Jones, Fro- 
fejfor of Mathematics in London, and Fellow of the 
Royal Society : The Fortification., as alfo the 
fourth and fifth Volumes were done by Mr, Delàgu- 
iiers of Hart-Hall in Oxford. 
i V 
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The Bookfellers to the Reader. 

This Author alfo writ a large Mathematical 
DiSionary^ which is defign’d to be Tranflated 
into EngliJIh 

There is lately Publifi^d^ in the fame Size as thefe 
Volumes 

REcreations Mathematical and Phyfical, lay¬ 
ing down and fcdving many profitable and 

delightful Problems of Arithmetic, Geometry^ 
Optics, Gnomonics, Cofmography, Mechanics^ Phy- 
Jics^ and Pyrotechny : By Monf Ozamm^ Pro- 
feffor of the Mathematics in Paris : Done into 
EngliJIj, and illuftrated with very many Cutts. 
The Two Volumes in French being contain’d 
in One, and Ibid for 6 s. 6d. 
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the Subfcribers to, and Encou- 
ragers of this Work as permit¬ 
ted them to be Printed before 
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introduction 
TO THE 

platl)ematit0v Ma T H E MA T IC S is a Science which takes 
under confideration whatever can be meafur’d 
or computed, and becaufe every thing that 
can be meafur’d and computed is a concrete or 
difcrete Quantity, that is to fay, continued dr 

difeontinued ; it follows that the Objeâ: of Mathematics is 
Quantity or finite Magnitude, fuch as is capable of incrcafd 
by Addition or Multiplication, and of decreafe by Sub- 
ftraAion or Divifion ; and the Quantity that has a fenfiblé 
extenfion, call’d Dimenfion, as a Line, Surface, and Solid, and 
alfo Time, Motion and Weight, are the Objects of GeO“ 
metry : But the fame Quantity that has no fenfible excen- 
fion, fuch as Number, Whofe Dimenfions are only imagi¬ 
nary, and not to be perceiv’d but by Thought, is the Ob- 
jeâ: of Arithmetic* 

Thefe two Parts, Arithmetic and Geometry, which con- 
ftitute what is commonly call’d Simple MàihemàiCh and 
which VlcLto calls the two Wings of a Mathematician, do mu¬ 
tually help each other, and are the foundation of the other 
Parts of the Mathematics, commonly call’d MixA Maibema- 
ihs, fuch as Afironomy, Optics’^ Mechanics, &c. which are no 
other than Phyfical Knowledge explain’d by the Principles of 
Arithmetic and Geometry. 

Tho’ the Mathematics take cognizance only of Quan- 
tity, yet they do not confider it abfolutely and in it felf, 
but only the relation it may have to another Magnitude of 
the fame kind, by comparing together thefe two homoge- 
neal Quantities^ in order to the finding out fome hidden 
JTrutlïj and afterwards to demonftrâts by reafons foun- 

h ^ 



introduction 
dedon other Truths, which are naturally known' to every ^ 
body, and are therefore call’d Gmmon' Notions of the 
or Trincifle^s ; of which there arc three forts, mz* Vefiniti- 
ons-i Axioms, and Toftuktes, 

D E FÎNTTTO N S are the explications of fuch words 
and terms which concern a proportion, towards the rendring 
of it plain and clear, and for avoiding all manner of diffi¬ 
culties and objeétions, in the demonftration. 

AXIOMS, or Maxims y are firiiple and general Propo* 
filions, the knowledge whereof is fo evident of it fclf, that 
no body can deny them without contradicting their natural 
fence and reafon ; fo that every ratkrhal Man is oblig’d to 
allow of them, there being no'proof more convincing than the 
natural light of the Mind, hs when it is faid, that from 
one Point to another Point there can but one. right. Line he 
drawn.: 

P O STUL ATE S are fuppofitions of certain Practices, 
the performance whereof is fo eafy in it felf, that no Man 
of fenfe and judgment can be ignorant of it, or will contefè 
it. As, ufon a Plane to deferibe a Circle with a Com^afs^ 
They are callM Pojlulates or Demands, bccaufe its requir’d 
and expefted that every Man fhou’d acknowledge them to 
be naturally known to all, and fo eafy that there is no 
rseed of any Mafter to teach them, or to be obliged to dc- 
mondrate them. 

Thefe three forts of Principles being granted, the Ma¬ 
thematicians ufe them for the Demonftration of fuch Pro- 
pofitions as they advance, which are of two forts, to wit, 
the frindfal Profofitions, which are either Problems or The- 
crems : And the Lefs principal PropoJîtîonS'i which are either 
Corollaries QY Lemmas, which when they have been demonftra- 
ted do in their turn conduce to the Proof of other Propofitions 
which depend on them. 

A PROBLEM is a Qaeftion which propofes fome- 
thing to be done, and teaches how to do it, and to con-' 
iiruà it by the preceding Principles, touching fome Pra- 
Clice commonly neceffary to the Demonftration. As, to 
find the Centre of a given Circle. There are feveral forts 
of problems, fpme of which will be here explain’d, after 
having fliewn what this word Given means. 

By this word Given, the Mathematicians underftand 
fomething whofe Magnitude, or Pofition, or Species, or 
Proportion is known ; fo that when its Magnitude is known, 
its faid to be given in Magnitude ; and when its Pofition is 
known i'ts laid to be given in Pofition : But when its Mag¬ 
nitude and Pofition are known ’cis faid to hQ given in Mag- 
mtiide and Pofition, Th'^s in deferibing Circle on a Plane, 
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Its Centre îs given in Pofition, its Diameter is given in Mag¬ 
nitude, and the Circle is given in Magnitude andPolition ; 
and if a Diameter be drawn at pleafure, that Diameter will 
be given in Magnitude and Pofition, The Circle can only 
be given in Magnitude, when that Circle is only imaginary, 
and when only the Magnitude of its Diameter is known : 
Laflly when its Species is known, its faid to be given in 
Species ; and when the Relation of two Quantities is known, 
they are then faid to be given in F r of or tion, &c. 

There are Problems which are callM Ordinate and Imrdi^ 
natey Veterfninate and Indeterminate, Simfle, Flane^ Solid^ and 
Surjolidt that is to fay, more than SoUd» 

/Inordinate Problem is that which can be done but only 5. 4^ 
one way, As to make the Circumference of a Circle fafs 
thro' three given Points ÿ there being but one only Circle, 
whofe circumference can pafs thro* three given Points. 

An Inordinate Problem is that which can be done an infinite 
number of ways. As to deferibe the Circumference of a Cir^ 
de thro two given Points^ it being evident that thro* two 
given Points an infinite variety of Circles may be drawn» 

A Determinate Problem is that which has but one certain 5. 
determin’d number of Solutions ; 'as to divide a given Line 
into two equal farts, this Problem having but one Solution ; 
or to find two whole Numbers, the difference of whofe Square^ 
fhdl be equal to 48^, which has but two Solutions to wdt, 
8, 4, and 7, I, for the two Numbers fought for. 

An Indeterminate or Local Problem, is that which is capa¬ 
ble of an infinite variety of different Solutions, fo that the 
point which contributes to the refolution of the Problem^ 
when it is in Geometry, may be taken at pleafure, with¬ 
in a certain extent call’d the Geometric Place^ which may 
be a Line, a Plane, or a Solid*, and then it it is faid that 
the Problem is a Place ot Lotus^ which is call’d Simf le Place^ 
or Locus ad lineam reüaJTh when the Point which refolves 
the Problem is in a right Line ; Plane Place, or LecUs ad 
Circutum, when that Point is found in the circumference of 
a Circle : Solid Place, when the fame Point is found in the 
circumference of a Conic Seéfion, other than the Circle, as 
of a Parabola, an Hyferbola, or of an Elliffis, &cô 

A Sim^le^ or Linear Problem, is fuch as may be re- 
folv’d Geometrically 1^ the interfedion of two right Lines, 
It is evident that fuch a Problem is 0Ydinate,hcc2nk\tcm 
bave but one Solution, fince two right Lines will cut one 
another but in one Point* 

A Plane Problem is fuch as may be relbiv’d Geometrically, 
by the interfedion of the circumferences of two Circles, ot 
by the interfe<^ion of the circumference a Circle and a 

h ^ tigbs 
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right Liîie. ît is evideriC that fuch a problem can havê 
but two Solutions becaufe two circumferences of u Circle, 
or a right Line and the circumference of a Circle^ can cut 
each other but in two Points only. 

A Solid Problm is that which may be refoîvM by the 
Intèrféélion of two Conic Serions, other than two Circles, 
It is evident that fuch a problem can have at moft but 
fouf Solutions ^ becaufe two Conic Serions cannot inter- 
feât in more than four Paints, 

A Surfolid Problem is that which cannot be refolv’d Geo¬ 
metrically, without making uie of foine Curve Line of a 
higher kind than Conic Sections, It is evident that fuch 
a Problem is capable of more than four Solutions, becaufe 
a Curve Line of a higher kind than Conic Serions may be 
cut by another Curve Line in above four Points, 

A Problem that is extremely eafie and almod felf-evi- 
dent, and which ferves to refolve rnore difficult ones, is 
call’d a PorimHy from the Greek word Porhnos, which fig.' 
ilifies a thing eafy to be comprehended, and which opens 
the way to things of a more difficult Nature as from a 
given Line to cut of a lefs given Line, 

A Problem which is poffible, but which has not ever 
been refolv’d, becaufe of its feeming difficulty, is call’d an 
Afore*-, as is now (by fome) the Squaring the Circle, Before 
Archimedes the Squaring of the Parabola was an Afore. 

By this word j^adrature or Squaring is meant, in the 
Mathematics, the manner of reducing into a right lined Fi¬ 
gure a Curve lined Figure, that is to fay, a Figure bounded 
by Curve Lines, becaufe all right lined Figures may be 
eafily reduced into Squares, Thus the fquaring the Parabo- 
la is the way of finding a right lined Figure equal to a 
Parabola^ and the Squaring the Circle is the manner of de- 
feribing a right lined Figure equal to a given Circle. 

A 'THEOREM is a determinate Propofition touching 
the Nature and Properties of a thing, (hewing how to 
find out an hidden Truth, and to deduce it from its proper 
principles. Of which fort is this*’ Propofition^ which lays 
down, that when the two Sides of a Triangle are equal, the 
two Angles at the Bafe are aljo equal, 

A general Theorem which is difeover’d in any Locus 
found, is call’d a Porifma fo that wh|n, either by the anci¬ 
ent or modern Analyfi'-, the conftrudion of any local Prob¬ 
lem is found out, and a general Theorem drawn from the 
confiruélion of thsit focus, fuch a Theorem is call’d a Po¬ 
rifma. A Porifma therefore is no other than a Corollary 
deliver’d like a Theorem that « difeover’d in a Locus, with 
its eonftrudion and demonftration, ferving, fays Paffusj iov 
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the confiruftion of the mofl general and difEcuIt Prob- 

lems. 
The word Ponfma conies from the Greek Porifo which 

sccording to Proclus fignifics to eftablifh and conclude from 
what has been done and demonftrated, which* made him 
define a Porifma to be a Theorem drawn occahonally from 
iher Theorem done and demonftrated, 

A COP 0 L LA RT is a neccffiry and evident Truth, that 
is to fay a conicquence evidently drawn from what has been 
done or demonftrated. As if from a preceding Theorem, 
we learnt th^t the two Atighs of a'Triangle are eqiiaf when 5. t- 
the two oppojite Sides are equals it is concluded that the three 
Angles of an equilateral Triangle are equal- 

A L EM M A is z Propofition put where it is to ferve for '' 
the Demonftration of a Theorem,or Refolutidn of a problem ; 
it is commoniy put before the Demonftration of the Theorem 
to the end its Demonftration ftiou’d be lefs perplex'd *, or 
before the refolution of a Problem, to render it the Ihorter, 
and therefore ’tis that Euclid in his Elements teaches how 
to draw an equilateral Triangle^ before be (hews how from i, i. 
a Point given to draw a right Line equal to one given, and 2. r» 

.that he always demoni'irates a Theorem before its inverfe, 
which in another Place we have call'd a Reciprocal Theorem, 

Among the lefs principal Propofitions, we may likewife 
put the Scholium which fhall be explain’d after we have 
Ihewn what Demonftration means, togetl^er with its diffe¬ 
rent kinds. 

V E MO NSTR ATI 0 AT is one or many Syllogirms,' 
or fucceffive reafonings drawn one from another, which 
clearly and invincibly demonftrate aPropofition, that is to 
fay, whxh convince the mind of the truth or falfity, of 
the poflibdicy or impoihbility of a Propofition; and with- , 
out Demonftration there is always reafon to doubt of any 
Propofition, unlefs it be a Principle, becaufe it frequently 
happens that a Propofition is falfe, when it feems true to 
the Senfes, and even to the Mind, which is often impos’d 
upon by the Senfes, when it has not fufficiently examin’d 
the thing. 

Thefe Reafonings are founded on the three forts of Prin¬ 
ciples before mention’d, in properly applying them to each 
other, that is to fay, in applying one truth to another 
truth, and from thef® two truths concluding -a third, and 
thus by continuing to deduce truths from truths, by a pro-r 
per and orderly ufe not only of Definitions, Axioms and 
Demands, already granted, but likewife of Theorems, Prob¬ 
lems, Lemmas, and Corollaries, till we arrive at the laft: 
Truth, call’d the Conclufiout becaufç iç concludes arid fully 

A and 
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and perfectly convinces the Mind of what was to be Dc? 
îTîonfîrated. 

Belîdes the Co'nclufion, there belongs to a Demonftra-r 
tioii the lÿpothefiSy which is a fuppofition of the things 
known or given in the Propofltion to be demonftrated or 
conhruéled ; as alfo the Preparation^ which is a confiruélion 
niade beforehand by drawing fome Lines either real or 
Imaginary, to perform the Demonftration with the greater 
eafe, and more Veadily conduct the Mind to the know¬ 
ledge of the truth propos’d to be demonftrated. 

There are feveral forts of Demonftrations of which the 
two moft confiderable are thole which we call Pcfitive^ or 
Jfimativei or Direü 5 and Négative» or Imfojjfibley or 
reil, 

A Tofitive, jJffirmaiivet or DireB Demenflration is that 
which by affirmative and evident Prepofitions, drawn di- 
reâriy from each other, does at laft dilcover the truth 
fought for, and concludes with what it pretended to de- 
inonftrate, fo that it forces the Reafon to confent to fuch 
a truth. Of which fort is that in Prop, i. B. lé of £«- 
did's Elements, and many others, 

A Negative^ Impcfihle, or hdireEi Demonjlraiîon is that which 
demonfirates a truth by fome abfurdity which ncceffarily 
follows, if the propofition advanc’d and contefted fliou’d not 
be true, Euclid therefore to demonftrate, that a Triangle 
fphkh has two Angles erpual has alfo iroo Sides equals fhews 
that the part wou’d be equal to its whole, if one of thofo 
two Sides were greater than the other, from whence he 
concludes they muft be equal. 

Each of thefe two ways of Demonftration equally côn- 
vince the Mind, and oblige it to confent to the Truth 
demonftrated, but do not equally enlighten it^ for Tis 
certain that the DireB is more fatisfaiSfory and clear than 
the IndireB* Wherefore the latter is not to be us’d but 
when it can’t be avoided. Euclid indeed has made ufe of 
Indired Demonftrations in many Propofitions, but we (hall 
endeavour to render them Direct as much as poflible. 

A SCU0 L lUM IS a. Remark made on the Conftru- 
(B:ipn of a Problem, or on the Demonftration of a Theo¬ 
rem. As if after having found the Refolution of a Prob¬ 
lem, it be remark’d that in feveral Cafes the Refolution 
might have been done a fhorter way by Compendiums 
drawn from the general Refolution : Or if after having 
demonftrated a Theorem by SyntheJiS) it be remark’d that 
the Demonftration might likewife have been perform’d by 
^fialyfis. But now it concerns us tp explain what is 
tbefis, and what Andyfiso 
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ESlS or Cmpojition Is the Art of finding out 

the truth of a Propofition, by Confequcnces regularly drawn 
from eftablifti’d Principles, or by Propoficions which de- 
monftrate each other, beginning at the moft fimple, and 
proceeding on to the more compound, until the Lift be 
attained, which finifhes the con vision of the Mind as to 
the truth fought for, and obliges it to affent thereto : So 
that whofoever Ihall confider with attention the confequcncc 
of all thefc propofitions, Ihall be invincibly convinc’d of it, 
and fhall no longer be able to refufe his confent to this 
lafl truth, of which before he was in doubt, or abrolutely 
ignorant of, 

AN A LTSIS, or Refolution is the Art of difeoverirtg 
the truth of a Propofition by a way contrary to that of 
Compofition, to wit, by fuppofing the Propofition fuch as It 
is, and by examining what follows from this Propofitionj». 
untill one arrives at fome clear truth, of which what has 
been fuppos’d is a neceftary confequence, to conclude from 
it the truth of the Propofition, by making ufe of Com¬ 
pofition by a retrograde order, namely by taking up its 
reafonings where the other ended. You have an example 
of Synthefis and Analyfis in 3. Part 3. Chap, i. of 
Geometry, 

Analyfiswhen it is us’d in pure Geometry, as the Ancients 
did, confifts more in the judgment and in the application 
of the Mind, than in particular Rules; But at preient 
it is made ufe of in Algebra-) which is a literal Arithme¬ 
tic by the means whereof hidden truths are more eafily 
and methodically found out. I (hall give you what M. Prefiet 
fays of it in his Ne-çp Elements of Mathematics» 

‘‘ Never cou’d the Synthefis of Geometricians have ar- 
“ riv’d to fo high a pitch as it has done in this Age, 

had not the Analyfis of the Moderns fupported it, and 
brought to light an infinite number of fine difeoveries 
unknown to the moft learned among the Ancients, It is 
indeed impolTible to argue by any other way more in- 
genioufly, methodically, profoundly or learnedly, and 
more compendioufiy. Its expreffions by Letters are al- 

‘‘ together fimple and familiar, and the Mind can be fup- 
“ ply’d with nothing of fo great help in the difeoveries 

of truth, bccaufe they leften its labour, and dextroufly 
fave its application, they fix it and render it attentive 

“ upon the Object of its enquiries, they commodioufiy 
^ point out all the parts of them, they fupport the ima- 

gination, they renew and fpare the Memory as much as 
“ poftibie, in a word, they rule and perfectly guide the 

Mind, and yet fo little do they divide or employ it by 
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the Senfes, that they leave it an entire liberty to exert 
** all its vigour and aàivity in its fearch after truth. So 
“ that nothing can efcape its penetration 5 and the juftnefs 

or clearnefs of its reafonings does commonly difcover 
“ the ftiortcft way to the truths it fecks after, or the 

Mediums that are wanting to arrive at it, when they are 
beyond its reach. 
Thefe and many other reafons have made me of opinion 

that fince Algebra is at prefent more efteemM and more 
cultivated than ever, it wouM not be amifs, before any 
other thing, for the fake of beginners, to add a Compendi¬ 
um of this noble Science, at leaft as much as we have need 
of in Euclid's Elements, and elfe where, to foften the De- 
monftrations which feem more difficult by any other way 
than by the Analyfis of Geometricians ; and to add laftly 
fome Geometrical Problems, which we ffiall refolve by 
Rule and Compafs upon Paper, and with a Stick and 
Chord or Chain upon the Ground, by fimple and eafy Pra¬ 
ctices, without any Demonftrations, to bring their hand 
in who never us’d fuch Inflruments, and to difpofe them 
the better to underfiand Euclid's Elements, and the other 
Treatifes which ought to follow them. 

/ 
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COMPENDIUM 
O F 

ALGEBRA is a Science by means whereof we en¬ 
deavour to refolve any poffible Problem in the 
Mathematics, which is done by the means of a 

fort of literal Arithmetic, which for that reafon has been 
call’d Spçious Algebra, bccaufe its reafonings are all done 
by the fpccies or forms of things, namely by the Letters 
of the Alphabet, which are extremely helpful to the me¬ 
mory and imagination of thofe who apply themfelvcs to 
this noble Science : For without that, all thofe things which 
ferve to difeover the truth fought for, muff be retain’d in 
the Mind, which requires a ftrong Imagination, and can¬ 
not be done without great labour to the memory. 

Thefe Letters represent each in particular either Lines or 
"NumberSy according as the Problem is propos’d touching 
Ceometrjy or Arithmetic ; and being join’d together, they 

Flânes, Solids, and higher Powers according to their 
Number \ for if there are two Lctte|rs.together, as (ib, they 
reprefent a ReLtangUj whofc two dimenfions arc reprefented 
by the Letters a, b, namely one fide by the Letter a, and 
the other fide by the other Letter b, fo that being 
multiplied together, they produce the Plane ah. And 
if there are two like Letters as aa, this Plane aa^ 
will be a Square, whofe fide is a^ which is call’d Stiuare 
'Root* 

But if there arc three Letters together as abc, they will 
pprefent a SoUd^ namely a KeCr<^mla’' ^mllelepifedon, whofc 

three 
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three dimenfions will be exprefs*d by the. Letters 5, e, to 
witj the length by the Letter a, the breadth by h, and 
the height or depth by the laft letter c, to the end that 
thefe three Letters being multiplied together they may 
produce the folid abc. So that if thefe three Letters arc 
the fame as aaa, this Solid naa^ will rcprefent a Cube, whofe 
fide is af which is call’d Cube Root» 

Laftly, if there are more than three Letters together, 
they will reprefent a higher Power, of as many dimenfions 
as there arc Letters : and fuch Powers are call’d Imaginary» 
becaufe in nature there is no fcnfible Quantity known, 
which has more than three dimenfions. This Power, or 
imaginary Quantities call’d Plano-Plane or a Power of four 
dimenfions^ when it is exprefs’d by four Letters, as ahed^ 
and when thefe four Letters are the fame as aaaa, this 
Plano*Plane aaaa, is 'call’d Square-Squared} whofe fide is 
which is call’d Square-Squar d Root, 

This lame Power is call’d Plane-Solid, when it is repre- 
fented by Æve Letters; and when they arc the fame, as 
aaaaa, it is call’d Sur [olid, whofe fide is a, which is call’d 
Sur folid Root, 

Thus you fee that thefe Powers go on encreafing by a 
continual addition of Letters, which is equivalent to a con¬ 
tinual Multiplication; And when they are compos’d of equal 
Letters, they are call’d Regulars, and Vieta calls them 
Gradual ^antities, becaufe they encreafe by h degree con¬ 
formable to the number of their Letters. Thus aa, is a 
Power of the fécond Degree, becaufe it has two Letters 5 
and aaa, is a Power of the third Degree, becaufe it has 
three Letters, and fo on. 

From whence it follows that the Root, or the common 
Side a, of all thofe Powers, is a Power of the fir ft Degree» 

But as by augmenting thefe gradual Quantities by a 
continual addition of the fame Letter, the Number of the 
Letters may become fo great, that it will be hard to reck¬ 
on them, and even to write them upon Paper, in fuch cafe 
it will fufficc only to write the Root, that is to fay, only 
one Letter, and to annex to it towards the right hand a 
Figure expreffing the number of the Letters, of which the 
;^ower is compos’d, and this number is call’d Exponent of 
the fame Power, and fhews the Number of its Dimenfions, 
it is commonly written a little higher than the Letters, 
fo as not to confound them with the other Numbers, when 
there are any, or when there is any other Letter which 
follovys after at the right hand. Thus to exprefs a Sur~ 
[did, or a Power of the fifth Degree, that is to fay, of five 
Dimenfions, whofe fide or E.oot is a, inftead of reprefen- 

ting 
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Êîng it by tbefe five Letters you may repcefent it 
thus, dL To exprefs like wife the Cuhz of æ, you may 
write thus and to exprefs the SquârZ’f^Mr d of it, you 
muft write thus So of others. 

It is eafily feen by what we juft now faid, that the gra» 
dual Quantities, or the Powers of any Root, as a, are 

a^y a^y a^y cP, a^°y é^c, 
this natural Series, and that they are in a Geometrical Pro- 
greflion, while their Exponents are in an Arithmetical Pro- 
greflion, becaufe the Powers encreafe by a continual Mul¬ 
tiplication of one and the fame Root, and their Exponents 
augment by a continual addition of that of the fame Root, 
which isli, tho’ not always written, bccaufe It is underftcod, 
for it is evident that is equivalent to 

Thus putting for a, what number you will, for example 
2, then will be 4, a^, will be 8, and the other Powers 
will be fuch as you fee here, which (hew that the Powers, 
or gradual Quantities, 2, 4, 8, dsfe, are in a Geometrical 

d', a% a\ ePy aPy dsfc, 
2, 4, 8, 16,32,64, 128, 256, is'e. 

Progreffion, and that their Exponents 1,2, 3, dÿc, are in 
an Arithmetical Progreffion. Which is the caufe that thefe 
Exponents may be confider’d as the Logarithms of their 
Powers. From whence it follows that the Exponent of 3 
Power which is produc’d by the Multiplication of two 
other Powers, is equal to the Sum of the Exponents of 
thofe Powers, Thus the Sur [olid 32, hath 5, for its Ex¬ 
ponent, namely the Sum of the Exponents i, 4, of the 
Powers 2, 16, which produce it, or of the Exponents 2, 3, 
of the Powers 4, 8, which produce it. 

Thus you fee that there is a great difference between 
3^/, and be caufe ^23, fignifies' the Cube of the Root Uy 
and 3^2 reprefents the triple of that Root : So that if a be 
equal to 2, its Cube is equal to 8, and its Triple 3i2, 

is only equal to 6, in like manner '^a^y exprefles the tri¬ 
ple of the Square-fquar’d of the Root fo that if a be 
equal to 2, the Plano-Plane ^cP is equal to 48* So of 
others. 

CHAP. I. 

Mommes^ or Quantities^ 

WHAT we call Monotnes is a literal Quantity wffikh 
fubfifts alone? that, is, fucha§ is not accompanied with 

any 
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any other Quantity conneded by this Character -J-, which 
fignifies morsy or by this —, which fignifies lefs. 

PROBLEM L 

To add one ^lantity to another, 

AS homogeneal Quantities do not affcâ: the heteroge- 
neal ones, that is to, fay, that one Quantity cannot 

augment another Quantity of a different kind, when it is 
added to it, nor diminifh it^ when it is fubhraéfed from 
it j it follows, that thofe which arc to be added together, 
ought to be homogeneal, that is to fay, of the fame kind ; 
and when they are of the fame kind, let their Coefficients, 
be added together, and the fame Letters- and the fame Ex¬ 
ponents retain’d, and when they are of divers kinds they 
may be added by the Sign -h, becaufe more y as well as 
lefSy does not înake.different kinds. This Addition wiE be ( 
cafily comprehended by the following Examples, where you 

2a 2a> 2 abb 2a 2aab ' ^ 
Aa A abb lb lahb 

If 
8d3 lOyahb 2a-\-^b\ 

Sa i 6 abb 1 2aab^labb^A^^ 

may fee that by the Addition of feveral Quantities of the fame 
kind, there one only Quantity is found, which confequent- 
ly is alfo a Monome; and by the addition of feveral (Quan¬ 
tities of different kinds, a Pelynome is form’d» which we will 
call Binôme, when it is compos’d of two Monomes, which 
are call’d Terms as and Trinomey when it is com¬ 
pos’d of three Monomes or Terms, as tfc, 

PROBLEM n. 
To SubJlraS one ^antity from another. 

Sllbftra<ftion likewife fuppofes Quantities to be homoge- 
ncal ; for it is evident that a Plane cannot be dimini- 

ffied by the Subftraétion of a Line, becaufe a Plane is com¬ 
pos’d of an infinite number of Lines, nor a Solid by the 
^ubftraftion of a Line, or Plane, becaufe a Solid is compos’d 
of an infinite number of Lines, and alfo of Planes. 

As we have faid that the Sign lefs does not make diffe¬ 
rent kinds, a Quantity may bs fubffraâcd from anothec 

Quam 
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O'latitity greater and of the fame kind, by taking its Co- 

-•‘èfficients from thofe of the greater, and by retaining the 
fame Letters, and their Exponents ; and from another (^an- 
«icy greater and of a different kind, by writing it after the 
greater towards the right hand, and by councdhing them 
with the Sign —, which belongs to the Quantity that is 
to be Jubftra<ftcd, which in this cafe is call’d Negative 
tit)', aitho’ it be poütivc in it felf, being negative only in 
refpe^^l to that from which it is to be fubilraàed. Ses the 
following EsamplesC , 

6a ^aa I2ahb 3^ 2^23 

2a laa 4-abb 2b 2aah 

4a <aü %abh 

CM
 

1 2a^-*2aah 

It often happens that a greater Quantity is required to 
be fubftraiSied from a lefs, which being abfolutely impofli- 
blc, the lefs muff he fubftraiffcd from the greater, as was 
juft now caught, and the Sign — muft be prefix’d to the 
remainder, to fhew that, that remainder proceeds from the 
fubftradion of a g’'eater Quantity from a iefs, and confe- 
quently is a negative Quantity. Thus fubftraifting ^^zfrem 
3.1, the remainder will be —’la, and fabffraéling lobb from 
^bb, the remainder will be '^jhb, and fo for others. 

! To reprefent the excefs of one Quantity above another 
\ Quantity of a different kind, without knowing which is 
■ the greater; as if we cannot tell to which of thefe two 
“ Quantities the Sign — ought to be attributed, they muff 
i be join’d by this ... which fignifics Vijference. Thus 
i the difference of thefe two Quantities 2a, 36, is 2a»,» 
( or qb»».2a-, and the difference of thefe two a^abh^ is 

or 4Æ..2<îL 

PROBLEM III 

To multiply one ^lantity by another, 

A multiplication does not any more than Divifion require 
iVJ. the Quantities to be homogeneal, for nothing hin* 

I ders but a Plane may be multiplied by a Line, and it will 
; become a Solid ; or a Solid by a Line, and it will be¬ 

come a Plano-Plane. Thus you fee that the Multiplication 
of Quantities changes the kind, and elevates it, except when 
it is made by a’ Number, in which cafe the fame kind 

' remains. 
Firft to multiply a literal Quantity by a number, mul« 

i tiply fhe Coefficient of that literal Quantity by that num- 
! '■ .. ber,_ 
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ber, and retain the fame Letters and their ExponcntsV THug 
to multiply this literal Quantity by 4, you muft mub ■ 
tiply 3by 4, and you will have i2aab5 for the Produtfté 

Bht to multiply one literal Quantity by another, the 
CoeffiHents muft be multiplied together, and the Exponents. 
added, If the Letters arc the fame in each of the Faftors, 
ocherwif^ write down the Letters one after another with 
their Exj^onents, and prefix the Produd of their Coefficients, 
as in the Vollowin^ Examples^ where you may obferve that 
the Exponent of a Square is doublcj that of its Root^ the 

2 a 2 aa 3 a 9 dd 18 ddhc 
3 b> 4 aa 3(t 4 ddcâ 

6 ab 84^ 9 dd 27 43 'J2d‘^hccd 

Exponent of a Cube is triple that of its Root, and that 
the Exponent of a Square-fquar’d is quadruple that oF^ its 
Root. 

PROBLEM IV. 
To Divide one ^lantity by anotheir, 

/ DTvifion which Vkta calls ^fflkâtion, does not as we 
have already faid require the Quantities to be homo- 

general, for oftentimes a Quantity of a higher Pomr, that 
is to fay of a higher kind, or which has more Dimenfions, 
is divided by one of a lower kindi or by one of a fewer 
dimenfions, as a Plane by a Line, and then a Line is pro¬ 
duced : Or a Solid by a Line, and then the Quotient is a 
ï?]ane. So of the reft. But a continued Quantity cannot 
be divided by another higher continued Quantity, Geome¬ 
trically fpeaking, becaufe that is againft the nature of the 
Quantity, but; you may divide a Quantity by a Quantity 
of the fame kind, and then the Quotient is abfolutely a 
Number, generally fpeaking. 

Firft, if the Divifor be a Number, divide the Coeffici¬ 
ent of the Dividend, by that Number, and retain the fame 
Letters and their Exponents : Thus, dividing ^ahb, by 4, 

' the Quotient will be labbf and dividing by 8, the 
Quotient will he 

But if the Divifor confift of one or more Letters, and 
that thefe fame Letters are found in the Dividend, which 
I fuppofe rais’d higher than the Divifor ; then divide the 
Coefficients of the Dividend by thofe of the Divifor^ and 
fubftraffc the Exponents of the Letters of the Divifor, from 
the Exponents of the Letters of the Dividend, and the 

Letters 

i 

k 

1 
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letters which remain without an ^ Exponents will vanish, 
and the others will remain in the Quotient, and will be 
Integers, if the Divifor has not Letters different from thofe 
of the Dividend, or if all the Exponents of the Divifor be 
fubftraéled from the like Exponents of the Dividend, other- 
wife thofc different Letters muff be plac’d beneath, or elfe 
the difference of the Exponent with the fame Letters, found 
by fubftrafting the leffer from the greater, as you fee in 
the laft of the following Examples. 

* 

6 ('^aabb 9 a^b^^ ^ 

ab 2.ab ' ' /\.abc 

o 

12^5^4 13^4^3 (i^'a^b \6aab^cc ( 

'^abb Sahb Sbbe^ 

iMh 

cc 

PROBLEM V. 
To extraB the Root of a given ^antky. 

WE have remark’d in Multiplication, that the Expo¬ 
nent of a Square is double that of its Root, that 

J the Exponent of a Cube is triple that of its Root, and 
[ fo on. Wherefore to extract: the Square Root of a given 

Quantity, you muft take the Square Root of its Coeffici¬ 
ent, and the half of its Exponent, and to extract the 

I Cube Root of it, you muft take the Cube Root of its Co- 
! efficient, and the third of its Exponent. Thus the Square 

Root of 64.a^b^y is and its Cube Root is 4.aabbj which 
has likewife its Square Root 2ab, So of others. 

A Power which has neither -+» nor — prefix’d, is ac- 
I counted affimti'iive, that is to fay, prefix’d by a -f-, and 

then it will always have the Root fought, provided it has 
a Number which has fuch a Root prefix’d, and that its 
Exponent he divifible exactly by that of the fame Root, to 
wit by 2, for the Square Root, by 3, for the Cubic Root* 
and fo on. Thus the Square Root of is 2a'^b^, and 
the Cube Root of is is aéhy the Coefficient being 
underftood in the Root as well as in the Power ; for it is 
evident that is equivalçnt to its Cube Root 
4(ibb equivalent to iM* ” ” ' F 

I 
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If the Power whofe Root is to be €Xtra(îlcd be negativei 

that is to fay has — prefix’d, it will never have fuch a Root, 
altho’ it has the Quality which we mention'd, unlefs the 
Exponent of the Root fought be an odd Number, and then 
the Root will be alfo negative. Thus the Cubic Root of 
—is —2ahi and the Surfolid Root ot —is 
•—2aab, But ~‘4aabb h^sno Square Root, but fuch as is' 

call’d Mâginà^yy which is exprefs’d thus, ^—^aahh^ the 
Mark fignifying Root. 

When a given Quantity has no Root, the Charaéler / 
is prefix’d with the Exponent of the Root, placed above 
that radical Sign. Thus the Cube Root of i2cL^b'i; is ex¬ 

prefs’d in this manner, t^i2u^b'iy and the Square Root of 
2 * 

2^cinhbf is writ thus, or plainly thus, ^24^^ 

Exponent 2 being underftood, which is ncgleé^ed to be 
written, when you wou’d reprefent a Square Root. And 
fuch Roots are commonly call’d Irmtional Qjiantitm, 

Thefe Roots or irrational Quantities may be exprefs^d, 
more plainly, when the Power is divifible by another Pow¬ 
er which has the Root fought for, to wit, by writing the 
radical Sign ÿ between the Root of this other Power and 
the Quotient. Thus for the Cube Root of iZa^b^, inftead 

of i^i2a^b^f write becaufe the Power is di¬ 
vifible by this which its Cubic Root ab, and the 
Quotient is i2. In like manner to reprefent the Squarsi 

Root of this Power, ôacibb^ inftead of writfng thus, ÿôaabhy 
you may write thus ahVôy becaufc the given Power 6adhh, 
is divifible by this aébf the Square Root whereof is ab^ 
and the Quotient is d. 

CHAP. 
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CHAP. II 

Of Polynômes, or Compoitnl ^lantHies! 

YOU have Teen in the preceding Chapter, that by 
the A ddition./and SubOra(ftion taf fcvrcral Quantities 

of different kinds, a Polynomc is farmed, the Terms of which^i 
that is to fay* the-Monomes which compofe it may be 
differently that is to fay, Affirmative or Negative^ 
according as they have been added or fubftraifed ; Now 
left the di{tin<ftioa of-^r and —, which are call’d Signff 
ihou’d caufefome difficulty, before you come to the Practice, 
we fhall here add the following Theorems» 

I ■ 

THEOREM I 

The Sm of two ^antities afe^ed alihcf is of the [me af- 
feCtion. 

THat is to fay; that if any two Quantities arc Affirmd* 
tive^ or have -j- prefix’d, their Sum will Be Affirma¬ 

tive ; and if they arc Negativet their Sum will be alfo Ne¬ 
gative, For it is evident that the Sum of the two 
Quantities bt or d, + which are affeBed alikft that 
is to fay, have the fame Sign prefix’d, which fhew that 
they are both Affirmative, is Affirmative, becaufc if they 
were negative, that is, —a. —b, each of thefe two Quantities 
would be alfo negative, ivyhich. is contrary to the Suppofition, 
It is evident alfo that tbs Sum — d — of the two nega¬ 
tive Qyantities — d, — b, is negative, bccaufe if it w^s 
Affirmative, fo that it were d-^^, each of thofe two Quan¬ 
tities would *be alfo affirmative,- which is'alfo contrary td 
thC; fuppofition. Thus it is lecn that 4“ added to makes 
^nd that — added to — makes —, 

B 



theorem IE 

*rhe Sum of two unequal Quantities diferently afeBed, fs of the 
fame affeiiion with the greater^ and is equal to their Dif^ 
fereme. fj' O R fincc they are differently affefted, by the fuppolî- 
' tion, the one ought to be affirmative and the other 

negatives and their Sum being composM of a negative Quan¬ 
tity and an affirmative one, ffiews that the negative C^an- 
tity ought to be fubftraâed from the affirmative one, be-^ 
caufe Negation is a mark of Subflracffion* Wherefore if 
the Negative is lefs than the Affirmative, it may be fub» 
Eraéfed from the Affirmative, and then there will remain 
a part of the Affirmative, fo that the Difference will beAffir- 
mative, and of the fame 4ffeélion wJth the greater. Which 
is one of the two things which wots to he Vemonflrated^ 

Bat if the negative Quantity be greater than the affir¬ 
mative,* as the negative cannot be fubffraéfed from the 
affirmative, which is fuppos*d lefsj you muft fubftra^ the 
iefs from the greater, that is to fay the affirmatrve from 
the negative, and there will remain a part of the negative^ 
fo that the Difference will be negative, and confequently 
of the fame Affeéfion with the greater. Which remain d to be 
J^emonflrated, 

Xhm the Sum of — ^a and 4- 5^, is -f- 54; and the 
Sum of 4“ and of — ^4, is — 3^. From whence it 
follows that the Sum of two equal Quantities differently 
affeâ:ed is Oy or nothing. 

theorem hi. 

^ fuhflraB one Quantity from another^ is the fame thing as t$ 
add to that other Quantity the formert afeBed by a Contrary 
Sign, 

THus, for example, if you would fubftra<^ 4'^'^ 
4“ that is, if to 4“ <54 you would add — 2.ai 

becaufe the taking away of an Affirmative is fubftituting a 
Negative, and the Sum ^^a will be the Remainder,' 

It is the fame if you would fubftra(ff — ^a from — 5^^ 
that is, if to —e^a you would add 4"^^î becaufe the 
takir^g away of a Negation is fubftituting an Affitniation, 
and the Sum -y 34 will be the Remaindero* 

----- 



But if you would fubftraïî" from — ttiat îs, if to 
—5^^ you would add —the Sum — 74 will be thé 
Remainder : And if you*d fubirad* —2a from •4'‘5<^> is, 
if to you W'ould add r^ta^ the Sum will be 
she Remainder. 

\ 

theorem iVo 

The ProduB of Ufo ^antities^afeBed aliki is affimative^ 
and the- Pr'oduB of Wo jQuantities difereràl^ afeBed n 
negative • IT is evident that if two Quantities arc affirmative, their 
Produit Will be alfo affirmative ; becaufe in multiply¬ 

ing an affirmative Quantity by another affirmative Quanti- 
ty, you add it as many times as there are Units in that 
other Quantity 5 for Affirmation is a mark of Addition : 
and as this Addition is made by an affirmative Quantity? 
the Sum which is the Produft will be alfo affirmative. 

It is alfo evident, that if the two Q santities which are 
multiplied arc negative, their Produ<îi will be ftill affirma^ 
tive ; becaufe in mukiplÿing one negative Quantity, by'ano¬ 
ther negative Quantity, you fubftraft it as many times as 
there arc Units in that other negative Quantity ; for Nega¬ 
tion is a mark of SubftraAion, and as this ^ubftrattion is 
made by a negative Quantity, the Negation is deftroyedi 
and confequently the Affirmation is reftored ^ fo that the 
Remainder which is the Produét, Will be affirrtiativr; 

Laftly it is evident, that if one of thefe two Quantities 
be negative, and the other affirmative, their Produél will 
be negative ; becaufe in multiplying the negative by the af¬ 
firmative, you add it as often as there are Units in the af¬ 
firmative, and as this is an Addition of negati ve Quantities^ 
the Sum or the Produit will be negatives Furthermore, in 
multiplying an affirmative by a negative Qiiantsty, you fub- 
ftraâ: it as often as there are Units in that negative Quan¬ 
tity, and as this is a Subftra6tion of affirmative Quantities^ 
by deftroying the Affirmation you fubftitute a Negation, fo 
that the Remainder or Produâ ir negative. 

Thus you fee that , multiplied by -j- males thai 
— multiplied by — makes -f- ^ that — multiplied bÿ 
4*3 or 4“ by — makes —é 
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THEOREM V. 

The j^oiîent of tm jpuatîtities alike cifeEleâ is affirtûatîve^ 
and the j^otient of^two Quantities difermtly afeBed is 
negative» 

THis Theorem is evident by the preceding one, becaufe 
iF the Quotient of two (Quantities alike affected were 

not affirmative, as in multiplying the C^otient by the Divi- 
for, you’d have the Quantity which was divided, theProduâ: 
would rot be of the fame AfFcftion with that (^antity. 
The fame Inconvenience would happen if the (^iotient cf 
two Quantities diflPerentiy afTciJkcd were not negative^ 
Thcreforej ^c» 

P R O B L E M lé 

Addition of Tolynomes or Compound Quantities, 

HAving Written down the Polynômes one under another 
in order, as in Vulgar Arithmetic, fo that C^antitics 

of the lame kind, when there are any, may anfwer each 
other rêfpeôtively ^ add Quantities of the fame kind, as 
was taught in the preceding Chapter, and write thofe of 
different kinds below the line, each with its one Sign, as 
in the following ExarHples, where we have followed tht 
Rules of *4' and —i which have been taught in Tbeor» l.2« 

4“ 3^^ •— 6aahb — jab^ 
ya^b — — A^bcc 

toa^b — 24^ — ôaabb^-- ^aahe ^jab^ ^^bbcc 

45 — 3445' 

445 4" 3445 ^ 
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I P R O B L E M ir. 
! I r 

Suhjlratlion of Polyncmes or ComfêUfid ^antîties» 

TO fübftraét one Poîynomc from another polynome, you 
mud by Tbeor, 3. change the Signs of the Polynome to 

be fibftraded, that is to fay, -j" mud be made —, and — 
mud be made then add that Polynome fo changed, to 
that from which you would fubdraft, by the Precepts of 
the preceding Problem, and the Sum will be, by Theor* 3« 
the Remainder required, as in the foUowing Examples, 

6ciahh — “la}}) %ah -f* 2bh 4cc 
laetbb — <^a‘^b -i- ôabbç — '^bb — 2cc -f- 3cd 

2a^b —iabbe àab *4“ ^bb’^- 6cc — 3ci 

problem hi. 

Multiplication of Polynômes» 

HAving put the Multiplicator under the Polynome to be 
multiplied, as in Vulgar Arithmetic, multiply the fu- 

perior Polynome by each Term of the inferior^ according 
to the Precepts of the preceding Chapter, obferving the 
Rules of 4" 3nd —, which have been taught in Theor, 4, 
then add all the Produis together, as in the following 
ExanPiplcs; where the lad favc one (hews" that the Square of 
the Binôme a + b, is the Trinôme aa^ 2ab-^bby which 
»iay ferve as a Rule for the Extra^ion of the Square Root, 

2<j4“4^ 
2a^2b 

2a 4" 3b 
2a — 

— 6ah — çbk 
45i 4” ^ab 

/^aa-^i2d-\~^bb ^at o — ^bb 
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zaa — ^hb 
2aa — 2bb 

4.aabb -f- Ab^ 
4aabb 

aa^ 2ah-\-‘bè 
2ab — bb 

—füM — 2cih^ — 

2a'^b -4'4^'^^H" 

4^^ — 84^1^34-4^'^ 2^b-\-%(iéb O b% 

4 + 3 
4 +■ b Side 

+ ab +33 
44+ ab 

aa + 2ah + bb Square 
a ^ b Side 

+ aab + 2abb + 33 
43+2û43 + abb 

«MB i—'««Tl' 

43+3443 + 3^33+33 Cube 

as well in literal Quantities as in numbers : And the fail 
ftews that the Cube of the fame Binôme 4+3, is this Qua- 
drinome 4? + 3443 + 3^33+33, which may likewife ferve 
as a Rule for the Extraction of the Cube Root, as well 
In literal Quantities a$ in numbers. 

PROBLEM ÎV, 

jDivifion (f Polynômes, 

Fir ft, to divide a Polynome by a Monome (or a fingle 
Quantity.) each Term of the Polynome ought to be 

divided one after another by that Monome, according to 
the Precepts of the foregoing Chapter, and the Quotients 
put to the Right»hand, as in Common Arithmetic, with 
the Signs + and ■—, according to the Rule in Theor* 5. 
as in the fpllot^ing E^ampl^Sg which ma^ bé underftoqd a$ 
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24) -f- f4(îJ 4“ 

S^ï*^ -f“ 

%â) 9af 
ça^ 

I2<ï5^^ —4^*C3 9 eL \ £ ^r2, \ 
I2a3b^ — 4b^a C—+ 

^bhc"^ 
a 

But if the Divifor be a Polynome, let the Terms be 
placed as in Common Divifion , and as in the two preceding 
Examples, then begin to divide at the higheft Power with 
refpeA to the Letters that are in the Divifor, and finiih 
the reft as in Common Arithmetic, and as in the following 
Examples. 

24 ^ 2bJ 4.44 124bSbb (2a + 4^ 
4aa--f- 4.ab 

-- > 

® Sab —I" Sb3 
Sab Sbb 

o o 

34 — b) çaa — 6ab -f - b* (^a — b 
9<^^^ — 3^6-j-P 

o — 345 
— 3^b 4“ b^ 

\ — „ ■ m' 

O O 

2bc^cx)4ah*c^2abcx^6b\^r^bc^x--2c^z^ {Z4b-\ 3^k-\-2c£ 
4âb^c—2abcx^6b\^—3k*x 

00 o 4'4^*^”2c®.r* 
4-4^c*x— 

o o 

îf after having multiplyM the Divifor by the Quotient, 
the Produ^ cannot be fubftrafted for want of Quantities of 
the fame kind, fet down this Produft below, changing its 
Sign of or — into its contrary, becaufe of 5ubftra<ftion, 
then proceed to divide till all the Terms be brought down^, 
aj in the following Examples. 
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24-J- 3^ 4^^^ — çbb (24 — 
444 -f- 6ab 

O — 6ab — ^hb 
— ôab — Sfbb 

O O 

'm + 2454“ ^b) 2a^b 4- 34*5* — 5^ (2ab •— bk 
; ' 24 ^5 4”' ^(i^h^'\-tab 3 

Q — 4*5®—245^ —5^ 
, 4*5®—245^ —5“^ 

O O © 

4 4“ 4^4"^^ “*■ 45 4“ 

d2b ' - ■■■ V 

^5: ‘'ï?\ 

) t 

i f 

O -4^54-55 

O 4-45*4-5* 
4“ 45* *4-5* 

! ■ O G 

4 — 5/ 4 ^ — 5^ (^4* 4“ dh 4* b\ 
4^—. 4*5 ^ ‘ 

4*5-55 
4*5 —45* 

O 4"<25* — 5^ 
4“ 45* —55 

îf at the end of a Divifion there remains any thing, or 
that yoj cannot divide bepufe of Tome different Letter in 
the Divilor and Dividend, make a Fraftion of thefe two Po. 
lyoomcîï, by putui^g the Diyifor under the Polynomewto bc 
divided, with a line between, Th^s. dividing, 44 4*55 

adihh ^ 
by 44*^’# Quotient will be and dividing 4^4“5^ 

hg the Quotient will be 
' - ...5 

4M^3 " ' 
6 So of ©tJîçïS» 

■■ p' R. pi 
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PROBLEM V. 

To ExtraB the Eoot of a Tolymrm. 

WE have faid in Multiplication, that the Trinôme 
aa '4' 4' whafe Square Root is 4“ ferves 

as a Rule to extra<^ the Square Root by : And to flicw 
you how, let us feek the Square Root as if we did not 
know it, which muft be done after this* manner. 

Forafmuch as the Terms aa and bb arc Squares, you 
may begin at which you will of thefe two ; if you begin 
2taafp\Àt its Square Root 4 towards the Right-hand, like 
a Quotient, for the firft Letter of the Root which is 

ai-{-2ah (a-^b 
a 

o O 

fought for, and alfo under the Square aa^ Co that by mul¬ 
tiplying by 4 its Square may be had, which being fub- 
ftrafted from the Trinôme 44 4“ 2^^ 4“ put the Re^ 
mai'nder 2ab + b* under the Line *, and fince in this Re¬ 
mainder there is 24 in the Term 245, it is evident th^t you 
muft divide 2ab by 24, which is the double of the firft 
found Letter 4, and you will have for the fécond 
Term of the Root fought : wherefore this fécond Letter I 
muft be pxit on the Right-hand, with its Sign 4“ after the 
firft 4, and alfo under its Square 5% which is the laft Term 
of the Remainder 2ab 4* 5% fo that under this Remainder 
2^5 4-you will have 24+5 for the Divifor, and fince 
there remains nothing after having multiplied and fubftra- 
4fed, as the Rule of Divifion preferibes, one may conclude 
that the Square Root of the propofed Trinôme 44+245+56 
is precifely 4 + 5. 

In the lame manner the fquare Root of any other Powef 
k «xtrafted as in the follawing Examples* 
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4" 4“* ^ ^4 ^ 
aa 

0-4- 4a^lf4-aM 
%aa + 2d6 

O 4(î5 * -4" 

2<ï<? -f- ^ab -j- 

O O O 

9<ï^— 36(î^^4*‘72^^^ + 3^^"* (3^ï^2—éhh 
^aa 

— ^ôa'^b -4" 72ab^ 
0aa ^ 6 ab 

— ^6aabb-\^ y2ab^ -4" 
6aa — i2ab — 6bb 

O O O 

If in the fccond Example the fqaare Root had been he* 
gun to be cxtra<fted at the laft Term 36M, this fquarcRoot 
would have been found to be 6bb -J- 6ab — whofe Signs 
J\~ and — are contrary to thofe of the firft found Root 
qaa — 6ab — 6bb, which (hews that a Polynome has al¬ 
ways two fquare Roots, as well as a Monome, and every 
other Power ; and generally fpeaking, a Quantity has as' 
many Roots, as the Exponent of that Root has Units. 

We have alfo faid in the fame place, that is to iky, in 
Tteb» 3. that the Quadrinonie -^^aab ^ ^abb 
whofe Cube Root is ^ -f- leaves for a Rule to extraft the 
Cube Root by ; and to (hew how, we willfeek for this 
Cube Root as if we knew it not, thus ; 

Since the Terms and b^ are Cubks, begin at which 
you will of thofe two*, if you begin by ^5^ put its Cube, 
Root a towards the Right-hand, as before, for the firft Let¬ 
ter of the Root fought, the Cube of which ought to be 
fubftra^ed from the propofed Polynome, and the Remainder 
^aab-^^^^abb-^ muft be written under the Line, and 
divided by ^aa ^ the triple of the fquare of the firft 
found Letter becaufe in the firft Term '^‘iab, of the Re¬ 
mainder 3<7(i^-f-34^^+^’, this triple is found, and the 
Quqtient •{-b put towards the Right-hand, as before, for the 

fe^ondt 
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fécond Letter of the Hoot fought, and the Remainder of the 
Divifion will be from which you muft fubftraft 
^ahb and 6% to wit, triple the Solid under the firft found 
Figure and the Square bb of the fécond and the 
Cube of the fame fécond ; and as nothing remains, it (hews 
that the Cube Root of the propofed Polynome ^aab 
j^^abbJ^b^ is exafty a-\-b. 

If the propofed Polynome has not fuch a Root as is re¬ 

quired, you muft exprefs that Root by this Mark */, which 
put towards the Left-hand of the Polynome, with a Lin© 

over the fame Polynome, (hewing that the Charaftcr V 
does affeft the whole Polynome, So to exprefs the 
Square Root of this Blnomc aabb^aaeç^ you.muft write 

thuz yaabb ^ aacey or thus, becaufc the Bi-* 
nome aabb^aacc is divifible by the Square aa, whofe Side 
is ay and the Quotient is bbr\-cc, Tn like manner to ex¬ 
prefs the Cube Root of this Binôme a^b^ you muft 

ivrite -f-a^cî, orthus^ d^b^^c^y becaufe the Bi¬ 
nôme <^ah^ is divifible by the Cube whofe Sid© 
is a^ and the Quotient is ^ So of others* 

G H A P- 
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CHAP. III. 

Of E Q^V A T J O N S. 
l An EQVA TI on is a Comparifon which îs made 

between different Quantities, which we would bring 
to an Equality, and for this purpofe are commonly fepara^ 
ted by this Chara(5fcer n:, which fignifies E^uaL 

Thefe two Quantities arc called Sides or Members of the E^, 
quation \ they arc commonly composed of feveraf Monomes 
or Terms, of which all thofe that are on one and the faipc 
fide of the Equation, that is to fay, in one and the fame 
Member, are confider*d iogçtljçr as one Quantity, 
^ 'Ah Equation always follows the Analytical Refolution of 
a Problem, and at leaft contains one unknown (^antity, 
ivhich arc commonly exprefsM by the laft Tetters of the Al¬ 
phabet tte known Quantities are exprefsM indiffe¬ 
rently by the other Letters, Thus in the Equation 
XX — bcy the unknoyvn Quantity is a:, which is the 
rcafdn that the twp Terms zxj 24^, where \t is found, arc 
called unf^no^n Tefms^ which arc commonly placed on the 
lame fide : ^and the Term he where ^ic is not found, is 
called the k^otpn Term s as alfo the laft Term, which com¬ 
monly makes the other fide of the Equation, in order to com¬ 
pare it with the unknown ; therefore it is that Vieta calls 
it Homogeneum CornfarationiSt tho* others call it the Abfolutely 
kfioTfn QvLdiititf ' 

Among all the Terms of an Equation, the is that 
wherein you haVt the highèft Power of the unknown Quan¬ 
tity > the fetondi that wherein the fame Quantity is one 
degree Icfs ^ the thirds that wherein the fame Quantity is 
two degrees Icfs than the higheft Power, and fo on to the 
Idji Term I As in tljis Equation, x^-i^axx — bbx-xzacc^ 
the firft Term'is ^ the fécond axxt the third and 
the laft ^ 

Tho* amongft all the Terms of an Equation the degree 
of the unknown Quantity is not equally decrcas*d> by reafon 
of feme Term ‘ wanting, which often happens, yet that hin¬ 
ders not but that the Term where the^ unknown Quantity 
is, fot inftance, abated two Degrees below the firft, may be 
called the third, tho* it be the fécond in order. Thus in 
the following Equation, x'^ aaxx b'^x zn c'^, where t^ç 
Iccond Term is wanting, the firft Term is the third i$ 
i,s,xx. the fourth is and the laft is 

All 
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All the Terms oF an Equation ought to be homogefteaU 
ât leaft in Geometrical Problems ; and thofc wherein the un¬ 
known Quantity happens to be equally raifed, or thofc 
wherein it is not found, ought to be accounted as one Term 
only, as in this Equation, xx + ax ^ bx adbdt the 
fir ft Term is xx, the fécond is ax bx^ and the laft is 
ad -j- hd» 

An Equation is faid to be of as many Dimenfions as 
the unknown Quantity in the firft Term, that is to fay^ 
it is call’d an Equation of tm Dimenfions^ or j^adratky if 
the Square of the unknown Letter be found in the firft 
Term 5 or of three Dimenfions, or Cubic, if the Cube of the 
fame unknown Quantity happens in .the firft Term, 
Thus the followirg Equation ahx zn aah, is of three 
Dimenfions, or Cubic, bécaufe the Cube of the unknown 
Quantity x is found in the firft Term, And when in the 
Equation there is only one Term unknown, it is èalfd a 
Pure Equation \ as a:3 m abb, or arx zz: ah, &c. 

The unknown Quantity of an Equairion may have-as ma¬ 
ny different or equal Values, as the Equation has Dimen¬ 
fions ; Thus in this Equation of two Dimenfions, xx-^- 2x 
nr. 15, there are two Roots, namely 3, which being 
affirmative, h call’d a true Root ; and — 5, which is a nega¬ 
tive. Root, and by Des Cartes call’d a falfe Root 5 that is 
to fay, X may be fuppofed n= 3^ or — 5. This 
has need of a'Demonftration, but we fhall fay no more, 
of it in this place. See Des Cartes^s Geometry. 

When one of the Roots of an Equation which depends 
on fome Problem is found, that Problem is refolved. But 
to find this Root, the Equation (hou’d be fo reduced, that 
the firft Term be multiplied by no other Quantity than 
Unityi which is always underftood, tho’ not mention’d, or 
at leaft by another Quantity, which has a Root whofe Ex¬ 
ponent is equal to the number of Dimenfions of the E* 
quation. 

Further, all unknown Terms ought to be on one and the 
fame fide of theÆquation, which for that reafon is called 
the unknown Side or Member, and alfo firft Side or Member, be- 
caufc ic is cornmonly written firft on the Left*harid, and the 
known Terms on the other fide, which is commonly placed 
on the Right-hand after this Character ^ 

To conclude, the Equation ought to be brought down as 
much as poffiblej that is, it ought to be fo reduc’d, that 
the unknown Quantity be brought to the Iqwcft Degree 
ppffible, for the more eafy finding out the Roots. This 
Reduaion may be perform’d by means of ihe following 
Pïoblêmit 
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problem I, 

To Reduce an Squatkn by Antithefis.' 

An TJTff ESI Sis made ufe of to tranfpofe theTcfms of 
an Equation from one fide to another, when they are 

hot difpofcd as they (hould be, which is commonly fuch 
that the firft Term be put fir ft in order j and immediately 
follow'd by the fécond, if it is not wanting and that in 
like manner the fécond be follow’d by the third, and fo 
on to the laft Term. 

If the Term to be tranfposM from one fide to the other 
be affirmative, it muft be fubftra^fed from each fide, and if 
negative it muft be added, for by this means the Terms 
are tranfpos’d, and the Equation ftill preferv’d free from any 
confufion, according to* the Axiom which tells us, that if to 
im equal Quantities equal ones are added cr fubftraüed^ tbs 
Sums cr Diferemes mil be equal» 

As in this Equation rr 53 bbx ^ 2axXf 
if you put all the unknoyj’n Terms on the left hand, that 
is to fay, on the firft fide, you muft add to each fide the 
Term bbx, which is negative, and fubftraift the Term 2axXf 
which is affirmative ; and the propos’d Equation x^—'^axx 

— bbx^2axx, will be chang’d into this, — t^axx 
^ bbx r= bK 

From this general Rule the following Compendium may 
be drawn, for to tranfpofe any Term given from one fide to 
another ; Strike out the Term to be tranfpojed, and fut it on 
ibe other Side mth a contrary Sign. Thus the following Equa¬ 
tion x^^aabb — aaccr=- aaxx— t^x, may be changed into 
this, x^—aaxx-^c^x-=:aacc aabb, or into this, — aaxx 
^ -f- aabb — aacc = o* 

PROBLEM It 

To Reduce an Équation by Pafabolifhî» 

IT is not fufficient that by the means of Antithefis all tiie 
unknown Terms of an Equation may be brought to one 

fi.de, to find their Roots; but the firft Term muft likewifc 
have a Root conformable to the number of Dimenfions 
of the Equation, namely a Square Root if the Equation be 
of two Dimenfions^ a Cube Root if the Equation be of three 
©imenfioi^j and fo 

“ Jê 
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To this end, there needs no more, but to let the Coc&ient 

of the firft Term be Unity, if it be found multiplied by any 
other Quantity than Unity, which may be done by Paraholijm^ 
to wit, by dividing each fide of the Equation by the known 
Quantity which multiplies the firft Term, and this will by 
no means deftroy the Equation, by the Axiom which teaches 
us, that if equal ^antities are- divided by one and the fame 
{^aniityt the ^ctients will be equal. 

As if in this Equation, axx>^2abxziz bcc^ each Side be 
divided by 4, the Coefficient of the firft Term axx, you*lî 

bcc 
have this other Equation xx -f- 2bx m — : and in like 

manner if this other Equation abx^dabbx c^dd^ be 
divided by the known Quantity ab, which multiplies the 
firft Term abx^y you will have this other Equation, ?ct 

So of others. 
V 

PROBLEM IIL 

To Reduce an Equation by Ifomcria. 

ISO M ERIA is us’d to clear an Equation from Fradlion^ 
which are always troublcfome in Calculation, To do 

this, you muft firft multiply the propos’d Equation by the 
Denominator of the Fra(ft:ion to be deftroy’d, and the Equa¬ 
tion produced muft in like manner be multiplied by the 
Denominator of another Fraftion, if there be one, and 
fo on, 

oc. ^ bccoc 
Let us propofe this Equation, “j" -jp axx 3= ahd^ 

and multiply it by the Denominator 4 of the Fraction 
^eex 

and we ftiall have this Equation, x3 ^axx—^ a — ‘i*”*'*' ^ 
which being multiply’d by the Denominator 4 of the other 

Ofeex 
Fraction “T" , you will have this laft Equation without 

Fractions, 4x3 ^ 4 aaxx ^ 4 to 4.aabb. 
For a ftiorter Method, multiply the propos’d Equation 

X Î beex 
4XJt — :± abb, by the Produâ: 4^? of the Dc^ 

, . bccx 
nominators 4 and a of the two Eraélions and 

you’ll have this other Equation without Frayions, ax^ -f- 
444XX — 4kçx SS 

t R O* 
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PROBLEM IV. 
. ■ , r .. ■ ■ ' ; À 

To Reduce àn Equation by Hypobibafrn* 
i t;' 'i • *' i ■ HTVOBIBASM is an equal abatement of all tbe de¬ 

grees of thé. unîénown Qyantity of aii Equation, when 
that unknown Quantity is found in all the Terms ; an^ 
this abatement is made by taking away the leaft Power of 
the unknown QLiantity| fo that the Dimenfions of the E- 
quation is by this means Içflcn’d. .Thus the Equation 

2^x3-nz hbxxy which feems tq be of four Dimenfions, 
is reducM to this xx2^xrz:M^ ,which is but of two 
Dimenfions: and this Equation: x^ — 4^ïx zz c^x, which 
feems like^ife to have four Dimenfions» is reduc’d to thiip, 
x^aax zz c3, which has but three Dimenfionsi So for the 
reft* 

‘ ! U . 

PROBLEM V. 

. ' ' 1 
To Reduce an B^uatîon by Multiplication, 

FO R the avoiding of FraiStions which commonly pro¬ 
ceed from Divifion » when you wou’d that the firft 

Term of an Equation fhou’d have a Root, whofe Exponent 
is equal to the number of its Dimenfions ; then, multiply 
each Member of the Equation by the Coefficient of 
the firft Term, if the Equation be Quadratic*, or by 
the Square of that Coefficient, if the the Equation be 
Cubic, and fo on. This Operation will not in the leaft dc- 
ftroy the Equation, by the Axiom which teaches us, thaèC 
if e^ud Quantum be multiylfd by one and the fame Quantity^ 
the Produ&5 will be ep,al ^ and the Equation propofed will be 
found reduced to another, whofe firft Term will have fuch 
a Root as was required. 

Thus to make a Square of the firft Term of this Quadratic 
axx -j- bex m bhd , multiply it by the Coefficient a pf 
the firft Term axx ^ and you’ll have this other Equation 
a0XX -^.ahex zi abhd^ whofe firft Term aaxx has ax for its 
Square Root, Likewife that the firft Term of this Cubic 
Equation ax^^-bexx — bbex may bp a Cube, multi¬ 
ply it by the Square aa of the Coefficient a of the 
firft Term at^, and you will have this other Equation, 

^ aabcxx — aahbtxx zzaac^, whofe firft Term 
has ax for its Cube Root* The like of others* 

‘ C 

Somstimss 
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Sometmies you may make ufc of Compendiums, for it fig- 

nifies little by what Quantity you multiply the given Equa« 
tion, provided the Root of the firft Term be fuch as was 
required. So in this Equation aax^ akxx ■z::zak'^^ if you 
would have the firrt Term become a Cube, it will be fuffi- 
cient to multiply the Equation by rf, for then you’ll have 
this other Equation aabcxx tx. aabO^ whofc firft 

is a Cube. 

PROBLEM VI 

To Reduce an Equation by Tivifion> 

By Divifion we may alfo make the firft Term of an Equa* 
tion have a Root conformable to the number of its Di« 

menfionSj namely by reducing it by Ta^aholifm^ as you have 
feen in Proh, 2, without any further repetition. 

It may alfo fometimes be of ufc to bring down an Equation, 
namely when that Equation is divifible by a Binôme, com¬ 
pos’d of the unknown Quantity and of an aliquot part of the 
laft Term, which in this cafe will be one of the Roots of the^ 
given Equation, to wit, the affirmative Root if in the Divi-' 
for it be negative, and the negative Root if it be affirmative. 
This fuppofes that the Equation fliould in fuch a manner* 
be reduc’d by Antithefis, that all its Terms fhou’d be on 
ojie and the fame fide, and o on the other fide* 

Thus, by dividing this Equation of three Dimenfions, 
— axx — 2abx. — aab —o, hy x — you'll have 

this Equation of two Dimenfions xxax — bx — ab o. 
Wc have fcveral different ways to find fuch a Divifor, which 
we ftiall explain upon fomc other occafion. 

PROBLEM VII. 

To Reduce an Equation by Extra&ion of Roots, 

A N Equation may alfo be brought down by extraéling 
^ the Square or Cubic Root of each fide, when that is 
poftible. To this end, it is fufficient that the unknown fide 
of the Equation has the Root Which is requir’d for it fig?- 

! nifies little whether the known Side, that is to fay, the 
Haft Term, has any fuch Root or no, becaufe being known,, 
iit may be always exprefs’d Geometrically, by finding fomc 
I mean Proportionals when it is irrational. 

T hus, to bring down this Equation, xx 2ax ’^aazrzbcÿ 
lithe Square Root of each Side muft be extraéled, and then 
I;you will have this Equation of a lower degree, atx fjbc 
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Of d} by fuppofing the Quantity d a mean Pru^ 
portional between the two ^>>c, in which cafe bc:^dd» 

In like manner, to bring down the following Equation, 
'^aax^ you muft extract the Cube 

Root of each fide, and you’ll have this Equation 
in which you will find by Antithefis x -zzb — d, for one of 
the three Roots of the given Equation, 

If the unknown fide of the given Equation has not fqch a 
Root as is required, fo that fomethirg remains, and that 
this remainder be known, you muff add to each fide if it 
be negative, or you muff fubftra<ff if affirmative, and then 
the Equation may be brought down. 

As in this Equation, x^ -J- 6axx 4“ i2(iax = abb^ by ex¬ 
tracting the Cube Root of the unknown fide a: 3 4" 
4” l2aaXf there remains — Wherefore you mult add 
8<?3 to each fide of the Equation, and you will have this 
other Equation, 4” ^2aax 4" 
where extrafting the Cube Root of each fide, ybu have this 

♦ 

Equation brought lower xa ^ abb%a^. 

Furthermore, bccaufe by excrafting the fquare Root of 
the unknown fide of this Equation , x^^ ‘— lax'^ 4** 
— 2bbxx 4" 2abbx m there remains — you muft 
add b^ to each fide, and you have this other Eciuation, 

— 2ax^ 4" — 2bbxz 4* 2abbx 4- — 4^*^ > where 
extracting the/quare Root of each fide, you will have this 
other Equation more brought down , xx . • • xx ,, , hb 
— 2bb. 

When all the Terms of the Equation are on one fide onlyg 
fo that there is o on the other, it is not ncccffary that the 
Remainder after the Extraction of the Root fought for, 
Ihou’d be known, and it fuffices that it hath fuch a Root, 
becaufe being added to each fide of the Equation, you will 
have another Equation which may be brought lower. 

As in this Equation, çaabb — 2^aiibx 4- I2aaxx — i^abxx 
4"I2/ïz3zz O, by extraâiing the'fquare Root of the un¬ 
known fide, there remains — ^.aaxx — i2ax^ — gx"^, which 
fhews that 4aaxx 4- 12^10:^ 4" 9^^ which has a fquare Root, 
muft be added to each fide, then you have this other Equa¬ 
tion, gaabb — 24aabx 4- lèaaxx — i^abxx 2^x^ 4* 
'= 4aaxx ■^I2ax^ -^gx"^ y whofe fquare Root gives this 
Equation in lower Terms, 34^ , ,, ^ax ... '^xx — 2ax 
4" 3^^» ' 

This Method may be applied to all Quadratic Equations, 
as in this, xx — ^ax = hby where by extracting the fquare 
Root of the unknown fide xx — ^dx , there remains 

444 i for if be addtd to each fide, you will bave 
this 
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this Other Equation, :xx — ^.ax = hh -f- hofe 
Iquarc Root gives this Equation in lower Terms, .r ... 2.% 

-j- in which you will find by AntlthfiSj x^2ii 

for the affirmative Root, or x 2a-- 

Vbb + for the negative Root of the Equation proposed, 
XX — t\.ax — bb. 

Since the remains after the extraftion of the fquare Root 
is always equal to the Square of the Coefficient of the fé¬ 
cond Term, an Equation of two D’menfions may be brought 

Tower by this Compendium, 
Add the Square of half the Coefficient of the fécond Term to 

each Side of the Equation, and you II have another Equation, 
ifhich may he brought lower by extracting the Square Eoot, 

Let us propofe for example this Quadratic Equation, 
XX 6ax =: bb, and add to each fide thereof the fquare gaa 
of the half of the Coefficient 6a of the fécond Term 
6ax, and you will have this other Equation xx-^^-âax 

^aa := bb-^gaa, where by extradfing the fquare Root 

of each fide, this lower Equation, x=:Vbb^ gaa 
is had. 

This Method may be alfo 3ppl>;’d to higher Equations, 
where there are but two unknown Terms, fuch that the 
greateft Exponent of the unknown Quantity is double the 
leaft, becaufe fuch an Equation is derivative from an Equati¬ 
on of two Dimenfions when it is a Bi-quadratic ; a Derivative 
Equation being in general where the Exponents of the un¬ 
known Letter have one common Mtafjre greater than Unity * 
as abxx zxz bhcc, or >— 2taabx‘^ rr aah^c. 

Thus you have a general Rule, to find by Calculation, 
the Roots of an Equation of two Dinenfions, and of its De¬ 
rivatives, which is fufficient at prefent. If you would have 
any more, fee the general Method which we have taught 
in our Treatife of Curves of the firjl kind, to find the Roots 
of Equations of two and of three Dimenfions, by Calcu« 
iation. 

The fame Method may be alfo appl) ’d to Equations of 
three and of four Dimenfions, which may be brought lower 
by taking away the fécond Term, the praiff:ice of which is 
a great deal longer and more laborious, chan by the Ex- 
traifition of Roots, as we could Ihew in fome Examples, if 
our Defign were not to be brier"'. 

Wherefore to finifli this little Treatife of Algebra, till we 
give a more ample one of it, we fhall only add here Tome 
Arithmetical Queftions, to (hew you the application of the 
Rules which have taught concerning the Rcdudlion of 
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Equations, and to put you into a Method to refolv^ fcve* 
ral others, in imitation of thofe that we are going to give, 
in which you’ll find it neceffary to exercile your Telf, if you 
have a defign to make any progrefs in it. 

A 

COLLECTION 
O F S O M E 

Arithmetical Qgeftions, 
RESOLV’D BY 

The New Analyfis, 
The Reafonings we are oblig’d to make,, in order to 

arrive to the refolution of a Queftion, being exprefi’d 
on paper by the Letters of the Alphabet, it is evi¬ 

dent that thofe Letters reprefent the known Quantities in 
the Queftion, and like wife thofe that arc fought for, which, 
as we have already faid, are commonly exprefs’d by the 
laft Letters of the Alphabet, a:, j», z, isfe. 

The known and unknown Quantities, which ferve to re- 
folve the Queftion, being aftum’d in Letters, the Queftion 
is fuppofed as refolved ^ and from this Suppofition are drawn 
as many Equations as can be, according to the conditions of 
the Queftion, by comparing thofe Quantities together, to 
find their relations, which is done by Adding them toge¬ 
ther, or by Subftra<fting them one from the other, or by 
Multiplying them, or by Dividing them by ore and the 
fame Quantity, as cccafion requires, until an Equation be 
found, which being refolvM by the Problems of the pre¬ 
ceding Chapter, you will at laft find the Value of the 
unknown Letter \ which muft be fubftituted in the firft 
Equations found, when there are feveral unknown Quanfi- 
fks, to find in one of thefe Equations tho Value of ano- 
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ther unknown Quantity, which muft be likewife fubftituted 
until you come to an Equation where there is but one un¬ 
known Quantity, in order to be able to difeover it there, 
and fo on for the reft, as you fee in the following Que- 
ftions, which will illuftrate to you what I have faid. 

Q,U E S T I O N I. 

Three Perfons found 120 Croms-, about vphkb thei difer- 
edy and each took^ vhat he coulct: The -firfi faid^ that 
if befides the Money he had taken, he had 2 Crorpm, he jhoud 
have enough to buy A certain Horfe which was to be fold î 
The fécond faid that he wanted 4 Crowns to be able to buy 
the Horfe : And the third faid he wanted 6, The 
ftion is, What the Price of the Horfe was^ and h:w ma^ 
ny Crowns each p erf on had ? 

TO refolve this Queftion, put the Letter x for the 
Price of the Horfe, and then the firft Perfon’s Money 

will be ar — 2, the fécond Perfon’s Money will be a:-^4, 
and the third Perfon's Money will x — 6 : And becaufe all 
this Money, namely 3a: — i2j ought to make 120 Crowns, 
by fuppofition, you will have this Equation 3a: — 12 = 120, 
or adding I2 to each fide, then 32:=: 132^ and dividing by 
3, you will have 44 for the Value of the Horfe. Thus 
the value of the Horfe is 44 Crowns, from which fubraél- 
ing 2 Crowns, becaufe of x — 2, you will have 42 Crowns 
for the firft Perfon’s Money ; and if from the fame 
44 Crowns you fubftraft 4 Crowns, becaufe of x — 4, 
you will have 40 Crowns for the fecond’s Money ; and 
laftly, if from the fame 44. Crowns you lubftraél: 6 
Crowns, becaufe of x— 6, you will have 38 Crowns for 
the third Perfon’s Money. Now it is evident that the Sum 
of thefe three Numbers 42, 40, 38, which are the Sums of 
Money each of the three Perfons had got, is 120 ; And 
thus the Queftion is refolv^d. 

scholium. 

To the end that you may not be oblig’d to renew the 
Analyfis, when the Numbers which are given in the Queftion 
are varied, put Letters for thofe Numbers, as a for 120, 
b for 2, c for 4, d for 6, and then the Money of the firft 
will be a: — b, that of the fécond x — c, and that of the 
third X — d and as all this Money, which is equivalent 
to '^x ^ br^ c — dj ought to be equal to thç given num- 

C 3 . ber 
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ber Æ) yoa will have this Equation, — è — c — d a, 
which being reduc’d by Antithefis and by Parabolifrn, will give 
^ Ic-^yd, for the general Refolution of the 
Queftion, underftanding by the General Ke/oluticrii that which 
is made in Letters, becaufe it ferves generally to refolve 
the Queftion foe any given numbers whatever. Thus in 
this Queftion^ whatever value be given to the four Let¬ 
ters the Queftion will be found rcfolv'd, without 
which there would be need of a new Analyfis, namely by 
reftoring to the Letters a, b, e, d, their fuppos’d Values, 
This is eafily conceiv’d, and we fhall not amufe our fclvcs 
hereafter, fo as to fay any more of it. 

QUESTION IT. 

A Terfon going into a Church i gives Pence to a Beggar^ 
and in going cut finds that the Remainder of his Money -wax 
doubled ; He goes into another Churchy rphere he gives loo 
Pence to the firft Beggar he meetSy then he had but tm Croms 
or 120 Pence left* The ^efiion is^ how much Money he had 
when he went into the firji Church, 

& IV X be put for the Money that he had when he went in¬ 
to the firft Church, there will remain x — 5 in going 

out, becaufe it is fuppos’d that he gave 5 Pence to the 
Poor : And as it is alfo fuppos’d that this remainder was 
doubled, he had 2r — 10 in going into the fécond Church, 
where having again given 100 Perce to the Poor, if from 
2r — 10, 100 be fubftraéled, the remainder will be 
2x — no, which by fuppofition ought to be equal to 120. 
So that you will have this Equation, 7z— Ii0r=:i20, 
to which adding no, you will have 2a: = 230, and divi¬ 
ding by 2, you will have a: “ 115 for the Refolution of 
the Queftion. 

question III. 

A Merchant is to fay 2^0 Pounds at 4 Payments, vît, at the 
fécond payment 11. more than at the firftt at the third Payment 
11, more than at the Jecondy and at the fourth Payment 11. 
more than at the third. The j^eftion is. How much is each 
Payment ? . 

IF you put X For the firft Payment, you will hav^ x1 
for the fécond Payment, x-f-o. for the third Payment, 

and ar + 3 fourth Payment : And as all this Mo¬ 
rey, ï^aiîitîy 4ar 4-^ ought p be equivalent to 250, you 
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win have this Equation, e\^x \ 6 1=250, from which fub^ 
llra<aing 6, you will have — 244, and dividing by 4, 
you will have x:=z6i. Thus you will have 61 L for the 
firft Payment, wherefore the fécond Payment will be 621, * 
the third will be 63 /, and the fourth will be 64 /• 

question jv. 

Some Perfons hiving agreed to give 6 Pence a-piece to a Water’ 
man-, to carry them from London to Gravefend, on thU con-» 
dition, that if another JhoiCd come into their Company^ he 
Jhoud pay the fame Price, and 'they fhoiCd Jhare the cverplm 
among them, jo that the Waterman Jhoud have haf, the other 
half being to be equally divided among the fame Perfons, or elfe 
pven to the Waterman, and his Pay to be le fend in proper^ 
tion to rrhat they had promis’d him ; There arriv'd a fourth 
part of their Number, and three over, then the frfi Comers 
were to pay but 5 Pence to the Waterman* The number 
of the Perfons that came firjl is demanded. 

Let 42? be the number of the Perfons that came firfl» 
Then 243c is the Money due to the Waterman® 

IX-4-3 the perfons that alterwards carne, 
6x-- 18 the Overplus. 
3a:--9 the half of the Overplus, wdiich muft 

be fubftrafted from 24X, and there will remain 2ix —9, 
for the Money due to the Waterman from the fir ft Perfons, 
If then you divide this Money by 4ar, which is the num- 

2iar —9 
ber of the firft Perfons, you will hav''e “ 7~ for the 4x 

Money which each ow’d the Waterman *, and as it is fup- 
pos’d that each ow’d him 5 Pence, you will have this Equa- 

tion, " = 5, which being multiplied by 4j, you will 

have this, 2ix— 9r=:2ox, and by ^Aniiihcfs you will find 
X = 9, and confequently 4X — 36, for the number of 
Perfons fought. 

C 4 
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Q^U E $ T ï O N V. 

three EÜs cfSattîn and four Elis cf Tafety cofi 57 Shillings, 
and at the fame Vrice 5 Eïïs of the fame Sattin and tm 
Ells cf the fame Tafety cofi 81 SbiUings, h demand the 
value of the Sattin and Tajfety per Ell, 

\ IF X be put for the value of an Ell of Sattin, and y for 
the value of an Ell of Taffety, according to the con¬ 

ditions of the Qiicftion, you will have thefe two Equations, 

, - 3’'+« = ?7 
- ' 5a; +2) = 81 

To the end that in^each of thefe two Equations one ©f 
the two unknown Quantities x, y, for example or, may be 
found multiply’d by one and the fame number, which is 
ncceiTary to be done, that by fubfiraffcing one Equation from 
the other, there lhou*d remain a third Equation, wherein 
you have only the other unknown Quantity y Multiply 
the firit Equation, gx-^- 47 == $7^ by the number <5, which 
multiplies X ‘ in the fécond and reciprocally the fécond, 

'■^x 2y rz 81, by the number 3, which multiplies the fame 
X in the ^ and you will have thefe two other Equa¬ 
tions, * ; 

2oy = 2H«j 
»5X-J- 6ji=’243 

Hy= 42 ■ 

i 

If you fubftraél the fécond from the firft, you will have 
this third Equation, 147 == 42, which being divided by 
14, you will have 7^= 31 for the value of an Ell of Taf- 
fety. And if in the room of y you fubhitute its value 3, 
now found, the firft Equation 3X47 :r: 57, will be 
ïhang’d int^this, 12 = <57, ftom which fubftra(fling 
12, and dividing the Remainder 3X = 45 by 3, y^ou will 
liave xr= 15, for the Value of an Ell of Sattin, 

<iU E- 
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QU E S.T I O N VI. 

One Ferfon [aid to another, if pu mil give me three of your 
CrcwnSy I JhaU have as much as you have left y and the other 
anfwefdy if you mil give me five of yoursy I'JhaU have twice 
as much as you have left : The Q^ofiion is how many Crowns 
each Perjon had. 

IF the Letter x be put for the number of Crowns the 
firft Perfon had, and y for the number of Crowns the 

fécond Perfon had, you will have, according to the condi¬ 
tions of the Queftion, thefc twQ Equations, 

*+3=>-3 
y + 5 2x — 10 

In the firft, x-j- 3 — 3» 7°*^ -f-é ; 
and in the fécond, y+ 5 ^2ar— 10, you will find the 
fame y 2x — ; wherefore you will have this third 
Equation, x-j-6 rr:2x— 15, in which you’ll find x :=2l, 
for the Money that the firft Perfon had ; and inftead of 
y ’z:! X ^ 6y ot o{ y vzi%x — 15 , you will have y 27^ 
for the Money that the other had* 

QUE ST 1^,0 N VIL 

One hundred Perfons, confifling of Men^ Women and Children, 
expended in a Feajl 100 Pounds or 2000 Shillings y each 
Man expended 100 Shillings y each Woman 20 Shillings, 
and each Child 5 Shillings. The Number of Men, Women, , 
and Children is demanded, 

i 
i 

I F a: be put for the number of th^ Men, y for the num- 
ber of the Women, and ^ for the number of Children, 

you will have, according the conditions of the Queftion, 
thefc two Equations to be refolv^d, ’ 

+ y^ zi 100 
IOO:c 20y + fjz = 2000/ 

> 

If from each fide of the firft, ^+f+ z = Î00, you 
fubftra<ft ^ and z, yo'a will have y=s ioo — and 

" ■■■ ^ ^. if 

\. 

) ■ 
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if in the room of you put its value found loo — z — Zt 
inftead of loy you will have 2000 — 2ox — 20^ ; and 
inftcad of the fécond Equation looar 20) + 5^ i=:20oo, 
you will have this Sox — I5^4“2000 = 2000, from 

' whence fubftrafting 2ooo, you will have this, 80:1: '— 15^ 
= 0, and adding i^yZ^ yoQ will have this, 803?=:: 15^, 
and dividing by 5, you will have this, i6;f zr 3^ ; and 
hftly dividing by 3, you will have this lalf Equation, 

where you fee that the Quantity ^ would be 
known, if the other Quantity z were alfo known j and as 
there is nothing which determines this Quantity z, it 
(hews that the Queftion propos’d is hdeterminate, that is to 
fay, it is capable of an infinite number of different Solutions, 
becaufe there is liberty to fuppofc the indeterminate Quan¬ 
tity X whatever one plcafes. But there Is a Precaution to be 
taken concerning the value that may be given it, fo that 
the quantity Zt or its value found "y be a Whole num¬ 
ber, which ought to be fo in this Quefiion, becaufe the 
value 'j z reprefents the number of Children, which ought 
not to he a Fraé>ion by the nature of the Queftion. You 
muft fuppofe then forara number divifible by 3, which is 
the Denominator of the FraAion ^ If therefore you 
fuppofe a; 1=^3, inftead of î/ x for you will have 16 ; 
and inftead of 100 ~ x — z fory, you will have 8f. So 
that 3 Men, 8i Women, and 16 Children, will folve the 
Queftion. 

To have another Solution, fuppofe a; r— 6, and then you 
will find ^ 32, and confcqucntly y zr 62 ; fo that 6 
Men, 62 Women, and 32 Children, will be a fécond 
Solution. 

To have a third Solution, fuppofe x zz 9, and then 
you will find 48, and confequently y zr 43. So that 
9 Men, 43 Women, and 48 Children, will be the third 
Solution. 

To have a fourth Solution, fuppofe ur zz 12, and then 
you will find ^ = 64, and confequently y zz 24. So that 
12 Men, 24 Women, and 64 Children, will be the fourth 
Solution. 

To have a fifth Solution, fuppofe arzzi^, and then you 
will find zz 80, and confequently y = 5 • So that i $ 
Men, 5 Women*, and 80 Children, will be the fifth 
Solution. 

There is no other Solution in whole numbers, becaufe 
by putting for ar, a number multiplied by 3, greater than 
15, the number of Men, Women, and Children would 
furpafs îOOj which is contrary to the Suppoiltion. 

Q^U E- 
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Q^U E S T I O N VIII. 

Ji Hall made in the form of KeBanguhr Parallelogram con» 
tains 90 Square Fathomt in its Area, and its Length is 
tmce its Breadth, and three Fathoms more. The Length 
and the Breadth is demanded» 

T F be put for the breadth» you will have by fuppofi- 
**■ tion 2x 3 for the length, which being multiplied by 
the breadth x, you will ^have 2x^ 3a:, for the Area of 
the Rectangle ^ and as this Area is fuppos'd to be 90 
Square Fathoms, you will have this Equation, 2a;*-f" 3^ 
= 90, which being divided by 2, you will have this, 

—4.$. Add to each fide the Square of the 
half f of the Coefficient |- of the,fécond Term, and you 
will have this Equation, | = V/i whofe 
fquare Root will give this Equation in lower Terms, 
a: "f- 1: — V , from which fubftrading f you will have 
z = 6, for the breadth fought and inftead of 2z *-f- 3, 
^ou will have i<5 for the length. Thus the length of the 
Rcdangle which was fought for, will be 15 Fathoms, and 
its breadth will be 6, . 
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THE 

PRACTICE 
O E 

OUR Defign is to add here only the moft ufeful and 
moft eafy Problems for Praélice, whether on the 
Ground, or on Paper only ; for the ufe of Begin¬ 

ners, to difpofe them the better to underftand what we 
have to fay hereafter, which requires a further knowledge, 
%vithout taking the pains of adding here the Definitions of 
many common Terms, which are generally well enough 
urderftood by every body, or which may be underftood 
without any difficulty by the Praftices hereafter taught, 
till fuch time as thefe Terms be explained and dcfinM in 
their place, 

PROBLEM I. 

Tc draw a Ri^ht Line from cue given Point to another^ ufon 
a Plane, 

Fîrft, if the two Points be given upon Paper, or upon 
fomc other Plane of a fmall extent, as A, B, it is na¬ 

turally known by every one/ that there is nothing to do but 
to apply a Ruler upon the two given Points A» and 
draw a Kight Line with a Pin o,r pencil along the Ruler. 
' ' Secondly, 
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v^ccondly, to draw a Right Line thro* two Points gircn 

i «pon the Ground, it is allb evident that there needs no 
Î more than to apply to the two given Points a Cord, firetch’d. 
^ out at both ends, as Artificers do, when 'thefc two Points 

are not far diifant ; otherwife *cis done by a viibal Ray, 
guided by the fights of fome Inftrurrent by planting Stakes 
at proper diftanccs along the vifual Rav, and giving notice, 
by word or fign, when it removes from the Right Line,* 

This Method is ufual among Surveyors and Engineers, 
that frequently have occafion to draw a Right Line of a 
conlrderablc length on the Ground : And if there be any 

I danger, as when an Engineer would carry on a Trench 
towards a Place befieged, he traces this Line by means of 
a Fire, hid and conceal’d from the Enemy, which is fet at 
a place pitch upon in the day*time, and which he aims to 
come at, to dire<fl the Workmen,, and make the Approaches» 

PROBLEM II. 

Tû drap a Perpendicular to a given thro a given 
Point, 

Tree Cafes may happen * for the given Point may be 
I either in the given Line, or at one of the tw^o ex¬ 

tremities of the given Line, or out of the given Line. 
And moreover, the Point and the Line may be given ei¬ 
ther upon Ground or upon Paper, We fhallfirft work upon 
Paper with Rule and * Compafs., and proceed in the fame 
manner on the Ground with Cord and Stake. 

Firft then, if the Point C be given in the given Line AB, 
to draw a Perpendicular thro* this given Point C, take at 
pleafure from the given Point C, upon the given Line AB 
on both fides, the tw^o equal Diftances CD, CE, and de> 
feribe from the two Points E, D, with any opening of the 
Compares greater than CD or CE, two Arcs of a Circle 
on both fides, which interfedl here at the two Points F, G, 
thro* which you mu ft draw the Right Line FG, which if 
the Work is done right, will pafs thro’ tlie given Point C, 
snd will be perpendicular to the given Line AB. 

When you have no Compafles, you may make ufe of a 
Square, by applying its Right Angle to the given Point C, 
fo that one of its fides may prccifely anfwer one of the 
two Parts aC, BC, as for example upon the part AC, and 
then you muft draw along the other fide thro* the given 
Point C, the Perpendicular CF, wfiich is fought for ; And 

Plate u 
Pig, Î» 
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Plate ï. be good, you muft apply one of its fides on the other part 
Fig* BC, for then the other fide ought to coincide with the 

Perpendicular CF* 

When the Line AB is given on the Ground, you muft 
deferibe from the two Points E, D, two Arcs o{ a Circle, 
wjth Cords of any length, but equal, and greater than one 
of the two Lines CD, CE ; and as it is fometimes in- 

' convenient to deferibe Arcs of a Circle upon the Ground, it 
will be better to join the two ends of thefe Cords together, 
which ought to be equally ftretch’d out, to have the point 
F, thro’ which, and thro’ the given point C, you may 
draw the Perpendicular CF, 

You may alfo draw this Perpendicular CF, by making at 
the given Pont C, with a Graphometer, (Theodolite) or other- 
wife, an Angle of 90 degrees, as will be taught in Proh. 9. You 
may do the fame thing upon Paper with a Protra<ftor, or with 
a Sector, or otherwife, as will be alfo taught in Proh, 9. 

Fig. 2. Secondly, if the Point thro* which you arc to draw a 
Perpendicular-* to the Line AB, is given in one of its ex- 
tremitiee, as A, deferibe at pleafurc from this Point A, 
the Arc of a Circle CDE, and with the fame opening of 
the Compafs, fet off twice from the Point C, where it cuts 
the Line AB in D, and from D, in E, deferibe from the 
two Points E, D, ftill with the fame opening of the Gompafs, 
two Arcs of a Circle which cut here in the Point F, thro* 
which, and thro* the given Point A, draw the Right Line AF, 

' which will be Perpendicular to the propos*d Line AB, 

This Perpendicular may alfo be drawn by the means of 
a Square, or by making at the given Point A, an Angle of 
90 degrees. But we (hall teach another Method to do the 
ûme in Pri'f. 31. C 3» of Euclid s Elements, 

When you are to draw a Perpendicular upon the Ground, 
you may alfo make at the end A of the Line AB, an An¬ 
gle of 90 Degrees ; or you may do as will be taught in 
Prop.48. /.I, and likewife in Prop. 31. /. 3. of Euclid's 

^ Elements, 

Laftly, if the Point thro’ which you are to draw the 
i* perpendicular, be given out of the given Line AB, as C, 

deferibe at pleafurc from this Point C, the Arc of^ a Circle 
DB, which cuts the given Line AB in two points, as DE, 
from which deferibe with the fame opening of the Com- 

pafr,' 
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pafs, two Arcs of a Circle, and draw thro’ their Interfe- Plater, 
<5lion E, and the given Point C, the Right Line CF, which 
will be the Perpendicular required. 

It may happen that the given Point C Hull be fo nigh pig, 4, 
one of the two ends of the given Line AB, that it will 
be hard to deferibe a Circle which will conveniently cut 
it in two Points; in this cafe draw through the given 
Point C, towards the other end, the Right Line CD, 
which you are to divide into two equal parts in the Point 
E ^ from E defciibe thro’the two Points C,D, the Semi¬ 
circle CPD , wdiich will cut the given Line AB in the 
Point F, thro’ which the Perpendicular CF ought to pafs. 

When the given Point C is upon the Ground , dc- ' b'a- 3’ 
icribe, with a Cord, an Arc of a Circle, fo as to cut the , 
given Line AB in two equal parts, as D, E, and divide the 
Line DE in two equal parts in the Point H, thro* which, 
and thro* the given Point, draw thp Perpendicular CH, 

« 

If the Cord cannot conveniently cut the given line AB f]g, 4, 
in two Points, which will happen when the given Point G 
{ball be towards one of the two ends of the Line AB, 
you muft extend it towards the other end, until it meets 
the Line AB in fome point, as D, and having divided it 
in two equal parts at the Point E, you muft extend its 
half EC, or ED, from E, until it meets the given Line AB 
in one Point, as F, thro* which you may draw the Per- 
pendicular CF. 

Or deicribe thro* the given Point C? from the two 
Points G, D, taken at pleafure upon the given Line AB, 
with a Cord, if you work on the Ground, or with a 
Com pafs is you wmrk upon Paper, two Arcs of a Circle, 
which cut each other at the Point H, thro’ which, and 
thro’ the given Point C, draw the Perpendicular CH. 

If you cannot conveniently trace Arcs of a Circle upon the 
Ground, tye at the given Point C a Cord, and extend it un¬ 
til it touches the given Line AB, then meafure the length of 
it exactly, which will give the Quantity of the Perpendi* 
cular CF, which we will fuppofe 6 Fathoms ; Then leek a 
fquare number, from which fubftrajfting the fquare of 6, 
that is to fay, 36, the remainder is a fquare number. 
This firft and greateft fquare number is 100, whofe ftde îo 
will reprelent the length of the Line CD ; for if from ioo 
you fubftraft 36, there remains "64, whofe fquare Root is §, 
•which reprefents the length of the part pF, the Perpendicular 

CF 
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Plate I. b»ng 6, as we have already faid. Tyc then at the given 
fig, 4' point C> a Cord lo Fathoms long, and extend it till its 

extremity meets the given Line AB in fome point, as in D, 
from whence you mull: reckon upon the given Line AB, 
towards the given point C, 8 Fathoms, for example as 
far as the Point F, thro’ which you may draw the Per- 

^ pcndicular CF. 

To find a fquare number, from which fubftrafting a given 
fquarc number, there remains a fquare' number, ufc this 
general Canon, which we have drawn from Alg^hra, 

1/ to the given Sqmre an indeterminate Square be added^ 
greater or lefs than the given Square^ and if the Sum be di¬ 
vided by double the Side of the fame indeterminate Square^ 
you pill have the Side of the Square fought. 

As if to the given fquare 36, the fquarc 4 be added, 
whefe fide is 2, and if by the double 4 of this fide 2, you 
divide the fum 40, the quotient 10 will give the fide of 
the fquare fought, or the length of the Line DF# 

In like manner, if to the fame given fquare 36, the 
fquare 9 be added, whofe fide is 3, and the fum 45 be di¬ 
vided by the double 6 of the fame fide 3, you will have 
7 fathoms and 3 feet for the line DF, and then the line 
CD will be 4 fathoms and 6 feet. 

All thefe praiffices are only proper upon the Ground, 
when the given point C is not very remote from the given 
line AB 5 for when the diftance of this point is great, Cords 
cannot be conveniently ufed, which even tho* they may be 
long enough, yet cannot be eafily extended In this cafe, 
a Theodolite or fomc other Surveying-Inftrument may be 
ufed thus. 

Fig. 3. To draw then from the given Point C upon the Ground, 
a Perpendicular to the given Line AB, fix the Staff upon 
this Line AB, and turn the Inftrument about, looking 
along the Diameter IK , till you fee the two ends A, B, 
of the fame Line AB, and then this Diameter IK will 
prccifely anfwcr upon thft Line AB ; and holding the In¬ 
ftrument in this firuation, you muft change it from the place 
by advancing it to the right or to tlic left, until by the 
other perpendicular Diameter LM, you may fee the given 
point C and the point H where the Staff remain?? will 

' be 
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b& that thrq’ which, and thro* the given Point C, you Plate 1» 
may draw the Perpendicular CH, 

The Surveying Infiniment may be let alone, by imagin- 
. ing from the given Point C, to the two Points, as A, B, 

taken at pJeafure upon the given Lire AB, the two Lines 
CA, CBj drawn'^'-i^ that the given Point C be, if it is 
poffible, between the two Points A,B, that is to fay, that 
the Perpendicular CH, be between the two Lines CA, CB, 
or within the Triangle ABC, whofe three fides ought to be 
nieafur’d cxadly, and by their means to find the difiance from 
the point H, of the Perpendicular, to one of the two points 
A, B, as A, arfwering to the fide AC, which I fuppofe the 
greater; and it may be done thus 

0 

Divide by the double cf the Bufe AB of the Triangle ABC^ 
the excefs of the fum of the fquxre of the fame Bafe ABy and 
of the fquare cf the greater fide AQ above the fquare of the 
lefs BC. 

Thos if the greater fide AC be of fathoms, the lefs 
BC 15, and the bafe AB 14, by dividing the excefs 252, 
of the fum 42i, of the fquàres aB, AC, above the fquarc 
BC, by the double 28 of the bafe AB, you will bave 9 
fathoms for the diftance from the point H of the Perpendi¬ 
cular, to the point A. If then you reckon 9 fathoms from 
A to H, and you draw the right line CH, it will be the 
Perpendicular fought. 

Tf you cannot conveniently chufe upon the given Line pig, 4. 
AB, two points, between which is the point P of the Per¬ 
pendicular, as if you could only take the two points A,G, 
fo chat the Perpendicular CF falls without the Triangle 
ACG, whereof the fides AG, AC, CG, ought likewife to 
jbe known *, you may find the diftance FG, from the point 
F of the Perpendicular, to the nearefi point G, thus ; 

\ 

Divide by double the Bafe AG-, the excefs cf the fquare of 
the greateji fide AC^ above the fum of the fquares of the tm 
other fides AG, CG* 

Thus if the greater fide AC were 15 fathoms, thé Bafe 
AG 4, and the other fide CG 13, by dividing the excefs 
40 cf the fquare AC, which is 225, above the fum 185, 
of the fquarcs 16, 169, of the two other fides AG, CG, by 
the double 8 of the bafe ilG, ycu wifi have 5 fathoms for 

D ■ ihe 
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the diflance FG, kfc. We will give in Prop, 15, /. i. of 
Euclid s EkfnontS) another method of drawing a Perpendi¬ 
cular. 

PROBLEM in. 

Thro^ a given Point to draw a Pight Line^ parallel to d given 
Right Line, 

?latc 
î'ig. 5- 

THRO’ the given Point C to draw a Line parallel 
to the given Line AB ^ from the Point D taken at 

pleaCure in the Line aB, thro* the point C deferibe the Are 
CE, and from the Point C thro’the Point D, the Arc DF, 
equal to the preceding CE, and you have the Point F, thro’ 
which, and the given Point C, draw the Right Line CF, 
w'hich will be parallel to the given Line AB, ® 

Or from the given Point C deferibe the Arc HÎ, touching 
the given Line AB, and from the Point D, taken at plca- 
fure in the fame Line AB, deferibe with the fame opening 
of the Compafs, the Arc LM : Laftly, thro’ the given Point 
C, draw the Right Line CF, touching the Arc LM, which 
will be the parallel requir’d. When it is to be perform’d 
on the Ground, do as is taught in Prop, 31. I, i, of Euclid*s 
Elements. We fliew in I, i, of the fame £/ewr?7/5, 
another method, how upon paper to draw a Parallel to a 
given Line thro’ a given Point : and in Prop, 2i, £00^^, 
of the fame El ements, we fhew how to draw thro* a given 
point, a Line parallel to a given inacceffible Line upon th« 
Ground, 

PROBLEM IV. 

To divide a given Right Line into im equal parts» 

fig,!. divide the given Line AB into two equal parts 3 dc« 
feribe from its two ends A, B, with one and the fame 

opening of the Compafs, two Arcs interfering at the two 
Points F,G, thro’ which draw the Right Line FG, which 
will divide the given Line into two equal parts in the 
.point C. 

’Tis in the fame manner that you muft work it on the 
Ground, by deferibing the Arcs with two Cords of the 
fame lengthy tied to the two ends A> B ; but to fave the 

trouble 
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Rouble of dcfcribing Arcs,- fwhich is pretty hard when the ^î^te i» 
feround is very uneven, and full of Thorns or Briars) join 
the two ends of thofe two Cords, on one fide and thé 
other, and you will have the two points F,G^ or more eafily 
eitend a Cord along the Line AB, and redouble it by join¬ 
ing its two ends, for thus you will have the half oP the 
the given line A B, and then there needs no more than to 
fet off this half or redoubled Cord along the line AB,, from 
one of its ends A or B, to find C the middle point re¬ 
quir’d* 

If the Cord be lefs than the giveil line AB, cut off thé 
two equal parts AD, BEj and divide the line DE into tw^o 
equal parts* 

PROBLEM V. 

To divide à given Arc of a Circle into tpo e^ual farts, 

^ O divide the arc DE of a Circle vyhofe Center is B, 
into two equal parts, deferibe .from its two “ends.E,, D> 

with one and the; fame opening of a Compafs, t-wq ar^s 
interfering each other in the point Fj from which to the 
Centre B, draw the right line BF, which will divide the 
given arc DE into two equal parts at the point G. .4 

When we fay that two arcs of a Circle muft be deferib’d Fig- 5^ 
with one and the fame opening of a Coiïîpafs, without par¬ 
ticularizing any thing, it is to be underfiood tbatrthis 
opening may be taken at pleafure, provided the two arcs 
înterfed. r • ; . 

If the Centre of the given are DE were not îikewîfe given, 
you might divide it into two equal parts, by means of 
the preceding Problem, as if this arc were a right line, t 

P R O B L Ë M VI. Ï- 

To divide a given Angle into ivpo e^ud fdriSé 

^ O divide the given angle ABC întô two equal angles \ pig, Ci \ 
deferibe from the angular point B," the arc DE, With 

any opening of the Compafs, the greater the better, 
and from the tWo ends E, D, with one and the fame j 
opening of the Compafs, deferibe two arcs interfeding in 
the point F, thro’ which, and the point B, draw the right 
line BF, which will divide the given angle ABC into two 
equal parts, that is to fay^, the two angles ABF, CBF, 
will be equal to each other, as well as thé two arcs GD,GEj 
which meafurc ’enjd 

D 2 Whe.^’ 
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When the afigle ABC is given upon the Ground, onè 
fnay find how rriany degrees it is of, as is (hewn in Prob, 8, 
and by Prob, 9. make at the angular point B, with the 
line AB, or with the line BQ an angle equal to the half 
of the propofed angle ABC, by means of the right line 
BF, which confequently will divide the angle ABC into 
two equal parts. 

^ PROBLEM VIL , ‘ 

To divide the Circumference of a Circle into Degreeu 

MAihematicians divide the Circumference of a Circle 
into 360 equal parts, which they call Degrees each 

Degree into 60 equal parts call’d Minutés ^ch Minute into 
60 other equal parts, which they call Seemds \ and fo on. 
They have chofen the numbed 360 for the Circle, and the 
number 60 for the fubdivifions, becaule thefe two numbers 
have feveral aliquot'parts, and fo are more convenient in 
the practice. We Ihall content our fclvcs with the divi- 

-fioD" of the Semicircle into 180 degrees, as being fufficient 
fqovhat we have need of ' I ' 

♦ a 

" ■ Having from the point A. taken alt plealure in the in» 
^definite line BC, deferibed the Semicircle BDC, firfi divide 
its Circumference into three equal parts, by fetcing off the 
fame opening of the Compafs, that is to fay, the length 
-of the Semidiameter AB or AG, from C to E, and from 
E to F, or frorri ' B to Ff and from F‘to E, and you’ll have 
the three, eqüal parts GE, EF^ FB, whereof each is equi¬ 
valent to 60 degrees. Divide the arc CE into two equal 
parts in the point G, the arc ÊF 'into two equal parts 
in the point D, the arc FB into two equal parts in the 
point H, and the Semicircle will be divided into fix equal 
parts, each of which will be equivalent to 30 degrees. 
Divide the arc CG into three equal parts in the peJints 
H, T, the arc GE into three equal parts in the points K, L, 
the arc ED into three equal parts in the points M, N, 
the arc DF into three equal parts in the points O, P, the 

' arc FH into three equal parts in the points Q^, R, and 
the arc BH into three equal parts in the points S, T ; and 
the Semicircle will be divided into eighteen equal parts, 
each of which comprehends lO degrees ; wherefore if you 
divide each of thefe eighteen equal parts into two other equal 
partSj, the Semicircle will be divided into thirty fix equal 

oart'V •* 
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parts, each of \vhicli being laftjy divided into five equal 
parts, the Semicircle will be divided into its i8o degrees, 
to which you iTuh; annex figures from lo to lo degrees, 
as you fee in the Scheme which reprefents that Semicircle 
vyhich Infiruinent-makers do commonly make upon Brafs, 
and which they call a VrotraBoY^ or Tra'n^forier, becaufe 
by applying it upon an angle, the quantity of chat 
angle ^niay be meafur’d , or by applying it upon a given 
line, an angle of’as many degrees as you wdll may be made, 
as we flull lliew'in tlye following Problems, 

PROBLEM VlU. - 
/ « 

'^0 how iMîï'i Degrees a given Angle contains* 
^ 9 

AS the mcafure of a reAilineal angle is the arc of any plate i. 
Circle deferib'd from its angular point, it follows, Fig* 7* 

that if the number of the degrees compris’d between the 
lines which form the angle be knowm, the value of this 
angle will be known alfo. Wherefore if it is propos’d to 
meafure the angle VAX, ^Pplj Procra<ftor upon this 
^tigle, io that its Centre may lyc upon the angular point 
A, and its Diameter AC upon one of the two lines which 
form the angle, as upon the line AV, and then the arc 
CL of the Protraftor, compris’d between the two lines 
forming the angle, being here of <50 degrees, fhews thaÇ 
the given angle VAX is 50 degrees, 

^ If you have no Frctraflor * make ufe of the Seâon^ 
thus : Having deferib’d at pleafarç from the angular point 
A of the giv'-en angle VAX, the arc YE, fet off the fame 
opening AY or AZ upon the Line of Chords of the Scefor, 
from 60 to 60 ; and the Seflor remaining thus open, fet 
off upon the fame Line of Chords the arc YZ, and the 
equal number of degrees on both fides that this extends'^ 
will give the quantity of the arc YZ, and confcquçntly of 
the given angle VAX, 

If the angle be given on the Ground, tv he then really oa 
imaginarily, meafure it by means of a large Semicircle àl- , 
yided exaftly into igb degrees, and fometiu es into Mii* 
pules, or at leaf! into every ^ Minutes. This Semicircle^ 
which the Swedes and Germans commonly call Ajlrolahe, ar4 

the French call Grafhometer, is commonly made of Brafsj 
and has Alidade or Index, being a Ruler of the fame . 

V> % ^ X 

* j ' 
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Metal, made to move about the Centre of the Semicircle, 
with two tights fet up at right angles, To that the holes, or 
fine flits, which ferve to dired the vifual Rays, correfpond 
to the Line of 'DireBioni which is drawn upon the Alidade 
or Index, and pafies thro* the Centre of the Inftrument, 
where the vifual angles are formed. 

This inftrument has alfotwo fights fet up at right angles^' 
each near one of the two ends B, C, of the Diameter BC, and 
the flits of thefe fights ferve alfo to çonduél the Eye along 
the Diameter BC, This Inflrument is fo common^ that it 
doesn’t feem necelTary to give a longer defeription of it, 
wherefore I fhall teach at prefent how to ufe it, to mea- 
fure an acceffible angle upon the Ground. 

To mcaTure then upon the Ground the acccffible angle 
VAX, apply on this angle the Semicircle, which ought to 
be fuftain’d by a Staff, fo that its Centre anfwers perpen¬ 
dicularly upon the angelar point, which may be eafily done 
with a Plummet 5 and holding the inftrument almqft paraît 
îel to the Plane of the given angle, turn it about till you 
fee thro* the immoveable fights fome point of the line AV, 
for thus the Diameter BC will anfwer upon this line AV, 
which ought to be fo always , and the Inftrument being 
iixt in this fituation, turn the Index, until thro* the fights 
thereof you fee fome point of the other line AX, and then 
the Line of Diredion will fhew upon the Circumference of 
the Semicircle the number of degrees in the given angle 
VAX. ' 

4 

An acceffibe angle on the Ground may be alfo very ea» 
fily and very exadly meafur’d by means of the following 
Table, which fhews the degrees and minutes of the angles, 
whofe two fidcs arc each 30 feet, and the Safes being righfi 
Jincs, encrcafe by two and two Incfles only, and this is fuffi» 
eientfor pradice. 
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Table of Tlane Angles comprehended by im Sides of 30 Feet, 

Bales. Angles. ] Balès. Angles, j Bafes. Angles. 
ft m» 

JtlCt D, M Fe, Jnc, p Mj /»C. 
1- 

M. 

0 0 c C ) 
/ 

5 0 5 >34 IC :) 0 Ic ; II 
0 2 c 'IS S 2 c >9: IC :) 2 15 ?3o 
0 4 c ' 

5 4 IC >1 1C ) 4 70 
0 6 c 77 5 6 ic )9i Ic ) 6 2C 

>I9| 
0 8 J 8 5 8 Ic )5c ) Ic ) 8 2C >19 
0 10 I 9é 5 lo II 9 IC )hc 2c 48 

I 0 I 55 6 0 IJ 29 II 0 21 8 

I 2 2 14 6 2 II 48 
' II 2 21 27; 

I 4 2 99 6 4 I2 8 III 4 21 46] 
I 6 2 52 6 6 12 27 II 6 22 

1 8 3 II 6 8 12 46 II 8 22 25 
liio 9 90 6 ÏO u 5 II 10 22 4fi 

2, 0 9 49 1 0 19 24 12 0 29 5 
2 2 4 8 1 2 19 43 12 2 29 24 
2 4 4 28 1 4 14 2 12 4 23 44 
2 6 4 47 1 6 H 22 12 6 24 3 
2 8 5 6 1 8 14 4Ï I2 8 24, 32 

2 I c 5 27 1 lOj 0 12 Î0 24 52 

a 0 44 8 O] I a2o 13 0 25 I 

B 2 6 9 8 2 17 99 P9 2 25 21 

4 6 22 8 4 17 78 19 ^4 2^. 

3 6 6 41 ' 8 6 1618 13 6 26 i 

b| 8 7 0 8 8 16 37 i: 
> 

8 26: 20 

3 10 7 20 8 lo 16 S6 13 lo 25|4c 

4 0 7 99 9 0 
h 15 14 0 26, 

4 2 7 78 9 2 17 34 14 2 27ji8 

4 4 8 '7 9 4 17' )4 14 4 2738 

4 6 836 9 6 18 13 14 6 27!78 

4 8 877 9 8 18: 52 14 8 2818 

4 ro 914' 9 ro liSh r2 14 10 28 38 

P ^ 

S5 
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Table cf VUm Angles comfrehended by ttpo Sides of 30 FeeU 

Bales. Angles. \ Baies. Angles. | Bafes. Angles.* 
I 

Fe. j9. M. \Fe, Inc j D, Al. Fe, înc. I?. /W. 

15 0 28 77 20 o; 38 76 25 0 49 «7 
If 2 29 17 20 2 39 17 25 2 49 3<^ 

IS ' 4 
* 
29 37 20 4 39 38 25 4 49 77 

1? 6 29 76 zo 6 39 78 25 6 50 î8 

If 8 •30 16 • 20* 8 40 ï8 25 8 • 70 39 

If 10 37 20 ÎO 42 3^ 25 ro 
11 

0 

16 0 30 5^ 21 0 40 79 26 0 5* 21 

16 2 '31 16 21 2 41 19 26 2 71 42 
16 4 ji 36 21 4 41 40 2é 4 52 3 
16 6 31 76 21 6 42 0 26 6 52 24 
16 .8 32 16 21 8: 42 2o 26 8 52 46 

î6 10 1^2 11 21 10 42 40 26 ÎC 53 8 

17 0 132 77 2?: 0 43 I 27 0 73 29 

*7 2 i53 17 22 2‘ 
j 43 22 27 2 53 51 

17 4 M 
35 22 43 42 i 74 12 

17 6 i33 77 22 44 3 ^7 74 34 

U 8 i?4 17 22 8, 4424 27 8 54 55 

U lû 34 
-1 

22 10 44 44 27.1 0 5_5 ï6 

18 0 34 55, 23 0 
1 
i 45 5 28 0 55 38 

18 2 3Ç H 2 45 26 28 2 S6 0 

j8 4 35 35 23 4 47 46 4 S6 22 

6 
/ 

35 55 23 6 46 7 28 6 5$ 43 
\s 8 361 15 23 8 46 28 28 8 57 5 

lÈ 
lo 3^ 35 12! 4^ 48 2810 77 26 

0 36 55 24 0 47 9 ^9\ 0 77 48 

19 2 37 '7 • 24 2 47 30 29 2 ' 78 10 

19 4 . 37 3é 24 4 47 51 29 4 78 32 

19 6 37 s6 • 
24 6 48 12 ( 

29 6 78 54 
19 8 38 î6 24 8 48 33 i29| 8 59 16 

19 IC 38 [36 iiii 24I lo 
■ 
48 j± 29 ÎQ 79 3.8 
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■ Table of TUiie Angles comgyehended by two Sides of 30 VeeU 

Safes. Angles. [ Bales. Angles. | Bales. Angles. 

Fe. 

30 

^0 

30 

30 
30 

he, 

0 

2 

4 
6 

8 
10 

* 

£1 
60 

60 

60 
61 

61 

M. 

0 

22 

44 
6 

28 

70 

F^. 

37 
37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

Inc, 

0 

2 

4 
6 

8 

lo 

71 

71 

72 
72 

7i 
73 

'M. 

22 

46 

10 

33 
56 
20 

'Fe, 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

iîne» 

0 

2 

4 
6 

8 
10 

lA 

83 
84 

84 

84 

87 

87 

M. 

37 
3 

29 

74 
20 

46 

3Ï c 62 13 36 0 73 44 41 0 86 13 

31 2 62 37 ,36 2 74 ,8 41 2 86 39 
31 4 62 73 3<^ 4! 74 32 41 4 87 5 
31 6 ^3 20 , ■ 74 76, 41 6 87 32 

31 8 é3 43 36 8 77 20 41 8 88 78 
3110 64 7 « 36!Io, 77 44 ii 10 88 25 

32 0 64 28 37j 0 76 9 42 0 88 51 
32 2 64 5c 37 2 76 33 42 2 89 18 

32 4 6313 37 4 7^ 57 42 4 89 44 
32 6 6j?6 37 6 77 22 

« 
42 6 90 12 

32 8 é3'>8 37 8 77 4^i 42 8 90 39 
9210 66 2Î, 37 i2i 78 9 42 Î0 91 6 

33 0 66 44 38 0 78 34’ 43 0 91 33 
33 2 ^7 7 3B 2 79 0 1 43 2 92 1 

33 4 67 30 38 4 79 27 43 4 92 29 

33 6 67 |73 38 6 79 70: 43 6 92 96 

33 8 6816 38 8 80 4^ 8 93 24 

ii 10 6839 38 10 80 40 43 lo 93 5^ 

34 0 69 2 39 0 81 5 44 0 94 20 

34 4 69 27 39 2 81 30 44 2 94 48 

34 2 69 48 39 4 81 77 44 4 95 16 

34 6 70 12 39 6 82 20 44 6 95 47 

34 8 7° 37 
<4 

19 8 82 46 44 8 96 13 

H 10 
m,m\ II ; 

70 79 -3? 10 
1? ra 44 10 9^ 42 
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Table of Flâne Angki comfrehended by two Sides of 30 Feet^ 

Bafès. Angles. | Bales. Angles. \ Bafes. Angles, 

Fe. Inc. Deg M ‘Inc 

45 0 97 11 50 0 

45 2 97 40 50 2 
45 4 

\j 
98 9 50 4 

45 6 98 38 5° 6 

4Î 8 99 8 50 8 

45 10 99 37 50 10 

46 0 loo 6 51 0 
46 2 loo 36 51 2 it 
46 4 loi 6 51 4 
46 6 lOI 3^ 51 6 
46 8 102 7 51 8 
46 10 102 37 51 lo 

47 0 loj 8 52 0 

47 2 103 39 52 2 

47 4 104 10 52 4 
47 6 104 41 52 6 

47 8 I05 12 52 8 

47 10 105* 44 1? 
10 

48 0 io6\i6 53 0 

48 2 106 48 53 2 

48 4 107 20 53 4 
48 6 107 Ç2 53 6 

48 8 108 25 53 8 

48 lo ro8 57 53 10 

49 0 109 30 54 0 

49 2 no 4 54 2 

49 4 no 37 54 4 
49 6 III II 54 6 

49 8 in 44 54 8 

49 10 III 18, 54 lo 

Deg \M, Fe. Inc. M. 

II2 53 55 0 132 3 
II3 28 55 2 133 4^ 
114 4 55 4 134 30 
II4 38 55 6 135 2Q 
II5 H 55 8 136 11 

49 55 lo 137 j. 
lié 26 56 0 137 7 
117 2 5^ 2 138 49 
117 39 4 139 44 
II8 16 5^ 6 140 30 
i 18 53 56 8 141 38 
119 31 56 10 142 6 

120 9 57 0 143 3^ 
120 47 57 2 144 39 
121 26 57 4 H5 43 
122 6 57 6 146 48 
122 45 57 8 147 57 
123 25 n lo 149 8 
124 6 58 0. l$0 20 
124 47 58 2 I5I 36 
125; 
126 

28 
10 

58 
58 

4 
6 

152 
154 

55 
19 

126 52 58' 8 15548 
127 35 58 10 157 22 
128 19 59 0 159 3 
129 3 59 2 i6o 53 
129 48 59 4 162 54 
130 33 59 6 16$ 12 

131 19 59 8 167 48' 
132 6 59 10 171128 
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îf then it is propos’d to find the quantity of the angle 

VAX, take on each of its two fides AV, ÀX» the two parts 
AY, AZ, each of 30 feet, and meafure the bafe YZ exaél- 
!y in feet and inches, which we will fuppofe of 2$ feet 
6 inches, to which there anfwers in the Table 50 degrees 
18 Minutes, for the quantity of the proposM angle VAX^. 

The fame Table may alfo be of ufe to meafure the fame 
angle VAX, when it is upon Paper, namely by taking on 
the two fides AV, Ax, of the angle, the two parts AY, 
AZ, each of 30 equal parts from fomc Scale, that is to 
fay, upon a line divided exaéfly into equal parts, and by 
fetting off the bafe YZ upon the fame fcale, you’ll know 
how many like equal parts it contains, for this number of 
equal parts being fought in the Column of bafes in the pre¬ 
ceding Table, will give on the other.fide in another Co¬ 
lumn, the degrees and minutes that the angle VAX con- 

'tains* 

problem IX* 

'Jit a given Toint on cl given Line, to mak^ an Angle cf a 
given Magnitude, 

At the given point A, upon the given line AV, to 
make an angle, for example, of 50 degrees \ apply 

the Diameter of the Protra<5lor on the given line AV, 
fo that its Centre anfwers exactly on the given point A, 
and the inftrument remaining fo fixt, reckon from the ex¬ 
tremity C, of its Diameter, the degrees propofed, and 
where they terminate, mark the point L, thro’ which, and 
thro’ the given point A, draw the right line ALX, which 
"will make with the given line AV, the angle VAX, of 
50 degrees. 

If the point A is given upon the Ground, we ufe the 
Grafbometer qt^Theodolite, and place it*in fuch a manner, 
that it may have a fituation almoft parallel to the given 
Line AV, that its Centre anfwers perpendicularly on the 
given point A, and that its Diameter BG anfw'ers on the 
line AV, which will happen, when by looking thro* the 
immoveable fights, you fee fome point of the given line 
AV, then the Inftrument being fo fix’d, and the Index be¬ 
ing turn’d to the point L of 50 degrees, fince an angle 
of degrees is to be laid down, plant a Stake in the 
ground in a point as X, which is in the vifual line pafiiog 
thro’ the fights of the Index, that is to fay, fo that this 

59 
Plate I* 
Fig. 7; 
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Stake being ftuck upright, may be perceiv’d by looking thro’ 
the fights of the Index, and then the line imagined to pals 
by the point X, and by the given point A, will niake with 
the given line AV an angle of 50 degrees, as was rpquirM, 

You may alfo, by means of the*preceding Table, make 
on the Ground any angle you pleafe, on a given point of 
a given line ^ as if at the point A, of the given line AV, 
you would make with the fame line AV, an angle, for ex¬ 
ample , of «56 degrees, reckon 30 feet .on this line AV, 

• from A to Y, and there plant a Stake, to which tiq a 
Cord 28 feet and 2 inches long, fuch as you find the bafe 
of an angle of 56 degrees to be in the preceding Table : 
plant alfo at the point A another Stake, to which tye an¬ 
other Cord equal to the line AY, that is to fay, 30 feet 
fiong ^ lafily, join the two ends of thefc two Cords, tied • 
to their Stakes, by extending them To that each fide be 
fully ftretch’d out, and plant a Stake where the two ends,- 
being join'd together, meet upon the Ground, as in° Z j 
ond then the imaginary line AZ, will make with the pro^ 
pos’d line AV, which is often no other than imaginary, 
an angle of 56 degrees, as was required. 

The fame’Table will alfo ferve to make upon Paper tho 
fame angle of ^6 degrees, or of any other number of de¬ 
grees you pieafe, by deferibing from the given point A the 
arc YZ, with the difiance of 30’equal parts, taken off from 
Tome Scale, and fet ofif on this arc the lire YZ of 28 equal 
parts taken off from the fame Scale, and you havç the 
point Z, thro’ which, and thro’ the givqn point A, drav/ 
the line AZ^X, which will make with tfic given line .^^V, 
the angle VAX of 56 degrees. 

But the may ferve alfo very conveniently to* make 
upon Paper an angle of any number of degrees, as for exam¬ 
ple of 50 degrees, thus ; deferibe from the given point A 
the arc YZ, with any opening of the Compafs, which fet 
off on the two I-ines pf Chords of the Seâor^ from 60 to 

fo that the Seâor be fo open’d, that the diftance from 
So to 6© on the Chords, be equal to the Semi-dia meter AY, 
and the Seff^r remaining thus open, take olpF the fame Chords 
the diftance froqi * to 50, fince you would have an angle 
of fjo degrees» and fet it on the arc YZ, from Y to Z, arid 
the arc YZ will be 50 degrees, wherefore by drawing the 
}|ne AZKf thç angle V^X will be 50. degrees» • ^ 

’ » ■ i . J Î - Î 
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You may alft) make on the Ground an angle of as ma* Plate i% 
tiy degrées as you will, by the help‘-of the SeHot, which 7* 
for this pur pole ought to have two fights fitted at right 
angles to each Line oi Chords to dirctft the vifual Raysj 
with which you may make what angle you will, by open¬ 
ing the SeBor m fuch a manner, that the two Lines of 
Chords fhall make the fame angle at the Centre of the 
Senior, which ought to anfwer to the point given on the 
Ground ; and this may be done by fetting off from the 
Centre on one of the two Lines of Chords, the diftance of 
the Chord correfpondent to the number of degrees- pro- 
pofed, and applying the length of this Chord upon the 
fame Lines of Chords, on both fides . from 6q to 6o ; fotf 
thus the SeâoT will be found open as is required. See ouf 
Treatife.oj the UJe of the Seüer, or Omfafs of Prof^ertion» , 

PROBLEM X. 

At 'a given Point of a given Line to an Angle e^ud to ' 
' . an Angle given. 

At the given point A of the given line AB, to make ah iflS* 
angle equal to the given angle C ; deferibe from this 

angle C-, with any opening of the Compafs, the arc DE, and 
with the fame opening, from the given point A deferibe the 
arc FG, equal to the firtt DE, and you wiU have the 
point Gi thro’ which, and the given point A, draw the 
right line AGH, which will make the angle BaH, equal 
to the given angle C. 

When you work on the Ground, you muff, by Proh. 
mcafiire how many degrees the propos’d angle C contains, 
and by Proh. 9. make at the given point A, the angle BAH, 
of as many degrees as is the angle C ; for thus thefe two 
angles will bfe equal, and the Problem refolv’d. 

P R O B L Ê M XL 

tjgon a given Line to mah^ an Jfofceles Triangle. 

TO deferibe upon the given line AB an Ifofcclôs Tfian* 
gk y deferibe from its two ends A) B, with one arid 

the krtie opçJîing of th© Compafs two arcs, and thro’ their 
point 

rig* P 
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, point of înterfeélibn C, draw to the fame extremities A, Bj 

the right lines AC, BC, and the Triangle ABC will hd 
irofcelesi^ But this Triangle will be equilateral, when the 
two arcs are drawn with an opening of the Compafs equal 
to the given line AB, 

Work in the fame manner when the line AB is given on, 
the Ground, to wit, by tying to the two ends A^ B, two 
Cords of one and the fame length, and deferibe by their 
means two arcs or if thefe two arcs cannot conveniently 
be describ’d, join the ends of thefe two Cords equally 
fetch’d out, and you have the Vertex C of the Triangle 
fought. 

PROBLEM Xtl. 

To maks ^ Parallelogram mth tm given lines» 

TO make a Parallelogram with the two given Lîneé 
AB, aC, that is to fay, a Parallelogram whofe breadth 

is equal to the given line AB, and length to the given line 
AC; make with thefe two given lines AB, AC, any angle 
whatever, BAC ; from the extremity B, 'with the Interval 
AC, deferibe an are , and another from the extremity 
C, with the interval AB, cutting the fir ft in the point D, 
from whence draw to the two points B^ C, the right lines 
CD, BD, and then you have the Parallelogram required, 
ABDC. 

’Tis almoft in the fame manner that you muft work it 
on the Ground, when the length and the pofition of the 
two lines AB, AC is given, namely by tying to the point 
C a Cord equal to the breadth AB, and to the point iB 
another Cord equal to the length AC, and by joining to¬ 
gether the two ends of thefe two Cords equally ftretch’^d 
out, you have the point D, ^c. 

PROBLEM XÎÎÎ. 

To make a Triangle piib three given Unes, 

make a Triangle with the three given lines AB, AC, 
AD, the greateft of which ought to be lefs than the 

fum of the other two ; from the extremity A of the firft 
given line AB, with the fécond given line aG in the Com- 
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To the Mathematics; 
paffes, deferibe an arc, and another from the other extre¬ 
mity B, with the third given line AD in the Compafles ; 
and thro* the interfering point E of thefe two arcs, draw 
to the fame extremities A, B, the right lines AE, BE, and 
the.Triangle ABE will be that requir’d. 

When you work on the Ground, tie to the extremity A 
of the firft given line AB, a Cord equal to the fécond AC* 
and to the other extremity B," another Cord equal to the 
third AD, then join together the ends of thofc two Cords 
equally ftretch’d out, and you will have the point E, 

PROBLEM XIV. 

To divide a given Line into any nmher of equal prU. 

TO divide the given line AB, for example, into five 
equal parts ; deferibe from the extremity A ,thro’ the 

other extremity B, the arc BC, and from the extremity B, 
thro* the other extremity A, the arc AD equal to the arc 
BC, which may be of what bignefs youpleafe, and from the 
two Extremities A, B, thro* the points C, D, draw the in¬ 
definite lines ACE, BDF, which will terminate in E and F, 
by running over on each from the two extremities A, B, 
five equal parts of any bignefs, but the fame on the one 
and the other line ; laftly, draw thro’ the oppofite points of 
divifion, lines parallel to each other, and they will divide 
the given line AB into five equal parts, as was requir’d. 

If you will ufe thQ SeBor] apply the length of the given 
line AB on the Line of equal farts^ to a number on both 
fidcs which is divifible by fince it is to divide the line 
AB into 5 equal parts, as from 200 to 200, the fifth pars 
of which is 40 ; and the SeLîor remaining thus open, take 
off the fame Line of equal farts the diftance from 40 to 40^ 
which will be the fifth part of th^ given line AB. We 
fhall (hew in Prof, i. /. i. of Euclid*s Elements^ ano^er 
way of dividing a,given line into equal parts. 

■plate 2* 
Pig. lu 
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PROBLEM XV. 

I N 

, 'To fnakt a Stale for to lay down Tlans -withal, 

Piate 2. TTAving drawn the two indefinite lines AB, BC, making 
Fig. 13. n at the point B any angle whatever ABC, run over 

on the line ,BC as many equal parts as you plcafe, and of 
what length you will, as for example five from B to C. 
Mike as many on the line AB, from B tb E, and again as 
many on the line CD, which ought to be drawn thro* 
the point C, parallel to the line AB, fiom C into F, and 
join all the points of divifion that arc oppofitc and equally 
diftant from the, line BC, by as many right lines, which 
will be parallel to each other, and to the line BG, and 
will divide the Parallelogram BCFE into as many other 
little Parallelograms, all whofe Diagonals muft be drawn 
the fame way, which then will be parallel to each other, 

f 

It is not neceflary that the’number of divifions in 
the line BE, (hou’d be equal to the number of the divi- 
jfions in the line BC> for they may be more or lefs 3 but 
they ought to be equal to the number of equal parts in 
the oppofite and parallel line CF, whofe length is confe- 
quenrfy equal to that of BE, and each ought to be run 
over as often as you wilt in a right line, as CF, three 
times, for example, at the points H, K, D, ‘and BE alfo 
three times at the points G, I, A, which muft be join’d 
to their oppofites H, K, D, by the parallel lines, GH, IK, 
AD, the laft of which AD, ought to be divided into as 
many equal parts as its equal^ and oppofite parallel BC, 
that is to fay, the fame equal parts that have been run over 
on the line BC, ought to be run over on the line AD; 
then draw right and parallel lines thro’ the points that arc 
oppofite, and equally Diftant from the two parallels AB, 
GD, and the Scale will be finifh’d : To which annex 
numbers from 2^ to 25 on the Parallels AB, CD, to fig- 
nify that each of the parts EGj EB, GI, and ÂI, compre¬ 
hend 25 equal parts; which number 25 is found by multi¬ 
plying the number of equal parts in the line BE, by the 
number of equal parts in the line BC, fo that each Diago¬ 
nal is found divided into as many equal parts as the line 
BC, as here into <5, at points, thro’ which if you draw as 
many lines parallel to the line BC,~ they will divide each 
of the equal parts of the line BE? alfo into five lefs equal 
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parts, which are found on the great lines parallel to the 
line AB, namely one on the firft parallel i, i, from the 
line EF to the next Diagonal ; tm.om the fécond Parallel 
2, 2, between the fame Line EF and the firll Diagonal, 
that is to fay, between the two points 6, 7 ; fo of others. 
From whence it follows, that the line 8, 7, contains 27 
equal parts, tbe line çry, comprehends 52, which repre- 
fent Feet, Fathoms, or any other meafure you will. 

This Scale thus made, is call’d Thin ScaUy bccaufe it is 
free to take divifions of what bighefs you will, fihee its 

^length is not determined ; But when its length is given, 
as alfo the number of its equal parts, it is call’d Fond Seulet 
which will not be found difficult to make, to him who 
underftands the Conftruôion of the preceding one % for if 
the length AB is determined, and of a determinate^num¬ 
ber of parts, as for example, of 100. Fathoms, becaufc this 
number 100 is divifible by 4., divide the length AB into 
4 equal parts, at the points E, G; 1', each of which will 
reprefent 2$ Fathoms ; and becaufe this number 2^ ds 
divifible by 5, divide the part EF into 5 equal parts,’ each 
of which will reprefent 5 Fathoms, becaufc by dividing 2$ 
by the Quotient is 5 \ wherefore to have a Fathom, draw 
at plcafure thro’ the extremity B, the indeterminate line 
BG, in order to run over 5 equal parts of any bignefs froitj 
B to C, then the reft may be done as before. 

You may upon this principle, make fueh a Scale feveral 
, ways, as in Fig, 14, which is a Scale of 20 equal parts, 
and in Fig, 1 ^, where you have a Scale of 70 equal parts, 
which may be taken for Fathoms, Feet, Inches, or for any 
other Meafure you will. You need only look upon thefe 
three Figures to comprehend them^ and therefore 1 ffiall fay 
no more of them except that if in Fig, 13, you run over 
on the line BC 6 equal parts, each divifion of the line EB 
would be taken for a Fathom, and the fubdivifion had ré- 
prefented Feet, bccaufe a Fathom contains 6 Feet, fo that 
the line 6, 7, would have reprefented two Feet, and the 
line 8, 7, had reprefented 5 Fathoms and 2 Feet | aR4 
kftlyji the whole line AB had been 20 Fathoms, 

È V%0^ 

6s 

Plate 2» 
Fig. 13. 
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PROBLEM xvr. 

\ To iay âoipn an auejfihie T Un, 

PlatE 2e * ' 
fîg. 16, enter within the acceffibîc Place, foppofe 

F ABCDE, your beft way is to take a foul draught 
of it on Paper any how, to fet down the length in Feeti 
Fathoms, ^c, of each Side , which we will fuppofe of as 
many Fathonns as you fee mark’d in the Figure, as alfo the 
Diagonals AD, BD, which you are at liberty to draw as 
,you,will, from one Angle to another, fo that the given 
plan be reduc’d into .Triangles, which mutt be protracted 
one after another, by taking from a Scale as many equal 
parts as each line contain’d Fathoms on the Ground, for 
thus^ the whole Figure will be reduc’d into a fmall com- 
pafs upon Paper, and the Plan thereof laid down, 

r But to come to the Praftke, draw on Paper‘the line ab 
i>i 20 parts taken from the Scale, for the 20 F3tboT:s of 
the Side AB ^ tbén from the point bt with the diftance of 
25 parts, for the 25 Fathoms of the h’de BD, of the Triangle 
ÀBD, deferibe an Arc, and another from the point a with 
the diftance of 27 parts, for the 27 Fathoms of the other, 
fide AD, of the fame Triangle ABD, and thro’ the inter- 
feftion d of thefe two Arcs, draw from the'two points a, 
the right fines ad, bd, which will make with the firft ah^ 
the Triangle abd, fimilar to the great one ABD» which in this 
manner is protraCled. And thus the two other Triangles 

* <BCD, AED, may be protraCled ; fo you have the fmall 
Figure abode fimilar to the great one ABCDE. 

If the given Plan be bounded by fome Curve-lincs, take 
thofc'Gurve-lines for right ones, when they differ but lit¬ 
tle ; otherwife they mutt be reduc’d into lines infcnfibly 
differing from right ones, by drayving feveral little right 
lines that will nearly form the Figure, and reduce it into 
Triangles by drawing Diagonals, then will thefe Triangles 
be protracted, and confequently the given Figure, as was 
juft now taught. 

Secondly, if it be impofiiblc to get within the given Fi« 
^urcg fo as to meafure the Diagonals, as if the given plant 
Was indudfd between of ft si h’^ ^ Wood^^ Fenny 

- ■ 
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place, or à Pond ; meafure this Plan from without, by ta* 
King as before the Sides with a Cord or Chain, and the 
Angles with an Inftrument, as was taught in Proh. 8. Then 
protraél it on Paper, by taking its Sides off a Scale of equal 
parts, and fetting down the Angles obferved with a Procra'» 
éfor, or otherwiTe ds was taught, in Prob^ 9. And thus 
the two Figures, viz»*t\\Q great on the Ground, and the 
little on Paper, will be fimibr, bccaufe of the equality of 
their Angles, anâ the proportion of their Sides* '' 

But fince it is eafy to miftake, as well in taking the 
Angles on the Ground, as in laying them down upon Pa^ 
per, and that a little error with refpeft of the Angles,* oc° 
canons a conGdèrable difference ; it is better to ufe the 
following method, which always fucceeded well with me, 
when I took a little care to produce the Sides in a right linge 

Let us propofe then the Plan ABGDE, ^hich is acceffi** 
ble without, but does not hinder but you may meafure its 
Sides, which we will fuppofe of as many Feet as are 
mark’d in the Figure 5 Produce one of the Sides AB, to 
F, as much in a right line as is pofhble, fo that BF be of 
a certain known length, more or lefs, according to the 
convenicncy of the Ground, as for example 8(5 Feet, taking 
rather Feet than Fathoms, becaufe the Sides of the Plara 
have been meafurM in Feet then meafure the line FC, and 
fuppofe it 70 Feet, which ought to be fo done, becaufe this 
line makes with the other two BF, BC, the Triangle BFC* 
this being protrafted by the means of ferae particular Scale, 
which may be fupplied by the Se«ffor, taking off the mea- 
fures on the two Lines oF equal parts on both hdes, the Se<ffoE 
being more or lefs open, as you would have the Figure on 
the Paper to be great or fmall, then you’ll have the pofi*’ 
tion of the Side BC, which cannot be done otherwife, with¬ 
out knowing the Angle ABC, where it is more difficult to 
fucceed well* 

■4 r 

Produce in the fame manher the Side BC toG, fo that 
CG be of any length, as Feet, and in like manner 
rreafure the line GD, which we will fuppofe 40 Feet, this 
will give the pofition of the Side CD, without knowing 
the Angle BCD ; and fince there remains ^no more than the 

/two Sides AÊ, DE, you may flop there, betaufe that will 
be fufficient to lay down this Plan on Paper, which is don© 
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Plate 3. Having drawn the line aS, let it he 100 parts from Tome 
Fig. 17. 3cale, reprefenting the 100 Feet of the great. Side AB, afid 

having produc’d - it to fo that bf be 80 of the fame parts, 
for the 80Feet of the line BF; from the point /, with the 
diftance 70 parts, for the 70 Feet of the line FC, deferibe 
an Arc, and another from the point b with the diftance 60 
parts, for the 60 Feet of the Side BO,^ and thro’ the in- 
terfeâ:ion c of thefe two Arcs, draw from the point b the 
Side bct which produce to gy fo that eg be 50 parts, for 
the 50 Feet of the line CG-, and deferibe as before an Arc 
from the point g with the diftance 40 parts, for the 40 
Feet of the line GD, and another from the point c with 
the diftance 65 parts,'for the 65 Feet of the Side CD, and 

, thro’ the Interfcàiion.F/ of thefe two Arcs draw from the 
point c the Side cd* Laftl^ deferibe an Arc from the point 
d with the diilance 90 parts, for the 90 Feet of the Side 
DE, and another from the point a with the diftance 100 
pans, for the 100 Feet of the laft Side AD, and thro’ the 
ïnterieéfion a of thefe two Arcs, draw from the two points 
4, d, the two Sides ae^ de^ and the little Figure ahede., will 
be fimilar to the great one ABODE, See Prob. 5. Chaf, 2. 
Par t 3. Geom» 

problem' XVII. 

‘ . To meafure an inacce^be Phn, 

I 
Fvg« 18. IF the Plan ABCDE be Foaccefhble, fo that you cannot 

meafure the length of its (ides with a Chain, much lefs 
produce them without, nor take its Angles • in fuch cafe you 
muft go quite round, deferibing as you go the Figure FGHI, 
as near to the place as may be, and as regular as poffible, 
fo that the Angles of the given Plan, which are feen from 
one of the Angles of the circumferib’d Figure, may alfo be 
feen from another Angle of the fame Figure, as here the 
Angle A is feen from the two Angles F, G, as well as the 
Angle B *, the Angle C is feen from the two Angles G, H, 
and likewife from H, I, which alfo has in view the An¬ 
gle D; and laftly, the Angle E feen from the two An¬ 
gles F,I. 

This being fuppos'd, meafure with the Chain the fidcs of 
the Figure FGHI, arid with an Inftrument take the vifual 
Angles which arc form’d at the Points, O, H, I 5 thew 

yo\i 
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you need only deferibe upon Paper a fmall Figure/ (îmilar to 
the ^reat one FGHI, and at the Angles F, G, H, I, make 
other Angles equal to thofc obferv’d, by right lines repre- 
fenting the vifual Rays, which will intcrfe^l each other in 
Points that reprefent the ingles of the given Plan ABODE, 
which by this means is Protraded, and reduc’d to a fmall 
compafs on Paper, by drawing right lines from the points 
of interfedion. The Figure it felf explains it fufficiçntly, 
fo that no more need bç faid of it, 

I 

P 1^ O B L E M XVIII. . 

To Produce a Line that is too Jhott, 

H O’ this Problem be naturally known, and Euclid 
takes it for a Principle, yet in pradicc, when the given 

Line is fmall, it is difficult to do it well by the application 
of the Ruler, becaufc if you fail ever fo little in applying 
the Ruler upon a fmall extent, you fenfibly deviate from 
the right line in an extent of a confiderablc length ; you muft 
therefore have a point more remote from one of the two 
ends of the given right line, than thefc two ends arc from, 
each other, -which ffiou’d be in a right line with thefe two 
fame extremities, in order to apply the Ruler thereto, 
that the given line may be produced v^ith more çxad- 
nefs. 

To find this point, deferibe from the extremity A of the Fîg. ip. 
given line AB, thro’ the extremity B, the Ate CBD, and 
take at pleafure the two equal Arcs BC, BD, deferibe from 
the ends C, D, with the fame opening of the Compafs, 
two Arcs, whofé point of interfedion E, will be in a right 
line with the tv«fo extremities A., B, for that by applying 
the Ruler upon the two Points £, you may the more 
exactly produce the given line AB. 

If the line AB is given upon the Ground, you may fix 
two Stakes upright at the ends A, B, and caufe a third 
Stake to'be fix’d beyond H, if you would produce the line 
AB on that fide to any confiderablc difiance, as in E, fo 
that by looking along the two Stakes fix’d at A, B, you 
perceive the third Stak^ in E, for thus thefe three. Stakes 
will be found in a right line, becaufe they will he in ore 
and the fame vifual Ray, which is always a right line, at 
kaft whçr^ it is not of too great a length* 

fi 3 You 

6^ 
Plate 
Plate i8 
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^iate 3. You cannot proceed in the fame manner when there’s any 
20, Impediment, like that of the Wall CD, in this cafe : And 

therefore at the point B, let BE be drawn at right angles to 
AB, and of any length, and draw from its extremity E, 
thro* the two points A, F, taken at pleafure in the line 
AB, the right lines EA> EF, meafurethe Angles BEF, BE A, 
and the lines EF, E A : Then make on the other fide the 
Angle BEG ecjual to the Angle BEF, the line EG will be 
equal to the line BF 3 make alfo the Angle BEH, equal to 
the Angle BE A, and the line EH will be equal to the line EA, 
then the given line aB. may be continu’d beyond the Wall 
CD, by joining the two points G, H, by a right line, è/c. 

PROBLEM XIXJ 

To inferib^ a Regular Polygon in a given Circle, 

sr. would deferjbe an Hexagon in the given 
Jl Circle BCDEFG, whofe Centre is A 5 the Radius aB 
being fet off on the Circumference, will go round Ex times 
exadly^ and fo give the Ede of the Hexagon, ' 

22. But if you w®uld delcribe fome other regular Polyo-on, 
lor example an Heptagon, you muft on the Centre A make 
the Angle B AC, equal to the Angle at the Centre, which 
in the Heptagon is'51 degrees, and about 26 minutes, 
and the Chord BC will bç^ the Ede of the Heptagon. 

The Angle at the Centre of a regular Polygon is found 
by dividing 360 degrees by the number of Edes of the Po¬ 
lygon, as by 7 for .a Heptagon, 8 for an Odtagon, ^d 
fo on. .. ^ 

\ 

•-If you have a SeScr^ apply the length of the Radius 
AB from 6 to 6, upon the Line of Polygons, and the SeSîor 
ftanding thus open, take on the fame Line of Polygons, 
on both fides, the diftance from 7 to 7 for an Heptagon^ 
B to 8 for an Oaagon, and fo on, and this difrance will 
be the fide of the Polygon fought. See the Treatife we 
feye publish'd concerning tk of the Seüor, ' 

? Ç H 0; 
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scholium. 

It is evident, that for to infcribc an equilateral Triangle in 
^ given Circle, you need only fet off its l^adius fix times on 
its Circumference, and draw the fides from two to two 
points ; and for to inferibe a fquare therein, you need only 
draw thro’ the Centre of the given Circle two Diameters, 
perpendicular to each other, which will divide the given 
Circle into four equal parts# ' 

But to inferibe therein a Pentagon, follow this particular piate 3. 
which is dcmonftrablc. Draw at pleafure thro* the ïig, 23. 

Centre A the Diameter BC, and raife from the fame Centre 
A, the perpendicular Radius aD ; divide the Radius AG 
equally in two at the point E, and let EF be equal to DE \ 
laftly, let DG be equal to DF, and this Chord DG will be 
the fide of the Pentagon inferib’d in the Circle DGC : Qb- 
ferve that the line A F is the fide of a regular Decagon in-» 
ferib’d in the fame Circle, 

P R O B L E M XX. 
* 

« 

"To deferihe a Square upn a given Right-Line, 

TO make a Square upon the given line AB; deferibe from Plate 4^’ 
the point A thro’ the point B, the Arc BCDE, and ^4* 

from the point B thro’ the point A, tbs Arc AGCF ^ fee 
off the fame opening of the Compafs on the Arc BCDE, 
from C to E, that is to fay, make the Arc CE equal to 
the Arc BC, and draw the right line BE, which will di¬ 
vide the Arc AC equally in two at the point G. Laftly, 
make the Arcs CD, CF, each equal to the Arc CG or AG, 
and join the right lines AD, DF, BF, then the Figure ABFD 
will be the Square fought. 

Or elfe draw the line AD perpendicular and equal to the 
line AB, and deferibe an Arc from the point D, with thé 
extent AD or AB, ard with the fame extent deferibe from, 
the point B another Arc cutting the firft in the point F, 
thro* whiçh draw the right lines FB, FD, 

B 4, ^ 
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PROBLEM XXL 

T$ defcrîhe a regular Polygon upon a given Pight-Line, 

TO defcribe upon the given line EG a regular Polygon, 
for example an Heptagon ; make at the two ends B,G,' 

of the line BC, the Angles BCA, CBA, each equal to the 
half of the internal Angle of the Polygon, which in this 
inftance is 64 degrees 17 minutes, and from the point A 
where the two equal lines AB, AC, meat, defcribe thro’ 
the two points B, C, the Circumference of a Circle, ' 
wherein may be inferib’d a regular Heptagon, each fide 
whereof will be equal to' the given line BC. 

The internal Angle of a Polygon is found by fubftrafting 
from 180 degrees the Angle at the Centre, which is found 
by what has been (hewn in the foregoing Problem : Or 
without knowing the Angle at the Centre, by multiplying 
180 degrees by the number of.fidcs of the Polygon ex¬ 
cept two, namely by five for an Heptagon, fix for an 
Oftagon, and fo on, jind by dividing the ProduA by the 
number of the fides of the polygoPo • 

If you hav^e a Se&or^ ^pply the length of the given line 
BC upon the Line of Polygons, to a number on both fidcs 
equal to the number of fides of the Polygon to be deferib'd, 
as in this cafe from 7 to 7 *, and the Senior remaining thus 
open, take with a Compafs the di'fiancc from 6 to 6 on 
the fame Line of Polygons, and defcribe with this opening 
from the two ends B, C, of the given line BC, two Arcs, 
whofe Interfeétion will give the Centre A of a Circle, in 
which may be infcrib’d the Polygon propored, as here a 
regular Heptagon, where the given line BC will be one 
of its fides. I - - 

PROBLEM XXIL 
. /r . • V 

; 

To defcribe the Circumference çf a Circle thro three given 
' ‘ ■ ‘ Points upon a Plane, 

, I ■ ^ i i 

i TH E three given points muft not lye in a right line, 
for then the Problem would be impoffible. To defcribe 

therefore a Circle thro* the three given points A, B, C, 
^yhich arenot ân a jrightlinç^ dfferibe from the two points 
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A»B> both ways with the fame opening of the Compafs, Pjate 4, 
two Arcs, and thro’ their interfeffcing points E, D, draw ’ 
the indefinite right line DEH. Dycfcribe likewifc from the 
two points B,C, both ways with one opening of the Com- 
pafs, two Arcs, which in this cafe will interfe(il in the two 
points F, G, thro* which draw the right line FG, which 
being produc’d if occafion requires, will cut the firft line 
DE, in like manner produc’d, in a point, as H, which will 
be the Centre of a Circle, whofe Circumference will pafs 
thro^ thç three given points A, B, C., 

• S C.H O L I a M. 
I 

By this tnethod a fegment of a Circle may be çompleated, 
to wit, by taking at diferetion three points in this Arc, 
and finding the Centre of a Circle which paffes tfiro’ thefç 
there points. 

PROBLEM XXIII. 

/ 

To deferibe the common Oval on tm given Diameters» 

deferibe the common Oval about the two given Dia- pig, 2 
meters aB, CD, which cut each other at right angles 

and into two equal parts at the point E, which is the Cen¬ 
tre of the Oval ^ fet off the length of the little Diameter 
CD, upon the great one AB, from A to O, and take on 
the fame great Diameter AB, the lines EF, EG, equal to BO, 
and upon the little Diameter CD, the lines EH, EÎ, each 
equal to three fourths of BO^ that is to fay of EF, or EG, ^ 
Then draw from the Points H, I, thro* the points F, G, 
the indefinite right lines IK, TM, HL, HN, which will be 
terminated at the points K, L, M, N, by deferibing from 
the point F thro’ the point A the Arc KAL, and from 
the point G thro’ the point B the Arc MBN. Laftly, 
deferibe from the point H thro’ the two points L, M, the 
Arc LON, which will pafs thro’ the point D and from 
the point I thro’ the points K, M, the Arc KCM, which 
will pafs thro’ the point C y and you will have the per¬ 
fect Oval ACBD. 

The like Oval may alfo be deferib’d very eafily thus : Fig. 27 
Take upon the two given Diameters AB, CD, the equal 
Lines AF, BG, CH, DI, of any length, and join the right 
Tines, FH, GI, each of which bifeét in the points O, P, 
bn which eredF the tWQ Perpendiculars OQ, PR,, which in 

^ ‘ this 



INTRODUCTION 
this cafe will cut the Diameter CD, in the paints Q, Rj 
thro’ which, and the two points F, G, draw the indefinite 
right lines RK, RM, QL, reft is done as 
before,. 

PROBLEM XXIV. 
« 

To deferibe the Mathematical Oval about tm given Axes* 

v 

'^1'^ H E Oval we juft now deferib’d is call’d the Common^ 
Î. Ovalf to diftinguiih \t from* the Mathematical OvaU 

commonly call’d Elliffis, and which has in no wife any part 
thereof circular, it being form’d by the Section of a Cy-, 
linder and a Plane which is not perpendicular to the Axis 
of the Cylinder, otherwife the Seilion vvould be a Circle : 
Or elfe by the feftion of a right Cone and a Plane, cut¬ 
ting the two oppolite fidcs of the Cone, and not parallel to 
the Bafe of the Cone, otherwife the feeftion would agaiu 
be a Circle. 

|5late4. The curve line ACBD reprefents the Periphery of an 
fig, 28, Ellipfis, whofe principal property is, that if from two certain 

points F, G, taken upon the greateft Diameter AB, and 
equally remote from the Centre E, which are call’d Focii^ 
be drawn to any point H, of the Circumference, the right 
lines EH, GH, their fum is equal to the greats 
eft Diameter AB, which is call’d’the Princifal Axis ^ the 

' kfler Diameter CD, which is perpendicular to it being call’d 
the Zejfer Axis ) and the point E, where thefe two Axes^ 
cut each other, is call’d the Centre of the Fllifjîs, 

This curve line ACBD not being circular, either in 
whole or in part, cannot be deferib’d Geometrically, but 
by finding feveral points Geometrically, and )oining them 
dextroufly by one continued curve line, which will deter^ 

' mine the Ellipfis ^ and this will be fo much the eafier, the 
more points there are found. . , 

There are feveral methods for finding out thefe points 5 
among others I have made choice of the following, 
which feems to me better than any for praftice. Its Ori¬ 
gin and Demonftration is drawn from the precedent pro- 

/ perty of the FpciiE,G, which are to be found in the great 
Axis AB, by deferibing from the extremity C of the little, 
Axis CDi with the extent of the gr«at femi-axis AE or BE, 

' ' ' the.,' 
% * • f *> 



To the Mathematics: 75' 
the Arc FKG, which will cut the great Axis AB in the plate 4. 
Vocii F, G, by means of which an infinity of points in the 
Curve of the Ellipfis may be found, thus. 

From the Vodl F, G, with any diftance in the Compafs 
greater than AF) or BG, deferibe finall Arcs both ways, 
and haying fet off this fame diftance on the great Axis 
AB, from A to T, and from the faid with an 
opening of the Compafs equal to the Remainder BI of the 
gre^t Axis AB, deferibe other Arcs, cutting the former in 
fijur points H, which will be the points in the Curve of the 
Ellipfis. In the fame manner, by deferibing Arcs greater 
or lefs, from the the faid fodi F, G, you 'will find as ma¬ 
ny other points in the Ellipfis as you pleafe, which points ' 
being join’d by a Curve line, the Ellipfis will be de- 
ferib’d. 

If you have no Compafes, you may find as many points 
of an Ellipfis as you pleafe, by the help of the Ruler only, 
namely by fetting off on the ^dge of the faid Ruler from 
its end, the length of the great and fmall Semi-axis, which 
may be done without CompalTcs, if you apply the end o£ 
the Ruler to the Centre E, and the edge of the fame Ru¬ 
ler on each of the two Semi-axes EB, EC, and mark upon 
the fame edge the points where the two ends fhall termi¬ 
nate 5 and by applying thefe two points upon the two 
Axes AB, CD, fo that the point of the fmall Semi-axis 
anfwers on the great Axis AB, and reciprocally the point of 
the great Semi-axis upon the fmall Axis CD ; for then the 
fame end of the Ruler will note a point in the Ellipfis ; 
and as this application may be made an infinite number of 
different ways, it is evident that by^this means may be 
found as many different points of the Ellipfis as fhall be 
defir’d. 

This Method has its Demonftration, and is the foundation 
of a certain Inftrumeht not uncommon, and made ufe of >' 
to deferibe an Ellipfis at once, as the common Compafs 
is made ufe of to deferibe a Circle. But there is another 
very cafy way of deferibing an Ellipfis at once, by a more 
fimple method, depending upon the general property of 
Fodi, which we have mention’d already, and is common 
enough among Artificers. 

Having found the two Fodi F,G, as before fhewn, tie there¬ 
unto a Cord, whofe length muft be equal to that of the 
Ellipfis, h e. to the given great Axis ABj then there needs 
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Plate 4. no more than to ftrctch out this Thread or Cord with a Pen 
Fig. 28. or Pencil, which you muft move along the faid Cord equal’ 

ly extended) and this Pen will by its motion deferibe the 
Circumference of an Ellipfis, where the two given lines AB, 
CD, will be the two Axes thereof, that is to fay, the length 
and breadth. This Cord is reprefented in the figure by 
the line FHG. 

PROBLEM XXV. 

To deferibe a Parabola on a ghen Axis, 

H E Parabola is the fcéîrion of a Cone and a Plane 
parallel to one of the Sides of the Cone, that is to fay, 

to a right line drawn from the’Vertex of the Cone thro* 
fome point of the Circumference of its Bafe. which is a 
Circle, This Seâ:ion or Parabola is bounded by a Curve 
Line call’d a Parabolical Ltney and generally a Conic Line, 
becaufe a Conic Line is the Seftion of a Plane and a Conic 
Suferfici^Sy that is to fay, the Surface of a Cone. It is 
eVident that this Parabolical Line is a Curve Line, and fpreads 
in its progrefs not unlike a Rope flack pulfd, or a heavy body, 
which bring thrown obliquely into the Ai»"» defeends witlt 
much the fame obliquity, deferibing a Parabolical Line. 

The effential property of the Parabola is, that draw 
within the Line as many Parallels as you pleafe, fuch as 
EE, divided equally in two at the points B, by the right 
line AB, which in this cafe is calld the Diameter of the 
Parabolat and the Axis, when it is perpendicular to thefc 
Parallels, call’d Ordinates^ with refped to the Diameter AB, 
which divide each of them equally in two \ the Squares of 
all thefe Ordinates, are proportional to the corrclponding 
parts of the Diameter AB, taking them from the extre¬ 
mity A) which is call’d the Vertex of the Parabola : From 
whence may be drawn a Conftruéfion of the Parabola, but 
it will not be fo eafy as that which is derived frorri the 
property of its Focus D, which is fuch a point in the Axis 
AB, that if upon this Axis AB produc’d, you take the 
part AC equal to the part 9 the part C3 is equal 
to the correfponding line DE : Which gives a very eafy 
method to find out as many points in the Parabola as 
lhall be defir’d. 

To deferibe therefore a Parabola, thro’ the point A of 
the çiycn Axis AB \ Jgkç upon this pro^ye’d Axis Ap 

the 
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the equal lines AC, AD, great or fmall, according as you 
would have your Parabola more or lefs' open. Take 
on the fame Axis AB, below the Vertex A, as many diffe¬ 
rent points as you would find in the Parabola, as B, 
thro’ which draw the indefinite lines EBE perpendicular to 
the Axis AB, in order to mark out the points E of the 
Parabola, by fetting off the diftances CB from the Focus D, 
on both fides on their refpedive perpendiculars, 

r- 

PROBLEM XXVL 

To deferihe an Hyperbola thro' a Point given hetrpeen two given 
Afympotes» 

A N Hyperbola is the Section of a Cone cut by a Plane, 
^ which being produced, meets the Cone in like man¬ 
ner produced, without its Vertex , and the Afymptotes are 
two right lines, as AB, AC, which cut each other in the 
point A, call’d the Centre of the HyperboU) which Lines 
being produc’d as much as ever you will, can never cut 
the Hyperbola GDG , fo far off as it is produced, tho* 
they ftill approach nearer to it, they being always diftaric 
from it by a lefs quantity than any other that can poffi- 
bly be conceiv’d* * 

.The property of thefe Afymptotes is fuch, that if you 
draw within their Angle a right line at pleafurc, as EF, 
’Which cuts the Afymptotes in the.two points E, Fj and 
the Hyperbola in the two points D, G, the lines DE, F G, 
are equal to each other, Ard therefore if the point D 
be given within the Afymptotes AB, AC, thro’ which 
point an Hyperbola is requir’d to be deferib’d, draw thro’ 
the faid given point D any right line as EF, upon which 
fet off the length of the part DE, bounded by the given 
point D, and one of the Afymptotes, beginning at the 
point F, from the other Afymptote to the point G, which 
will be the point of the H} perbola; 

THE 
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Plate 4. 
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THE 

Elements of Euclid 
Explain'd and Demonftrated in a fliort 

and eafy Method. 5 with the Ufe of the 
Propofitibns, AL T H O’ our Defign in this lliort Treat!fe (or 

Courfe of the Mathematicks) is not to explain all 
the Books' of Euclid’s Elements, but only the 
Six firfi, the Elen}enth^ and Twelfth^ (\v:hich will 

be fufficient for the underftanding all the tell we lhall 
here offer afterwards) ; We lhall, notwithdanding, fol¬ 
low Euclid Step by Step, without in the lead: receding 
from his Method of fu^fofing nothing but what has hem be¬ 
fore-hand, either laid down by way of Principle, or elfe demon- 
firated ; without changing any thing in his Method or 
ConftruQ:ions, when they are at the fame time both ge¬ 
neral and eafy, and depend upon fome Proportion or Pro¬ 
portions that have been before demonftrated ; that fo we 
may give every Prbpofition its juft Value and Ufe, which 
fome have neglefted to do, and that particularly when in 
folio v/ing Euclids Method the Solution had been more u- 
niverfal. Thus (for Example) after Euclid has taught us 
to conJlruB a Triangle of any three Lines gins en, for a Man to d 
have recourfe to folve the following Problem, ^iz. To make 
an Angle at any Point of a gins en Line, equal to an Angle ginjen% 
this would be impertinent, and bèhde the Author’s Inten¬ 
tion, as well as contrary to the Order and Beauty of a 
methodical Procefs in thefe Sciences. To refolve this laft 
Problem without making ufe of the Precedent, is nei¬ 
ther fo general nor Geometrical. However, to give the 
Reader as little trouble as poflible, and abridge our 
Work, we lhall imitate F. Tacquet, or Dechales, in not 
troubling the Reader with thofe Propofitions we lhall 
think unnecelTary and of no conlequence, or cf but 
little Ufe to demonftrate thofe that follow : We lhall 
alfo endeavour to illuftrate the principal Propofitions 
by the moft familiar Examples we pcfTibly can. Thofe 

B that 



The Elements of Euclid Book I. 
that defire any more may confult Henri on, who is the hcû 
Commentator upon Euclid I know. 

The F I R S T B O O K of 

EU C LI Us Elements. 

Euclid treats in this Firft Book, of Lines, of Angles^ 
and of Triangles, and other right-lin’d plane Fi¬ 
gures, and chiefly Parallelograms, ftewing the 

Method of reducing any right-lin’d Plane into a Paralle¬ 
logram, in order afterwards to reduce it (or make it) in¬ 
to a Square, as he fliews in his Second Book 5 at the end 
of which, he demonflirates that celebrated Propofltion of 
Pythagor.Ti, That in a right-angled Triangle, the Square of 
the greatefl: of the Sides (commonly call’d the Bafe, or 
Hypothenufe) is equal to the Sum of the Squares of the 
other two ; which is the Foundation of Geometrical Ad¬ 
dition, and Subflraftion too, in the Cafe of adding or 
fubftrafting of Planes ; i. e. whereby feveral Planes may 
be fumm'd up {•viz. their Area’s) into one, and confe- 
quently one found equal to their Sum. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 
Mathematical Point is that which has no Parts (or at 

leaf! is what is conflder’d as fuch) and which ofcourfe is in- 
divijible ; and which confeojuently has no other Exifience, than 
in the Underfianding of thofe that think of it. 

By this Definition, a Mathematical Point may be diflrin- 
guilh’d from’a Phyjicahone, which may be perceived by 
our Senfes, as having Parts. Yet notwithflanding that, 
we often ufe them promifcuoufly, the one with the other, 
upon the fcore we never confider it (when we think of it 
as- fuch) as capable of being fubdivided : Thus when 
wefay a certain thing is exaftly fo many Feet long, we 
confider the Yard or Foot as an whole (or undivided 
Quantity) and confequently as an indivifible Point, that 
is, as a Mathematical Point ; But yet if befides the de¬ 
terminate Number of Feet, there fhould happen to be 
fome odd Inches, then the Inch would be cohfider’d as 
the Indivifible (or Mathematical) Point, as being the 
leafl: Subdivifion j which, as fuch, would be taken for a 
Phyfical Point. IL A 



Explained and Eemonflrated, 3 
II. 

A Line ÎS a Length •soitheut either Breadth or Thicknefs^ 
iohich of courfe can only he an OhjeB of the Udderjlanding. 

^ We generally fay, that a Line is generated by the Mo¬ 
tion cf a Point, whence it can neither have Length nor 
Breadth, and may be conceived as the Motion or Flux of 
a Point from any one determinate Part of Space to ano¬ 
ther ; or, as we cannot poflibly trace out any Line (in 
matter) whatfoever, that is not a Phyfical one, or which, 
tefides its Length, has not fome Breadth and Thicknefs ; 
y-et that will be no Obftacle but that we may conceive or 
take it for a Mathematical Line^ while we only conceive 
it as Length ; as when we only conceive the Length of 
a Journey , without making any RefleCcions on the 
Breadth, &c. of the Way. 

III. ^ 
The troD Extremities (or Ends) of a Line are Points, 
This is to be underftood of thofe Lines only that have 

two Extremities (or Ends); nor does it hence follow 
that all Lines have two Ends ; it being certain that thofe 
which include, or every ways terminate, Space, fuch as 
the Circumference of a Circle, an Eilipfe, é'c. have no 
Ends. 

IV. 
A Right-Line is that whereof all the Points are equally plac d 

between its two Extremities. 
Whence it follows, that a Cur^je-Lme is that which has 

not all its Points plac’d equally between its two Extre»* 
mities, becaufe fome are elevated above, and fome fub- 

! fide below others. 
V. 

j A Superficies or Surface is an Extenjlon, or Space extendedf 
without any Thicknefs or Depth. 

As a Line is the firfi: Species of continued Quantity, 
having but oçie Dimenfion, njiz. Length, fo a Superficies is 
a fécond Species of it, becaufe it has two Dimenfions, 

' viz. Length and Breadth : And as a Line is conceiv'd to 
^ be produc’d by the Motion of a Point, fo may we con- 
> ceive a Surface to be produc’d by the Motion of a Line ; 

And finally, as a Line confifts of an infinite Number of 
* Points, fo does a Surface confift of an infinite Number of 
. Lines. 

VÎ. 
The Extremities or Ends of a Surface, (viz. when it has 

w any) are Lines. 
This follows from the Nature of a Surface, which be- 

i ing compos’d of an infinite Number of Lines, muil needs 
B % fee 
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Fig. I. 

The Elements of Euclid Rook I. 
be terminated by them, if it be terminated at all : Which 
is to be thus underftood then only, when both the one 
and the other of thefe two Species of Quantity have Ex-- 
tremîtîes or Ends ; for we have already taken notice, that 
the Circle, Ellipfe, &c. are terminated by one Line only, 
which has no End ; or to fpeak more properly, whereof 
the two Ends are joined together ; thus we lhall in the 
fame Senfe take notice, that a Sphere, a Spheroid, Sec. are 
terminated by one only Surface, which has no Ends. 

VIE 
^ Plane-Surface, or 4; Plane, is that which has all its Right- 

twines equally plac d between its Extremities ; fo that one does 
7iot rife higher or fubjide lower than the other. 

' Whence it follows, that a Qurnse-Surface is that which 
has not all its Parts placed equally between its Extremi¬ 
ties, one riling higher, another falling lower, than each 
other : And when fuch a Surface is confider’d in relation 
to the Side that fublides, it is call’d a Concave-Surface ; and 
when it is confider’d on that which rifes up, it is call’d 
Convex. Thus the Happy above may be conceiv’d to fee 
the Convex-Side of Heaven (according to the Ptolemaick 
Syftem) while thofe below can only fee the Concave Part 
of it. 

VÎÎÎ. 
A Plane-Angle is an indefinite Space terminated by two Lines 

inclining to one another [or rather by the meeting of thofe 
two Lines] when they meet in a Point upon the Plane where 
the Angle is formed, and dont by that meeting make a Right- 
Line, as ABC. 

Hence you fee, that to form an Angle, it is not only 
necelTary for the two Lines to meet at the angular Point, 
but to meet likewife in fuch manner, as that being pro¬ 
duc’d, they lliall interfeci, and afterwards deviate from 
each other. 

You alfo fee, that the Magnitude of the Angle does 
not depend on the Length of the Lines that form it, but 
on the Quantity of the Inclination ; for it is evident from 
the Definition, that the more or lefs the Lines are inclin’d, 
the Angle will alfo be the greater or the lefs ; And the 
Angle is denominated Plane, becaufe it is deferib’d on a 
Plane. There are three Sorts of them, w’^hich we fliall 1 
now explain. > 

IX. 
A right-lined Angle is that whereof the two Lines that 

form it are Right-Lines ; as in ABC, the two Lines BA, BC,.. 
are Right-Lines ; as alfo in the Angle ABK, where BA and ' 
BK are Right-Lines. 

It isj 
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s Explain 'd and Eemonjîrated. 

It is this Angle alone that Euclid treats of in this Book, 
\vherefore whenever we fpeak fimply of an Angle, it is to 
he underftood of a right-Iin’d Angle, which may be de¬ 
noted by one only Letter, <vlz.. by that at its angular 
Point, when one only Angle is formed there ; but when 
at the fame Point there are more Angles than one, formed 
by more Lines that terminate there, then to denote the 
particular Angle we mean, we make ufe of three Letters, 
the middlemoft whereof fignihes or points out the angu¬ 
lar Point. Thus, becaufe at the Point B there are three 
Angles, if we would denote the Angle made by the two 
Lines BA, BC, we iliould write it thus, ABC ; and if we 
meant the Angle made by the two Lines, BA, BK, we 
Ihould write it thus, ABK ; and in like manner to re- 
prefent the Angle miade by the two Lines, BK, BC, we 
Ihould call it either KBC, or elfe CBK j and fo of cT- 
thers. 

We have already faid, that an Angle is greater or lefs 
according as the Inclination of the Lines that form it is 
greater or lefs ; And here we fliall acquaint the Reader, 
that the meafure of a right-lin’d Angle is determin’d by 
the Arch of a Circle defcrib’d at pleafure from its angu¬ 
lar Point, and terminated by the tv/o Lines of that An¬ 
gle : Thus the meafure of the Angle A.BC is the Arch 
DE, or alfo EG, whcfe Centers are at the 'Point B ; the 
Arch DE being exaftly the fame part of the Circumfe¬ 
rence of its Circle* as the Arch FG is of its refpeftively t 
For if you imagine the Line BC to move about the fixt 
Point B, fo that it may m^ake with the immoveable Line 
AB Angles greater or lefs, all the Points of the faid Line 
BC will move circularly, and at the fame time about the 
Point B. So that the Point E, for example, will defcribe 
by its Motion the Arch DE, which by confequence will 
be the Meafure of the Angle ABC ; andin like manner, 
the Point G wdll.defcribe, by its Motion, the Arch FG^ 
which will alfo, by the fame Reafon, be the Meafure of 
the Angle ABC, and fo of others. 

It will be eafy to conclude from what we have been 
Dying, that the Right-Line BK fliall then divide the An¬ 
gle ABC into two equal Parts, that is into two equal 
Angles, ABK, and KBC, when palling through the 
Point B, it ïhall divide DE, the Meafure of the Angle 
ABC into two equal Parts in the Point I, that is into 
two equal Arches, ID, and IE, which are the meafures 
of the equal Angles ABK, KBC. Where we fee that 
two Angles, as ABK, KBC, are equal, when their Mea- 
liires ID, IE, which are defcrib’d froru their angular 
- • . B 3 Points 
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Points with the fame Opening of the Compafles, are 
equal. 

By what we have been faying, it will net be difficult to 
guefs at what will be the Meafures of a Curw-Umd Angle^ 
which is a Piàne-Angle contain’d under two Curve-Lines, 
as ABC ; foryou are only to compare the curve-lin'd Angle 
ABC, with right-lin’d one DBE,- whereof the righ'-lines 
DB,LE, touch at the Point B, the two Curve-Lines AB, 
AC,the Inclination whereof can never fo little change, but 
the Aperture of the Lines that touch them j iu 't iliange 
alfo at the fame time ; For which Reafr i, if from the 
Point B, you deferibe at pleafure the Aich of rhe Circle 
FG ; that Arch, ‘v/x,. FG, which is comprehended under 
BD and BE, being the Meafure of the right-lined Angle 
BDE, lhall alfo be the Meafure of the curve-lined one 
ABC. 

After the fame way we alfo may determine the Mea=» 
fure of a Mîxt-lîned Jngle^ or an Angle comprehended 
under a Curve-Line and a Right-Line, as ABC, viz, by 
dravving thro’ the Point B, the Right-Line BD, whicn 
lhall touch the Curve AB in B ; and by deferibing at 
pleafure from the fame Point B, the Circumference of a 
Circle, the Part whereof FE, comprehended under the 
Right-Line BC, and the Tangent BD, lhall be the Mea« 
fure of the mixt-lin’d Angle ABC. 

It evidently follows from what has been faid, that 
when two Lines only touch one another, they cannot 
form an Angle, [that may be compar’d w'ith a Right= 
lin’d one ] becaufe they are not inclin’d the one to 
the other. Thus the im-àgim-xy Angle of ContaB, made of 
the Tangent and Circumference cf a Circle, is im¬ 
properly call’d an Angle. We have made this Remark 
upon it, in our Notes we have elfewhere made on the 
Euclid of F. Dechales. 

‘ Becaufe that which is call’d the Angle of Contaèf i$ 
^ lefs than any right-lin’d Angle whatlbever, it follows 
^ that it is equal to nothing, or that it is nothing. Thus 
* we fee, that when a Right-Line touches the Circumfe» 
* rence of a Circle, it does not make an Angle with it. 
^ Wherefore the Difficulties that arife from it will vaniffi, 
^ when we confider that that Contaft does not make an 
^ Angle, as they only arife from the Suppolition that it 
^ does,and that the Definition of an Angle has not been fuf- 
^ ficiently cleared up, nor has it been well enough defin’d 
^ what the ContaB of two ^mtitles is. 

‘ Wherefore v/e fay in general the ContaB of two §l^an^ 

^ titles is the meeting of thofe two Quantities fo^ that be° 
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^ ing produc’d, they fliall not interfeft one another’^ that 
‘ is to fay, they are not inclined to each other. Whence 
* it follows, that an Xngle is not rightly defin’d by the 
‘ Conta£t of two Lines, and that this (whatever it is to be 
‘ call’d) ought to be defin’d from the Meeting of the two 
^ Lines that compofe it ; for it does not follow, becaufe 
‘ two Quantities touch one another, that therefore they 
‘ make an Angle ; for when thofe two Quantities are 
‘ Rigkt-Lines, all the Parts of the one coincide with all 
^ the Farts of the other, when they touch ; Whence thesy, 
‘ not being inclin’d to each other, do not interleft, and 
‘ fo make no Angle, tho’ they meet and touch. The 
^ fame thing may be jfaid of any Right-Line that touches 
‘ a Curve, becaufe in Contaft they are not properly in- 
^ din’d to one another, and do not make an Angle. For 
^ altho' the Curve feem to approach to and recede from 
^ the Right-Line by its Curvature, and by confequence 
‘ to incline to the Right-Line, and to make an Angle 
* with it, that only proceeds Rom the Figure of the 
^ Curve-Line, which may be lèverai ways diverfify’d, 
' and yet make the fame Angle with the RightrLine: 

Whence it is eafy to conclude, that a Tangent to a Cir- 
‘ cle does not make an Angle with its Periphery. This 
^ being rightly underfiood, all the Difficulties that can, 
^ arife upon the Contaft of thefe two Lines, which are 
^ improperly call’d an Angle, will vanilh. 

^ What I have been difcouifmg of, may (perhaps) be 
better conceiv d, if we confider, that an Angle form’d 

^ by two Curve-Lines, ought to bear fome Proportion 
^ to a right-lined Angle, form’d by the Meeting of two 
^ Right-Lines, that touch the two Curves in the Point 
‘ where they meet (or in the Point of Contaft) ; becaufe 
^ according as thofe two Lines incline to one another 
^ more or lefs, the two Tangents Ihould do fo alfo, and 
* confequently form a greater or lefs Angle , which 
‘ would alfo be the Mealure of the Quantity of the 
* curv-lin’d Angle. Whence it follows, that when thole 
' two Curves come to touch one another, they will make 
* no Angle at all, becaufe the two Tangents will coin» 
^ cide. 

^ Hence it is we fay, for example, that if from any 
' Point of the Circumference of the Ellipfe, we Ihould 
* draw two Right-Lines to the two Foçîi ; thofe two Right?* 
‘ Lines would make, together with the Circumference, 
^ two equal Angles ; I fay thofe two Angles are not pro» 
^ perly determined by the Circumference of the Ellipfe, 
‘ but by a Right-Line (or Tangent) that is imagin’d to 

B 4 ' fall 
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* fall upon the Circumference without-fide^ at the Poin^ 
‘ where they make thofe Angles. 

X. 

When a Right-Line faUs upon mother y and makes the Angles 
on both Sides equals fo that It does not Incline more to the one 
Side than the other ; each of thofe Angles is called a Right- 
Angle y and each of thofe twtr Lines Is faid to be perpendicular to 
the other, Thm -we knoro that the Line AB Is perpendicular to 
CP, becaufe It makes rolth that Line CD on each Side, th^^equal 
Angles ABC y ABD, which for that reafon are called Right ones. 

Thofe that do not underftand the Mathematicks, com¬ 
monly call a Perpendicular a PIumb-Line, without con- 
fidering that a Plumb-Line is that Line only which is 
perpendicular to the Horizon, as a Thread would be with 
a Lead or Weight hung at the end of it, which we thence 
call a Plummet. Whence, if the Line CD was horizontal^ 
or parallel to the Plane of the Horizon, its Perpendicu¬ 
lar AB would be a Plumb-Line ; and if the Line CD was 
not horizontal, but inclin’d to the Plan of the Horizon, 
if the Line AB Bill made with CD equal An gles on both 
Sids, it would not ceafe to be perpendicular, tho’ it 
would to be a Plumb-Line, but would be juB as different 
from that, as the Line CD itfelf would be from being 
horizontal ; and both would become inclin’d to the Ho¬ 
rizon. 

XL 

An Obtufe-Angle is that which Is greater than a Right-one ; 
as ABD. 

We mây add to this Definition, that theMeafure of an 
Obtufe-Angle is the Arch of a Circle lefs than a Semi¬ 
circle, becaufe Euclid does not confider any Opening of 
two Right-Lines that fliould be meafur’d by an Arch 
greater than a Semicircle, as an Angle, as mây be feen in 
the 21. 3. Thus the Inclination of the two Lines AB, 
AC, makes an Angle at the Point A, that is not mea- 
lured by the great Arch DFE, which is bigger than a 
Semicircle ; but by the little one DGF, which is lefs 
than a Semicircle. 

XU. 

An Acute-Angle is that which Is lefs than a Right-one -, as 
ABC. 

Thofe two Angles, 'vlz. the Acute and Obtufe, differ 
from a Right-one in this, that there is but one Species of 
Right Angles, there not being fome greater and fome 
J®fs ÿ whereas among Acute and Obtufe-Angles there 

ma¥ 
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may be an Infinity of bigger and lefs, becaufe their Mea-'Plate i. 
fures may be greater or lefs Parts of a Circle. Jt may^»S- s. 
be eafily feen by the Figure, that when one Right-Line 
falls upon another to which it is not perpendicular, it 
may in this cafe be call’d an OhUque-Lîne ; which alfo 
gives occafion to call an Oblique’-jungle either an Acute-An* 
gle, or an Obtufe-one ; that is to fay, an Angle that is not 
a Right-one ; and it makes on one Side an Acute-Angle, 
as ABC ; on the other an Obtufe-one, as ABD. 

xm. 
The Term ^ the Extremity of any thing. 
Hence it is evident there are three Sorts of Terms, n}iz. 

a Pointy which is the Extremity of a Line ; and di-hine, 
which is the Extremity of a Surface ; and a Surfacej 
which bounds or terminates a Body ; which cannot be 
the Extremity of any other real Quantity, at leafb that 
we know of. 

XIV. 

A Figure is any Space or ^puantity of two or three Dimen* 
fions y comprehended under ^ or hounded every way by, one or more 
Terms. 

It follows from this Definition, that neither a Line 
nor an Angle can be called Figures, becaufe a Line tho’ 
bounded by two Points, viz. when a Right-Line, and fi¬ 
nite, has but one Dimenfion ; And an Angle, tho’ bound¬ 
ed by two Lines, yet is not bounded every where, the 
Space which thole two Lines include being indefinite or 
infinite. Among Figures which are terminated by one 
only Term, are the Circle, the .Ellipfe, the Sphere, (âyc. 
and among Figures bounded by feveral Terms, are the 
Triangle, the Square, the Pyramid, &c. A Plane-Surface 
is called a Plane-Figure^ or fimply a Plane. 

. . XV. 

A Circle is a Plane-Figure., terminated by a Boundary of one pjg 
Line only, which is called its Circumference, as ABCDA, within 
which is a Point, as E, called its Centre ; from which all the 
Right-Lines EA, EB, EC, &C. drawn to the Circumference, are 
equal to one another. 

The Vulgar commonly call the Circumference the Cir¬ 
cle ; as e.g. the Hoop of a Tub, abfirading from the 
Plane that is bounded by that Circumference, which 
notwithftanding is what Mathematicians properly call a 
Circle, and which neverthelefs they themfelvei: too often 
confound with its Circumference ; as e.g. when they 
propofe from a given Point to deferibe a Circle ^ whereas 

thev 
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they only mean the Circumference of a Circle. In like 
manner, when they fay that two Circles can only inter» 
fe£t or cut one another in two Points, they mean it only 
of the two Circumferences, as Eudid has denionftrated it 
in the 10, 3. 

The Circle might alfo be very well defin’d a Plane- 
Surface, produc’d by the Motion of a finite Right-Line 
moving about a fix’d Point ( (till the Motion end where it 
began) which fix’d Point is call’d the Centre, and to 
■which one end of the Right-Line is conceiv’d to be fa¬ 
llen d, while the other deferibes by its Motion the Cir¬ 
cumference of the Circle. 

We commonly fay the Circle is the mofl perfe£l of all 
Plane-Figures, becaufe there is no irregularity in it, its 
Circumference being every where equally round, and its 
Area the greateft of all Ifoperimetrical Figures ; e. g. its 
Area is greater than that of a Square of an equal Peri¬ 
meter. / ' 

XVI. 
T^e Centre therefore of a Circle is a Point within its CzV- 

cumference, from which all Right-Lines dretwn to that Circum¬ 
ference., are equal among themfelves ; as if E be the Centrej 
the Lines EAj EB, EC, See. are equal. 

We might alfo fay, that the Centre of a Circle is a 
Point within its Circumference, placed at the greatefi: 
Diflance pofiible from it : Whence we define the Centre 
of a right-lin’d Figure to be, a Point in the Figure at the 
greatefi Diflance pofiible from its Periphery : Whence it 
alfo follow^s, that the Centre of a regular Polygon, is the 
fame as the Centre of a Circle that circumferibes it ; and 
that the Centre of an Ellipfe, is that Point where its two 
Axes, which determine its greatefi Length and Breadth, 
interfefl each other. 

XVII. 
The Diameter cf a Circle is any Right-Line drawn thro its 

Centre, and terminated by the Circumference on each Side ; 
as AC. 

It is hence evident, that a Circle has an infinite Num¬ 
ber of different Diameters, which are all equal to one an¬ 
other, and that each divides not only the Circumference, 
but alfo the Area of the Circle into two equal Parts. 

It is alfo evident, that a Right-Line drawn from the ' 
Centre of a Circle to its Circumference, as EA, EB, EC, 
is equal to half the Diameter of that Circle, and for that 
reafon is called a Semidiameter, as alfo Radius of the Circle. 
And any Part of the Circumference iefs or greater than 
its half, is called an Arch of that Circumference ; as ABC, 
or ADC. XVni. A 
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XVIII. 

^ Semicircle is a plane Figure^ terminated hy the D/^w^-Plate il 
ter of a Circle, and. hy hf lf its Circumference ; as AECBJ, or 
AECDA. ^ _ 

This Figure is called a Semicircle, becaufe it is equalFig^ 7* 
to half the Circle. Hence alfo the half of a Semicircle 
is call’d a êl^adrant^ as AEBA, or DECB, which is ter¬ 
minated by two Semi diameters or Radii, perpendicular to 
one another, and by the fourth Part of the Circumference 
of the Circle, which is fometimes confounded with the 
Quadrant ; as when we fay that the Quadrant of a Circle 
is the Meafure of a Right-Angle, inliead of faying that 
the fourth Part or Quarter of the Circumference is fo. 

XIX. 
The Segment of a Circle is a Part of a Circle, terminated 

hy a Part of its Circumference, and hy a Right-Line ; ACBA,^^^* ^ 
or ADCA. 

It is evident by this Definition of Euclid, that a Semi¬ 
circle is a Segment of a Circle ; But commonly we mean 
by a Segment of a Circle, a Part of it either greater or lefs 
than a Semicircle : Whence it follows that the Right- 
Line that terminates or bounds it, muft needs be lefs 
than tfie Diameter, and by confequence can’t pafs thro* 
its Centre, as AC, which can’t pafs thro’ E. Here (as I 
fuppofe) Euclid did not defign to leave this Definition 
thus, becaufe it fuppofes the Diameter to be the greateft 
of all Right-Lines that can be drawn within the Circle, 
which ftands in need of a Demonftration, and which is 
idemonftrated in the iç. 3. where Euclid repeats the De*fi- 
nition of the Segment of a Circle, it being his Defign in 
that Book to demonftrate its Properties ; wherefore he 
feems only occafionally to have inferred it here. 

XX. 
A right-lined Figure is that rohich is terminated by Right- 

Lines. 
Whence it follows, that a Curvilined Figure is that 

which is terminated by Curve-Lines ; and a Mixt-Figure' 
that which is terminated by both Right-Lines and Curves, 
Euclid treats here only of right-lined Figures, whereof 
he fiiews the Properties of feveral, which we lhall explain 
in order. XXI. 

A Figure conffling of three Sides (-which is alfo called a Tri¬ 
angle) is a Figure terminated by three Right-Lines ; as ABC. ^ 

A Triangle is the firfi: and moft fimple of right-lined 
Figures, and is fo called by reafon it has three Angles : 
And when we fay fimply a Triangle, without Ipecifying 
of what Sortp we always mean a right-lined Triangle, 

which 
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which is compos’d of 'three Right-Lines ; a curvilined 
Triangle being a Plane-Figure terminated by three Curve- 
Lines. Euclid treats only here of the right-lined Trian¬ 
gle, whereof he makes fix Species, njix,-. three that are di- 
verlified by their Angles,^and three by their Sides ; as 
fhall be fiiewn after we have explain’d other more com¬ 
pos’d Figures. 

XXII. 
A Figure that has four Sides, vohich is alfo called a Qua¬ 

drilateral Figure, and a Quadrangle, is a Plane-Figure ter¬ 
minated by four Right-Lines ; as JIBCD. 

This Figure is called a Quadrangle, becaufe, having 
four Sides, it has alfo four. Angles. Euclid m.akes alfo 
feveral Species or Kinds of thefe, diverfihed by their An¬ 
gles and Sides j which we ihall explain after the Tri¬ 
angles. 

xxni. 
^ Multilateral (or 7nany-fided) Figure, called alfo a Po¬ 

lygon, is a Plane-Figure,^terminated by more than four Right- 
Lines ; as ABCDEF. 

This Figure is called a Polygon^ becaufe, having feveral 
Sides, it has alfo feveral Angles ; when it has five it is 
called a Pentagon ; when it has fix an Hexagon ; ana when 
feven an Heptagon ; when eight an OB agon ; when nine an 
Enneagon or Nonagon ; and a Decagon when it has ten ; 
when eleven an Endec agon ; and a Dodecagon when twelve : 
And when fuch a Polygon has all its Angles and all its 
Sides equal, it is called Regular, and Irregular when 
there are any of them unequal. 

xxiv. 
Among Trilateral (or three fded) Figures, that is callef an 

equilateral Triangle, which has its three Sides equal-, as 
DEF : whereof the three Sides DE, DF, EF, are equal. 

An equilateral Triangle is the mofi: fimple of all right- 
lined Figures, and only of one Kind ; and it is with this 
Triangle that Euclid begins his Propofitions (it being his 
firfi) that he may by means of this Problem refolve fe¬ 
veral others, altho’ he might alfo have folv’d them by an 
ifofceles 7Viangle -, but he was refolv’d to make ufe of the 
mofi: fimple. 

XXV. 
An Ifofceles Triangle is that which has only two Legs 

equal ; as ABC, whereof the two Legs or Sides AB, BC, are 

at among the different Sorts of Trian¬ 
gles, the ifofceles Hands in the fécond Rank ; at leafi; with 
relation to its Sides. It may be either right-angled 9 

acutéêo 

equal. 
It is evident, 
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acut€-angled (or an Oxygon) ; or obtufe-angled (or an Plate i, 
Amhlygoïô : Becaufe the Angle C, contain’d by the two 
equal Sides AC, ÉC, may be either right, acute, or ob- 
tufe. It alfo follows, that every equilateral Triangle 
ifojcelesy but not that every Ifofceles is equilateral. 

XXVI. 
/4 Scalene Triangle is that whereof the three Sides are aw-pig. n 

equal ; as GHl, the three Sides whereof, GH, GI, HI, are un¬ 
equal. 

It is evident that a Scalene Triangle may be right-angled, 
becaufe it may have one of its Angles right ; and alfo^ 
obtufe-angled, becaufe it may have one of its Angles ob- 
tufe ; and acute-angled, becaufe all its Angles may be 
acute, as in the precedent Triangle GHI. 

XXVII. 
• . 

Moreover, among threefided Figures, that is called a right-Vlg, is 
angled Triangle which has one Right-Angle as MKL, wherein 
the Angle K is a Right-one. 

It is evident, that a right-angled Triangle may be an 
ifofceles, becaufe the two Sides'KL, KM, which contain 
the Right-Angle K, may be equal : It may alfo be Sca¬ 
lene, becaufe the fame two Sides KL, KM may be une¬ 
qual, as they really are in this Figure, which makes all 
the three Sides unequal, becaufe the Hypothenufe LM is 
greater than either of the two other Sides, KL, KM, as 
we Ihall demonftrate in t.he 19th Prop. But it can’t be 
Equilateral, becaufe its three Angles would then be 
equal by the 5th Prop, and confequently each would be 
one third of two Right-Angles, and therefore acute ; be¬ 
caufe all the three Angles of a Triangle taken together, 
are exaCdy equal to two Right-ones, by the 3 2d Prop. 

xxvni. 
An Amblygon Triangle is that which has one Ohtufe-An- pj,, ^ 

gle ; as ABC y wherein the Angle C is ohtufe, or greater than a 
Right-Angle. 

Hence we may fee alfo, as before, that an Ambligon 
Triangle cannot be Equilateral, but that it may be either 
Ifofceles or Scalene. We may alfo learn that it cannot 
be right-angled, becaufe one of its Angles are fuppos’d to 
be obtufe, that is, greater than a Right-one ; whence it 
necelTarily follows, that the other two muft be acute. 

XXÎX. 
An Oxygon Triangle is that which has all its Angles 

acut'i 
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Pltte I. acute 5 as DEFj where each of Us three Angles D, E, F, U 
fig* acute, 

^ We may eafily perceive by what has been faid of a 
ri^ht-angled Triangle, that an equilateral Triangle muft 

^ , needs be an Oxygon, and that an Oxygon may be Qithtx ifofce- 
les or Scalene, Thefe two laft Sorts of Triangles, njîz.. the 
obtufc-angled and the acute-angled ( which have no 

. Right-Angle) are commonly called Oblique-angled Trt’- 
angles. 

XXX. 

Pig-î3 Quadrilateral (orfour-fided) Figures, that is caU 
led a Square, which has four Right-Angles, and the four Sides 
equal ; m ABCD. 

A Square is the mofi: fimple, and at the fame time the 
moft capacious of all four-lided Figures : And as there 

^ can be but one Sort of Square, it is commonly made ufe 
of in FraBical Menfuration, viz. in meafuring Surfaces, 
to exprefs their Contents or Area s^ that is to fay, what they 
contain in Square Meafure, as in fquare Feet, Yards, Poles, 
&c, A Right-Line drawn from any Angle of a Square, 
to the oppofite one, as AC, or BD, is called the Diagonal 
or Diameter of tha’t Square ; and the Point where two 
fuch Diagonals interfeCè, and cut each other into two 
equal parts at Right-Angles, is called its Centre. We 
underftand by a fquare Foot, or one Foot fquare, a Square 
whereof each Side is one Foot long ; as likewife by a 
fquare Pole, a Square whereof each Side is a Pole in 
length. 

XXXI. 

Fig* ÏS An Oblong, which is alfo Jimply called a Reftangle, is 
Figure of four Sides, which has all the Angles right, but which 
has not all the Sides equal ; as KLMFl. 

Thefe two Figures, 'uiz. the Square and the Oblong, are 
called redlangular or right-angled, becaufe they have all 
their Angles right ; and they differ only in this, ‘viz. that 
the Oblong has only its two oppofite Sides equal ; as 
KL andMN, likewife KN, LM ; whereas the Square has 
all its Sides equal. They are of great ufe in the common 
Affairs of Life, as in Surveying and Carpentry, &c. we 
reduce Figures into Squares or Reftangles, in order to 
meafure them : In Architecture, &c. we commonly make 
Chambers, Courts, Gardens, and Allies, in Form of ReCt- 
angles :• And in other Arts we fee Tables,. Cabinets, 
Looking-GlalTes, &c, in that Shape. 

XXXIÏ. A 
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XXXIL 

^ Rhombus is d Tîgure confifling of four equal Sides j ^ 
the Angles are oblique ; as EFGH. 

This Figure in Heraldry is called a Lofange, and differs 
from a Square in this, that its Angles are not"right ones, 
as having two acute, >viz. the two oppofite ones E, G ; 
and the two other oppofite ones F, H, obtufe : And in . 
this alfo, that there may be feveral Sorts of them, becaufe 
their Angles may vary, or be greater or lefs ad infi- 

Tiitum. 

XXXIIÎ. 

A Rhomboid is a Figure of four Sides, laohereof the two oppo-'?\g^ ijl 
fite ones are equal, without being either equilateral or reBangu^ 
lar ; as ABCD, wherein the two oppofte Sides AB,CD, are equal ; 
as alfo the other two oppojite ones AD, BC, and wherein the An¬ 
gles are oblique. 

It is evident that this Figure, as well as the precedent, 
has two Angles oppofite to one another acute, njiz. A and 
C ; and the two other oppofite Angles B, D, obtufe : 
And that it may likewife vary or be diverfified an infi¬ 
nite Number of Ways. . 

XXXIV. 
All other quadrilateral Figures, which have not the Proper-i^Z 

ties of the precedent ones, are called Trapezia ; as EFGH.I 
The four precedent Figures, vizi t\\Q Square, the Oblong, 

the Rhomb, and the Rhomboid, which may all be called 
Parallelograms, becaufe their oppofite Sides are parallel, as 
fliall be demonftrated in the 34th Prop, are commonly 
reckoned among regular Figures ; and all the reff, which 
Euclid calls Trapezia, are irregular Figures ; which we 
lhall diftinguilb into two Sorts, calling that only a Tra¬ 
pezium, none of whofe Sides are parallel to one another, 
and that a Trapezoid, which has ttvo parallel Sides, as Fig. 20.' 
ABCD, where AB, CD, are parallel. 

XXXV. 

Parallel Right-LinesthoÇe that being produc d indefi-’ëig. 16, 
nitely on the fame Plane, will never meet ■ as ABCD 

To make this Definition yet clearer, we may add, that 
two Right-Lines that are parallel to one another, do not 
only not meet any where on the fame Plane, hov/ far fo- 
ever produc’d, but alfo that they are always (or every 
where) equidiftant from one another. And as the Di- 

flaoce 
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fiance of any two Lines is eftimated by the fhorteft Line 
that can be drawn betwixt them, which will be a perpen» 
dicular one ; it follows that all the perpendicular Lines 
drawn between two Parallels are equal. 

POSTULATES, 

E'UCLIO in this Book, as llkewife in all the reft, 
> makes ufe only of a Right-Line and a Circle ; the 

defcription whereof is fo ealy, that he takes it for grant¬ 
ed by way of Poftulate, that any one may; 

« 

I. 
^ From a given Point draw a Right-Line to any other 

^ Point given. 
IL ^ ■■ 

‘ That one may produce a given finite Right-Line 
^ indefinitelv- 

III- 
^ ^ That one may defcribe a Circle from any given Cen-» 
^ tre, and with any given Radim. 

To thefe there are commonly added two Poftulates 
more ; but as they don't agree with the Definition we 
have given of a Pojiulate, which is, that it is the Principle 

;ÿof a Problem, as an Axiom is of a Theorem^; we lhall, with 
other Commentators of Euclid, place them among the 
number of 

Hate 1. 
Fig. 19. 

V 

# 
AXIOMS. 

I. 

THofe Magnitudes vohlch are equal to any common one, are 
equal amongfi themfelnjes ; e. g. The two Lines AF, 

BC, are each equal to the fame third Line AB, and there¬ 
fore they are alfo equal to one another. 

This Axiom may be made more general thus ; Thofe 
Magnitudes which are equal to the fame common one, or 
to any Number of equal ones, are equal among them- 
felves. " 

Cla^lm adds to this Axiom thefe two others ; mz.. Any 
Magnitude that is lefs or greater than either of two 
equal ones, is alfo lefs or greater than the other ; and 
reciprocally, if of two equal Magnitudes the one is 
greater or lefs than a third Magnitude, the other lhall 
alfo bê greater or lefs than that third. 
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To thefe two Axioms may be added the three follow» 

ing, which Eticltd makes ufe of in feveral of his Demon» 
ifrations, 'viz. 

A Magnitude is equal to another Magnitude, wqen iÇ 
is neither greater nor lefs than that Magnitude. 

2. A Quantity is greater than another Quantity, when 
it is neither equal nor lefs. 

3. A Quantity is lefs than another Quantity, 
it is neither equal nor greater. 

■ IÎ. 

if to equal Magnitudes you add equal Magnitudes, the whole 
•will be equal : As, if to two Lines, each whereof is 
Foot long, you add two others, each of three Foot long, 
you 11 have two equal Lines, each of eight Foot long. ' 

} ' ' i.-- 

in. 
if from equal Magnitudes'you fuhjlralt or take away equal 

Magnitudes^ the Remainders will he equal : -e. g. As if frorn 
two Lines each of eight Foot long, you fubftrafl or cut 
off two Lines each of three Foot long, there will remain 
two Lines each of five Foot long. " ' ' 

ly. 
if to unequal Magnitudes you add equal ones., the Wholes or 

the Sums fall be unequal : e. g. If to a Line of three Foot 
long, and to a Line of two Foot long, you add'two 
Lines of four Foot, one to each, you’ll have two Lines, 
one of feven Foot, the other of fix Foot, i»yhich are um 
equal. 

To this Axiom Qlanjlm adds this other, ^iz. If to un» 
equal Magnitudes you add unequal Magnitudes,- njiz. thé 
greater to the greater, and the lefs to the lefs, the Wholes 
fliall he unequal : As, If to a Line of five Foot you add 
a Line of four Foot, and to a Line of two Foot you add 
a Line of three Foot ; you’ll have for the firft a Line of 5? 
Foot, and for the fécond a Line of five Foot, which arç 
unequal. , ^ 

if from unequal Magnitudes you fubfraB unequal Magnitudes.^, 
the Remainder fall be unequal : As, if from a Line of eight 
Foot, and from another of lix Foot, you fubflraft two 
Lines of two Foot each ; there will remain two Lines, 
'‘ “ ' C cnè 
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one of fix Foot, and the other of four Foot, which are 
unequal. 

CUvîus adds likewife to this Axiom the following ^ 
If from unequal JVlagnitudes you fubftraU: unequal Mag¬ 
nitudes, ^1%,. the lefs from the greateft, and the greateft 
from the lefs, the Remainders fhall be unequal ; the firft 
Remainder being greater than the fécond : As, If from 
a Line of eight Foot you fubftraft a Line of two Foot, 
and from a Line of fix Foot you fubftraft a Line of four 
Foot ; you’ll have on one hand a Line of fix Foot, 
and on the other a Line of two Foot ; which is lefs than 
the firft remaining Line of * fix Foot. 

VI. 
Magnitudes that are double^ each of the fame Magnitude^ 

are equal among themfelves. 
Becaufe equal Magnitudes may be each taken for the 

other, or for one and the fame Magnitude. This Axiom 
may be more generally exprefs’d thus ; ^ Magnitudes 
* which are double, each of the fame Magnitude, or of 
^ equal Magnitudes, are equal among themfelves ’ : Or 
yet more generally thus ; ‘ Magnitudes which are double, 

triple, quadruple, érc. of the fame or equal Magnitudes, 
, ^ are equal among themfelves.’ Reciprocally it is evi¬ 

dent, that if of two equal Magnitudes the one is double, 
triple, or quadruple, of a third Magnitude, the 
other {hall be alfo. double, triple, or quadruple of the 
fame Magnitude. 

' vn . . 
Magnitudes rohich are each one half of the fame Magnitude, 

are equal among themfelves. 
This Axiom may alfo be made more general ; and we 

may fay. That Magnitudes v/hich are the Half, or one 
third Part, or a Quarter, of the fame Magnitude, or 
of equal Magnitudes, are equal among themfelves. And 
reciprocally, equal Magnitudes are each one Half, one 
Third, or one Quarter, of the fame Magnitude, or of 
equal Magnitudes. 

Ik 

. vin. 
Mag7iitudes which every way agree, are equal. 
The Senfe of this Axiom is (for Example) That if two 

Lines being plac’d one upon the other, do fo agree, as 
that all the Parts of the one correfpoiid exaftlyto all the 
Farts of the other, fo that neither furpaffes (or is greater 
or lefs than) the other, thofe two Lines are equal. We 

may 
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may fay the fame of two Angles, of two Surfaces, or of 
two Solids, when one being plac’d upon the other, 
or fuppofed to penetrate the other, neither of them fur^ 
palTes the other. 

^ IX. 
The whole Is greater than any one of its Parts. 
To this Axiom may be added this other, 'viz. ^ That 

* all the Parts taken together are equal to the whole : ’ 
that is to fay, that the whole is equal to all its Parts ta- ^ 
ken together. 

X. 
jfiU Right-Angles are ecjual to one another. 
This is a Corollary of the Definition of a PerpendiaiUr^ 

which fuppofes, that it makes on the Line on which it 
falls two equal Angles, which we call right ones. 
Whence it follows, that a right-lined Angle, or a curvi- 
lined, or a mixt Angle, may be faid to be à right one, 
when it is equal to a right one. 

‘ XI. 
if one Right-Line cut two other Right-Lines, fo that it makes 

with them (on the fame Side) the two interior Angles (taken, 
together) lefs than two Right-.Angles ; thofe two Lines being 
yroduc d on that Side, jhall at length meet each other. 

Tliat is to fay, if the two Right-Lines AB, CD, are cut pjgte ï. 
by a third Right-Line DE,, fo that the two interior An- pig. 21* 
gles, e.g. thofe towards the Extremities B and D, viz. 
BEG, DGF, are (taken together) lefs than two right 
ones j the Lines AB, CD being produc’d towards the faid 
Extremities B and D, will meet. 

As this Theorem is not felf-evident, we lhall not make 
ufe of it as a Principle, but fhall demonftrate it in the 34 
Prop, after the fame way as we have done it already in 
Dechales, becaufe that Demonftration feems to me very 
natural.. Becaufe therefore this Axiom of Euclid is not 
to take place here, we will fubftitute the following in 
its room. 

XII. 
All the Perpendiculars that can be drawn between two ParaU 

lels are equal. 
This Axiom is to be underftood of two Parallel Right- 

Lines, and of Right-Lines that are perpendicular to one 
of them : For it is evident from the Definition of Paral¬ 
lels, that if the two Right-Lines AB, CD are parallel, Fig. 16. 

C 2 and 
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and there be drawn to one of thofe two the Perpendicu¬ 
lars EF, GH,and as many others as you pleafe, all thofe 
Perpendiculars fhall be equal to one another. 

XIII. 

Two Right-Lines emt comprehend (or include) Spacef or 

cenjiitute a Figure. 
It is evident, That two Right-Lines, meeting one ano¬ 

ther, can only make an Angle, which is not a Figure. 
We might add, That two Right-Lines can only meet in 
one Point ; which is the chief Reafon why they can t 
include Space, or form a Figure. 

» 

XIV. 

if one Magnitude is double of another., and a Line added to 
the iirji., double of a Line added to the fécond, the one roholejhall 
Be double of the other. As if to a Line of lix Foot, which 
is the double of a Line of three Foot, you add a Line of 
four Foot, which is double of a Line of two Foot, (to 
be added to the other) the whole ten Foot will be 
double of the other whole five Foot. 

XV. ' 

jf one Magnitude be double of anothei', and a Part cut off 
from the frfi, double of a Part cut of from the fécond, the Re¬ 
mainder of thefirfi jhall be double of the Remainder of the fe- 
co7id. As if from a Line often Foot, which is double of 
a Line of five Foot, you cut a Line of four Foot, which 
is double of a Line of two Foot, the Remainder fix Foot 
Riall be double of the Remainder three Foot. 

We omit feveral other Axioms, becaufe the precedent 
ones are fufheient for the Demonflrations we fhall here 
have occafion to make ufe of, wherein thefe Axioms lhall 
be cited at length. As for the Propofitions, and the 
Books where they are to be found, we fliall cite them on- ■ 
ly by two Numbers, the firfi; whereof fhall denote the:. 
Propofition, and the fécond the Book. As for Example,, 
if we were to cite the third Propofition of the fécond I 
Book, we lhall only fet down thefe two Numbers, ajix.. i 
3, 2. And after this Way Mathematicians have in alH 
Parts of the Mathematicks cited the Propofitions andt 
Books of Euclid's Elements. And when in any Book of., 
the Elements' the Citation is made by one Figure only,, 
it denotes the Number of the Propofition of the fame; 
Book that was cited^before. 

P R O- 
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« c 

P R O P os I TI ON L. 

PROBLEM I. 

f I make an equilateral Triangle on any .given finite 

I Line. 

To make an equilateral Triangle, e.g. on the given Plate si 
Line AB ; from one End of the Line, viz,. A, defcribe Fig- 
an Arch of a Circle BCD, that lhall pafs thro" the other 
end B, and like wife from the end B defcribe the Arch of 
a Circle ACE, which fhall cut the precedent Arch BCD 
in the Point C, from which draw to the two ends A and 
B, the Right-Lines AC, BC ; and the Triangle ABC 
will be an equilateral one j that is, the three Sides AB, 
AC, BC will be equal. 

D E M O N S R A T Î O N. 
The Line AC is equal to the I ine AB, ky the Défini-^ ' 

tien of a Circle : And alfo the Line BC is equal to the 
fame AB. - Therefore by Ax. i. the two Lines AC, BC, 
and confequently AC, BC, AB are all three equal to one 
another : Which to be demondrated. 

USE. 
This Propofition may not only be of ufe to dernon- 

flrate the next, but alfo the 9th, loth, and iith. And it 
may alfo be of ufe in feveral other Cafes, and thofe not 
inconfiderable ones : As for example, it may ferve for 
dividing a Line into any given Number of equal Parts 5 
which may be eafily donQ thus, e.g. 

To divide the given Line AB into five equal Parts, , 
fet off at pleafure on the indefinite Line CD five equal 
Parts from C to D, and upon the Line CD defcribe the 
equilateral Triangle CDE ; and draw thro’ the Points of 
Divifion of the Bafe CD, to the Angle C, as many Right- 
Lines, and you’ll have an Inftrument: not only fit and 

C 3 proper 
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^ / 

P!a.te 2, proper for quinqui-fefting the Line AB, but alfo any Or- 

Fig 24, thcr Line whatfoever that is lefs than the Bafe-Line CD 
• after this way, Cut off from the two Sides EC, ED, 

the two Lines EF, EG, each of them equal to the given 
Line AB, and draw the Right-Line FG, which will be 
equal to AB the Line propos’d, and will be quinqui- 

' fecled by the Lines drawn from the Angle E, thro’i the 
Divifions of the Bafe CD. 

The Demonflration of this Praxis depends upon *the 
3. 6. Eucl. But if any Reader is not yet acquainted with 
that Book, nor the way of cutting off a lefs Quantity 
from a greater, it will be fufiicient to fuppofe the thing 
as done, to fuperimpofe the lefler Line on the greater ; 
for in Praftice, we may, according to Arifiotle^ fuppofe 
what we know how to do, as already done. ThisPro- 
pofition may be made ufe of to meafure an Horizontal 
Line on the Ground, which is only acceffible at one End, 
as we ihall Ihew in pur fvaBlcal Geometry^ 

PROPOSITION 11. 

PROBLEM II. 

Tff drsi‘tù from a given Pointy a Line equal to a Line 
given. 

TO draw from the given Point A, a Line equal to the 
given Line BC, draw the right Line AB, and hy Prop. 

i.defcribe upon the Line AB, the equilateral Triangle 
ABD. Defcribe from the Point B, thro’ the Point C, 
the Arch of a Circle ICK, and produce the Side BD, to 
the Point E, in the Arch of the faid Circle. Defcribe 
from the Point D, thro’ the Point E, the Arch of the 
Circle GEFH, and produce the Side AD, to the Arch of 
the faid Circle in F. I fay the Line AF, is equal to the 
the given Line BC 5 and confequently the Problem is 
refolv’d. 

* • 

i 

' demonstration. 
* * 

If from the two Lines DE, DF, which are equal, by 
the Definition of ^ Circle, you cut off the two Lines 
DA, DB, which are alfo equal by Conftruftion, becaufe 
îhey arp 5Wes of the equilateral Triangle ABD, there 

will 
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will remain by Jxîom i. the two equal Lines AF, BE. 
Thus we know that the Line AF is equal to the Line 
BE ; and as by the Definition of a Circlej the Line BC, is 
alfo equal to the fame Line BE, it follows by Axiom r. 
that the Line AF is equal to the Line BG. ^ 
F. & D. 

. - USE. 

This Propofition may ferve as a Lemma for the follow¬ 
ing, and alfo to demonftrate the 5 and 20 Propofition, 
and on feveral other Occafions/ 

PROPOSITION III. 

PROBLEM III. 

Two unequal right Lines being givens to cut o f from the 
Greater y a Fart equal to the Lefs. 

"TO cut off from the given Line AB, a Part equal to 
1 the other given Line CD, which I fuppofe to be the " 

leall ; draw by Prof. 2. from the Point A, the Line AE 
equal to CD, and defcribe from the faid Point A, thro’ 
the Point E, the Arch of a Circle GFH, which lhall cut 

/ off from the greateft given. Line AB, the Part AF e- 
qual to the lefler given Line CD, ' ' 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The Line AF is equal to the Line AE, by the Defini-^ 
tion of a Circle^ and the Line CD is equal to the fame 
Line AE, by ConfiruBion-, therefore hy Ax. i, the Line 
AF is equal to the Line CD. E. F. & D. 

USE. 

This Proportion will be of Ufe to demonflrate the 
18, and its feveral other Cafes, which are not worth 
the while to talk of here. We may fay that this, as well 
as the precedent, may be made ufe of feveral Ways, 
which we lhall here omit, becaufe the Conffru6tion and 
Demonffration will always be the fame, • • 
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PROPOSITION IV, 
« 

THEOREM l; 

Jf in two Trianglesj two Sides of the one are equal to twà 
Sides of the other ^ each to each, and the two Angles compre¬ 
hended between thofe equal Sides are equal ; the Bafe 
if the one /hall alfo he equal to the Bafe of the other, and 
the other two A?igles of the one, equal to the remaining two 
Angles of the other, each to^ each refpeBi^'ely, and the two 
Triangles fall he wholly equal to each other. 

t/i- 26. ¥ Say, that, if the Side AC of the Triangle ABC, be 
J- equal to the Side DF of the Tnangîè DEF, and the 
Side BC equal to the Side EF, and tlie Angl'e C compre¬ 
hended by thofe 2 Sides, equal to the Angie F ; the Bale 
AB lhall be equal to theEafeDË, and the Angle A to 
the Angle D, and the Angle B to the Angle E, and the 
v^diole Triangle ABC to the whole Triangle DEF. 

DE M O N $ T R À T I O N. 

■ îinagine the Triangle ABC to be placed upon the 
Triangle DEF, in fuch Manner that the Side AC fliall 
juft cover, or coincide with the Side DF, which may be 
done by Ax. 8. becaufe thofe two Lines AC, DF arè 
fiippofed equal ; in which Cafe the Side CB fhall fall 

- exaftly on the Side FE, besaufe the tw’o Angles C, F, ard 
fuppoled equal ; and the Point C falling upon the Point 
F, the Point B by Ax. 8. will fall upon the Point E, 
becaufe the two Lines BC, EF are alfo fuppos’d equal ; 
for W'hich Reafon the Bafe AB will fall upon the Bafe 
DË, becaufe iTit fell either upon DGÉ, or DHE, two 
Lines would comprehend Space, contrary to Ax. 12. In 
like Manner by Ax. 8. the Bafe AB will be equal to the 
Bafe DE, and the Angle A to the Angle D,. and the 
Angle B to the Angle E, and the whole Triangle ABC, 
to the whole Triangle DEF. E. D. 

USE.',, 
• ThisPropohtion maybe of ufe to demonftrate the 
following, and alfo the 8, ro, 14, 42. and feveral other 
Propohtions of the follov^ing Books, but chiefly Prop. 6. 
of the 6th Book, which has a great Affinity with this. 
It may alfo ferve to meafure any inacceffible Line oh 
the Ground, which you cannot goover by reafon of 

. fome 
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iome Impediment, as fliall be fhewn in our Practical 
Geojnetrj. ' . 

As the Demonftratibns which depend on the Supra- 
pofltion (or placing) of one Line upon 'another, do not 
equally pleafe all, we lhall demonftrate the Propofitions 
that follow in another Method, as alfo the very next 
Theoremt which F. Taquet demonilrates by the Method 
of S'upra-politioh, and which we lhall dfmonftrate by 
Means of the precedent Theorem^ as'followsi 

» 

THEOREM. 

Two Triangles are always equal, if they ha^e each one Side 
equal, and the two Angles, adjacent to that Side, equal, 
each to each. 

1 Say, if the Side ÂB of the Triangle ABC, be equal 
i to the Side DE, of the Triangle DEF, and the adja¬ 
cent Angle A equal to the adjacent Angle D, and the 
other adjacent Angle B equal alfo to the other adjacent 
Angle E; the two Triangles ABC, ' DEF lhall be 
equal, 

PREPARATION. 

Upon the Side BC, make the Line BI equal to the 
Side EF, without conildering where the Point I lhall 
falf and draw the right Line AI. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

. The Triangles ABT, DEF, having the two Sides AB, 
BI equal to the two Sides DE, EF, and the Angle B 
comprehended between them, equal to the compre-hended 
Angle E, are themfelves equal hy the precedent Theorem ; 
and the Angle BAI is equal to the Angle EDF : and as 
we fuppofe that the Angle BAC is alfo equal to the 
Angle EDF, it follows by Ax. i. that the Angle BAI is 
equal to the Angle BAC, and by Ax. 8. that the Line 
AI will fall on the Line AC, and confequently the 
Point I upon the Point C, whence dt appears that’BC 
is equal to BI : and becaufe EF is alfo equal to BI, by 
conftr. it follows by i. that the two Sides BC,EF', 
are equal, and by the pecedent Theorem, that the Tri¬ 
angle ABC is equal to the Triangle DEF. ^ D. 
‘See Prop. 26, 

PROP O- t 
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PROPOSITION V. 

THEOREM II. 
• ^ 

PUtc ii In ên ifofceîes Triangle the two Angles above the Bafe are equat 
to one anotheri and the Sides being produc d, the two Angles 
under the Bafe, are alfi equal to one another. 

Fig. 27^ T Say that if the two Sides AC, BC of the Triangle 
J ABC are equal to one another, ^nd they be produc'd 
below the Bafe AB ; the Angles ABC, CAB which are 
above the Bafe AB, will be equal to each other ; and 
that the Angles ABE, BAD which are under the Bafe 
AB, will alfo be equal. 

PREPARATION. 

Set off upon the equal Sides AC, BC, prolong’d the 
two equal Lines AD, BE at pleafure, and draw the right 
Lines AE, BD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If to the equal Lines CA," CB, you add the two c- 
qual Lines AD, BE, it is Evident by Ax. 2. that the 
two Lines CD, CE will be equal, and by Prop. 4. that 
the two Triangles CDB, CEA will be alfo equal, be- 
caufe they have the Angle C common, and the two Sides 
CD, CB equal to the two Sides CE, CA. Wherefore 
the Bafe BD will be equal to the Bafe AE, the An- 

. gle D to the Angle E, and the Angle CAE to the 
Angle CBD, and by Prop. 4. The two Triangles 
ABD, BAE will be alfo equal, becaufe they have the 
two Sides AD, BD equal to the two Sides BE, AE, 
and the contain’d Angle D equal to the contain’d Angle 
E. Wherefore the Angles DAB, ABE will be equal. 
Which was one of the things to be demonf rated: And the Angles 
ABD, BAE will alfo be equal, which being fubtra&ed 
or taken away from the two Angles CBD, CAE, which 
were demonllrated to be equal, there will remain by 
Ax, 3. the two equal Angles CBA, CAB. Which re^ 
maind to be demonfrated. : 

CORO L« 
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COROLLARY. ^ Plate 2: 

It follows from this Propofitiorij that an Equilateral ^ 
Triangle, or one that has all its three Sides equal, is 
alfo Equiangular, or has all its three Angles alfo equal, 
becaufe, as we haVe already obferv’d elfewhere, every 
Equilateral Triangle is an Ifofceles one. 

USE. 

An Ifofceles Triangle may be made ufe of inftead of 
an Equilateral one to divide a given Line, or a given 
Angle, into two equal Parts; as alfo to draw a Perpen¬ 
dicular to any Line given. The Ufe alfo of the Senior or 
Compalfes of Proportion is founded on the Nature of an 
Ifofceles Triangle : and thence likewife we calculated 
our Table of Plane Angles ; the Ufe whereof we have 
ihewn in taking the Meafure of an Angle upon the 
Ground. This Propofition will alfo ferve us to demon- 
Rrate the i8th, 20th, and 24th Proportions ; andfevefai 
others in the following Books. 

PROPOSITION VI. 
t 

THEOREM III. 
if it Triangle hm' two equal Angles, the Sides o^pojite to them 

will he alfo equal. 

JSay if the two Angles ABC, BAG of the Triangle fig. 28, 
ABC, are equal to one another, »the Sides BC, AC 

which fubtend them, that is, which are oppohte to them, 
fhall alfo be equal to one another. 

PREPARATION. 

On the Side BC fet off the Line BD equal to the other 
Side AC, without confidering where the Point D lhall 
fall, and draw the right Line AD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The Triangles ABC, ABD, having the two Sides 
AB, BD equal to the two Sides AB, AC, and the con¬ 
tained Angle B equal to the contained Angle BAC, are 

/ equal 
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equal to one another,by Prffp. 4. whence the Angle B AD 
M equal to the Angle B : and as we fuppofe the Angle 
BAG to be equal to the Angle B, it follows by y^x. i, 
that the Angle BAnD is equal to the Angle BAG, and 
confequently that the Line AD will fall on the Line 
AC^ and the Point D upon the Point G, and confe¬ 
quently that the Side BC is equal to. the Line BD, by 
j^x.. 8. and as the Side AG, is alfo equal to the Line 
by it neceffarily follows from y^x. i. that the two 
Sides AC, BC. muft be equal to one another. ^.E. D, 

. r C OROLL AR Y. 

It fallows from this Proportion, that every Equi¬ 
angular Triangle is alfo Equilateral, that is, that every 
Triangle, that has its three Angles equal, has alfo 
three Sides equal. 

USE. 

This Proportion may.be vèry conveniently madeufe 
of to meafure a Line on the Ground that has one of its 
Ends only acceihble, as Ihall be ftiewn in our PraBîcaî 
Geometry, It may alfo be made ufe of to meafure the 
height of a Tower lituated on an Horizontal Plane^ by 
means of its Shadow, which will always be equal to the 
height of the Tower, when the Sun is 45 Degrees only 
above the Horizon, which may eafily be found by a Qua¬ 
drant, or an Aftrolabe, é'c, for then you have an Imagi¬ 
nary Right-angled Triangle, the Hypothenufe whereof 
is one* of the Sun's beams, which terminates the Shadow, 
and in which each of the acute Angles conhlls of 45 
Degrees, which makes the two Legs of the Triangle, -v/x. 
The Tower and its Shadow, equal. 

Æ tke ph Prop, only ferves by way of Lemma to the 8thy 
whieh may be demonf rated alone without it ; We Jhad omit it 
here^ as being of no other Confderable Ufe in Geometryour 
"Lkjtgn being only to treat of what may be ufefal. 

PROP. 
A 
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PROPOSITION vm. 

T H E O R E M V. 

JJ two Triangles hanje two Sides of the one, equal to two Sides 
of the other, each to each, and their Bafes equal ; thofe twe 
Triangles are equal, *and the Angles contained under the 
equal Sides are equal. 

TSay, that if the Side AC of the Triangle ABC, hepice 
equal to the Side AD of the Triangle ABD, and the 

Side BC to the Side BD, and the Bafe AB be common to 
them both, which is the fame thing as to have equal 
Bafes ; the two Triangles ABC, ABD^ ihall be every 
way equal. 

PREPARATION. 
« 

Draw the right Line CD, which will fall here withia 
the two Triangles ABC, ABD, for it may alfo fall with¬ 
out, or concide with the two equal Sides : But the De- 
monftration of all thefe Cafes will be eafy to any one 
that throughly underftands the DemonRration of the 
Cafe we have here before us. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
» 

Since the two Sides AC, AD are equal, as alfo the 
two Sides BC, BD, hy Hypoth. the Angle ACDwillbe 
equal to the Angle ADC, and the Angle BCD will be 
equal to the Angle ADC, by Prop. 5'. and by Ax. si. the 
whole Angle ACB will be equal to the whole Angle 
ADB. Wherefore by Prop. 4. the two Triangles ABC, 
ABD, will be wholly equal. £. D. 

USE. 

This Proportion may ferve as a Lemma to the follow"- 
ing, as alfo to make an Angle, at any given Point of a 
Line, equal to an Angle given, as fhall be Ihewn in Prop. 
23. and it will be of particular ufe in Prop. 5. of the 6th 
Book, with which it has a very great Affinity. 
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PROPOSITION IX. 

PROBLEM IV. 

Phte 2.’ 

Fig. 30. 

To divide an jingle into two equal Parts. 
* TO divide the Angle ABC into two equal Parts, that 

is to fay into two equal Angles, defcribe at Plea- 
fure from the Point B, the Arch of the Circle EFG, and 
draw the right Line EF, whereon make (by Prop, i.) the 
equilateral Triangle DEF, in order to find the Point D, 
thro’ which, and thro’ the Point B of the given Angle 
ABC, draw the right Line BD; I fay, that Line will 
divide the given Angle ABC into two equal Parts, or 
the Angle ABD will be equal to the Angle DBG. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The Side BE of the Triangle BDE is equal to the Side 
BF of the Triangle BDF, (by the Definition of a Circle) 
and the Side DE is equal to the Side DF, becaule they 
are the Sides of an equilateral Triangle, and moreover 
the Side BD is common to the two Triangles. There¬ 
fore by Prop. 8. thofe two Triangles BED BFD are 
equal, and the Angle DBE is equal to the Angle DBF. 

£. D. See Prop. 30. 3. 

USE. 

Prob. 7. 

Introd, 

' ' You may have feen in our Praftical Geometry the ufe 
of this Problem, in dividing the Circumference of a 
Semicircle into twelve equal Parts of 15 Degrees each, 
and confequently the whole Circumference into 24 equal 
Parts, for it is the fame thing to divide an Arch as an 
Angle, it being certain that the Arph EF, which mea- 
fures the Angle ABC, is alfo at the fame Time divided 
into two equal Parts in the Point G, by the Line BD. 
It is alfo by Means of this Problem that we divide the 
Circumference of a Circle into 32 equal Parts, for the 
32 Points of the Nautical Compafs. This Problem is 
alfo very ufeful in Dyalling, when befides the Hour- 
Lines, we have a Mind to fet off the half Hours, and 
Quarters of Hours. 

S C H 
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SCHOLIUM. 

Euclid only fliews us how to bifeO: an Angle, or di« 
vide it into two equal Parts, as ' for the TrifeOrion, 
or divi^ng it into three equal Parts, or any other Num¬ 
ber of odd Parts, it is Geometrically impoflible, ^iz. 
By only making ufe of a Circle and right Line, as EncUd 
does. We lhall repeat here what we have faid pn ^this 
Point, in our Notes on F. Dechales's Euclid, 

By this l^ord Geometrically, we are here only to underfimd 
the Circle and right Line., Euclid’/ Geometry extending it felf 
no farther. But by the Geometry of Monjieur Defcartes, we 
are taught that the Solution of a Problem is Geometrical, 
when it is refolv d by the moft fmple and natural Way pojjtble, 
althd bejides the Circle (or the Circumference of a Circle) we 
make ufe offome other Cur<ve Line ; as for Example, of feme one 
of the Conick SeB ions for folid Problems, becaufe a folid Problem 
ii of fuch a Isature as to admit of no Jimpler Solution. Thus 
thofe for Example that would TrifeB an Angle, only by a Cir¬ 
cle and right Line, Jhew that they are not 'very con-verfant in 
Geometry, this Problem being by its Nature a folid one. 

PROPOSITION X. 

PROBLEM V. 

To dinjide a given Line into two equal Parts. 

TO divide the given Line AB into two equal Parts, pig.^g 
defcribe thereon the equilateral Triangle ABC, by 

Prep. I. and by Prop.g. divide the Angle C into two 
equal Parts by the right Line CD, which will alfo di¬ 
vide the propofed Line into two equal Parts in D ; fo ’ 
that the two Parts AD, BD lhall be equal to one ano¬ 
ther. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The Side AC of the Triangle ADC, is equal to the 
Side BC of the Triangle CDB, becaufe they are the Sides 
of an equilateral Triangle ; and the Side CD is common 
to them both, and the contained Angle ACD is equal to 
the contained Angle BCD by Conftru61:. Therefore 

by 

v-'. 

X ■ ^ ^ V. 
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by Pn^, 4, the two Triangles ADC, BDC are equal 
to one another, and the Bafe AD is equal to» the Bafe 
BD. Thus the Line AB is divided into two equal Parts 
in D. ^ £. D. 

USE. 

This Problem may be very conveniently made ufe of, 
to draw thro’ any Point affign’d without a given Line 
on the Ground, or on Paper, a Perpendicular, as may be 
feen in our Praftical Geometry on the Ground, and as lhall 
be fliewn on Paper in Prop. 12. EucUde alfo makes ufe of 
it in his Preparation for the Demonftration of the- 16 
Prop, and it is ufed for feveral other Operations in 
PraÊlice. 

) 

PROPOSITI OlSl XL 

PROBLEM VI. 

Plate 2 From a glmn Point in a glmen Line to ereB a Perpendicular. 

Fig. 32. draw a Perpendicular thro’ the given Point C 
^ I upon the given Line AB, fet off at Pleafure on AB 

the two equal Lines CD, CE and by Prop. i. Defcribe 
on the Line DE the Equilateral Triangle DEE, in order 
to find the Point F, thro’ which, and the given Point C, 
draw the right Line CF, and that fhall be the Perpen¬ 
dicular required, fo that the two Angles DCF, ECF 
lhall be equal to one another. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The three Sides of the Triangle FCD, are equal to 
the three Sides of the Triangle FCE, the Side CE be¬ 
ing equal to the Side CD by Conftruftion, and the Side 
EF to the Side DF, becaufe they are the Sides of an 
Equilateral Triangle, the Side CF being common. There¬ 
fore by 8. the two Triangles FCD, FCE are equal 
to one another, and the Angle DCF is equal to the An¬ 
gle ECF. E. D. 

USE 
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USE.' 

The ufe of a Perpendicular is fo common both in 
\ thematicks, and all Practical Arts, that he muft have 
i been but little converfant among Men, that does fiot 
i know fomething of it. We make ufe of it ii; the 
• Pro^. for drawing two' Lines perpendicular tp one 
I another, in order to make a Square. And there is 
I fcarce any thing perform’d in Fraftical Geometry, with- 
: out having occadon to draw a Perpendicular, We may 
^ fay the fame in Relation to Fortîflceitîm ïind 
\ Bive ; and in Dialling, we always begin by drawing 

two perpendicular Lines, if we are to make a Quadrant 
< on any Plane ^by Geometrical Rules. Moreover 
' Çuttersy Mafons, and feveral other Artificers have almof| 
[ always their Squares in their Hands, to fquare thelf 
' Works by. ' " 

PROPOSITION XII, 

PROBLEM VIL 

! a given Point, taken at Pie afar e without a givjn fj^hp 
Line, to draw a Perpendicular to th^t Lin^. 

TO draw from the given Point G, a Perpendicular to Plate 
the given Line AB, defcribe at Pleafure from the Fig. 

Point C, the Arch of the Circle DE> which ihall cut the 
given Line AB in two Points, as in D and R ; and ha» 
jving by Prop. lo. divided the Line DE into two equal 
Parts in the Point F, draw from that Point, viz. F, tp 
the given Point C, the right Line CF, Ï fay that Line 
will be the Perpendicular fought ; fo that the two 
Angles CFD, CFE, fhall be equal to each ocher, ^n^ 
^pnfeqdently right ones. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

If you draw the right Lines CD, GE, it is evident 
from the 3 Prop, that the two Triangles FCD, FCE are 
equal, becaufe the three Sides of the one are equal 
to the three Sides of the other : ’ for the Side CF 
is common, and the Side DF is equal to the Side EF 
hy ConftruBion., and the Side CD is edual to the Side CE' 
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the Angle CFD is equal to the Angle CFE. s. 
F & D. 

USE. 

This Problem is ufeful on feveral Occafions, but 
chiefly in Surveying, where in order to know the Area 
of a Triangle upon the Ground, they are oblig’d to let 
fall from one of its Angles a Perpendicular to the op- 
pofite Side, to meafure its Length by, and afterwards 
to multiply it by half the Side on which it falls, as we 
lhall fliew more particularly in our Praftical Geometry. 

PROPOSITION XIIL 

THEOREM VI. 

îf one right Line fall upon another, it will-either make voith 

it tvpo right Angles, or troo Angles, vthich taken together, 

will be equal to two right ones. 

I Say, that the Line^CD, which cuts the Line AB in the 
Point D, makes with the faid Line AB at the Point 

D, the two Angles ADC, BDC, which are either right 
Angles, or‘(taken together) equal to two right ones. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

It is evident from the Definition of a Perpendicular, that 
if the Line CD be perpendicular to the Line AB, the two 
Angles ADC, BDC, are right ones ; but if it be not per¬ 
pendicular to the Line AB, draw by Prop. ii. from the 
Point D, the Line OE which fliall be perpendicular to 
it, in order to have the two right Angles ADE, BDE, 
to which the Sum of the two Angles ADC, BDC is 
equal; whence it follows that the two Angles ADC, 
BDC taken together, are equal to two right ones. 

E. D. 

COROLLARY i. 

It follows from this Propofition, that if one of any 
two Angles made by a Line that falls on another right 
Line, be acute as BDC, the other ADC fliall neceflarily 
be obtufe : and if one of thole two be right, the other 
lhall be fo too : And laftly, if one be known, the other 

will 
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tvlll be fo too, by fubtrafling the known one from 
two right ones, that is to fay from i8o Degrees, becaufe 
a righ^ An «le confifts of 90 Degrees, as being meafured 
by one fourth Part of the Circumference of a Circle ; 
which, as we have elfewhere Ihewn, confifts of 360 
Degrees. 

COROLLARY 2. 
It alfo follows, that if two right Lines iriterfeO: one 

another, they fhall make four Angles, which taken ^ 
together fliall be equal to four right ones ; for the tvro 
Angles on one Side are equal to two right ones, as we 
have already demonftrated, and by the fame Reafon, the 
two Angles on the other Side make alfo two right ones j 
and befides, all the four Angles are meafured by the 
whole Circumference 'of a Circle, which meafures (or 
contains) four right Angles. Whence it is eafy to con¬ 
clude, that all the Angles it is pofllble to form on a . 
Plane by all the feveral right Lines that can terminate 
in the fame Point, will altogether make four right 
Angles. 

USE. ^ ^ 
This Propofition may be of ufe not only for the fol-Pl.^^^ . 

lowing one, and feveral others, but alfo ro meafure an^^^’ 
Angle on the Ground you cannot come within Side of : 
As for Example, the Angle ABC, made by the meeting 
of two W alls, for if yon produce one of the two Sides or 
Walls AB, BC, by means of a Rope, orctherwife; for Ex¬ 
ample, AB towards D, and then ireafure the Angle CBD 
after the Method we have already flrewm * elfewhere, * 
the faid Angle CBD being fubtratted from i8o Degrees, 
the Remainder gives the Quantity of the Angle ABC, 
w^hich w^as fought ; as if e. g. Angle CBD confiffs 
of 50 Degrees, by fubtracling of 50 from 180, there 
will remain 130 Degrees for the Angle ABC, which 
.was propofed to be found. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 

THEOREM VIE 
if at me Point of any right Line, two other right Lines meet, 

which make with it m ^both Sides two Angles e'^ual together, 
to two right Angles-, thefe two Lines being continued will 
make but one and the fame right Line. 

» ÏSay, that if the two Lines BC, BD, meet at the Point Ffe 
B, of the Line A B, fo that they make with that Line 

AB, the two Angles ABC, ABD, equal together to two 
D 2 right 
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, right Angles, thefe two Lines BC, BD, do meet at the 

Point B, direftly, that is to fay they make together 
one right Line. 

PREPARATION. 

Extend one of the two Lines BC, BD, as for Exam« 
pie, BC towards E, fo that GBE be one right Linej 
without confidering where the Line BE falleth. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since it is fuppofed that CBE is a right Line, the two 
Angles ABC, ABE, are together equal to two right 

. Angles, per Prop. 13. and becaufe the two Angles ABC, 
ABD, are together fuppos’d alfo equal to two right An¬ 
gles, it follows per Ax. i. that the two Angles ABC, 
ABE, are together equal to the two ABC, ABD, taken 
together, and putting away the common Angle ABC, 
you will have per Ax. the Angle ABE, equal to the 
Angle ABD, which fhews^^r Ax. 8. that the Line BE, 
fails upon the Line BD, and that thus the two Lines 

^ BC, BD, are pofited diretUy. îVhick the Thing to bs 

prov d. 

COROLLARY. 

It follows from this Propofition, that if from one and 
tfiefame Point of a right Line, two perpendicular Lines 
are drawn on both Sides, thofe two Perpendiculars will 
make a right Line. 

us'e. 

This Propofition is the converfe of the preceding, , and 
may be ufeful in Practice, to know if three Points which 
are feen on the Ground, as B, C, D are in a right Line, 
when you cannot poflibly pafs to the two Extreams C, 

fig. $6. D, but only to the middle B ; for then you need only 
chufe for the Sight a commodious Point upon the’ 
Ground, as A, and meafure with a Graphometre or o- 
îherv/ife, the Quantity of the vi.rual Angles, ABC, ABD, 

then 
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tlienadd them together, and if their Sum is precifely 
Degrees, it may be concluded that the three propos’d 
Points C, B, D, are in a right Line, otherwife they will 
be in the Circumference of a Circle, the Center whereof • 
will be towards A, when that Sum lhall be lefs than j8o 
Degrees, and contrariwife, when it lhall be greater. 

PROPOSITION XV, 

THEOREM Vlir. 

if two right Lines InterfeB, the oppofte Angles at the Fer-’ 
tex will be equal to one another, 

WHen two right Lines interfeO:, as AB, CD, which Fîg. 
cut one another at the Point E, the two-oppofite 

Angles which they make at that Point E, as AEG, BED^ 
are call’d opppjfte Angles at the Vertex^ and are always 
equal. 

» 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The two Angles AEC, AED, are per Ax, i. together 
equal to the two Angles, AED, BED, taken together, 
becaufe each fum is equivalent to two Right-Angles, 
per Prep. 15. Wherefore by taking away the common 
Angle AED, there will remain per Ax. 3, the Angle 
AEC, equal to the Angle BED. which was to be Jhown. 

SCHOLIUM, 

ïn the fame manner may be Ihewn that the mp other 
fcppolite Angles at the Vertex AED, BEC, are alio 
equal to each other. But the Converfe of this Propor¬ 
tion is likewife true, to wit, if at the fame Point E, of 
the right Line AB, two other right Lines, EC, ED,, 
meet together, which make with it the two oppolite An¬ 
gles at the Vertex AEC, BED, equal to each other, 
thofe two Lines EG, ED, will be in a right Line ; be¬ 
caufe if to each of thefe two" equal Angles AEC, BED, 
the common Angle AED, be added, it will be feen per 
Ax. I. that the two AEC, AED are equal together to 
the two AED, BED, taken together, and becaufe thefe 
two Angles AED, BED, make together two right Angles 
per Prop. 13. it follows that the two AEC, BED, are alio 
mgether equal to two righç Angles, and that per Prop, 
i4. the two Lines EC, ED, are in a right Line. 

D3 USE. 
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USE. 

flate 2. 
Fig. 38. 

Plate 3. 
Fg- 39« 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the following, 
and ferves likewife to meafure an acceflible Line 
upon the Ground, which cannot be perambulated by 
reafon of Ibme hindrance, as we fliall ftiew in the 
PraBical Geometry, It ferves likewife to draw from a gi'»? 
ven Point without a given Line upon the Ground, 
a Perpendicular, as you lhallfee. 

. To draw through the given Point C, a Line perpen¬ 
dicular to the given Line AB, draw through the Point C, 
to the Point D, taken at difcretion upon the Line AB, 
the Line CD, and upon the fame Line AB, the part 
DE, equal to the half CG, orDG, oftheLineCD, con¬ 
tinue the Line CD to F, fo that the Line EF, may be 
equal to the Line DE, and make the Line DB, equal to 
the I iné DF, to have the given Point B, through which, 
and through the given Point C, you are to draw the 
Line CB, which will be perpendicular to the propos’d 
Line AB ; as will be found by drawing the right Line 
BG, which wdll be equal to the two GC, GD, by reafon 
cf the two equal and oppolite Angles at the Vertex 
EDF, BDG, which renders the two Triangles EFD, 
DGB equal, ^c. 

This Propofition is likewife very ufeful to meafure an 
inacceflible Angle upon the Ground, as ABC. Thus, fix 
two Stakes in the Ground, in fome commodious Place, 
as to the Points D, E, fo that the three Points D, B, C, 
as well as the three A, B, E, be in a right Line, and 
meafure with a Graphometre, or otherwife, the two 
Angles D, E, and fubftraft their Sum from 180 Degrees, 
to have for a Remainder the third Angle DBE, or its 
equal and oppofite at the Vertex ABC, which confe- 
Quendy will be known. 

PROPOSITION XVI. 

T H E O R E M IX. 
, ® 1 i 

One of the three Sides of a Triangle being produc d, the einté" j 

rior Angle is greater than either of the two interior oppojite 

Vhte 3: 
40, 1 if yoti extend, for Example, the Side AB, of the 

? Triangles ABC, towards D, the exterior Angle CBD, 
is greater than either of the two interior Oppofite 3AC, 
/iCB. 

? R 

\ 



r 
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PREPARATION. 

Having divided the Side CB, equally in two at the Plate 

Point E, per Prop. lo. draw the right Line AE, and ex- 
tend It to F, fo that EF be equal to AE, and join the 
right Line BF. In like manner having divided the Side 
AB, equally in two at the Point G, draw the Line CG, 
and exténd it to H, fo that GH be equal to CG, and join 
the Line BH. Laftly, extend the Side BC, towards L 

DEMONSTRATION/ 

Becaufe the two Sides AE, CE, of the Triangle ACE, 
are equal to the two Sides EF, EB, of the Triangle 
EFB, per confir. and the included Angle AEG equal to 
the included Angle BEF, Prop. 15. thefe two Trian¬ 
gles ACE, EFB, will be equal per Prop. and the An¬ 
gle ACE, will be equal to the Angle EBF, and confc- 
quently lefs than the Angle CBD. Which was the Thing 
firji to be demonjlrated. 

In like manner, becaufe the two Sides AG, CG, of 
the Triangle ACG, are equal to th-e two Sides BG, GH, 
of the Triangle BGH, por oow^r. and the included Angle 
AGC, equal to the included Angle BGH, per Prop. 15. 
thefe two Triangles BGH, ACG, will be equal p^r Prop. 
4. and the Angle CAG will be equal to the Angle GBH, 
and confequently lefs than the Angle GBL And becaufe 
the Angle GBI, is equal to the Angle CBD, per Prop. 1$. 
it follows that the Angle CAG, is like wife lefs than the 
Angles CBD. Which remain d to be proved. 

\ 

SCHOLIUM. 

This Propofition and the following might be made 
appear more briefly, by confldering them as Corollaries 
of the 3 2 Prop, which may be demonftrated independantly 
of thefe, as Father Taquet doth it. 

It is evident that when the Interior Angle BCA, fliall 
be the bigger, in which Cafe the Point A, willbefarther • 
off the Point B, this interior bigger Angle, to wit, BCK, 
will always be lefs than the exterior CBD, and that the 
Excefs will not be fo great ; fo that it will diminifti con¬ 
tinually, that is to fay, that the Interior Angle will Bill 
more and more approach towards an Equality with the 
Exterior, in proportion as the Point A, becomes more 
remote fjrom the Point B, till at length the Point A, 

D 4 being 
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bëîng infinitely remov’d from the Point B, in whicH 
Cafe the Line ÇA will be parallel to the Line AB • as fôr 
the putpofe CL, the Angle BCL will be equal to the 
exterior CBD. From whence it evidently follows, that 
■When the two Lines AB, CL, lhall be parallel to each 
other, the two Anglès BCL, CBD, which Éuclid calls 
'Alternate Angles, v/ill be equal, and reciprocally that 
when theie two alternate Angles BCL, CBD, fhall be 
equal ; the two Lines AB, CL, will be parallel, 

' USE. 

This Propofition ferves not only to demonfirate thé 
following and many others, but likewife to demonfi:rate„' 
that from one and the fame Point given, there cannot be 
drawh more than one Line perpendicular to a given right 
Line ; becaofe if from the Point F, cou’d be drawn, for 
Example, the tw^o Lines FC, FE, perpendicular to the 
Line AB, the Extcriôr Angle FEB, which in this Cafe is 
a right One, would be equal ^er Ax. ,io. to the interior 
oppofite Angle C, which is alfo a right one, and yet ii: 
has been demonftrated to be greater. 

It is likewife demonftrable by means of this Propo¬ 
fition, that from one and the fame Point there cannot be 
draw'll more than two equal Lines upon one Line given, 
becaufe if from the Point F, cou’d be drawm for Ex¬ 
ample the three equal Lines, FD, FC, FE, each pf 
the tw^o Angles, FDC, FCE, woud be equal to the 
Angle FEC, Prop.,$o Wherefore the Angle FCE, 
which is exterior with refpeft to the Triangle FCD, 
wou’d bp equal to the interior oppofite Angle FDC, and 
yet it hath been demonftrated to. be greatet. From 
whence it follows that aright Line and a Circumference 
bf a Circle cannot interfeft but in two Points. 

PROPOSITION XVIÏ. 
tPlEOREM X. ' 

în u Triangle a^ny tm Angles taken together are lefs than téà 
right Angles. 

ÎSay,, that the two Angles for Example ÂBC, !BA6, 
of the Triangle ABC, are together lefs than two 

right Angles. . i , 
demonstration. , 

For if the Side AB, is extended towards D, it will 
appear ^er Prop. i6. that the exterior Angle CBD, is grea¬ 
ter than the interior oppofite BAG, Wherefore if to 

each 
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éach of thefe two unequal Angles CBD, BAG, the An-'Pîa^e ?» 
gle ABC be added, J^ou will have the two Angles BAC/^8* 
ABC, lefs together than the two ABC, CBD, taken to- 
gether, that is to fay per Prop, 15. lefs than two righî; 
Angles. Which was to he Jhewn. 

COROLLARY. 

ït follows from this Propbfitihn, that if in a Triangle 
one of the three Angles is a right one or even obtufe, 
each of the other two will of necefllty be acute, and that 
in an Ifocele Triangle, each of the two equal Angles is 
alfo acute. 

USE. 

• This Proportion begins to convince the ‘Mind of the 
Tiiith of Euclid's II ^x. of which however we will give 
the Demonftration, when we lhall have demonftrated the 
3^ Prop. 

It lervés alfo to prove that from lOne and the fame 
Point, two Lines cannot be drawn perpendicular to one 
and the fame Line, becaufe if that were poffible, you 
wbu’d have a Triangle, where two . Angles wou d toge¬ 
ther be equal to twa right ones, fince each wou’d be 
k right one. Contrary to what we juft now demonftra« 
ted. 

It likewife ferves to Ihew that if a Triangle hath an 
bbtufe Angle, the Perpendicular drawn from one of the 
two acute Angles upon its oppoftte Side, will fall 
without the Triangle, towards the obtufe Angle, 
bccaufe otherwife you wou’d have a Triangle, where 
two Angles taken together wou’d be bigger than two 
right Angles, for the one wou’d be right, and the 
other obtufe : Contrary to what has been demohftrated. 

PROPOSITION. XVIIL 

THEOREM XL 

in any Triante whatfoenjer, the greateji Side is oppojite to the 
great eft Angle. 

I Say, that if the Side BC, of the Triangle ABC, is for Fig^ 4^^' 
Example bigger than the Side AC, the Angle BAG, 

which refpefts the bigger Side BC, is bigger than the 
Angle B, Which is oppofite to the lefs AG* 
i ‘ F R E® 
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PREPARATION. 

Cut ofFfrom the bigger Side BC, the Part CD, equal 
to the lefs AC, and join the right AD, which will ne- 
éelïarily be within the Triangle ABC. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Sides CA, CD, of the Triangle ADC, 
are equal per conjir. the two Angles DAC, ADC, will be 
alfo equal per Prop. 5. and becaufe per Prop. i6. the exte¬ 
rior Angle ADC, is bigger than the interior oppofite B, 
the Angle DAC, and much more the whole Angle BAC, 
will be bigger than the fame Angle B. JVhic^. wof to bs 
Jbewn. 

COROLLARY. 

It follows from this Proportion, that in a Scalene 
Triangle, all the Angles are unequal. This alfo fol¬ 
lows from the 6th Propojition, becaufe if there had been 
two equal Angles, there wou’d be likewife two equal 
Sides, and fo the Triangle wou’d ^not be Scalene. 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves not only for a Demonllration 
of the following which is its Inverfe, but likewife very 
ufefulin Trigonometry, to be able to difcern the grear- 
eft of the two Angles of a Triangle, without knowing 
it, which may be done, if thebignefs, or only the Ratio 
of the oppodte Sides be known, it being certain that 
the greater of thefe two Angles will be that which lhall 
be fubtended by the greater Side. 

PROPOSITION XIX. 

THEOREM XII. 

In every Triangle the bigger Side is that tohich is opposed to the 
bigger Angle. 

T Say, that if the Angle BAC, of the Triangle ABC, is 
J larger than the Angle B, the Side BC, oppodte to the 
larger Angle BAC, is larger than the Side AC, oppofite 
to the lefs Angle B. ' ' 

D E^ 



43 Explain'd and Hemonfirated. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

It is already evident that the Side BC, cannorbe equal 
to the Side AC, becaufe per Prop. 5’. the Angle B wou’d 
be equal to the Angle BAG, which is fuppos’d larger. 
It is alfo evident that the Side BC, cannot be lefs than 
the Side AC, becaufe per Prop. 18. the Angle B, wou’d 
be larger than the Angle BAC, the which on the con¬ 
trary is fuppos’d larger. Since therefore the Side BC, 
cannot be equal nor lefs than the Side AC, it ought per 
Ax. i. to be larger than the Side AC. Which was to bs 
prov d. 

COROLLARY. 

From this Propohtion it follows, that of a right Angled 
Triangle, the greatefl of the three Sides is the Hypote- 
nufe, becaufe the greatefl: of the three Angles is the Right 
Angle ; and that in an AmblygoneTriangle, the largefl: 
of all the Sides, is that which is oppofite to the obtufe 
Angle, becaufe this obtufe Angle is alfo the largefl: of 
the three Angles. 

USE. 

This Propofitioh ferves as a Lemma to the following, 
and is very ufeful to demonftrate that the Perpendicular 
Line is the fliortefl: of all thofe which can be drawn from 
one Point, to one and the fame right Line ; that is to. 
fay, that if the Line FC is perpendicular to the Line 
AB, it is lefs than the Line FE, which is oblique, be¬ 
caufe that Perpendicular FC, is oppoflte to the obtufe 
Angle FEC, which is lefs than the right Angle C, to 
which the oblique FE is oppofite. 

PROPOSITION XX. 

THEOREM XIII. 
a// Triangles, any two Sides taken together, are greater than 

the third Side. 

^ Lthough Archimedes hath taken this Propolition for 3. 

an Axiom, we will however demonftrate it in Eu- 
çïid\ Manner. I fay then the two Sides, for Example, 
AB, AC, of the Triangle ABC, taken together, are grea¬ 
ter than the third Side BC. 

PR E- 
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PREPARATION. 

Lengthen one of the two Sides AB, AC, as AC, to 
fo that the Line AD, be eg^ual to the other Side AB, 
ajid join the right Line BD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Sides AB, AD, of the Triangle ABD, 
will be equal ppr Conftr, the Angle D, is equal to the 
Ang^e ABD, fer Prop. 5. and confequently lefs than the 
Angle DBC: Wherefore the Side CD, or the two AB, 
AC, are greater than the Side BC, per Prop. 19. Which 
mis U he jhewn. 

~ SCHOLIUM. 

InRead of extending the Side AC, you may per Prop. 9, 
divide the Angle BAG, equally in two by the right Line 
AE, and then you will ünàper Prop. 16. that the exte¬ 
rior Angle BEA, is larger than the interior oppofite 
EAC, or EAB, and that confequently the Side AB is 
larger than the Side BE, per Prop. 19. You will hnd in the 
like Manner, that the Exterior Angle CE A, is bigger 
than the interior oppoiite EAB, or EAC, and th^t con- 
lequently the Side AC, is larger than the Side pC. From 
whence it is eafy to conclude, that the two Sides ÀB, 
AC, are together larger than the two EB, EC, that is to 
fay, than whole Side BC. ' 

COROLLARY. 

It follows from this Propofition, that a Right-Line 
h the fhorteft of all the Lines which can be drawn from 
one Point to another. 

<1 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the following, 
whereof the preceding CoreUary is likewife a Confequent, 
and I have not obferv’d that it is of any confideraWe Ufe 
befides. - . ■ 

PRQ^, 
X 



Explain'd and Tdemonflrated, 

PROPOSITION, XXL 

THEOREM XIV. 

^ from one Point taken at difcretion voithin a Triangle y two f 2 
Right-Linee are draiPon to the Extremities of one of its Sidesy Fig 41* 

. they will be together lefs than the two other Side^ ef the 
TriangUy but they will make a larger Angle. 

I Say, that if from the Point D, taken at Pleafiire in 
the Triangle ABC, the Right-Lines DA, DB, he 

drawn to the Extreams A, B, of the Side AB, their Sum 
DA4-DB, will be lefs than the Sum AC-l-BC, of 
the two other Sides AC, BC ; and that the Angle ADB^ 
is bigger than the Angle ACB, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

In the Triangle AEC, which is had by extending AD, 
towards E,the S^um AC-l-CE is larger than AE,i^^r 
20. Wherefore if to each of thefe unequal quantities,yom 
add EB, you will know per Ax. 4. that the Sum AC+* 
BC, is larger than the Sum, AE -1-" EB. Likewife in the 
Triangle DEB, the Sum DE-(—EB is larger than BD, 
per Prop. 20. and adding AD, you will h'^veper Ax. 4. the 
the Sum AE^“EB, larger than the Sum AD4--BD. 
But the Sum AC-\- BC, has been demonftrated greater 
than the Sum AE EB. Therefore the Sum AC-j— BG 
will with much more Reafon be greater than the Sum, 
AD 4- BD. Which was one of the two Things to be jhewn. 

The exterior Angle ADB, is bigger than the interior 
oppofite DEB, which being Exterior, with Refpeft to 
the Triangle AEC, is alfo bigger than the interior op= 
polite ACE, per Prop. 16. Therefore with much more 
Reafon, the Angle ADB, is bigger than the Angle 
ACB. Which remain d to be provd. 

SCHOLIUM, 

If you draw the Right-Line CDF, it may be demon* 
Rrated in another manner, that the Angle ADB, is big* 
ger than the Angle ACB : If you conlider that the ex¬ 
terior Angle ADF, is bigger than the interior OppoHre 
ACD, per Prop. ï6. and that likewife the exterior Angle 
BDF, is bigger than the interior Oppofite BCD, to 

con* 
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The Elements of Euclid Book I. 
conclude from thence, that the Sum of the two Angles^ 
ADF, BDF, that is to fay the whole Angle ADB, is 
bigger than the Sum. of the two ACD, BCD, or than 
the whole Angle ACB. 

If upon the fame Bafe AB, another Triangle be de- 
fcrib’d within the Triangle ADB, and fo on, it would 
be demonftrable as before, that the two Sides of the 
later Triangle, would be together lefs than the two Sides 
of the preceeding Triangle. From whençe it is eafy 
to conclude, that the Sum of the two Sides ftill conti¬ 
nuing to diminifh as far as the Right-Line AB, this 
Right-Line AB, is the leaft of all thofe which can be 
drawn through its two Extremities A, B. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate a Cafe of the 
8. 3. Prep, it may ferve alfo to demonftrate the 21. ii. 
Prop, and we lhall make very good ufe of it in Spherical 
Trigonometry, to demonllrate that in a Spherical Tri¬ 
angle, the three Angles taken together are bigger than 
two Right-Angles. 

PROPOSITION XXII. 

PROBLEM VIIL 

To defcrîhe a Triangle of three given Lines., whereof the big’- 
ger ought to be lefs than the Sum of the other two. 

\ TO defcribe a Triangle, whofe three Sides lhall 
be equal to the three Lines, AB, AC, AD, the 

biggeft whereof AD, ought to be lels than the Sum 
of the two others, AB, AC, otherwile the Problem 
wou’d be impoffible, becaufe per Prob. 20. in every Tri¬ 
angle, the Sum of any two Sides is greater than the 
third, if you would have the fécond given Line AC, 
ferve for a Bafe to the Triangle that is fearch’d for, de¬ 
fcribe from its Extremity A, an Arch of a Circle at the 
opening of one of the two other given Lines AB, AD, 
as of AB ; and with the Interval of the laft given Line 
AD, defcribe from the other Extremity C, another Arch 
of a Circle, which lhall interfeft the firft, at the Point 
E, from which you mull: draw to the two Points A, C, 
the Right-Lines EA, EC, and the Triangle ACE, will 
be that which is fought for. 

D E- 
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Explain'd and DemonJlrOted. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Arch of the Circle defcrib’d from the Point Plate 
A, was made with the Interval of AB, the Side AE, ought ^‘8- 
of Neceflity to be equal to the Line AB j and in like 
Manner the Side CE, is equal to the Line AD ; fo the 
three Sides of the Triangle ACE, are equal to the three 
given Lines AB; AC, AD. Which voas to he ' done and 
Demonjlrated.^ ‘ 

USE. 

This Problem feems to be put here by Euclid for no 
other Reafon but to refolve the following ; becaufb its 
made no Ufe of afterwards. But it may be very fer» 
viceable to defcribe a Figure equal to another, which for 
that Purpofe, when it hath more than three Sides, ought 
to be reduc’d into Triangles by feveral Diagonals, or 
Right-Lines drawn from one Angle to another, to make 
Other Triangles apart in the fame Order, which fhou’d 
have all the Sides equal to all the Sides of the Triangles, 
which will be found in the propos’d Figure. This may 
be likewife perform’d, by making a like Figure, when 
the propos’d Figure fliall be projected; that is to fay, 
when you wou’d raife an acceflible Plane on the Ground, 
to wit, by taking on every Side, as many little Parts 
meafur’d by a Scale, as the Sides of the Triangle of the 
propos’d Plan lhall have Feet or Yards ; as you hâve 
feen inProh. i6. Introd. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. 

PROBLEM IX. 
To make at a given Point of a given Right-Linej an Angle 

equal to a given Angle. 

TO m.ake at the given Point D, of the given Line DE,Figi 4s 
an Angle equal to the given Angle ABC, draw thro’ 

the two Points F, G, taken at Difcretion upon the Lines 
AB, AC, the right FG, and make per Prop. 22. from the 
three Lines BF, BG, FG, the Triangle DHI, fo that the 
two Sides DH, DI, which are round about the given 
Point D, be equal to the two Sides BF, BG, which 
make the propos’d Angle B j and the Angle D, will be 
equal to the given Angle B, 

DE. 
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DEMONSTRAT I ON. 

Since the three Sides of the Triangle DHI, are equal 
45, Çopjir, to the three Sides of the Triangle BFG ; thefe 

two Triangles BFG, DHI, will be equal to one another, 
fer Prop. 8. and the Angle D, will be equal to the Angle 

. B, becaufe thgy are oppofite to the equal Sides. / Which 
Ttoa^s 10 he done md demonfirated. 

USE, 

This Proportion ferves not only for the Demonftratlon 
of thé following, and to refolve the 42, but likewife fof 
the Determination of Prop. 33, and 34. /. 3. and alfp 
Prop. 2. and 3. /. 4. It ferves likewife to raife an accefli- 
ble Plan, or inaccefllble which is on the Ground, as you 
have feen in Proh. 16, 17. Introd. 

Lafily^ It ferves in Dialling, in PerfpeSfîve, in portifie 
tion, and in all the other Parts of the Mathematicks, 
where the Rule and CompafTes are us’d, and principally 
in Geodœfia, that is to fay, in Surveying of Lands, the 
Operations thereof for themolT: Part wou’d be impcflible^ 
if you cou’d not make one Angle equal to another, or of 
fuch a Number of Degrees as you wou’d. 

PROPOSITION XXIV, 

THEOREM XV. 

if two Triangles hanje two Sides equal to two Sides, each 
each, that which hath the great Angle contain d by thefe 
two equal Sides, has the greatefi Bafe. 

ALthough this Propohtion be as a Corollary of the 
fourth, neverthelefs as that Corollary depends pro¬ 

perly upon nothing but the Senfes, and that its Certainty 
ought to be evident to Reafon, and the Principles where¬ 
on it depgndeth, we lliall demonftrate it in Euclid's Man¬ 
ner, thus, 

I fay then, that if the Side AC, of the Triangle 
ABC, be equal to the Side DF, of the Triangle DEF, 
and the Side BC, equal to the Side EF ; but that the in? 
eluded Angle ACB, be greater than the included Anglç 
DFE ; the Bale AB^ will be greater than the Bale DE. 

• / 

Fig. 46. 
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I preparation. 

yh]iQ per Prof Ij. a^t tke Point F, of thp Fige DFj^the p!ate 3, 

Angle DFG equal to the Angle C, with the Line Fig. 0, 

FG, which win neceiTariîy fall without the Triangle 
t)EF, becaufb the Angle 0FE is fuppos’d lefs than the 
Angis C. Alake the Lriie FG ^qual to the Line BC, ^nd 
join the right Line DG. 

demonstration. 
Becaufe the Line DF is e,qual to the Line AG, per. 

Sup. and the Line BC equal to the Line FG, per conjir. 
and likewife the Angle C, equal to the Angle D^G,per 
eonfir. the two Triangles ABC^ DÈF, will be equal to 
one another, per Prop. 4. and the Eafe AB, will b,e equal 
totheBafe DG. - - ^ , 

Becaufe the Sides EF, FG, are equal each to the fame 
Side BC, per conjir. it ïoWows per ^x. i. that the Sides 
FG, FE, are equal, and thatProp.. 5. the Angle FLG, 
is equal to the Angle FGE, and confequently greater 
than the Angle DGE, which with much more Reafon will 
be lefs than the Angle DEG, therefore by Prop. 
the Line DG, or AB, its equal, as hath been denîo% 
Ilrated, is greater than DE. Which was to bf Jhewp. 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves not only to demonBrate the 
following, which is its Inverfe, but likewife to demon» • 
ilrate a Cafe of Prop. 7, and 8. /. 3. and a Café of Prop, 
15. /. 3. ' ' „ 

PROPOSITION XXV, 

THEOREM XVL 

fOf two Triangles which hd^ue two eqil^l Sides; each tp each^ 
that which hath the greater Bajej hath the Angle oppojit^ 
to that Bafej alfo greater than the Angle oppojite tg phg 
lejfer Bafe. ■■■<■■ 

T Say, that if the Side AC of the Triangle ABC, be 
J equal to the Side DF of the Triangle DEF, and the 
Side BC equal to the Side EF ; but the Bafe AB greater 
than the Bafe DE 3 the Angle G is greater than the A% 
gle DFE. ‘ ■ ; — . - 

Pi. 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Firftj The Angle C cannot be equal to the Angle 
DFE, becaufe by Prop. 4. the Bafe AB wou’d be equal 
to the Bafe DE, and yet it is fuppos’d to be greater. Nor 
can the fame Angle C be lefs than the Angle DFE, be¬ 
caufe by Prop. 24. the Bafe AB wou’d be lefs than the 
Bafe DE, and yet it is fuppos’d to be greater. Therefore 
by Jx. I. the Angle C is greater than the Angle DFE. 
Which was to he demonfir at ed. 

SCHOLIUM. 
é 

Altho’ this Demonftration be not direO:, it doth not 
fail to convince the mind of the truth of-this Proporti¬ 
on, and it feems that Euclid, puts it here only for its 
Eafinefs. 

If you wou’d have a direS: one, make at the Point D, 
per Prop. 23. the Angle EDH equal to the Angle A, 
by the Line DH, equal to the Line AC, or DF its 
equal per Sup. and having extended the Bafe DE to I, 
fo that the Line DI, be equal to the Bafe AB, join the 
right-Line HI, which is here cut at ’K, by the Side EC 
extended, join like wife the right Line FH. 

• This Preparation being made, it will appear that lince 
the two Sides DH, DI, of the Triangle DHI, are equal 
to the two Sides AC, AB, of the Triangle ABC, and 
the compriz’d Angle HDI, equal to the compriz’d An- • 
gle A, per. confir. thefe two Triangles ABC, HDI, are 
equal to one another,Prop. 4., and confequently the 
Side BC, or EF equal to the Side HI, and the Angle C 
equal to the Angle DHL From whence it follows that 
the Line KF is greater than the Line KH, and the^t per 
Prop.%8. the Angle FHK is greater than the Angle 
HFK ; and becaufe that per Prop. 5. the Angle DFH is. 
equal to the Angle DHF, by rcafon of the two equal 
Sides DF, DH, per confir. it foUows per 4.. that the 
whole Angle DHK, or the Angle C, which hath been 
demonftrated equal to it, is greater than the whole Angle. ■ 
DFE. Which was to he denmifirated. i 

PRO- 



Expîaîrfd and Demonjlrated. 5 * 
Plate 3. 

PROPOSITION XXVL 

THEOREM XVII. 

The Triangle which hath two Angles equal to thofe of another^ 
and one Side, fmilarly pojited, likewife equal, is equal to it 
every Way. ° 

I Say, that if the Angle À of the Triangle ABC, be gig. 47. 
equal to the Angle FDE of the Triangle DFE, and 

the Angle B equal to the Angle E, and likewife the 
Side AB equal to the Side DE, which are compris’d be¬ 
tween the two equal Angles, or the Side AC equal to 
the Side DF, which are oppofite to the two equal 
Angles B, E, thefe tv/o Triangles ABC, DEF, are in- 
tirely equal. 

PREPARATION. 

Upon Suppofition that the Side AB is equal to the Side 
DE, take on the Side EF, the Line EG, equal to the 
SideBC, without confidering where the Point Gfalleth, 
and join the Line DG ; and upon Suppofition that the Side 
AC is equal to the Side DF, take on the Side DE, the 
Line DH, equal to the Side AB, without confidering 
where the Point H falleth, and join the Line FH. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

BQZZMÎQper Sup. i. the Side AB of the Triangle ABC, 
is equal to the Side DE of the Triangle DEF, and the 
Angle B, equal to the Angle E, and that the Side EG, 
hath been made equal to the Side BC, the two Triangles 
ABC, DGE, will be equal to one another, per Prop. 4. 
and the Angle GDE will be equal to the Angle A, and 
confequently to the Angle FDE. From whence it fol¬ 
lows that the Line DG, falleth on the Line DF, and con- 
fequently the Point G upon the Point F. Wherefore the 
Side EF will be equal to the Side EG, and confequently 
to the Side BC, znd per Prop. the Triangle ABC will 
be equal to the Triangle DEF. Which is one of the Cafes 
•which was to be de monfir at ed. 

BcQrdiufeper Sup. 2. the Side AC of the Triangle ABC, 
is equal to the Side DF of the Triangle DFH, and the 
comprehended Angle A equal to the comprehended An¬ 
gle FDE, and that the Side DH has been made equal to 
the Side AB, thefe two Triangles ÂBC, DFH, will be 
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equal to one another, per Prop. 4. and the Angle DHF, 
will be equal t^o, the Angle iB, arid corifequently to the 
Angle E, which is fuppos'd equal to the Angle B. From 
w^hence it follows that the Point H, ought to fall upon 
the Point E, otherwife an exterior Angle woud be had 
equal toits interior oppofite, which is contrary to Prop.. 
16. and that confequêntiy the Side DH, orAB, is equal 
to the Side DÉ. Wherefore pe)^ Prop. 4. the Triangle 
ABC is equal to the Triangle DEE. Which rmairid r® 
be prov d. 

USÉ. 

Euclid not often make ufe of this Propohdon, tho’ 
it be very ufeful upon many oocalions. It may ferve 
to demonflrate that in an ifofceles Triangle, as ABC, if 
the Angle C, included by the two equal Sides AC, BC, 
be divided equally in two_by the right Line CD, this 
right Line CD, will cut the Bafe AB at right Angles, 
and equally in two at the Point D ; or if from the fame 
Angle C, you draw upon the Bafe AB, the Perpendicu¬ 
lar CD ; this Perpendicular CD, will divide the Bale 
AB equally in two, by reafon of the two equal Trian¬ 
gles ADC, BDC, which have the Angles equal, each to 
each, and an equal Side llmilarly pohted, to wit, the 
common Side CD. 

We lhall makeufeof this Proportion alfo in Dialling, 
to demonhrate the manner, which we lhall there Ihew, 
to find the dividing Center of a Right-Line, which re- 
prcfents Upon a Plane a great Circle of the Sphere ; and 
the fame Proportion may be very ufeful to meafure on 
the Ground, a Line which is only accelTible at one of 
its two Extreams as AB, which I fuppofe to be acceffible 
towards A, where you are to make, by means of a Gra- 
phometre, or otherwife, the Right-Angle BAC, with 
the Line AC, of a difcretionary Length ; after which 
you ought to -remove your felf to the Point C, to mea- 
liire the Quantity of the Angle ACB, and to make one 
equal to it on the other Side at the fame Point C, as 1 
ACD, with the Line CD, which being extended as I 
much as there lhall be occafon for, it will meet the j 
Line AB, alfo extended, in.fome Point asD; and then iS 
there will be nothing more to be done but to meafure i \ 
with a Cord, or otherwife, the Line AD, which will he t 
equal to the propos’d Line AB, by reafon of the Equali- ^ 
ty of the two Triangles ACB, ACD, which have equal \ 
Angles, and one equal Side fimilarly pofited, to wit, '[ 
the common Side AC. ' ' 

P R ^ 
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'Expïavicl and De7nonJlrated, 

PROPOSITION XXVIL 

T H E O rem XVIII. 

if Qn^ Right-Line falling upon two other Right-^Lines, make the 
interior alternately oppofite Angles equal to each other : 
thefe two Lines will be~paraUel to each other. 

I Say, that if the Right-Line flF, cut the two AB, CD, p| 
fb that the two interior alternately oppolite Angles ’ 

AEF, EFD, which are call’d Alteptate Angles, are equal 
to each other; thefe tw,o Lines AB? CD, arc parallel to 
each other. ^ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

’ For if the two Lines AB, CD, were not parallel, they 
Wou’d, being extended, meet in fome Point, as inG, and 
then they wou’d make the Triangle EFG, whereof the 
exterior Angle AEF wou’d be equal to its interi¬ 
or oppofite EFG, .contrary to what hath been demon- 
Rrated in Prop. i6. Thus the t>vo Lines AB, CD, can¬ 
not meet together, :^d per Def they ought to be 
parallel to each other. Which was to be demonfratedi 

SC HOLÏUM. 

This Proppfition is a refult of the rertiark that we 
have made in Prop, i6. It may be demonftrated direélly, piafè ^ 
by drawing per Prop. 12. from the Point F, the Line È1, Fig, 52* 
perpendicular to the Line AB. and by taking the Line 
JFK, equal to the Line El, and joining the Line EK ; 
after which it will be known per Prop 4. that the two 
Triangles EÎF, EKE, are equal to each other, by reafon 
of the two Sides El, EF, equal to the two KF, EF, and 
by reafon of the compris’d Angle lEF, equal to the com¬ 
pris’d Angle EEK, per Sup. From whence it follows 
that the Angle K is equal to the Angle I, and confe- 
quently a right one, and that the Line EK is perpendi¬ 
cular to the Line CD, and moreover that this perpendi¬ 
cular ÉK, is equal to the Line FI, which is alfo per¬ 
pendicular to the Line AB, per Conftr. which makes that 
the two Lines AB, CD, are equally remote from one 
another, and confequently parallel. , ^ 

U S E. 

It may be known by this Propofition, when two Lines 
uipon the Ground or upon Paper, are ’Parallels, which 

E 3 ■ 
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Plate 4. 

Fig. 4rf> 

The Elements of Euclid Book L 
will happen when-the alternate Angles lhall be equal. 
It ferves alfo to draw thro’ a given Point a Line parallel ! 
to a given Line, as you will fee in Prop. 31. and as you 
have already feen in Proh. 3. Introd. It ferves alfo to de- • 
monftrate Prop. 32. and feveral others, as you lhall fee 
hereafter. 

PROPOSITION XXVIIL 

THEOREM XIX. 

jf one Right’Line cutting two other Right-Lines^ make with 
. them the exterior Angle ei^ual to its oppofite interior on the 

fame Side^ or the two Interiors on the fame Side, e<^ual to¬ 
gether to two Right-Angles | thefe two Right-Lines will be- 

paraUel to one another. 

T that if the Right-Line GF, cut the two AB, CD, 
1 fo that the exterior Angle GEB, be equal to the inte¬ 
rior oppofite of the fame Side EFD, or that the two In¬ 
teriors of the fame Part BEF, EFD, be together equal 

. to two tight ones, the two Lines AB, CD, are parallel. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Angle EFD is equal to the Angle GEB, 
per Sup. and the Angle AEF equal to the fame Angle 
GEH, per Prop. 1$. it follows per Ax. i. that the Angle 
AEF is equal to the Angle EFD, and per Prop. 27. that 
the Lines AB, CD, are parallel to each other. Which is 
one of the two Things which was to be demonf rated. 

Since the two Angles BEF, EFD, are alfo together 
equal to two right Angles,Sup* and that the two BEF, 
AEF, are alfo together equal to two right ones, per Prop. 
13. it follows per Ax. 3. that if from thefe two equal 
Sums you fubftraft the common Angle BEF, there will 
remain the Angle AEF, equal to the Angle EFD, and ' 
per Prop. ip. the two Lines AB, CD, are parallel. Which 
remain d to he propel. ^ 

USE. ‘ 

This Propofltion hath the fame Ufes as the precedent, 
and moreover it ferves to convince the Mind of the 
truth of Euclid's eleventh Axiom, for it is evi4ent t|iat 

- two intfripr Angles BEF, EFD, which are on one 
^n4 
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and the fame Side being equal together to two right An¬ 
gles, the Lines AB, CD, are Parallel h and that thofe^l"^ ^; 
two Angles cannot become fo little lefs than two right 
ones, as that the two Lines AB, CD, will not meet 
(being extended) pn the fame Side. ^ 

LEMMA. 
o 

The Right-Line which is perpendicular to one of 
two Parallels, is affo perpendicular to the other. 

I Say, that if the Line EF, he perpendicular to one of the Plate 3» 

Parallels AB, CD, as for Example to the Line pDf it Is alfo 49 “ 
Perpendicular to the Line AB. 

f 

PREPARATION. 

Take upon the Line CD, the tvpo equal Lines FG, FH, of a 
difcretionary bignefs, and draro thro' the tvpo Points G, H. per 
Prop. II. the Lines GI, HK, perpendicular to the fame Line 
CD. Jjoin the right Lines FI, FK. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

pecaufe the Side FG, of the Triangle FGJ, rightangled inG, 
u per conftru£t. equal to the Side FH of the Triangle FHK, 
right angled in. H, and the Side GI, equal to the Side HK, per 
Ax. 11. thefe two right angled Triangles FGI, HFK, will he equal ' 
tf> one another, per Prop. 4. and the Bafe FI will be equal to 
the Bafe FK, and the two Angles GFI, FHK, will he equal, the 
which being fuhdulfed from the two Angles GFE, HFE, which 
are equal, per Def. 10. hecaufe they are right ones, per Sup. 
there will remain, per Ax. 3. the two equal Angles EFI, 
EFK, andptx. Prop. 4. the two Triangles lEF, KEF, will he 
equal to each other, hecaufe they ha<ve the common Side EF, the ^ 
Side FI equal to the’ Side FK, and the compris''d Angle EFI 
equal to the compris d Angle EFK, as hath been demonjîrated» 
IVherefore the Angle lEF will he equal to •the Angle KEF, and. 
per Def. 10. thefe two Angles will he right ones, and the Line 
EF will he perpendicular to the Line AB- Which was to bp 
demonftratcd. 
f 

E 4 PRO- 
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i?1ldPDSITION XXIX, 

THEOREM XX. ' 

if cnè Right-Line intertm PeiraUeUy the 'alternaH jngîéf 
•polll be equal to^one another ; the exterior Angle will be equal 
to the interior oppojite on the fame Side ; and the two Interim 
crs, on the fame Side, wîÜ together be equal to two Rights 

I Say, thkt if the Kight-Liîie GH, eût the two Parallels 
AB, CD, the alternate Angles AEF, EFD, are equal 

to each other ; the exterior Angle GEB is equal to the 
interior oppolite on the fame Side EFD j and that the two 
Interiors on the fame Side BEE, EFD, are together equal 
to two Right-Angles. 

PREPARATION. ' 

; Draw from the two Points E, F, the Ri^ht-Lines EK; 
Fl, perpendicular to the two Lines AB, CD. 

.r ■* 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The two Lines FI, KE, are equal, to each other, per 
dix. II. and each will he, per proceeding Lemmaf 
dicular to the two Parallels AB, CD ; alfo* the tw'o An« 
glesIFK, EKF, will he right ones, and confequently 
equal together to two right ones, w^herefore per Prop, 
ftion 28. the two Lines FI, KE, are Parallels, to which 
the two IE, FK, being-perpendkular, are equal to each 
other, per Ax. 11. Wherefore per Prep. 8. the two Trian¬ 
gles FIE, FKE, will be equal to one another, and the 
Angle ÏEF will be equal to the Angle EFK. Which it 
bne. of the three Things which was to be provd. 

Since the Angle AEF hath been demonftrated equal 
ÎO the Angle EFD, and that it is alfo equal to the An¬ 
gle GEBjp^r Prop' 15.'it follows, per Ax. i. that the An« 
gle GEB is equal to the Angle EFD. Which was like-’ 
wife to be demonfirated. 

Laftly, Since the two Angles BEF, AEF, are together 
equal to tw^o right ones, per Prop. 13. if infteadof the Angle 
AEB, you take its alternate EFD, which has been de- 
monftrated equal to it^ it will appear that the tw6 
Angles BEF, EFD, are together ^qual to two right ones. 
Which remain'd to be demonfirated. 

■ - * USE 

f 
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1 

USE. 

We havfe already fald in our Remarks upon tht. EucÜd 
of Father D^chdes, that this Proporition lerves 1 ike wife 
to demonlfrate the eleventh Axiom of Euclid, which is, 
That if one Right-Line fdling on two others, makes the two 
interior Angles of the fame Side, lefs together than two right 
'ones, thefe Lines being extended will meet on this Side ; for if 
they were not to meet, that is toTay, if they never con*» 
curr'd, they wou'd be Parallels, pr L>ef, 35. becaufethey 
are fuppos a right Lines ; and allb as it hath been fliewn, 
the interior Angles wou’d be together equal to two right 
ones, contrary to the Suppofition of this Maxim. We 
ihall better fliew this towards the end of the 34 Rro^, 

PROPOSITION XXX. \ 

THEOREM XXI. ' 
» 

♦ 

Right-Lines Par add to one and the fame Right-Line, are 
Parallel to each other, 

Î Say, that if each of the two Right-Lines AB^ CD, is pig! iP, 
parallel to the fame Line EF, thele two Lines AB, CD, > 

are parallel to each other. 

. PREPARATION. 
% 

Draw ât Pleafure the Right-Line GH, which cuts the 
propos’d three Lines AB, EF, CD^ in three Points, as' 
I, K, H. 

demonstration. 

Since the two Lines AB, EF^ are Parallel, per Sup. the 
Angle GIB will be equal to the Angle IKF, per Prop. 2% 
and fnce in like manner it is fuppos’d that the two Lines 
EF, CD, are parallel, the Angle KHD, will be equal to 
the fame Angle IKF. Whence it follows p^r Ax. 1. that 
the Angle GIB is equal to the Angle KHD, and that per 
Prop. 28. the two Lines AB, CD, are Parallels. kPhkh 
iwas to be dmonfiraie^d. 

SCHO.^ 
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SCHOLIUM. 

This Propofitîon may be demonftratecî otherwife, 
artd veryeafily by drawing at pleafure the two Lines 
LH, IM, perpendicular to the Line EF, which will alfo 
be perpendicular to each of the two Lines, AB, CD, ^er 
preceding Lemma. 

The two Lines LN, 10, are equal to each other, per 
Ax. II. as well as the two HN, MO: Wherefore per 
Ax. 2. the two Lines LH, IM, will be likewife equal 
to each other, and per Def. 35. the two Lines AB, CD, 
will be parallel to each other. Which to be demonflrated. 

The three Lines AB, CD, EF, are here fuppos’d by 
Euclid in one and the fame Plane, otherwife the two pre¬ 
ceding Demonftrations wou’d be imperfeU:. But in 
Prop. 9.1. ti. we fliall demonftrate the Truth of this the^ 
orern, tho’ thefe three Lines be not in one apdthe fame 
Plane. 

U S E. 

ThisPropofition may be of ufe tofhew,that iftworight^ 
Lines which cut each otherare parallel to two other Klght^ 
Lines y which inter feB in the fame Plane, thefe four Right-Lines 
contain two equal Angles. 

As, if the two Lines AB, AC, are parallel to the two 
DE, DF, mx... AB to DE, and AC to DF, the two An¬ 
gles A, D, are equal to each other. 

Draw from the Point C taken at Pleafure upon the 
Line AC, the right Line CG, parallel to the Line AB, 
and from the Point E taken at diferetion upon-the Line 
DE, the right Line EG, parallel to the Line AC 5 this 
Line EG will meet the jirft CG, in feme Point, as G, 

D E MO NSTRATION. 

Eecaufe the two Lines GC, DE, are parallel to the 
fame AB, the three AB, GC, DE, will be parallel to 
each other, as was juft now’demonftrated, and in like 
manner becaufe the two Lines GE, DF, are parallel to 
the, fame AC, the three AC, GE, DF, will be parallel to 
each other. Wherefore per Prop. 29. all the alternate 
Angles, A, C, G, D, and confequently the two A, D, 
will, be equal to each other. Which was to be provd. 

Tho’ 
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Tho’ the two Angles A, D, be not in the fame Plane,4. 
they are, however, equal to each other, provided their ^^2- 
Lines continue parallel each to each, as will be demons 
grated in 10, ii. 

• • 

PROPOSITION XXXI. 
$ 

PROBLEM X. 

To draro thro* at ginjen Point, a Right^Lineparallel to a given 
Line. > 

TO draw thro’ the given Point C, a Line parallel to the 51» 
given Line AB ; draw at pleafure thro’ the given 

Point C, the Right-Line CD, which cuts the propos’d 
Line AB, infome Pointas D, and m^ke per Prop. 23. at 
the Point C, the Angle DCE equal to the Angle ADC, 
^ith the Right-Line CE, which will be parallel to AB. 

DE MONSTRÀTION. 

The alternate Angles ADC, DCE, are equal per eon^r, 
therefore per Prop. 27, the Lines AB, CD, are parallel. 
Which "Spas to be done and demonflrated. 

USE. 
# 

The Ufe of Parallel-Lines is as frequent as that of 
Perpendiculars ; it being certain that nothing can for 
Example be praftis’d in PerfpeSiive, without drawing 
feveral ParallelrLines, or which is the fame thing, with¬ 
out drawing feveral Perpendiculars to the Ground® 
Line, becaufe all Lines perpendicular to one and the 
fame Line, are parallel to each other, as is evident per 
Prop. 28. In the defcription of Polar-Dials, the Hour- 
Lines are drawn Parallel to each other, and to the Sub- 
ftile-Line, bçcaufe thefe Sorts of Dyals have no Center 
at all, as we*lhall demonftrate in the Dyailing. Forti¬ 
fication cannot be without Parallel-Lines, when the En¬ 
gineer wou’d draw the Içhnography of Parapets, Talus’s. 
Efpianades, &c. 

P R 
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PROPOSITION XXXIL 

THEOREM XXir. 
Plate 4. 

S*- aÙ Trtangîe^j one of the Sides being extended^ the exterior 
Angle is ecfiml to the two interior oppojite ones taken together ; 

md the three Angles of a Triangle are together equal té 
t two right Angles. 

ISay^ that if frbmth^ Triangle ABC, the Side AB be 
extended towards D, the exterior Angle CBD is equal 

to the two Interiors A, C, taken together; and that the 
three Angles A, ABC, C, are together equal to two 
tight Angles. 

c 

j?REP A R ATION. 
• 

Make per Prop. ^>3. at the Point B, the Angle DBE equal 
to the Angle A, with the Line BE, which will be pa» 
lallel to the Line AC^ per Prop. 28. znà per Prop. 29. the 
Angle C will be equal to the Angle CBE. 

DEMONSTRATION. • 

Since the Angle CBE is equal to the Angle C, and 
the Angle DBE to the Angle A, the two Angles A, C, 
taken together, Will be eqtal to the two DBE, CBE^ 
taken together, that is to fay, to the whole exterior An- 

. gle CBD. Which is one of the two things that was to be Jhewn^ 
■ Since the exterior Angle CBD is equal to the two op- 

çofite interior A, C, if on each Side the Angle ABC is 
added, it will appear that the three Angles A, ABC, C^ 
are together equal to the two ABC, CBD, that is to fay,, 
to two right Angles, per Prop. 13. Which remain d to h 
demonf rated. 

COROLLARY I. 
« 

It follows from this Propofition, that the three Angles 
of one Triangle are together equal to the three Angles 
taken together of another Triiangle. 

C O R O 



COROLLARY IL 
Hate 4^ 
Fig. 

If two Angles of one Triangle are equal to two Angles 
of another Triangle, each to each, the third Angle of 
the one will be equal to the third Angle of the other. 

COROLLARY IH. 

In a Right-Angled Triangle, the two acute Angled 
taken together, are precifely equal to one’right one, 

C O R O L L A R Y IV. 

Each Angle of an equilateral Triangle is 6o Degrees^ 
becaufe it is the third of two Right-Angles, which make 
i8o Degrees. 

COROLLARY. V. 

All the Angles of a Polygon are equivalent to as 
many Times i8o Degrees, as the Polygon has Sides, ex¬ 
cept two, becaufe it is divihble intofo many Triangles. ^ 
Whence it follows that in a Figure of four Sides, the 
four Angles make together four right ones, that is to fay, 
360 Degrees. 

COROLLARY VI. 

In all Polygons, each Side being extended, all the ex¬ 
terior Angles taken together are equal to four right 
ones, ort0 3(5o Degrees. This refults from this Pro- 
polition, and Proÿ. 13. 

USE. 

This Propofition is very ufeful in many Propofitions 
of this and the following Books, and likewife in all Parts 
of Trigonometry, which conflders a Triangle only with 
refpeO: to its Angles, or its Sides. It is alfo very ufefuî 
to meafure upon the Ground an inacceffible Angle, ai? 
you have feen in the Ufe of Prop. 15. Engineers make 
great Ufe of it in railing Platforms, and they know that 
they have well meafur’d the Angles of a Plan, when 
all the Angles of that Plan make together as ^rnany . 
times 180 Degrees, ' as the Plan hasSides, except two. 

PROP. 

\ 
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PROPOSITION XXXIII. 

THEOREîJl XXIII. 

The Right-Lines are equal and parallel j which join the Extre* 
mities, lying the fame wofj of two Other equal and parallel 
right Lines. 

i 

ÎSay, that if the two Right-Lines AB, CD^ are parallel 
and equalj the Right-Lines AC, BD, which join their 

extremities, arealfo parallel and equal. 

demonstration. 

If the Right-Line AD, be drawn, it will be knowA 
per Prop. 4. that the two Triangles*ADB, ADC, are equal 
to each other, becaufe they have the common Side AD, 
the Side AB equal to the Side CD, per Sup. and the 
included Angle ADC equal to the included Angle BAD, 
per Prop. 29. Wherefore the Line AC will be equal to 
the Line BD : Which is one of the two Things which was to 
he jhewn : And the Angle DAC will be equal to the Angle 
ADB, wherefore per Prop. 27. the two Lines AC, BD, 
will be parallel to each other. Which remain d to be 
Jhewn. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves for the Demonftration of Prop. 
35. and alfo to meafure upon the Ground an acceffible 
Line at its two Extreams, and inaccellible at its Middle, 
as we lhall teach in our PraBical Geometry. 

« 

PROPOSITION XXXIV. 

THEOREM XXIV. 

In all Parallelograms., the Angles and the oppofte Sides are equal 
to each other, and the Diago?Jal dinjides it equally in two. 

ISay, that if the Figure ABDC be a Parallelogram, 
. the oppofte Angles B, C, are equal to one another, 

as well as the two BAG, BDC : and in like manner 
the 
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the oppofite Sides AB, CD, are equal to one another, as 
well as the two AC, BD ; And laftly, the Diago¬ 
nal AD divides the Parallelogram AB DC equally in two ; 
that is to fay, the two Triangles ADB, ADC, are 
equal to one another. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
f 

Becaufe the two Lines AB, CD, “are Parallels per Sup. 
the two alternate Angles BAD, ADC, will be equal to 
one another, per Prop. 29. as well as the two alternate 
Angles aDB, DAC, by reafonofthe two Parallels AC, 
BD. From whence it follows, per Prop. 12. that the third 
Angle B will be equal to the third Angle C, and per 
Ax. 2. the whole Angle BAC, equal to the whole Angle 
BDC. Which IS one of the three Things uohich was to be de-- 
monjlrated. 

Since therefore the two Triangles ADB, ADC, are 
equiangular, and that they have the common Side AD, 
llmilarly pofited, they will be equal to one another 
per Prop. 26. Which is the fécond of the three Things that 
was to he /hewn. 

LaJilj, The Sides oppoflte to the equal Angles of the 
two equal Triangles ADB, ADC, to wit, AB, CD, and 
AC, BD, will be equal to each other. Which remain'd 
to he prob'd. 

USE. 

The Method which you will find in our Prafiieal 
metry, to meafure the Height and Bignefs of a Moun¬ 
tain, by the means of a Plomb-Line, and a long Rule, 
which is call’d Cultellation, is founded upon thw Propo- 
fition ; the which ferves likewife for the Divilion of 
a Field, when it is a Parallelogram, at leaft when you 
wou’d divide it equally in two, which is done by the 
Diagonal AD, when you have no determin’d Point to 
make that Divifion. But if you wou’d divide it equally 
in two, by a Right-Line drawn from a Point given in *'^ 
one Side, as through the Point E, you muft drawTrom 
this Point E, through the Point F, the middle of the 
Diagonal AD, the Right-Line EFG, which will divide 
the Parallelogram ABDC into two equal Trapeziums 
ACGE, EGDB, by reafon of the Triangle AFE equal 
to the Triangle DFG, 2<S. and by reafon of the 
two equal Trapeziums, CF, BF, per Ax. 3. becaufe per 
Prop. 34. the two Triangles ADB, ADC, are equal to 
one another. 

tz 
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Vig- S 8. 

Tbâ Eléments of Euciid Book î, 
It is k’nbWn that a Quadrangular Field is a Parallelo? 

gram, when of its four Angles, the two oppollte are 
equal, or When of its four Sides the two oppohte are 
equal, aS it iseafy to àèmcn&:i'àtèper Prop. 8. Whioh dif- 
covers the Original and Demonftration of a certairi Inw 
ftrument, commonly made ufe of to draw parallel Lines, 
and w^hich upon that account is call’d a Parallel Ruler, 
becaufe it is compos’d of two long Rulers faftned toge^ 
ther by two other leflerRulers, and eq^al to one another, 
%vhich preferve the two great Rulers always in a paralle» 
lifm whatever Situation you give them. ' 

Wherefore when you w^ou’d by thé help of this In- 
lÎTumént draw thro’ a given Point, a Line parallel to 
a given Line, there is nothing more to do than to apply 
the Edge of one of the two Rulers along the given 
Line, and the fecond Ruler being kept Ready and iril- 
moveable, you muR advance the firR as far as the given. 
Point, to the end that thro’ that Point you may draw 
along the Ruler a Right-Line, which will he parallel to 
the propos’d one. 

This Propohtiqn ferves alfo to demonRrate Euclid's 
eleventh Axiom, which w^e Riall prove in the following 
manner, being a DemonRration that feems to me Very 
plain and very natural. 

I fay then, that if the two Right-Lines AB, CD, are 
interfefled by a third Right-Line EF, fo that the two 
interior Angles BEF, EFD, which are on the fame Side, 
are together lefs than two right ones ; the two Lines AB, 
CD, being extended, will meet oh this fame Side. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
To demonRrate this Truth, it will fuffice to have de- 

moriRrated, that if on the fame Side with the interior 
Angles BEF, EFD, you draw the Right-Line GH pa¬ 
rallel to the Line EF, and terminated by the two Lines 
AB, CD, this Line GH, will be lefs than the Line EF. ' 

For this purpofe draw thro’ the Point H, the Right- 
Line HI, parallel to the Line AB. It is evident that this 
Line HI, meets the Line , EF, at the Point I, between 
the Points E, F, becaufe if it meet it beyond the Point 
F, as in L, it wou’d follow that the two Angles BE F, 
HLF, wou’d be together equal to two right ones, per 
Prop. 29. and confequently greater than the two BEF, 
EFD, which are fuppos’d lefs together than two right 
ones, and that fo by taking away the common Angle 
BEFj the Angle HLE, w-oif d remain greater than th^ 
Angle EFD, which is impoilible, becaufe the Angle EFD j 

being 
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being exterior, is greater than the interior oppofite 
HLF,per Proi>. i6. the fame Point I, cannot alfofall on ' 
the Point F, becaufe the Lines AB, CD, won dbe Paral¬ 
lels, and fo the two interior Angles BEF, EFD, wou’d 
together be equal to two right ones, per Prop. 28. and 
yet they are fuppos’d lefs. Therefore flnce»the Point I, 
falleth between the two Points E> F, and that the Figure 
GHIE is a Parallelogram, whereof the oppofite Sides 
GH, El, are equal> per Prop. 34. it follows that the Line 
GH is lefs than the Line EF. Mich wo'ï to be demonfir at ed, 

* • 

PROPOSITION XXXV. 

THEOREM XXV. 
» 

Parallelograms are equal to one another^ when they have the 
jame Bafe, and are between the fame Parallels. 

I Say, that the Parallelograms EFGH, EIKH, are equal 
to one another, becaufe they are between the two Pa¬ 

rallels AB, CD, and have the common Bafe EH* 

DEACON ST RATION. 

The Sides IK, FG, are equal each to the Side 
per Prop. 34. znàpen Ax. i. they are equal to one another; sg»» 
and if the Side GI be added to them, you will have per 

\ Ax. 2. the Side FI, of the Triangle FEI, equal to the 
i Side GK, of the Triangle GHK; and becaufe the Side 

EF is equal to the Side GH, and the Side El equal to 
the Side HK, per Prop. 34. it follows Prop. 8. that the 
two Triangles EFI, GHK, are equal to one another i' 

s wherefore if from each the common Triangle GLI, be 
Î taken away, there will remain the Trapezium FL, equal 
\ per Ax. 3. to the Trapezium KL, and laftly if to each of* 
j thefe two equal Trapezia FL, KL,the Triangle ELH, be 
tadded, you will have the Parallelogram EFGH equal 
iper Ax. 2. to the Parallelogram EIKH. . Mich was to be 
ir prov d. 
1 SCHOLIUM. 

This Theorem maybe demonftrated mdreeatily by the 
Method of Indivifibles in this manner.Imagine the Parallelo- 

EgramEFGHjto be ^divided into as many little equal Paral¬ 
lelograms as you pleafe, by Lines parallel to one another^ 
|.and to the common Bafe EH, to which they will be all 

; F equal 
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Plate 4, actual, and confequently equal to one another, thefe Lines 
Fig. 60. being continued, will divide the other Parallelogram 

EIKH, in fo many Parallelograms equal to each other, 
and to the preceding ones ; which makes that thefe two 
Parallelograms EFGH, EIKH, are equal to one another, 
becaufe whatever Divifion is made, there will ftill be 
as many Lines of the fame Length, and equally clofe, 
in the one as in the other : So that if the Divifion 
be infinite, as it is Kill fuppos’d to be, which occafi- 
on’d the Name of the Method of Indi'vipbles to be given this 
fort of Demonftration, each Parallelogram will be com¬ 
pos’d of an equal Number of equal Lines, that is to fay, 

. of little equal Parallelograms whereof the Breadth is in¬ 
finitely little, and confequently they will be equal to 
one another. Which -was to be jhewn. « 

This Method of Indivifibles is of great Ufe to demon*» 
firate the hardefi: Theorems in Geometry^ principally for 
the Tangents of curved Lines, and for the §)jiadrature of 
Curves, tka,t is tofay, to reduce a Curvilineal Figure iiito 
a Reftilineal one; it being certain, that b y means thereof ’ 

0 Theorems may be demonfirated, which wou’d be diffi¬ 
cult to be done by Euclid^ Elements alone. You will 
find an Example of it in the firfl Theorem of our Plani-^ 
metry. 

The mofi: Learned Men allow of the Geometry of In¬ 
divifibles, and none butthofe who are lefs expert re jedf it 
and that doubtiefs becaufe they are eafily miftaken, by not 
knowing how to make a jufi: Application of it, for want : 
of v/ell underftanding the Foundation of this Geometry^' 
wffiich confifts principally in taking for the Area of a : 
Surface, the Sum of the infinite Lines which fill it, and 
for the Solidity of a Body, the infinite Surfaces it is com- • 
pos’d of ; fo that two Surfaces are efieem’d equal, wheni 
each is fill’d with an equal Sum of Lines, in like man-- 
lier equal and parallel to each other ; and likewife two » 
Solids are efteem’d equal, when the one and the other is : 
compos’d of an equal Sum of Surfaces, in like manner ‘ 
equal and parallel to each other, é^c. 

USE. 
Fig. 6ï. This Propofition ferves for the Demonftration of the ‘ 

following and feveral others, and likewife to meafure;‘ 
a Parallelogram, which is not Reftangular, as EIKH,' 

. becaufe it may be reduc’d into another which is Reftan-- 
guilar, to wit, in drawing from the two Extremitiesi 
E, H, of the Side EH, the two Lines EF, GH, perpen--- 
dicular to the Side EH, which being terminated by the 
ether oppofite and paralleTSide IK, extended as far ass 

lhaJJl 
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Explain'd and Demonjîrated, 
lhallbe necefTary, will finifh.the Reftangular Parallelo-Plate 4» 
gram EFGH, equal to the propos'd Parallelogram EIKH, 
the Area whereof will confequently be known, if you 
multiply together the two Sides EF, EH, which form 
the Right-Angle E : as if EF is for Example ^ Feet, and 
EH 3, by multiplying 5 by 3, you will have 15 fquare 
Feet, for the Content of the Rectangular Parallelogram 
EFGH, or of its equal EIKH. 

PROPOSITION XXXVI. 
V 

THEOREM XXVI. 

Parallelograms are eqjml to each other, "sohen they have éfual 
Safes, and^ are betvoeen the fame Parallels. 

I Say, that if the two Parallelograms EFGH, IKLM, 
are between the fame Parallels AB, CD, and that their 

Bafes EH, IM, be equal to each other, thefe Parallelo-* 
grams EFGH, ÎKLM, are alfo equal to each other. 

PREPARATION. 

Join the two Extremities of the two^equal and pa^ 
rallel Bafes EH, KL, by the Right-Lines EK, HL, which 
will be alfo equal and parallel, Prop. 33. fo that 
Def. 34. the Figure EKLH will be a Parallelogram. 

D E M O N S R A TI O N. 

Since each of the two Parallelograms EFGH, IKLM^^ 
is equafto the Parallelogram EKLH, it follows j>er Ax. i. 
that they are equal to each i other. Which was to be fhewn. 

SCHOLIUM. 
« 

This Propofition is virtually the fame as the preced¬ 
ing, becaufe to have one and the fame Bafe is the fame 
thing as to have equal Bafes ; and it is exprefs'd more ge¬ 
nerally in Prop. I. 6. 

When it is faid, that two Parallelograms, are between the 
fame Parallels ; it fignifies that two of their oppolite Sides 
do meet in two Lines parallel to each other 3 fuch as 

'I AB, CD, in this Place. 

U S 
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'fr ^3. Ü S E. 

This Propofition is very ferviceahle to divide in as 
many equal Parts as you will, a Field which hath the' 
Figure of a Parallelogram, as if you wou’d divide in 
three equal Parts, for Example, the Parallelogram' 

/ ABCD, you mull divide two of its oppolite Sides AD, 
BC, each in three equal Parts, and you mull join the 
oppolite Points of Divillon by the Right-Lines EG, FH, 
which will divide the propos’d Parallelogram ABGD, in 
three lefs Parallelograms, which will be equal to each 
other, fince their Bafes are equal to each other. 

PROPOSITION XXXVIL 
s, 

^ THEOREM XXVII. 

Triangles are equal, when they hanse the fame Bafe^ and are : 

between the fame FaraUels. 

tig- h: I Say, that if the Triangles EFG, EFH, have the fame; 
J Bale EF, and are inclos’d between the fame Parallels; 
AB, CD, fo that their Vertex’s G, Fî, do terminate at: 
the fame Line AB, parallel to the common Bafe EF;;i 
thefe two Triangles EFG, EFH, are equal to each 11 
other. I 

PREPARATION. | 

Take upon the Line AB, the Lines GA, HB, equalll 
each to the comrhon Bafe EF, and join the Right-Line? | 
AE, which will be Parallel to the Line FG, per Prop.'^^,. 
and the Line BF, which will be likewife parallel to the* 
Line EH. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
• t 

Since the Side EG, of the Triangle EFG, is the Di-4 
agonal of the Parallelogram EFGA, this Triangle EFG, i 
will be the half of the Parallelogram EFGA, per Prep. 
34. and by the fame Reafon the Triangle EFH, will be* 
the half of the Parallelogram EFBH; and as the Paralle-j 
lograms EFGA, EFBH, are equal to each other, per Prop. \ 
3Ç. their Halves, that is to fay, the Triangles EFG, 
EFH, will be alfo equal to each other. W. W. D. 

us E.:j 
► 
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USE. 

This Popofitioii ferves to demonftrate that rohen two 4» 
Right-Lines interfeB between two Parallels, their Parts are^^^' 
proportional ; as if the two Lines EH, FG, interfeft at the 
Point I, between the two Parallels AB, CD, their Parts 
IE, IH, IF, IG, are proportionable; for if the Right- 
LinesEG, FH, be join’d, it will be known37. 
that the two Triangles EFG, EFH, are equal to each 
other, therefore if from each you fubftraft the common 
Triangle EIF, there will remain Ax. 3. the Triangle 
EIG, equal to the Triangle FIH, and by reafon of the 
two equal Angles EIG, FIH, per Prop, i Ç. it follows per 
15. 6. that the four Lines IE, IH, IF, IG, are proporti¬ 
onal. Which was to be demonflratedf ' 

This Propofition is alfo very ferviceable, to reduce 
any right lin’d Figure into a Triangle, which is done 
thus, 

Firft of all, to reduce into a Triangle the Trapezium Plate $1 

ABCD, having drawn at pleafure the Diagonal BD,draw 
from the Angle C, oppollte to that Diagonal, the Right- 
Line CE, parallel to the fame Diagonal, BD, and from 
the Point E, where it meets the extended Side AB, draw 
to the Angle D, the Line DÈ, and the Triangle ADE, 
will be equal to the propos’d Trapezium ABCD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
! 

Since the two Triangles DCB, f)EB, have the fame 
Bale BD, and are between the fame Parallel BD, CE, 
they will be equal to each other,Prop. 37. Wherefore 
if from each the common Triangle BFD, be put away, 
there will remain per Ax. 3. the Triangle CFD, equal 
to the Triangle BEF, whereof each being added to the 
Trapazium ABFD, there will behad;>^r Ax. a. the Tra¬ 
pezium ABCD, equal to the Triangle ADE. Which was 
to be done and de7mnjirated. 

.’Tis in the fame manner, that a Figure of more than 
four Sides is reduc’d into a Triangle, to wit, by redu¬ 
cing it firft into another which hath a Side lefs, as you 
have juft now feen, and this into another, which has 
likewife a Side lefs, and fo on, until you come to a Tri¬ 
angle. * 

"y 
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PROPOSITION XXXVIII. 

THEOREM XXVIII. 

£trs ecfu^l "when they have equal BafèSj and are be¬ 
tween the fame Parallels. 

t 

I Say, that the two Triangles EFG, HIK, which arc 
between-the fame Parallels Aii, CD, and whereof the 

Bafes EF, HI, are equal to each other, are alfo equal t© 
^ach other. 

PREPARATION. 

Take upon the Line AB, the Line G A, equal to the 
Safe EF, and join the Right-Line AE, which will be 
parallel to the Side EG, per Prop. 33. Take upon the 
fame Line AB, the Line KB, equal to the Bafe HI, and 
join the Line BI, which will be parallel to the Side HK, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Side EQ is the Diagonal of the Parallelo« 
gram EFGA, the Triangle EFG; will be the half of that 
ParallelogramProp. 34 and in like manner, fince the 
Side IK is the .Diagonal of the Parallelogram HIBK, 
the Triangle HIK, will be the half of that Parallelogram ; 
and as the two Parallelograms EFGA, HIBK, are equal 
to each other per Prop. 36. it follows that their halves, 
that is to fay the Triangles EFG, HIK, are alfo equal, 
to each other.. Which "was to he Jhewn. 

U S E. 

This Propofition feives to divide a Triangular Field 
into as many equal Parts as you will, by right Lines 
drawn from one of its Angles thus. 

To divide the Triangle ABC, for example into three 
equal Parts, by right Lines drawn from the Angle C, 
divide the Side AB, oppolite to this AngleC, into three 
equal Parts at the Points D, E, and draw thro' thefe 
Points E, D, to the Angle C, as many right Lines, which 
will divide the propos’d Triangle AB.C intô three equal 

Triangles 
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Triangles, fince their Bafes are equal^ and they have the Plate 
fame Point C, for the Vertex, which is the fame thing 
as to be between the fame Parallels. 

You may alfo very eafily by the means of this Propou- pig. 69. 
tion divide a Piece of Ground, which hath the Figure of ° 
a Trapezoid ; as if you wou'd divide the Trapezoid 
ABCD, for Example into four equal Parts, you muft 
divide each of its two parallel Sides AB, CD, into ^ 
equal parts, and you muft join the oppofite Points of 
Divifion by the right Lines EH, FI, GK, the which will ^ 
divide the propos’d Trapezoid ABCD, into four lelfer 
Trapezoids, which will be equal to each other, becaufe 
they are compos’d of equal Triangles, as. will be found 
by drawing their Diagonals, which will divide them in¬ 
to Triangles, the Bafes whereof will be equal to each 
.other, &c. 

PROPOSITION XXXÎX, 

THEOREM 5ÇXIX. 

Ecfud-Triangles, -which have one and the fame Bafe, are be^ 
tween the fame Parallels. 

ÏSaÿ, that if the Triangles ABC, ABD, which have gj 
the fame BafeAB, are equal to each other, they .are 

between the fame Parallels ; that is to fay, the right Line 
CD, which joins their Vertex’s , C,D, is parallel to the 
common Bafe AB, and fo they are between the fame 
Parailels AB, CD. ^ 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Point C, the Line CE. parallel to the 
common Bafe AB, which will meet the Side AD, infome. 
Point, as in E, through which, and through the exr 
tremity B, of the common Bafe AB, you muft drawthe 
Right-Line BE, without confidering where the Point E 
falleth, becaufe the Demonftration is ftill the fame. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Triangles ABC, ABE, are between the fame 
Parallels AB, CE, ^er conflr. and have the common Bafe 
AB, they will be equal to each other, per Prop. 37. and as 
the Triangle ABD, is equal to the Triangle ABC, per 
Sap.iz-ioWowsper .ax. i. that the two Triangles ABD, 

' F 4 : ». ABE-’ 9 
; ' '' r .> 
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7o! equal to each other, and ^er Ax. 8. the 

Point E falleth upon the Point D, and the Line CE, up¬ 
on the Line CD, and confequently the Line CDj is 

^ parallel to the common Bafe AB. Whichyoas to be {heron. 

USE, 

7i» Propofitîon ferves to demonftrate that, Every 
^Quadrilateral rohich ii divided equally in troo by each of its 
two Diagonals, is a Parallelogram ; that is to fay, that if the 
Quadrilateral ABCD, be divided equally in two, by 
the Diagonal AC, and alfo equally in two by the other 
Diagonal Bp, fo that the three Triangles ABC, ABD, 
A CD, be equal to each other, per Ax. 7, as being each the 
half of the Quadrilateral ABCD'j 'this ' Quadrilateral 
ABCD, will be a Parallelogram. 

demonstration. 

Since the two Triangles ABC, ABD, which have the 
fame Bafe AB, are equal to each otherSu^f. they will 
Be between^the fame ParallelsProg. 39. that is to fay, 
that the Line CD, will be parallel to the common Bafe 
ABs, It will be known in the fame manner, that byRea- 
fon of the two equal Triangles ACB, ABD, which are 
upon the fame Bafe AD, the Line BC is parallel to the 
common Bafe AD, and fo the Figure ABCD is a Pa- 
irallelogram. Which was to be {hewn. • 

PROPOSITION XL, 

THEOREM XXX. 

• y£,quall!T^iangles, which have equal Bafes u^o?^ one and the 
fame Right’^Ùne, are between the fame Parallels. 

1 equal Triangles ABC, DEE, have 
* their equal Bafes AB, DE, upon the Right-Line AE, 

their Vertex’s. C, F, are terminated by the Right-Line 
CT, parallel to the BrB: Right-Line AE, 

PREPARATION. 
4 » • > *•! Jf ^ ••>*v • 

t • , ^ 

Draw from the Point C, the Line CG, Parallel t© 
AE, whîch will meçç l;he §ide in fome,. Point, 

. ^ JiV I- .V , ^ 

i) 4r 
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AS In G, thro’ which, and thrp’ the Extremity E, 5» 
of the Bafe DE, you muft draw the Right-Line GE, 
without confidering where the Point G falleth, becaufe 
the Demonftrati^ will be' always the fame, as you Ihall 
fee. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Triangles ABC, DEG, are between the fame 
Parallels AE, CG, fer conjir. and that their Bafes, AB, 
DE , ' are equal, per. Suppofiisn, they ' will be equal to 
each other, per Prop. 38. and as the Triangle DEF, is 
fuppos’d equal to the Triangle ABC, it follows per Ax. i, 
that the two Triangles DEF, DEG, ire equal to each 
other, and per Ax. 8. the Point G, falleth on the 
Point F, and the Line CG upon the Line CF, and 
confequently the Line CF, is parallel to the Line AE, 
becaufe the Line CG, hath been fuppos’d parallel to the 
lame Line AE. Which was to be Jhewn. 

PROPOSITION XLL 

THEOREM XXXL 

if a ParaUelogram and a Triangle haw one and the fame Bafe^ 
■ arid are between the fame Parailelsy thé Parallelogram will 

be double the Triangle. 

JSay, that if the Parallelogram EFGH, and the Triangle Fig. 
EFI, Jiave one common Bafe EF, and are between 

the fame Parallels AB, CD, fo that the Vertex I, of the 
Triangle EFI, terminates-precifely at the Line AB, pa- 
•raliel to the common Bafe EF ; the Parallelogram EFGH, 
is double the Triangle EFI. 

» 

PREPARATION. 

Draw'from the Extremity F, of the common Bafe EF, 
the right Line FB, parallel to the Side El,' of the Tri- 
EFI, and you’il have the Parallelogram EFBI. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Parallelogram EFGH is equal to the Pa¬ 
rallelogram EFBI, Prop. 35. and that the Paraillelo- 
gram EFBÎ is double the Triangle EFI, per Prop. 
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The Elements of Euclid Book L 
it follows that the Parallelogram EFGH, is alfo double 
the Triangle EFl. Which teas to be jhewn. 

SCHOLIUM*.^ 

This Proportion may be demonftrated otherwife, 
and very eafily, if inftead of drawing the Parallel FB, 
you draw the Diagonal EG, for then it will be known 
fer Prop. 37. that the Triangle EFG is equal to the Tri¬ 
angle EFI ; from Vhence it follows that the Parallelo¬ 
gram EFGH, being double the Triangle EFG, per Prop, 
34. it is alfo doubb the Triangle EFI. Which teas to be 

fhe'ren. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the following, 
and alfo to demonftrate Prop. 47.' It is the Foundation 
of the Method, generally made ufe of to find out the 
Area of a Triangle, which is to multiply the Safe of the 
Triangle by Its perpendicular drawn from the oppofite 
Angle, and to take the half of the Produdt ; becaufe 
by multiplying the Bafe EF, of the Triangle EFI, by its 
Perpendicular IK, you have the Contents of a Reftangu- 
lar Parallelogram, as EFGH wou’d be, which is double 
the Triangle, as we have juft now demonftrated, which 
makes that the half of it is taken, .to have the Area of a 
Triangle. 

V tr' 

; PROPOSITION XLII. 

P R O B L E M XII. 

To deferibe a Parallelogram e'^ual to a Triangle^ gi^verij and 
' having an Angle equal to a given rightAind Angle. " 

• 

reduce the given Triangle ABC, into a Parallelo- 
" gram, which hath one Angle equal to the given 

Angle D, divide its Bafe AB, equally in two at the Point 
Eiper Prop. 10. finâper Prop. 31. draw thro’ the Angle C, 
oppofite to the Bafe AB, the indefinite Right-Line CG, 
parallel to the fame Bale AB. Make by Prop.23.at the Point 
E, the Angle BEF, equal to the given D, and per Prop. 
31. draw thro’ the Point B, the Right-Line BG, parallel 
to the Line EF ; and the Parallelogram EBGF, will be 
equal to the propos’d Triangle ABC. 

DE- 
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demonstration. 

If you- join the Right-Line CE,= it will be known per 
Prop. 38. that the two Triangles-CEA, CEB, are equal 
to each other, and that confequently the Triangle ABC, 
is double the Triangle CEB ; and as the Parallelogram 
EFGB, is alfo double the Triangle CEB, per Prop. 41. it 
follows Ax. 6. that tlie Parallelogram EFGB, is equal 
to the Triangle ABC. Which rpas to be done and demon-^ 
ftrated. ' r 

•USE., ' - 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the following, . , 
and alfo to reduce a Triangle into a Reftangular Paralle-^‘^' 
lo’gram, which will be done if you draw the Line EF, 
perpendicular to the Bafe AB. From whence is deriv’d 
the common method of finding the Area of a Triangle, 
as of the Triangle ABC, which is to multiply the half 
BE, of its Bafe AB, by the Perpendicular EF, which is 
equal to the Perpendicular which woü’d fall from the 
Angle C, upon the Bafe AB, for thiis you have the Area 
of the Reflangular Parallelogram ËFBG, which hath 
been demonfirated equal to the Triangle ABC. 

We leave out here, Prop. XLÏII. XLIV. hecaufe we can do 
without'* em in the Refolutton of what is to follow, and becaufe 
they are not of any cofijldêrahle ufe in Geometry. . 

i 

PROPOSITION XLV. 

PROBLEM XIII. 
' .r * 

To defcrihe a Parallelogram equal to a right Am d Figure given, ^ 
and having an Angle equal to a given Angle. 

IT is evident that if per Prop. 37. you reduce the given 
Reftiline into a Triangle, and that Triangle into Fig. 75. 

a Parallelogram, which hath an Angle equal to the given 
one, per Prop. 42. the Problem will be refolv’d. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XLVI. 

PROBLEM XIV. . 

T& defcnhe a upon a gîmn Une, 

TO defcribe a Square mpo^ the given Line AH, draw 
per Prop, ii. from the two Extremities A, B, the two 

Lines AD, BC, equal' and perpendicular ' each to the 
fame Line AB, and join the Right-Line CD, arid the Fi¬ 
gure ABCD will be a Square, fo that its four Angles 
ivill be right ones, and its four Sides equal to each other. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

§ince ,the two Lines AD, BC, are equal each to the 
fame AB, per ponfir. they will be equal to each other per 
"'Ax. I. and becaufe they have been made perpendicular 
to the fame AB, they will be parallel to each other, per 
Prop. aS. andp^r Prop, 33. the two Lines AB, CD, will be 
equal and parallel to each other. Thus the four Sides of 
the Figure ABCD, will be equal to each other. Which is 
me of the tmo things to he jhewn. 

Since the Figure ABCD, is a Parallelogram, as we 
have juft now difcover’d, the Angle C will be equal to 
its oppohte A, per prop. 34. and confequently a rmht one, 
and likewife the Angle D, will be equal to its Opporite ' 
B, and confequently a right one. Thus the four An¬ 
gles of the I^Figure ABCD, will be right ones. Which 
nmaind to beprovd. 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves as a Lemma to the following 
Theorem, and ferves alfo for the Demonftration of al« 
moft all the Popofitions of the fécond Book, and upon 
many other Occaftons. • . ■ 
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THEOREM XXXIII. 

/« Right angled Triangles the Square of the Hypotenufe'is iqml ' 
to the Sum of the Squares of the im other Sides. 

TSay, that the Square ABIH, defcrib’d upon the i 
Hypotenufe, or upon the Side AB, oppohte to the 

Right-Angle C, of the Reftangular Triangle ABC, is ^ 
equal to the Sum of the Squares ACDE, BCFG, de- 
fcrib’d on the two other Sides AC, BC. 

PREPARATION, 

' Draw from the Right-Angle C, the Line ‘CKL per¬ 
pendicular to the Hypotenufe AB, and join the right 
Lines CH, Cl, and AG, BE ; for I fuppofe that yer 
Prop. 46. a Square hath been defcrib’d upon each of the 
three Sides of the Reftangular Triangle ABC, whereof 
the Hypotenufe AB, is here fuppos’d 5 Feet, the Side 
AC, 4. and the other Side BC, 3. and then ’tis already 
feen by Experience, that the Square alone of the Hypote¬ 
nufe AB, hath as many Square Feet, to wit, 2$. as the 
two other Squares contain together, for the Square of 
AC, contains 16, and the Square of BC, contains 
which with i5, make 25. .Let us fee at prefent the 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The two Triangles ABG, BCI, are equal to each 
other, per Prop, 4. becaufe they have the two Sides AB* 
BG, equal to the two BI, BC, and the compriz’d Angle 
ABG, equal to the compris’d Angle CBI, each being 
compos’d of a Right-Angle, and of the common Acute- 
Angle ABC. 

la like manner the two Triangles ABE, ACH, are 
equal to each other, becaufe they have the two Sides 
AB, AE, equal to the two AH, AC, and the compris’d 
Angle CAH, equal to the compris’d Angle BAE, each 

beio^ 
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being compos’d of a Right-AnglCj.and of the common 
Acute-Angle BAG. 

Becaufe the two Angles ACB, ACD, are right onesy 
and confequently equal together to two right ones, it 
will be knownProp. 14. that BCD is a right Line, and 
by the fame Reafon, it will be known that ACF, is a 
Right-Line, by reafon of the two Right-Angles BCA, 
BCF. 

Becâulè the Triangle ABG, and the Parallelogram 
BCFG, have the fame Bafe BG, and are between the 
fame Parallels AF, SG, the Parallelogram BCFG, will 
be double the Trimgle ABG, per Prop. 41. It will be 
known in the fame Manner, that the Parallelogram 
KLIB, is double the Triangle BCI, becaufe they have 
the fame Bafe BI, and are between the fame Parallels 
CL, BI. From whence it is eafy to conclude, that ap 
each of the two Triangles, ABG, BCI, which have been 
demonllrated equal, is the half of its Parallelogram, as 
it hath been demonftrated ; their doubles, to wit, the 
Square BCFG, and the Parallelogram KLIB, are equal 
to each other. 

It may be demonftrated in the fame Manner, that the 
Square ACDE, is equal to the Parallelogram AKLHy 
from whence it follows that the Sum of the two Paralle¬ 
lograms BKLI, AKLH, that is to fay thefngle Square 
ABIH, is equal to the Sum of the two Squares BCFG, 
ACDE. Which Teas to be demonjlrated. 

This Demonftration fuppufes that the Line CKL, is 
parallel to each of the two BI, AH, which is evident 
per Prop. 28. becaufe each of thofe three Lines is per conftr. 
perpendicular to the fame Line AB. 

USE. 

This Propoftion ferves not only for the Demonftra- 
tion of the following, and of many others in the fuc- 
ceeding Books, but it ferves alfo as a Foundation to a 
great Part of the Mathematicks. You will fee the Ufe 
of it in Trigonometry, for the Conftruftion of the Ta¬ 
ble of Sines, Tangents, and Secants; and we will here 
teach the Ufe of it, for the Addition of Squares, and of 
other regular Figures, the Sides whereof and the Angles 
are equal, and alfo for the Addition of Circles. 
4- 

To 
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Explained and Eemonflraîed, 79 
To find a Square equal to the Sum of the three given Plated. 

Squares AB, AC, AD, draw to the ^Side AD, the Per- 
pendicular DE, equal to the Side AC, and join the right 
Line AE, which will be the Side of a Square equal to the 
two Squares AD, DE, or AC, by reafon of the Right- 
Angle D : Wherefore* if you draw to the Side AE, the 
Perpendicular AF, equal to the lafi: Side AB, and'join 
the Right-Line EF, this Line EF will be the Side of a 
Square equal to the Sum of the three AB, AC, AD. 

In like manner to find an Equilateral Triangle equal gig. 7^; 
to the Sum of the two AB, AC, draw to the Side AC, 
the Perpendicular CD, equal to the other Side AB, and 
join the right AD, which will be the Side of the Equila¬ 
teral Triangle ADE, equal to the two propos’d AB, AC, 
becaufe like Figures are between themfelves as the 
Squares of their homologous Sides. py2o.6. See 31. (S. 

’Tis in the fame manner that feveral given Circles fif. 
are added together ; as for Example, the two whereof 
the Semi-Diameters are AB, AC, to wit by drawing tp 
the Radius AC, the perpendicular AD, equal to the 
other Radius AB, and by joining the Right-Line CD, 
which will be the Radius of a Circle equal to the two 
propos’d AB, AC, becaufe Circles are as the Squares 
of their Dian\eters, or of their Semi-diameters, per 2. 12. 

LEMMA. 

If upon two equal Lines two Squares are deferib’d, thofe 
' two Squares will be equal to each other. 

> ISay, that if the two Sides /IE, EF, are equal to each other., 
the two Squares ABC Dp EFGH, are alfo equal to each 

other. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

if you draw the two Diagonals, AC, EG, they will divide 
their Squares equally in two, per Prop, 34. in fuch manner 
that the Triangle ABC, will be the half of the Square ABCD^ 
and the Triangle EFG, the half of the Square EFGH j and ki- 
caufe thefe two Triangles ABC, EFG, are equal to each ot' erk 
per Prop. 4. it follows that their Doubles, that is to fay, the 

^ Squares ABCD, EFGHp are alfo equal to each ofher. Whicà 
was to be üiewn. ' . 

P R O P 
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PROPOSITION XLVIli 

THEOREM XXXIV. 

in a Triangle the Square of one Side he equal to the Sum 
of the Squares of the two other Sides, the Angle oppojite t® 

^ that Side u a right one. 

I Say, that if the Square of the Side BC, of the Trian-> 
gle ABC, be equal to the Sum of the Squares of the 

two other Sides AB, AC, the Angle A, oppofite to thé 
firft Side BC, is aright one. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw fer Prof. 11. the Line AD, perpendicular to AC 
and equal to the Side AB, and join the right CD. 

\ ' 

DEMONSTRATION. 

By reafon of the Right-Angle CAD, the Square of the 
Side CD is equal to the Square of the tWo other Sides 
AC, AD, of the Reftangular Triangle T>hQ,,fer Prof.. 47. 
and becaufe the Side AB is equal to the Side AD, fer conjlr. 
the Square of AB, will be equal to the Square of AD, 
fer preceding Lemma. Thus the Square of CD, will be equal 
to the Sum of the Squares of AB, AC, and as this Sum is 
equal to the fquare oi^Q,ferSuf. it follows that thefquarc 
of CD, is equal to the Square ofCB, and that confequently 
the two Sides CD, CB, are equal to each other. Where- 

' fore fer Prof .S. the Triangles ADC, ABC, will be equal 
to each other, and the Angle CAB will* be equal to the 
Angle CAD, and confequently a right one. Which waf 
to he Jbswn. 

USE. 

This Propofition, which is the Inverfe of the Preced- ' 
ing, ferves to draw a Perpendicular through the Extre- ' 
mity of a Line given upon the Ground, as A, of the 
given Line AD, thus. Take from A, as far as E, upon 
the given Line AD, the Length of four Yards, and. 
fallen at the Point A, a Cord 3 Yards long, and at the 
Point E, another Cord 5 Yards long. It is evident fer 

Prof. 



P7'ôp. 48. that if yoa ftretch the two Cords, and join to-Plate 

gether their Extremities, you will have the Point C Ss, 
the Perpendicular AC, becaule 3, 4, 5; makes in Numbers 
a Reftangular Triangle. 

Inftead of 3 Yards for AC, you may meafure it 
and inftead of 4 for AE you may take 12 ; and then in- 
llead oiF you muft take 13, for the Cord, or Hypo- 
tenufe CE, becaufe 5, 12, 13, is a Re£langular Triangle 
in Numbers. The like for others; 

To find a Reftangular Triangle in Numbers, th Pro^ ■ 
duB of any two Îh umbers ù one Side., the Difference of their 
Squares is the other Side, and the Sum of the fame Squares is 
the Hypotenufe. 

Thus by thefe two Numbers, 2, 3, which are call’d 
Generating Numbers, the double 12, of their Produd 6, 
is the Side AE, the Difference of their Squares 4,* 9, is 
the Side AC, and the Sum 13, of the fame Squares 4, 
9, is the Hypotenufe CE. 

G TE» 
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The SECOND BOOK of 

EUCLLD's Elements. 

EXJcUd after having explain’d in the preceding Book^ 
the Properties of the Parallelogram in general, 
treats in this, particularly of Reftangular Paralle¬ 

lograms, which are call'd by one only Name, KeBangles t 
Comparing together the Squares and the Rectangles 
which are form’d by a Right-Line vairoufly cut, and of 
its Parts. , ^ 

Altho’ this Book feems difficult, yet it will prove very 
eafy to him, who lhall examine with Attention its Pro¬ 
portions, molt of the Demonftrations whereof will be 
conceiv’d by regarding limply the Figure, being found¬ 
ed only upon this clear and evident Principle, which 
teaches us, that the whole is equal to all its Parts taken to* 

gether. 

DEFINITIONS. 

,1. 

The Peclangle contain'd under two Lines is that where 
thofe two Lines, which reprefent the Length and the 
Breadth thereof form a Right-Angle. Tht^s it is known^ 
that the Re Bangle ABCD^ is compris'd under the two Lines 

which form the Right-Angle Ay the Line AB rr- 

prefenting the Length, and AD the Breadth. 
A Rectangle is feldom other than imaginary, be- 

caufe it fuffices that the Length of it AB, and the 
Breadth AD is given, to conceive that of thefe two Lines 
AB, AD, it is poffible to form a ReCtangle thereof, 
which becomes a Square, when thefe two Lines are 
equal to each other. 

A Quantity of the Surface of a Rectangle, that is to 
fay, the Area of a ReCtangle is meafur’d by little 
Squares, as by fquare Feet, or by fquare Yards, ac¬ 

cording 
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Explained and Eemonjlrated, 8? 
cording as the Length and the Breadth are exprefsM 
Feet or in Yards. 

The NecefTity of this MeaÇjre proceeds from a Sur¬ 
face being produc’d by the motion of a Line, which 
produces the Lines that çompofe the Surface, by 
the infinite Number of Points, whereof the Line which 
is mov’d is compos’d j as a Reftangle by the motion of a 
Line along another, which is perpendicular to it. 

Thus if the Breadth AD, is compos’d, for example of 
three Points, that is to fay, of threC Feet, by taking a 
Foot for a Point ; and if this Line AD, is mov’d along 
the Breadth AB, which we will fuppofe five Feet, by 
ftill keeping at Right-Angles ; it will defcribe by its con¬ 
tinual motion, Right-Lines, which will interfecl at 
Right-Angles ; and will make as many fquare Feet as 
you fee mark’d in the Figure, to v/it 15, which may be 
found compendioufly by multiplying the Length by the 
Breadth, that is to fay, five by three. 

This is the reafon why the faid ReOrangle is fometimes 
cxprefs’d in Numbers^ without being aftually defcrib’d, 
to wit, by multiplying together the Number’s of the 
Meafures of the two Lines which form it, to fhew by’ 
the Produft of the Multiplication, that the Reftangle, 
which is conceiv’d, made under thefe two Lines, hath 
as many fuch like fquare Meafures in its Superficies j 
and ’tis for this Reafon that the Number produc’d by the 
Multiplication of thefe two others, is cdlVà hy Euclid^ 
a plane Number, whereof the two other Numbers which 

j produce it, are call’d the 
The Reafon of this Multiplication is evident, beçaufe 

i if the Length AB, be but a Foot, the Line AD, in paf« 
t fing over that Foot of the Line AB, wou’d produce a 
1 Row of three fquare Feet j but as the Length AB, is 
1; fuppos’d five Feet, the Line AD, in going over thofe 
\ five Feet, wou’d produce five Rows of three fquare 
I Feet each, that is to fay, five times three fquare Feet, 
I or 15 fquare Feet for the intire Superficies of the Red^ 
E angle ABCD. 

Now as the Length AB, may alfo be imagined to move 
E along the Breadth AD, to produce the fame Plane 
V ABCD, it is evident that the Length AB, by be-- 
j ing mov’d one Foot, along the Line AD, will produce 
£ a Row of five, fquare Feet ; and that in being mov’d three 
t Feet, that is to fay, in going over the whole Line AD, 
It Rill parallel to its felf, will produce three Rows 
3 of five fquare Feet, that is to fay, three times 
It fquare Feet, or fifteen fquare Feet as before, for the 

G 2 Surfaç© 
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The Elements of Euclid * Book IL 
Surface AB CD/ Where you fee that two Numbers being 
multiplyed reciprocally ^ the one by the other^ produce one and 
the fame Number. As here by multiplying 3 by jr, the 
fame Number is produced as by multiplying 5 by 3, to 
wit, 15. 

IL 

ïf through a Point E, taken at diferetion, upon the 
Diagonal AC, of the Reftangle ABtD, you draw to the 
two Sides AB, AD, the two Parallels FG, HI, there will 
be form’d four little Reftangles, whereof the two DE, 
BE, through which the Diagonal paiTes not, with the 
one of the other two, as with GI, form the Figure BCF, 
which is call’d Gnomon, becaufe it refembles a Carpenter’s 
Square. 

PROPOSITION!. 

T H E O R E M I. 

if of two Right-Lines f the one is cut in as many Parts as you 
yoill-) the ReBangle compris'd under thofe two Lines is equal 
to the ReBangles compris'd under the Line which is not di^ 
npidedy and under the Parts of that which is divided. 

ÎSay, that if of the two Lines AB, AD, the iirft AB, 
be divided at the Points, E, F, the Reftangle ABCD, 

compris’d under thofe two Lines, is equal to all the 
Reftangles compris’d under the Line AD, which is not 
divided, and‘under the Parts AE, EF, BF, of the di¬ 
vided Line AB. So that if the Line AD, is for example 10 
Feet, the Line AB 12. and its Parts AE, 3, EF, 5, and 
BF, 4. the Reélangle in Numbers under thefe two Lines 
12, ÎO, to wit, 120, is equal to the Reftangle 30, under 
AD, AE, the Reftangle 50, under AD, EF, and 
the Rectangle 40, under AD, BF. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Points of divifion E, F, the Right- 
Lines EG, FH, perpendicular to the Line AB, the 
which will be parallel to each other, and to the Sides 
AD, BC, as is evident per 28. i. andp^'r 30. i. by rea- 
fon of the four Right-Angles A, E, F, B, and more than 
that, they will be equal to each other per 34. i, by rea- 
fon of the three Parallelograms AG, EH, FC. 

DE- 



Explam^d and DemoJiflrated, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Reftangle ÂG, is made under the Line 
AD and the fir ft Part AE, the Reftangle EH, is 
made under the Line EG, or AD, its equal, and the 
other Part EF, and the Reftangle FC, is made under the 
Line FH, or AD, its .equal, and the laft Part BF ; and 
fince thefe three Reftangles AG, EH, FC, agree with 
the Reftangle ABCD, to which fer Ax, 8. they are 
equal, it follows that the Re61:angle ABCD, is equal 
to the Sum of all the Reftangles compris’d under the 
Line AD, and each Part of the other Line AB. fVhich 

to be Jhew?i. 

- USE. 

This Propofition ferves for the Demonftration of the 
ordinary Praftice of Multiplication, at leaft when you 
multiply a Number compofed of feverai Figures, by 
another Number of a lingle Figure. For Example, when 
you wou’d multiply 312 by 3, you muft take this Num¬ 
ber 3 for the Line AD, and the firft Number 3 12, for 
the Line AB, and its Parts 300 for AEJ 10 for EF, and 
2 for BF, the which being multiplyed feparately by 3, 
you have 900 for the Re^angles AG, 30 for the Reft^ 
angle EH, 6 for the Reftangle FC, and the Sum 
935, of thefe three Reftangles, give the Reftangle 
ABCD, for the Produfi: of the Multiplication. 

‘ In like manner to multiply by d, you muft 
take ^ for AD, 2in.àa-\-b-\-€ for AB, and its Parts a for 
AE, b for EF, and c for BF, the which being multipli¬ 
ed feparately by d, produces ad, for the Reftangle 
AG, hd for the Reftangle EH, td for the Reftangle 
F,C, and the Sum ad\'bd-\-cd of thofe three Reftangles 
give the Area of the Reftangle ABCD, for the Product 
of thé Multiplication. ^ 

The whole Praftice of Multiplication, cannot he de« 
monftrated by this Propofition nor the following ones, 
for when there is to be multiplyed together two Num¬ 
bers compos’d each of feverai Figures, to demonftrate the 
ordinary Practice us’d in this Multiplication, there is 
need of a Theorem more general than the preceding, to 
wit, that the KeBcingU under tvoo right Lines cut as you 
^lecipy is equal to all the Ke^angles made tinder the Parts 

■of the one and the Parts of the other. That is to fay, if 
the Line AB, be cut at the f oints F? and the fig» 

' G 3 “ Line 



The Elements of Euclid Book II. 
Line AD, at the Points G, H, the Reftangle ABCD, un¬ 
der thofe two Lines is equal to all the Reftangles com¬ 
pris’d under the Parts of the Line AB, and the Parts of 
the Line AD ; asîwill be eafily feen by drawing from 
the Points of Divifioii, perpendiculars to 6ach Line. 

i 

PROPOSITION. II. 

THEOREM II. 

The Soju^ve of a Line divided you 'oolUy is equal to all the 
ReBangles comprised mder the -whole Lln^, and each of its 
Parts. 

ALthough this Propohtion be a Corollary of the Pre¬ 
ceding, neverthelefs we fhall demonftrate it par¬ 

ticularly, after Euclids manner. 
I fay then, that if the Line AB, be divided for exam¬ 

ple in two Parts at the Point E, its Square ABCD, is 
equal to all the ReU:angles compris’d under the fame 
Line AB, and each of its Parts. So that if the Part AE, 
is for example 3 Feet, and the Part EB 5, fo that the 
whole Line AB or AD, be 8 Feet, in which Cafe the 
Square ABCD, will be 64 Feet fquare, becaufe that 8 
multiplyed by 8 makes 64, the which Number is equal 
to the Number 24 fquare Feet of the Reftangle AF, and 
to the Number 40 fquare Feet of the Re Wangle EC. 

* 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Point of Divifion E, the Right>Line 
EF, perpendicular to the Line AB, which will divide 
the Square ABCD, in two Redbangles AF, EC, whereof 
the Sides AD, EF, wiii be equal to the Line AB. 

! DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Rectangle AF, is made under the firft Part 
AE, and the Line AD, equal to the Line AB ; and 
fnce the Retlangle EC is compris’d under the other 
Part EB, and the Line EF, equal to the fame Line AB ? 
imd that thefe two Re^^ngles AF, EC, agree with the 

Square 



Explained and T)emonJlrated, Ô7 
Square ABCD, it follows Ax, 8. that the Square 5» 
ABCD is equal to them. Which uvas to he Jbewn. 

USE. 

This Propofitmn lerves for the Demonflration of 
prop. 4. by a Method, which will ferve for the fécond 
Detnonftration to Prop. 2. to wit, by Analyfis, thus, 

If the Letter a be put for the Part AE, and the Let¬ 
ter h for the other Part EB, fo that the^whole line AB^ 
or AD, be a-\ the Reftangle AF, will he aa'-Yah, and 
the Reàangle EC, will be ah^hh^ and the Sum ofthofe 
two Reftanglcs will be làh^hb. for the Square 
ABCD, where you fee that this Square is equal to thè 
two Squares hb, of the two Parts AE, EB, ,and to 
the double Reftangle xab under the fame Parts, as Prop. 
4. emports. 

PROPOSITION III. 

THEOREM Ili. 
■h 

ij you dînjîde at pleafure a Line in two ; the PeBangle com¬ 
pris'd under the whole Line, and one of its Parts, is equal 
to the Square of that Part, and to the KeBangie under the 
two Parts. 

JSay, that if the Line AB, be divided as you will in 
E, the Reftangle ABCD, under that Line AB, and 

the Part AE, fo that AD, AE, be two equal Lines; ,is 
equal to the Square of the fame Part AE, and to the 
Reftangle under the two Parts AE, BE. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Point of Divifion E, the right Line 
EF, perpendicular to the Line AB, the which perpendi¬ 
cular will be equal to the Part AE, becaufe it is parallel 
and equal to the Line AD, which is fuppos’d equal to 
the Part AE ; which makes that the Reftangle AF, is 
the Square of the Part AE, and EC the Reftangle under 
the two Parts AE, EB. ' ' • ' 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Since the Reflangle AF is the Square of the Part AE; 
• .. ' * G 4^’ ■ and 

V ■ ’md:. 
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and fince the Re£langle EC is made under the two Parts 
AE, BE, and fince thofe two Rectangles AF, EC, agree 
with the Reftangle ABCD, it follows ^er 8. that the 
Rectangle ABCD, is equal to the Square AF, of the 
Part AE, and to the ReCtangle EC, under the Parts AE, 
BE. Which rchos to be demonjîrateà. 

S C H o E I Ü M. 

The Mind may he convinc’d of the Truth of this The^» 
orem without any Preparation, to wit, by Analyfis, by 
putting the Letter a for the Part AE, and the Letter ^ 
for the other Part BE, fo that the whole Line AB, be 

the which being multiplyed by AD or AE, or a. 
comes aa^ab for the ReClangle ABCD, the which is 
equal as you fee, to the Square aa of the Part AE, and 
to the Redangle ab under the Parts AE, BE. Which was 
po be jhewn. 

USE. 

This Propofltion may ferve for the Demonflration of 
the following, and alfo of Prop. 14. and is made ufe of 
upon feveral other occafions, for the ready and eafy de« 
monftration of more difficult Theorems. 

PROPOSITION IV. 
f 

f 

THEOREM IV. 

'The Square of a Line dlmded in two at pleaftire, is equal ts 
the Squares of its two Pas'ts, and to two KeBangles under 
the jame Parts. 

ISay, that the Square ABCD, of the Line AB, cut 
as you will at the Point E, is equal to the Squares of 

the Parts AE, BE, and to two Redangles under the 
fame Parts AE, BE. So that if the Part AE, is for ex¬ 
ample 3 Feet, and the Part BE, 6, fo that the whole 
Line AB be 9 Feet, the Square ABCD, which will be 
Si Feet fquare, becaufc 9 multiplyed by 9 makes 8j, 
is equal to the Square 9 of the Part AE, to the Square 
36, of the other Part BE, and to the two Redangles 
under the Farrs AE, BE, is to fay, to twice 18 or 



Fig. 7- 

Explain d and Demonjlrated. 

PREPARATION. 

Having drawn the Diagonal AC, draw from the 
Point E, the right EF perpendicular to the Line AB, 
and through the Point G, where it cuts the Diagonal 
AC, draw to the fame Line AB, the Parallel HI, the 
which wdth the firft EF, divides the Square ABCD, in 
four Rectangles, to wit, AG, BG, CG, DG. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
1^, t y 

By reafon of the two equal Sides. BA; BC, of the Tri¬ 
angle AB, per confir, the two Angles BAC, ACB, will be 
equal to each other, per 5.1. and each ^yill be a femi- 
right one per 32. i. becaufe together they*-make a right 
one, by reafon of the Angle B, which is a right one, 
Ence it is the Angie of a Square. 

It will be known in the fame manner that the tw^o 
Angles DAC, DCA, of the ReCtangular Ifofcele Triangle 
ADC, are each a femi-right one. From whence it fol¬ 
lows per 32. I. that by reafon of the right Angles E, H, 
I, the Angles AGE, AGH, CGF, CGI, are alfo femi- 
right ones, and confequently equal to each other, and 
per 6. I, that the two Lines AE, GE, are equal to each 
other, as well as the two AH, GH, and as the two GÎ, 
Cl, and again as the two CF, GF. ^ 

Becaufe the oppofite Sides of a Parallelogram are equal 
to each other, per 2^- i- it is eafy to conclude that the 
ReClangle AG, is the Square of the Part AE, that the 
ReChngle FI, is the Square of the other Part BE, and 
that each of the two Rectangles BG, DG, is made under 
the fame Parts AE, BE, and Ence thefe four ReCtangles 
AG, FI, BG, DG, agree with the Square ABCD, it fol¬ 
lows by 8. that they are equal to it. M^hich wm 
be demonjirated. 

S C H O LIÜ M. 

This Propofition may be demonftrated by means of 
the preceding, without the Diagonal AC, to wit, by 
making AH equal to the Part AE, and by drawing from 
the Point E the Line EF, perpendicular to the Line AB, 
^nd from the Point H the Line HI, perpendicular to the 
Lme AP, and by reafoning in this manner. 

The 
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TheReUangle AI, under the Line AB, and the Part 

AE is equal to the Square AG of this Part AE, and to 
the ReUangle El, under the Parts AE, BE, by 3, 
and likewife the R^^tbangle DI, under the fame Line 
AB, and the other Part BE is ^qual to the Square FI, of 
this Part BE, and to the Reftangle DG, under the Parts 
AE, BE s but the two Reftangles AI, DI, are together 
equal to the Square ABCD, as you fee î therefore the 
Squares of the two Parts AE, BE, with the double Re£l- 
angle under the fame Parts AE, BE, are alfo together 
equal to the Square ABCD. Which i»as to be demonfira- 
$ed. 

The Analyfis difcovers and demonftrates alfo at the 
fame time the Truth of this Theorem, for if you put the 
Letter s for the Part AE, and the Letter b fôr the other 
Part BE, fo that the Line AB be by multiplying 
0>^rb by its felf, that is to fay, by you have aa-^2ah 

for the Area of the Square ABCD, where you fee 
that this Area is equal to the Squares hb^ of the two 
Parts AE, BE, and to the double ReUangle lab under 
the fame Parts AE, BE. Which was to be demonftrated, 

USE. 
.w 

This Proportion ferves for the DemonRration of the 
following ones, and principally for the Demonftration 
oîProÿ.i2. It is the Foundation of the Method com- .- 
monly us’d in finding the Square Root of a Number 
compos’d-of more than two Figures. As if the Number 
be 529, you mufl: confider this Number 529, as the Area 
©f the Square ABCD, whereof the Side of the Square 
is fought in Numbers, which is that which is call’d 
Square Rootytht which ought to have in this Example two 
Figures, which’ are reprefented by the Parts AE, BE. 

When you take the fquare Root of 5:, which is equiva¬ 
lent to 500, you have 2 or 20 for the bigger Part BE, 
whereof the Square is 4 or 400, which is reprefented by 
the Square FI, being taken away from 529, which repre- 
fents the Square ABCD, there remains 129, for the 
Gnomon FAI, which comprehends the two equal Rect¬ 
angles FFI, BG, and the Square AG of the Part AE, 
which reprefents the fécond Figure of the Root which is 
fought. s- ' 

To find this fécond Figure, it is conceiv’d that thefe 
two equal Rectangles FH, BG, are fet in the right Line, 
to the end that together they fhould make a fingle ReCt- 
angîe, whereof the Safe will be 4 or 40, to wit, the 

double 
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double of the frfl: Figure found; becaufe this fingle^ig’7* 
Reftahgle, with the Square AG, make a whole Reftangle, 
which is equivalent to 129, if 129 be divided by the 

,doub]e 40, you’ll find 3 in the Quotient for the fécond 
Figuré of the Root which is look’d for, the which con- 
fequently will be equivalent to 20'i-3, or 23 ; and when 
you have multiplyed the Divifor 40 by 3 , and fubftraft- 
ed the Product 120, which is the Sum of the two equal 
Rectangles DG, BG, there remains again 9, for the 
Square AG, fo that from the Remainder 9, you 
ought to fubftraCt again the Square 9, of the fécond 
found Figure 3. 

The indetermin’d S^are aa\'2ah\-bby whereof the 
Square Root a-^-b is fumcient to find the Square Root of 
a Number, as of the fame Number 529; for when from 
this Number 529, you fubftraCt the Square 400, of the 
firft fo*und Figure 20, which the Letter a repreferits, it 
is as if .from aci.\-2ab\bb you have fubftraCted the 
Square aa^ and then the remainder 129 will be reprelen- 
ted by the reft 2ab-\~bb, which Ihews that to find the ' 
fécond Figure, which the Letter h reprèfents, you muft 
divide the Remainder by the double of the firft, by rea- 
fon of Zabi 

COROLLARY I. 

It follows from this Propofition, that the Diagonal of 
a Square divides each of the two oppofite Angles equally 
in two, and that the ReClangles through which it pafleSj 
as EH, FI, are Squares. 

COROLLARY IL 

It follows alfo that of any two Numbers, the Sum of 
their Squares with the double of their ProduCl: makes 
one fquare Number, to wit the Square of the Sum of 
thofe two Numbers. 

PROPOSITION V. 

THEOREM V. 

if a Rîght-Lîne is cut equally and unequally ^ the Re Bangle 
compris''d under the tmequal PartSj with the Square of the 
Part between the two SeBlon Points^ is equal to the Square 
of half the Une. I Say, that if the Line AB, be cut equally in two at p*g 5; 
the Point C, and unequally in two at the Point D, fo 

that the unequal Parts be Af^; DB ; the ReCtangle com¬ 
pris’d 
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% pris’dunderthofe two unequal Parts AD, BD, with the 

Square of the Part CD, terminated by the two fefbion 
Points C, D, is equal to the Square BCEF, of the half 
BC, of the Line AB. 

That is to fay, that if the Line AB is for example 12 
Feet, and its half AC, or BC, confequently the inter¬ 
cepted Part CD, 4, and confequently the great unequal 
Part AD lo, and the little Part BD, 2, the Reftangle 
20, of thofe two unequal Parts ro, 2, with the Square 
id of the intercepted Part 4, is equal to the Square 36 
of the half 6> of the Line AB. 

, "v " PREPARATION. 

Having drawm the Diagonal BE, draw from the Point 
D, the Line DG, perpendicular to the Line AÉ, and 
through the Point I, where it cuts the Diagonal BE,- 
draw the Line KL, perpendicular to the Line DG, and 
thofe two Perpendiculars DG, KL, will divide the 
Square'BCËF into four Reftangles, whereof the two 
Cl, FI, will be equal to each other, by Prop. 4. and the 
two others DK, LG, will be Squares by the fame Prop. 
Raife again from the Point A, upon AB, the perpendi¬ 
cular AH, which meeting the Line KL, extended, in 
the Point H, will be per 34. i. equal to the Line BK, 
or to the unequal Part BD, infomuch that the Reft- 
angle AI, is compris’d under the unequal Parts AD, 
BD, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Reftangles AL, CK, are compris’d 
under equal Lines, they will be equal to each other, as 
well as the two Cl, FI, the which being join’d to the two 
preceding, each to each, Iheweth that the Reftangle 
AI, under the unequal Parts AD, BD, is equal to the 
Gnomon FBL ; and becaufe this Gnomon FBL, with 
the Square GL, of the intercepted Part CD, is equal to 
the Square BCEF, it follows that the Re6h‘ngle under 
the unequal Parts AD, BD, with the Square GL; of the 
intercepted Part CD, is alfo equal to the Square BCEF, 
Which to he demonfirated^ ‘ ^ 

S C H 0^ 
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‘ Fig 8. 

Expïaifid and Demonjlrated^ 

SCHOLIUM. 
You may difpenfe with the Square BCEF, and be Con¬ 

tented with the Re^langle AK, compris’d under the 
Line AB^ and its little unequal Part BD, equal to BK^ 
or AH, and the two perpendiculars have CLj DL to 
have this demonftrated. 

Becaufe the Square of the Line BC is equal by Prop> 4. 
to the Squares of the Lines CD, BD, and to the two 
Rectangles under the fame Lines CD, BD, that is to fay, 
to the double ReCtangle Cl, and that inftead of a Rect¬ 
angle Cl, and of a Square of the Line BD, that is to fay, 
of the Square DK, the lingle ReCtangle CK, or CH, 
its equal may be put ; it is plain that the Square of the 
Line BC, is equal to the Square of the Line CD, and to 
the two Rectangles CH, Cl, that is to fay to the Angle 
Right-Angle AI, under the unequal Parts AD, CD, 
Which was tO'be demonfirated. 

This may alfo be very eaAly demonftrated by Analyfts, 
thus, 

If you put the Letter a for the half AC, or BC, and 
the Letter b for the intercepted Part CD, you will have 

for the greateft unequal Part AD, and a-b for 
the leaft BD : and if you multiply thofe two Parts to* 
gether AD, BD, or a-b, you will have 
£ia —“ bbi for the ReClangle under the fame Parts AD, BD, 
to which adding the Square bb of the intercepted Part 
CD, you will have aa for the Sum of the ReCtangle 
under the unequal Parts AD, BD, and of the Square of 
the intercepted Part CD, the which Sum, as you fee, 
is fully equal to the Square of the half BC. Which wast§ 
be demonfirated, 

USE. ' 
This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Prop. 14. and 

alfo Prop. 35. 3. and to demonftrate the principal Pro¬ 
perties of the Ellipfis, as may be feen in the Treatife that 
we have heretofore publilh’d concerning Lines of the 
cond kind. 

It is the Foundation of all Quadratick Equations, or 
Equations of two Dimenfious, and of the Method that is 
commonly us’d to find the Square Root of a Binomial, 
where one of the Terms is a Rational Number, and the 
Sq.uare of the other alfo a Rational Number. 

This Propofition ferves alfo to demonftrate, that the 
Produtî under the Sum., and the Difference of two unequal 
Plumbersf is equal to the Difference of their Squares j being ’'tis 

evident 
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evident that AD is the Sum, and BD the DiiFerence of 
two Numbers exprefs’d by the Lines AC, CD, and that 
the Excefs of the Square CF, of the greater Number BC, 
or AC, above the Square GL, of the lefler Number CD, 
to wit, the Gnomon FBL, is equal to the Reftangle un¬ 
der the Sum AD, and the Difference BD of the fame 
two Numbers, AC, CD ; behdes that this Reftangle 
hath been found in Letters to be — bh, to wit, the 
Difference of the Squares of the Numbers AC, CD, be- 
caufe the Letter a hath been put for AC, and the Let¬ 
ter b for CD* 

COROLLARY. 

From whence it follows, that the Difference of tw6 
Squares is dî'vîJlbU by the Sum or by the Difference of their 
Sides: which ferves to find by Calculation the Roots of 
Equations of tw^o Dimenfions, as we have -taught to¬ 
wards the end of our Treatife of Lines of the fécond kind. 

It follows alfo that, if to the LroduB of two unequal 
her St the Square of half their Difference be added) there -will be 
produced a fquare Number : to wit, the Square of half their 
Sum ; it being certain that as AC, or BC, is half the Sum 
of the two Quantities AD, DB, fo CD is half their Dif¬ 
ference, becaufe as the greater AD, furpaffes the half 
AC, by CD, fo the lefs BD, is furpafs’d by the fame 
half AC, or BC, by the fame Quantity CD. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

THEOREM VL 

jf a Right^Line be added to another divided equally in two^ 
the ReBangle compris'd under the whole LinCy aitd under the 
added one, with the Square of half the divided Line, is 
equal to the Square of a Line compos'd of the added one, and 
of half the divided one. 

ÎSay, that if to the Line AB, W’^hich is divided equally 
in two at the Point C, the Line BD be added to it, of 

what bignefs you will, the Reftangle under the whole 
Line AD, and under the added one BD, with the Square 
of the half AC, or BC, is equal to the Square CDEF, of the 
Line CD, compos'd of the half BC, and of that added BD. 

That is to fay, that if the Line AB, is for example lo 
Feet, and the added one BD, 2, and confequently the 
half AC, or BC, 5. the compos’d one CD, 7, and the 

wdiols 
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whole one AD, 12; theReftangle 24, under the Line^^s 
AD and the Line BD, with the Square 25, of the half 
BC, is equal to the Square 49, of the Line CD, whicH 
is 7 Feet. • 

PREPARATION. 

Having drawn the Diagonal DF, raife from the Point 
B, the Line BG, perpendicular to the Line AD, and 
through the Point I, where it cuts the Diagçnal DF^ . 
draw the Line KL, perpendicular to the Line BG, and 
thefe two Perpendiculars BG, KL, will divide the 
Square CDEF, into four Rectangles Cl, DI, El, FÎ, . 
whereof the two DI, FI, are Squares by Prop. 4. and the 
two others Cl, El, are equal to each other, by the fame. 
Again, from the Point A, ereCl AH perpendicular to 
AB, which will meet the Line KL, prolong’d at the 
Point H, and will make the ReCtangle AL, equal to the 
Rectangle Cl, and confequently to the ReCtangle El, 
fince thefe ReCtangles have the fame Length and the 
fame Breadth. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If to each of the two equal ReCtangles AL, El, the 
common ReCtangle CK be added, you will have the 
Rectangle AK, equal to the Gnomon EDL, and if re 
each of thefe two equal Quantities, the common Square 
GL be added, you will find that the ReCtangle AK, 
together with the Square GL, that is to fay, the ReCt¬ 
angle under the Lines AD, BD, together with the 
Square of the half BC, is equal to the Square CDEF- 
Which veas to be demonjirated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

This Propofition may alfo be demonflrated very eafily 
by the, new Analyfis, by putting the Letter a for the 
half AC, or BC, and the Letter b for the added Line 
BD, and then will be had 2^, for the Line AB, a\-b^ for 
the Line CD, and 2a \-b for the Line AD, and the ReCl- 
angle under AD and BD will be 2^^+-^^, to which ad¬ 
ding the Square aa of the half BC, you’ll have ^^^-2^1» 
-^-bb for the Sum of the ReCtangle under the Lines AZ>, 
BD, andt)fthe Square of the half BC, which Sum aa-^iab 
•^bb is, as you fee, equal to the Square of the Line CD, 
which is equivalent to a-\-b, becaufe multiplying ah-b 

by 
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by there comes Which was to he dé"^ 
monf rated, 

USE, 

This Proportion ferves to demonflrate Prop. 11. anj 
alfo Prop- 36. 3, and to demonftrate the principal Proper» 
ties of the Hyperbola f as maybe feen in the Treatife of Lines 
êfthe fécond kind, which we have publifh’d heretofore : It 
ferves alfo to refolve Equations of two Dimenhons^ and 
uponfeveral other Occafions, 

COROLLARY 

It follows alfo from this Proportion, that if to the 
ProduB of two unequal Numbers, you add the Square of half of 
their Difference, the Sum will be a fquare Number, to wit, 
the Square of half the Sum of thole two Numbers ; it 
being certain that as AC, or BC, is half the Difference 
of the two Quantities AD, BD, which reprefents the 
two Numbers, fo CD is half their Sum, as will be 
known by adding to the greater Number AD, the leall 
BD, in a Right-Line towards A, to have their Sum^ 
whereof CD will be the half, 

PROPOSITION VIL 

THEOREM VIL 

The Square of a Line dinjided into two Parts at pie a fare, with 
that of the Ofie of its two Parts, are together equal to two 
ReBangles under that Line, and the fame Part, and to the 
Square of the other Part. 

ISay, that the Square ABDE, of the Line AB, cut at 
pleafure, as fuppofe in the Point C, with the Square 

ACLK, of its Part AC, are together equal to two ReU» 
angles compris’d under the Line AB, and the fame Part 
AC, and to the Square of the other Part BC. 

That is to fay, that if the Line AB, is for example 
li Feet, its Part AC, 5, and confequently the other 
Part BC, 7, the Square 144 of the Line AB, with the 
Square 25:, of the Part AC, makes the Sum idp,'equal 
to 120, which is the double Reftangle under tfe Line 
AB, and the fame Part AC, and to the Square 49, af the 
other Part BC, 

P R E- 
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PREP ARA TION. Fig. to; 

Having drawn the Diagonal BE, prolong the Line 
CL to F, and through the Point G, where the Line CF 
cuts the Diagonal BE, draw the Line HI, perpendicu¬ 
lar to the Line CF, and thefe two Perpendiculars CF, 
HI, will divide the Square ABDE, into four Reftangles, 
whereof the two Cl, FH, are two Squares, and the two 
others AG, DG, are equal to each other, by Prop. 4. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If to the two equal Re8:angles AG,' DG, the two 
equal Squares AL, FH, be added, the two equal Reft- 
angles GK, DH, will be 'had, whereof each is com¬ 
pris’d under the Line AB,'and its Part AC, fo that the 
Sum of thofc two equal Reftangles, that is to fay^ the 
Figure DHL is equal to two Reftangles under the Line 
AB, and its Part AC ; wherefore if to each of thefe two 
equal Quantities you add the Square Cl, then will the 
Figure DHL, with the Square Cl, that is to fay, the 
Square AD of the Line AB, with the Square AL, of its 
Part AC, are together equal ‘to two Reftangles un¬ 
der the Line AB, and the fame ' Part AC, and to the 
Square of the other Part BÇ. ‘ Which. teas' h .'demon'^ 
firated. * ■ - . ■ . ■: ri! 

:;r / , - 

^ SCHOLIUM. ' 
I 

This Theorem may be demonftrated by the new Ana- 
îyfis, by putting the Letter a for the Part AC, and the 
Letter b for the other Part BC, and then you will have 
si-\-b for the Line AB, and for the Reftangle un¬ 
der the Line AB, and its Part AC, and the double of 
this Reftangle 'will be 2aa^2ab, to which adding the 
Square bb of the other Part BC, you will have 2aa’^ 
2ab~\’hby for the Sum of the two Reftangles under the 
Line AB, and its Part AC, and of the Square of the 
other Part BC, the which .Sum is equal 
to the Sum of the Square aa\~2ab^^hy, of the Line AB, 
and of the Square m of the firR Part AC. Which teas 
to be dmonjirated. 

\ B V S Ê. 
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THEOREM Vm. ’ 'O. 

if a hÎM eut: in fame Point fleafure ts propos àj and om’of^ 
> its.Parts he added to it y the Square of the rahole Line is equal 

to four KeBangles uûder the'propos'^d Line and mder that 
Party and to the Square of the other Part. 

■ * ■*'* ‘ • 'j! . '• t .. • _ ISay^ that if the Line AB be cut in C; as you pleafe,, 
and you. add to ir the Line BD, equal to thePartp, 

BC ; the Square ADEFj^ of the whole AD, is equal to» 
four Re£l:angles under the Line AB, and its Part BC, or * 
BD, and to the Square of the other Part AC. 

That is to iay, that if the Line AB, is for example:! 
7 Feet, its Part AC 5, and confequently the ,other Part ■ i 
BC or BD 2, and the whole AD 9; the Square 81, of:(; 
this Line AD, is equal to ‘ the Quadruple of the Reftan-. [1 
gle 14, under the Line AB, and the Part BC, or BD, to [ 
wittp 5d, audio the Square 25 of the other Part AC. 

PREPARATION. 

Having drawn the Diagonal DF, raife from the two». 
Points B, C, the^ Lines BG, CH, perpendicular to the* 
Line AB, and through the Points I, K, where they cutf 
the Diagonal DF, draw the Lines LM, NO, parallel toi 
the Line AB ; and the Square ADEF, wilhbe found di¬ 
vided into feyeral Reftangles, among which the fix LH, 
NG, PQ, PO, BQ, BO, will be Squares, whereof the 
four laft PQ, PO, BQ, BO, will be equal to eachi 
other, becaufe their Side are equal each to the Line BC, 
©rBD. ■ , 

" DE- 
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JExplahi^d and Demonfirated^ 

■DEMONSTRATION.’ 
' - Ï 1 ■ 'l, r » , . 

The Rc^angles AK, NP, EK, are equal to each other, 
hecaufe they have one and'the fame Length equal to 
the Line AB, and onCfand the fame Breadth equal to the 
Part BC, or BD ; arid the ReSlangle GI, with the little 
Square BO, make likewife together, a Rectangle equal to 
one of the three preceding, becaufe they are equivalent 
to the Engle Rectangle GQ, by reafon of the Square 
PO, equal to the Sqiiate BO. .Thus you flud precifely 
in the Square ADËF, four Re^angles under the Line 
AB, and its Part BC, or BD, and more than that, the 
Square LH, of the other Part AC. Which wds tQ h 
ptonjlrMed, 

SCHOLIUM. 

t - • 

To demonllrate this Propofition by the new Ana- 
Jyfis,’ put as ufual, the Letter ^ for the Part AC, and 
the Letter b for the other Part BC, or BD, and theii 
you have a-\-~b for the Line AB, ih for the Line CD, 
and a\-ib for the whole Line AD, whofe Square 
^b-\~'/^b is compos’d of the Quadruple ^ab+-^bbf of the 
*ReQ:angle of the Line AB, and of the Part BC, 
or BD, and of the Square aa of the other Part AC, Whîçh 
ioas to be demonfimted, 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to make out feveral Demon- 
^rations in Geometry, and I have made very good ufe 
of it in my Treatife of Lines of the fécond kind, to demon- 
flrate that the Focus of the Parabola is diftant from the 
Vertex of the Parabola, by a Quantity equal to the 
fourth Part of the Parameter. 

• 

COROLLARY L 

It follows from this Propofition, That if to quadruple 
the ProdiiB of any two Numbers, the S(^uare of their Difference 
be added^ the $um yoill he a f^uare Number ^ to wit the 

fi z Square 
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Square of the Sum of thofe two Numbers, it being cer¬ 
tain that the Line AD, is the Sum of the two Numbers 
rejprefented by the Lines AB, BD, and that AC is their 
Difference, by reafon of BC equal to BD. 

COROLLARY IL 

It follows alfo that 45 Square is quadruple to another 
Square y when its Side zs double the Side of that other Square i 
it being evident that the Square CM, whereof the Side 
CD is double the Side BD, of the little Square BO, is 
quadruple that Square BO, becaufe it comprehends four 
equal to it. 

/ PROPOSITION IX. 

i THEOREM IX. 
* \ 

"If a Line be cat equally and unequally y the Squares of the un» 
equal PartSy will be together double the Sum of the Square 
of half the divided Line^ and of the Square of the Part 
terminated by the two Points of -Divijion. 

Tig. is] T Say, that if the Line AB be divided equally in the 
X Point C, and unequally in the Point D, fo that the 
two unequal Parts be AD, BD ; the Squares of thofe 
two unequal Parts AD, BD, are together double the 
Squares of the Lines AC, CD, taken together. 

That is to fay, that if the Line AB, is for example 10 
Feet, the intercepted Part CD, 2, and confequently the 
half AC, or BC, 5, the greateft unequal Part, AD, 7, and 
the lefs BD, 3 ; the Sum 58 of the Squares 49, 9, of the 
unequal Parrs AD, BD, is double the Sum 29, of the 
Squares 25,4, of the Lines, AC, CD, 

PREPARATION. 
1 • 

Raife from the middle Point C, the right Line CE, 
perpendicular to the Line AB, and equal to its half AC, 
or BC, and join the Right-Lines AE, BE. Draw from 
the Point D, the Line DF, parallel to the Line CE, and 
from tlie^ Point F, the Right-Line FG, parallel to the 

Line 
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Line CD, and you’ll have the Parallelogram CDFG, 
whereof the two oppofite Sides CD, FG, will be equal to 
to each other by 34. i. Laftly, join the Right-Lin* 
AF. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
S' , ' ... 

» 

It will be known as in Prop. 4. that each of the acute 
Angles of the two Reftangular Ifofceles Triangles EGA, 
ÊCB, is a femi-right one ; and,confequently the whole 
Angle AEB, is a right one. It appears alfo by 29. î, 
and by 32. i . that the two acute Angles of each of the 
two Reftangular Trianglés EGF, FDB, is a femi-right 
one, and that by 6. j. thofe two Triangles are Ifofceles, 
that is to fay, that the Line EG, is equal to the Line 
^GF, or CD, its equal, and the Line DF to the Line DB, 

Becaufe by 47. i. the Square of the Line AE, is equal 
to the Sum of the Squares of the two Lines AC, CE, 
which are equal to each other by conjir. it follows that 
the Square of the Line AE, is double the Square AC, 
that is to fay the Square of the Line ÀC ; and thus it is 
we flial.1 difcourfe hereafter. It appears like wife that the 
Sq uare ÈF, is double the Square GF, or CD. From 
whence it follows that the Sum of the Squares AE, EF, 
or by 47. I. the Angle Square AF, or again the Sum of 
tJKe two AD, DF, or the two AD, DB, is double the 
Sum of the two AC, CD. Which wof to he demonflrated.. 

SCHOLIUM. 

^To demonllrate this Theorem by the new Analyhs, put 
the Letter a for the half AC, or BC, and the Letter b 
for the intercepted Part CD, the whiqh being added to, 
and taken from the half AC, or BC, you will have 
for the greateft Part AD, whereof the Square is aa^iab 
^hb; and a—h for the leaft Part BD, whereof the Square 
cia—2ah-\-bhheÏTig added to the preceding ^qxiMeaa^-iab 

of the greateft Part AD, you will have 
for the Sum of the two Squares AD, BD, the which is 
double, as you fee to the Sum aa-\- bh^ of the Square sm 
of the half AC, and of the Square of the intercepte.d 
Part CDo Which was to he dmonjiraud- 

U 3 
t ^ 
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USE. 
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Fig. 13.' 
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USE. 
, 1 

This Prôpolïtîon ferves to demonllrate that the 
Squares of the overfed Sine of 'an Angle of 45; Degrees, of the 
njerfed Sine of an Angle, which is the remainder of the prece^ 
dent from a Semi-circle, that is to fay, Degrees, are to¬ 
gether triyU the Square of the Radius. That is to fay, if 
in the Semi-circle ABE, the Centre whereof is C, an4i 
the Diameter is AB, the Arch EB is"45 Degrees, an(i 
that from the Point E, you draw the right Line'ED, 
perpendicular to the Diameter AB; the Squares of the 
Lines AD, BD, which are the verfed Sines of the Arches 
AE, BE, or of the Angles ACE, BCE, are together 
triple the Square of the Radius AC. ’ 

DEMONSTRATION. 
Since the Angle ECD, of the Re£l:angular Triangle 

CDE, is a femi-right one, hy Sup. the Angle CED, will 
bealfo a femi-right one, by 32. i. and by 6.1. the Lines 
CD, DE, will be equal to each other, and the Square 
of the Radius CE, or AC, being by 47. i. equal to the 
Squares of the two equal Lines CD, DE, will be double 
the Square of each. Thus inftead of double the Square 
€D, you rnay take the Square of the Radius AC. 

Becaufe by Prop. 9. the Squares of the Lines AD, BD, 
are together double the Square of the Radius AC, and 
the Square of the intercepted Part CD, if in the Place 
of double the Square of this intercepted Part CD, you 
rake the Square of the Radius AC, which has been de- 
monftrated equal to it, it will appear that the Squares of 
the Lines AD, BD, are together triple the Square AC, 
Which was Po he demonflrated. - ' 

PROjPOSITION X. 

THEOREM X. 
3f one Right-Line hé added to another equally divided, the 

Square of the Line compos'^d of ithe two, with the Square of 
the added one, are together double the Square of half the 
divided Line, and the Square of the Line compos'd, of this 
half, and of the added one. ^ I Say, that if the Line BD be added to the Line AB, 
divided equally in two at the Point C, the Square of 

the whole Line AD, with the Square of The Line added 
BD,. are together double the Square of the half AC or 

.. s' ' ► • B C_ÿ 



Explained and Demonjlrated. ' 
BC, and of the Square of the Line CD, compos’d of the^»g 
halfBC, and ofthe added one BD, . 

That is to fay, if the Line AB,' is for exanïpîe lo 
Feet, and the added Line BD,. 3 , in which Cafe the half 
AC, or BC wilTbe 5, the Line^CD 8, and the whole 
Line AD 13; the Sum 178, of the Square 169, df the 
whole Line AD, and of the Square 9, of the added Line 
BD, will be double the Sum of the Square 25, of the 
half AC, or BC, and of the Squre 64, of the Line CD, 
compos’d of the halfBC, and of the added Line BD. 

PREPARATION. 
■ 'i ' 

-, .'v 

Raife from the Point C the Line CE, perpendicular to 
the Line AB, and equal to the half AC or BC, and join 
the Right-Lines AE, BE. Draw from the -Point D, the 
Line DF, parallel to the Line-CE, and from the Poinc 
E the Line EF, parallel to the Line CD, and you’ll have 
the Parallelogram CEFD, whereof the two oppohte 
Sides CD, EF, will be equal to each other, by 34. i. 
Laftly, prolong the tWo Lines BE, DF, until they meet 
at the Point G, and join the Right-Line AG. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
t 

It will appear as in Prof. 9. that the Angle AEG, is a. 
right one, and it will not be difficult to difçover that 
the two Rectangular Triangles BDG, EFG, are Ifofceles, 
that is to fay, that the Line DG is equal to the Line BD, 
and the Line FG equal to the Line EF, and confequent- 
Jy to the Line CD. 

It will appear likewife, iis iti Prop. g. that the Square 
AE, is double the Square AC, and the Square EG dou¬ 
ble the Square EF, or CD. From whence it follows that 
the Sum of the two Squares AE, EG, or by 47. i. the 
iingle Square AG, or the fum of the two AD, DG, or 
of the two AD, BD, is double the fum of the twa 
AC, CD. which was to be demonjirated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

To demonftrate this Propofition by the new Analyfis, 
put the Letters for the half AC, or BC, and the Letter 
% for the added Line BD ; in which Cafe you will have 

for AB, a^b for CD, and 2i^\’b for the whole Line 
. H4 
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AD^ whofe Square being added the Square 
hb of the added Line BD, the Sum as 
you fee, double the Sum 'iaa'\''2ab\'bb of the Square 
ofthehalfAC, and of the Square m\-2sih~\'hh of the 
Line CD, compos’d of the half and of the added Line. 
Which was to be prov d, " ■ 

USE. 

This froppfition may ferve to demonftrate that, the 
Sum of the Squares of the overfed Sine of an Angle of 6o De» 
greeti and of the ^erfed Sine of an Angle which is the Re» 
mainder of the preceding to a Semi-circk,'that is to faj, 120 
Degreesf is to the Square of the Radiusf as $ to 2. That is to 
fay, in the Semi-circle ABEF, the Centre whereqf is C, 
and the Diameter is AB, the Arch AF is 60 Degrees^ 
and that from the Point F, you draw the right FG, per¬ 
pendicular to the Diameter AB ; the Sum of the Squares 
of the Lines AG, BG, which are the verfed Sines of the 
Arches AF, BF, or of the Angles ACF, BCF, is to the 
Square ofthe Radius BC, as 5 to a, or the Square of the 
Radius BG, is to the Sum of the Squares of the verfed 
Sines AG, BG, as 2 to , 

DEMONSTRATION. 
* . 

Becaufe the Point C is the Centre of the Semi-circle 
ABE, the two Sides CA, GF, of the Triangle ACF, are 
equal to each other ; and the Angles CAF, AFC, will be 
îikewife equal to each other, by 5. and becaufe the 
Angle ÀGF is 60 Degrees by Sup. the two others CAF, 
AFC, will be together 120 Degrees by 32. i. and' con- 
fequently each will be 60 Degrees, becaufe the half of 
.Ï20 is 60. Thus the three Angles of the Triangle AFC, 
wdllbe equal to each other, from whence it follows by 
jprop. 6. that this Triangle is equilateral, and confequent- 
îythePerpendicularFG divides the Bafe AC equally in 
two, becaufe the two Réûangular Triangles AGF, CGF 
^re equal to each other, by 26.1. ' ; 

Becaufe the Line AC is divided equally in two at the 
Point G, and that the Line BC is added to it, it follows 
by Prop. 1 o. that th© fum of the Squares of the whole AB, 
and of the Line added BC, is double the fum of the 
^qu^res AG? BG | and as the line AB is double the line 
BC, the Square AB will be quadruple the Square BC, by 
Ccrod. prop. 8. and the fum of the famé Squares AB, BG 
mil eonffqujqtly qBîî].tupk the Square BC. From 

‘ ^ ' ■'wheriêo 



Explained and Bemonjlrated, loj 
whence it may eafily be concluded, that the quintuple of Fig-15- 
the Square of the Radius BC is double the Sum of the 
Squares of the verfed Sines AG, BG, and thatconle- 
qùently the Square of the Radius BC, is to the Sum of 
the Squares of the verfed Sines AG, BG, as % is to 5, 
Which soas to be demonflrated. ^ ' 

PROPOSITION XL 
- If ♦ ' ' ^ * 

PROBLEM I. 

To cut a ginjen Right»Line in tmJuch Parts^ that the Re&an^ 
gle under the whole and one of its Parts^ be ejual to the 
Sc[uare of the other Part. * 

TO divide the given Line AB in the Point H, for Ex-fî^' 
' ample, fo that the Reftangle under the Line AB, 

and its Part BH, be equal to the Square of the other 
Part AH ; defcribe by Prop. 46. i. upon the Line'AB the 
Square ABCD, and having divided the Side AD equally 
in two at the Point E, fet the Length of the Line EB, 
upon the prolong’d Line AD, from E to F, upon the 
Line AF, defcribe the Square AFGH, which will give 
the Point H required. So that if the Line GH be ex- 
tWded to I, the ReClangle BI will be equal to-the 
Square AG. " ' ‘ ' ■ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line AD, is divided equally in two aç 
the Point E, by conjl. and that the Line AF is added to 
it, it is plain by Prop. 7. that the Rectangle under the 
whole DF and the Line added AF, that is to fay, the 
Reftangle DG, with the Square of the half AE, is equal 
to the Square pF or EB, that is to fay by 47. i. to the 
two Squares AE, AB, taken together ; wherefore if yoit 
take away from each Side' the Square AE, there will re¬ 
main the lingle ReClangle DG equal to the fmgle Square 
ABCD ; and if from thefe two equal Planes you ftib- 
ftfaft the common Refiangle AI, it will appear that çhe, 
Square *AG is equal to the Rectangle BI. Which was to 
be done and demonjlrated. ’ 

^ C H O L IU M. 

This Line AB, thus divided in H, is 
to be cut in mean and i^tream Proportion 

faid by Euclid^ Dcf. 

j and the Parc 
^ BH 



ic6 
Ptf. 3. 6. 

% 

rjg. iO» 

The Elemejits of Euclid Book 11, 
BH IS lefs than the other Part AH ; ’ hecaufe it is lefs 
than AE, half of AB> hy l^eafon of AB Ipfs by Prop., 19. * 
I. than EB, or than EF, ' and by fubftrafting from thofe 
unequal Quantities AB, EF, the equal ones AH, AF, 
there remains BH, lefs than AE. 

USE. 

Among the different Ufes of this Line thus cut, we 
will only fay in this Place that it ferves to infcribe in a 
Circle a Regular Pentagon, and alfo a regular Pentedecagon^ 
that is to fay, a regular Polygon of fifteen Sides, as will 
be taught in Prop. ji. and 16. of Book 4. 

It is likewife very fuccefsfully us’d to find the Sines of 
an Arch of 18 Degrees, becaufe we lhall fhew in Prop.-^ 
30. 4. that the greater Part AH, is the Side of a regular 
Decagon m{cnhû>le in d. CïïcIq, whofe Radius is AB, and 
confequently is the Chord of an Arch of 36 Degrees, 
■whofe half is the Sine of iS Degrees. But to find this 
Chord AH, fuppofe the whole Sine AB, to be 100000 
Parts, and confequently its half AE, will be 5:0000, add 
together the Square 10000000000, 2500000000 of thofé" 
two Lines, and the Sjum 12500000000, will be by 47. i, 
the Square BE, wherefore by taking the Square Root 
of this Sum, you will have 111805, for the Line BE, or 
EF its equal, from whence fubftfafting the Line AE, 
“which is equivalent to 50000, you will have 61803 for 
AF, or for the Chord AH of 36 Degrees, “whofe half 
30901 is the Sine pf 18 Degrees. 

PROPOSITION XII 

THEOREM XL 
in ohufe-angledTriangles, the. Square of the Side, oppofte. to 

the obtuf ? Angle, vs equal to the Sum of the Squares of ths 
two other Sides, and to two KeBangles equal to each other^ 
whereof each is compris''d under one of the two Sides of the 
Sihtufe Angle, and the Part of that produc'd Side, intercepted 
hHween the obtufe Angle and the perpendicular drawn from 
the oppofte Angle upon the fame' Side, 

T Say, if from the acute Angle C, of the Amhlygdn or 
1 obtufe-angled Triangle ABC, you let fall upon its 
produc’d oppofite Side AB, the Perpendicular CD, the 
Square of the Side AC, oppofite to the obtufe Angle B,. 
is equal to the tv/o Squares AB, BC, and to two Reft- 

, angles 



Explained and Demonjîraîed. iCf 
angles equal to each other, each of which is compnsM 
Tinder the Side AB, and the Part BD, terminated by the 
obtufe Angle B, and by the Perpendicular CD. 
' That is to fay, if the Side AB, is for example 4 Feet, 
the Side BC 13, the Side AC, 15, and the Part BD, 5, 
in which cafe the Perpendicular CD will be 12 Feet ; the 
Square 225 of the Side AC is equal to the Sum of the 
Square 16, of the Side AB, of the Square 169 of the Side 
BC, and of 40 the double of the Re^angle 20, under the 
Side AB, and the Part BD, 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Forafmuch as by ^Prop. 4. the Square AD is equal to 
the Squares AB, ÉD, and to two Reftangles under AB, 
BD, if to thefe two equal Quantities you add the Square 
CD, it will appear that the Sum of the two Squares AB, 
CD, or by 47. I. the Hngle Square AC, is equal to the 
Square AB, to the Sum of the two Squares BD, CD, 
that is to fay, by 47. i. to the Square BC, and to two 
Rectangles under AB, BD. Whiâ was to be demonfirated^ 

SCHOLIUM. 

To render the Demonftration of this Theorem plainer,^ 
make upon CD, the Square CE, upon AD, the Square 
AG, upon BD, the Square BF, and upon AB, the Square 
BK, and produce the Side BL, as far as H ; and then it 
will appear that each of the two Rectangles HK, HF, 
is* made under AB, BD, and thofe together with the 
Square BK, and the two Squares BF, CE, that is to fay, 
by 47. I. the Square BC, are equal to the two Squares 

CE, or by 47. j. to the Engle Square AC. 

' U S E 

This PropoEtlon ferves to difcover when there i? m 
obtufe Angle in a Triangle, whofe three Sides are 
known, to wit, when the Square of the Side oppofite 
to that Angle lhall be greater than the Sum of the Squares 
of the two other Sides. 

It is us’d alfo to ’ difcover the Quantity of the Per¬ 
pendicular of an obtufe angled Triangle, when it falls 
without, which always happens when it falls from one 
of the acute Angles, as we havelhewn in prop. 17. This^ 
Perpendicular, as CD, will be found by the means ot 
S:he three known Sides of the Triangle ABC, Thus, 
, . . Becaufe 

i 
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Bccaufe we have fuppos'd the Side AB 4 Feet, the Side 

BC 13, and the Side AC ijr, the Square of AC wUl he 
225, the Square of AB will be id, and the Square of BC> 
will be idp, the Sum of thefe two laft, id, idp, will be 
1^5, the which being fubftrafted from the fir ft 22 j, there 
will remain 40, whofe half 20, will be the Rcâangle 
under AB, BD V wherefore if ^ou divide this ReUangle 
20, by itsBréadth AB, which is fuppos’d 4 Feet, you 
will have 5 Feet, for its Length BD, whofe Squared 25, 
being taken from the Square idq, of the Side BC, there 
will remain 144, for the Square of the Perpendicular 
CD, by 47. I. wherefore if you take the Square Root 
of this remainder, 144, you will have 12 Feet, for the 
Perpendicujar CD, , , 

PROPOSITION XUL 

THEOREM XU, 
« 

fn any ReSitUnear Triangle whatfoefoer^ the Square of the Side 
eppojite to an acute jingle^ with two ReBangles comprised 
under the Side u^on which falls the perpendicular from the, 
oppofte Angle, and under the Part comprised between the 
perpendicular and the acute Angle, is equal to the Sum of the 
Squares of the two other Sides, ' ’ ' *' - 

ISay, if in the Triangle ABC, the Angle B is acute, 
the Square of the Side AC, oppofite io that acute 

Angle B, with two Rectangles compris’d under the Sidè 
AB, and the Part BD compris’d between the acute An¬ 
gle B, and the Perpendicular CD, which falls from the 
Angle C, oppofite to the Side AB, is equal to the Suni 
of the Squares of the two other Sides AB, BC. ^ 

That is to fay, if the Side AB, is for example 14 Feet, 
the Side BC, 13, the Side AC, 15;, and the Part BD, 5, 
in which cafe the Perpendicular CD will be 12 Feet, 
the Sum ^6$ of the Square 225" of the Side AC, and 140 
the double of the Reftangle 70, under AB and BD, is 
equal to the Sum of the Square 196 of the Side AB, and 
oftheSquare idq of the Side BC. * r,.; 

DEMONSRATiON. 

Becaufe that by Prop. 7. the Sum of the two Squares 
AB, BD, is equal to the Sum of the Square AD, and to 
the doubleReâangîes under AB, BD, if you add to each 

sidi 
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Side the-Square of the Perpendicular CD, it will appear Rg. r?- 
that the Sum of the Square AB, and of the two Squares 
BD, CD, that is to fay, by 47. i. of the Square BC, is ' ^ 
equal to the Sum of the two Squares AD, CD, or by 
47..!. of the fingle Square AC, and of the double Rect¬ 
angle under AB, BD. Which was to be demonfir at ed, 

SCHOLIUM. 

To render the Demonftratlon of this Theorem plainer^ 
deferibe upon AB the Square AE, upon BD the Square 

^DG, and produce the Side GH as far as I, and the Per¬ 
pendicular CD as, far as K ; and then ’twill appear that 
each of the two ReClangles DE, AG, is made ivider the 
Lines AB, BD, and that the Reftangle IK is the Square 
of the Line AD. We lhalltake then the Square AD, for 
IK, and the double of the Reftangle under the Lines 
AB, BD, for the Sum of the two DE, AG; and as this 
Sum, with the Square IK, is equal to the Square AE, 
and to the Square DG, becaufe in the Sum of the two 
Reftangles DE, AG, the Square DG is taken twice, if 
to each Side you add the Square CD, it will appear that 
the Sum of the double Reftangle under AB, BD, and of 
the two Squares AD, CD, that is to fay, by 47. i. of the 
fingle Square AC, is equal to the Sum of the Square 
AB, and of the two Squares BD, CD, or by 47, 1. of 
the fingle Square BC. 

USE. 

This Propolition ferves to difeover when a propos’d 
Angle is acute in a Triangle, whofe three Sides is known, 
which will happen when the Square of the Side oppofite 
to that Angle, is lefs than the Sum of the Squares of the 
two other Sides. 

It isufed alfo to find the Length of the Perpendicular 
of a Triangle, when it falls within, which will always 
happen, when each of the two Angles of the Safe fliall 
be acute, This Perpendicular, as CD, will be found by 
means of the three known Sides of the Triangle ABC, 
thus, 

Becaufe we have fuppos’d the Side AB 14 Feet, the 
Side BC 13, and the Side AC 15, the Square AB 196, the 
Square BC will be 169, and the Square AC will he 22st 
the which being fubllrafted from the Sum 3(^5 of the 
two firft 196, 169; there will remain 140, whofe half 
70, is the Rectangle under AB, BD ; wherefore if you 

divide 
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divide 70 by 14, which is AB, you will have for BD, 
the Square whereof 25, being fubftra£i:ed £rp,m th© 
Square 169 of thé Side BC, the remainder 144 will be 
the Square of the Perpendicular Go, by 47. i. Where¬ 
fore the fquare Root 12 of this Remainder 144,' will be 
the Quantity of the Perpendicular CD. , f ; 

PROPOSITION XIV* 

PROBLEM II. 

' To reduce a È.îghtMn d Figure gî'ven into a Squared 

AS a Right-lind Figure may be reduc’d into a Re£î:« 
' angle hy Prop. 45. i, it is évident that to rèduce ai 

Rîght-lin’d Figure propofed into a Square, you need 
only know how to reduce a given Reftangle into a 
Square, as ABCD, thus, 
' Having produc’d one of the Sides, as AB to E, fo that 
the Linè EE be equal to the other Side BC, and having 
divided the whole Line AÇ into two equal Parts in the 
Point F, defcribe from this Point F, through the two 
Points A, E, the Semi-circle AGE, and produce the 
Side BC, as far as G. The Line BG will be the Side of 
a Square equal to the propos’d Reftangle ABCD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Forafmuch as the Line AE is cut in two equal Parts 
in the Point F, and into two unequal Parts in the Point 
B, the Reftangle under the unequal Parts AB, BF, that 
is to fay, AC, with the Square of the intercepted Part 
FB, is by Prop. $. equal to the Square FE, or FG, that is 
to fay, by 47. i. to the two Squares BF, BG, wherefore 
taking away the common Square BF, there remains the 
Reftangle AC, equal to the Square BG, Which was to b$ 
done and demonjirated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

Without producing the Side AB, divide it into two 
equal Parts in the Point I, and defcribe from this Point 
Î, through the Points A, B, the Semi-circle AKB, and 
having taken the Line AH equal to the Side AD, draw 
from the Point H, the right HK, perpendicular to the 
Side AB, and through the Point K, where the Circum¬ 
ference AKB is cut by the Perpendicular HK, draw to 
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the Point A, the Right-Line AK, whofe S(2uare will be 
equal to the Rectangle ABCD. 

; ^ DEMONSTRATION, 

Becaufe the Line AB, is cut into two equal Parts ira 
the Point Ï, and into two unequal Parts in the Point 
the Reftangîe under the unequal Parts AH, BH, with 
the Square of the intercepted'Part HI, will be by Prop. 
equal to the Square of the half AÏ, or IK, that is to fay, 
by 47. I. to the two Squares HK, HI ; wherefore if you 
take away from each Side the Square HI, there will re¬ 
main the fingle'ReQ:angle under the Lines AH, BH, 
equal to the hngle Square HK, and if to each of thefe 
two equal Planes you add the Square AH, it will appear 
that the fum of the Reftangle under the Parts AH, BH, 
and of the Square AH, that is to fay by Prop. 3, the pro¬ 
pos’d Redangle AEGD, is equal to the fum of rhe two 
Squares AH,,^HKp or by 47. i- to the fingle Square 

' AK. Which was ]to he done and demonjîr at ed. 
The Point H may happen to coincide with the Point 

I,, to wit, whèh ' the ^ Length AB ihall be double the • 
Breadth AD> in.phieh cafe the Line HÎ, will be'equal 
to o, which alters the Demqriilfation fo very little, that 
it is unneceflary to fay mofebf it. ^ . ‘a . 

USE. 
- A ' 

This PropoUtion fervesfor the Refolution of Prop. 25, 
C* where this Problem is found 'refolv’d more generally. 

. » 
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I 

The THIRD BOOK of 

EU C LI D’s Ë i, E M ENT â. 

EUcIid explains in this Book the Natüre and Pro¬ 
perties of the moft perfeft Figure of all, which 
is the Circle, by comparing the feveral Lines 

which may be drawn as well within as without its Cir¬ 
cumference, by the different Angles which are form’d 
there, and by the Contafts of a Right-Line, and of the 
Circumference of a Circle, or of two Circumferences 
of Circles : and he gives the firft Principles of the In- 
llruments which are ufed in Jjirmomy, and in other 
Arts, which are hardly to be done without the Circle, 

DEFINITIONS, 

I. 

Ecfud Circles are thofe whofe Diameters, or Semi* 
diameters are equal to each other, 

IL 

ÎUÜV 
Fig. X. 

Rlght-Llne is faid to touch a Circle, when it meets 
the Circumference of that Circle without making an 
Angle with it, that is to fay, without cutting it, or 
without entering within, being produced as Ah, and is 
call’d a Tangent. 

III. 

It is faid that î'ÿo C'mUs touches om anotherj when 
their 

/ 
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'Exphir^d and T>emonJîrated, ' l 

çiieir Circumferences meet witHomt cutting ëaçh other, Fk; 
gsAandB, ^ 

j « 

IV, 

It is faid that tW9 Rîght’^Lînes are equally dînant from the 
Centre of a Circle^ when the two Perpendiculars draw'ti 
from the Centre upou thofe two Cines, are equal to 
each other, Thm V/ir known that the two Lines AB, CD, Figs H 
(ire equally difant from the Centre E, becqufe their PerEendicU'» 
hr$ EFj are equal to each other» 

V. 
The Segment of a Circle, Is a Fart of a Cîrçîe termina*? 

Cedby aRight-Line and by a Part of the Circumfe/ ®*^ 
fence of the fame Circle : as ABC, or ABD, 

It is evident that when a Right-Line AB lhalî p^fs 
through the Centre of a Circle, the two Segments AÇB, 
ADB, will be equal to each other, becaufe each will be 
a Semi-circle, But as we have already faid in Def 8, i, 
we commonly underftand by the Segment of a Circle, a 
Part of the Circle greater than a S^emi-pircle, as AÇB, gç 
Ms, as APB? 

Vh 

The Angle of a Segment, is the mîxtiîînear Angle form’d Ffg. ij 
by the Circumference of a Circle and the Right-Line, 
which terminates the Segment. Thus faid that 
the Angle of the Segment ACB, is the mixd Angle BAC % 
and the Angle of the Segment ADB, is the miti 4 Angle BAD^ 
pr ABD. 

It is evident that the Angle of a Segment lefs than a 
Semi-circle is Acute? that the Angle of a Segment equal 
to a Semi-circle is a Right-one, and that the Angle pf 
a Segment greater than a Semi-çircle is pbtufeo / 

VIL 

T'hs Angle in a Segment, is an Angle comprehended hy Fig. 
two Right-Lines, which begin from any Point in the 
Arch of the Segment, and end in the two Extremities 
of the Right-Line, which ferves for the Bafe to that 
Segment. T'hus it is [aid that the KeBilinear Angle ACB Is 
In the Segment ABC A, and thqt the ReBilineqr >4^glf 
/j in the Segment AWA? 
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5» It is evident that the Angle ACB, which is in the 

greater Segment ABC A is lefs than the Angle ADB, 
which is in the lefs Segment ABDA. It is faid that the 
Angle ACB is fubtended by the Arch ADB, and that in 
like manner the Angle ADB is fubtended by the Arch 
ACB. It is alfo faid that a Segment is capable of fuch 
an Angle, when the Angle in the Segment is equal to 
that Angle. 

VIII. 

Similar Segments of a Circle are thofe which are ca¬ 
pable of equal Angles. 

It may be faid in the fame manner that tke fimllay^ 
Arches of a Circle^ are thofe upon which are form’d equal 
Angles at the Centre, or at the Circumference : ' and we 
call that an Angle at the Centre which is made at the 
Centre of a Circle, or of a Regular Polygon, which is 
the fame as that of the circumferib’d Circle. 

The SeBorof a Circle is the Part of a Circle, termina- 
Kgi 6. hy two Semi^diameters, and by a Part of the Cir- 

cumfeience of a Circle: as the Figure ABCD, or the Fi¬ 
gure ABED. 

The two Radij AB, AD, muft not make one and the 
fame Right-Line, becaufe inftead of a Seftor would be 
a Semi-circle. So that a SeUor of a Circle is necelTa- 
rily greater or lefs than a Serni^cirde, as ABCD, or 
greater as ABED. 

X. 

7* It is faid that a §luadrilateral Figure is Inf crib'd in a Circle ^ 
when each of its angular Points touch the Circumfe» 

' rence of the Circle, as ABCD. 

PROPOSITION I. 

PROBLEM I. I 

Fo find the Centre of a ginjen Circle. | 

TO find the Centre of a Circle^ the Circumference 
whereof is ADEE, draw within any Line what- B 

ever as AB, and having divided it equally in two at the, 
‘ Point C, draw through this Point C, the right Line DE, 

per- 
I I 
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perpendicular to the Line AB ; and becaufe in this per-l^late u 
pendicular CE, the Centre of the Circle is to be found, 
there needs no more than to divide it equally in two at 
the Point F, which will be the Centre required, as we 
lliall demonftrate, by fhewing that the Centre of the 
Circle muft be in the Perpendicular DE. 

P R E P A R A T I O N„ 

Let us fuppofe that the Centre of the Circle is G, with» 
out conlidering where that Point G falleth, and let us 
draw from this Point G, to the two Extremities A, 
of the Line AB, and through its middle Point C, the 
Right-Lines GA, GB, GC. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Becaufe the two Triangles AGC, BGC are equal to 
each other, by 8. i. hnce they have the common fide 
GC, the fide G A, equal to the fide GB, by Def. of the 
Circle, and the fide AC, equal to the fide BC, by conflr. 
the Angle GCB, will be equal to the Angle GCA, and 
thus each of its two Angles will be a right one, and con- 
fequently equal to the Angle DCB, which is alfo a right 
one by conftr. So that the two Angles DCB, GCB, being 
equal to each other, the Line CG falleth upon the Line 
CD, and confequently the Centre G is in CD, or DE. 
Which was to he de?nonJirated, 

COROLLARY. 

It follows from this Propofition, that the Centre of a 
Circle is found in a Right-Line, which divides another 
Right-Line drawn in the Circle at Right-Angles, and 
into two equal Parts, 

Ü S E. 

This Propofition ferves for the following ones, which 
do fuppofe every where that the Centre of a Circle 
fought for is found. 
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PROPOSITION II. 

THEOREM I. 

'a Right-Line drawn through two Pointsj taken at pleafurs 
in the Circumference' of a Circle, is entirely within the 
Circle, 

ÎSay that the Right-Line AB, drawn through the two 
Points A, B, taken at Pleafure in the Circumference 

€>f a Circle, the Centre whereof is C, is quite within the 
Circle : that is to fay, that any Point whatever of this 
Line, as D, is nearer the Centre C, than one of the two 
Points A| B, which are in the Circumference. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Having drawn the Right-Lines CA, CB, CD, it will 
appear that fincethe Point C is the Centre of the Circle, 
the two Lines CA, CB, are equal to each other, and that 
by f. Î. the two Angles A, B, are equal to each other; 
and becaufethe Angle ADC, is exterior with regard to 
to the Triangle BDC, it is by i6, i. greater than the in¬ 
terior oppoiite one B, or than A its equal ; wherefore by 
19.1, the fide CA will be greater than the fide CD, and 
the Point D, confequently nearer the Center C than the 
Point A. Which was to be demonjirated. 

COROLLARY. 

It follows from this Propofition, that a Right-Line 
doth not touch the Circumference of a Circle but in 1 
cm Point, becaufe if it Ihou’d touch it in two, it might: 
be drawn from one of thofe Points to the other, and fa» 
w©u*d enter within the Circle, and confequently cut: 
its Circumference, and not touch it. ) 

USE. I 
. 

This Propofition ferves for feveral of the following; 
ones, which fuppofe that a Right-Line drawn from one; 
Point CO another Point of the Circumference of a Circle, ’ 
falls quite within thç Circle ; and it is upon this Foun¬ 
dation, one may demonilrate that a Sphere touches 
Plane in ene Point only. I 

P R O-S 
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Explain’d and Demonjlrated. 

PROPOSITION. III. 

THEOREM II. 

I 

Plate 

if uhe Diameter of a Circle divides into two equal Parts, m 
Right-Line which pajfes not through the Centre, it will cut 
it at Right-Angles ; and if it cuts it at Right-Angles^ it 
will divide it into two equal Parts. 

ÏSay firfl, that if the Diameter CD of the Circle 
ACBD, cuts the Line AB, which does not pafs thio’ 

the Centre F, into two equal Parts in the Point E, each 
of the two Angles CEA, CEB, will be right ones. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If you draw the Radij AF, BF, It will appear by f, 
I. that the two Triangles FEA, FEB, are equal to each 
other, by reafon of the common Side EF, of the Radius 
AF, equal to the Radius BF, by Def of the Circle, and of 
the Line AE, equal to the Line BE, by Sup. Wherefore 
the two Angles AEF, BEF, will be alfo equal to each 
other ; and confequently right ones. Which was u ht 
demonfiratsd. 

I fay in the fécond Place, that if the Diameter CDj 
be perpendicular to the Line AB, fo that each of »the two 
Angles which are made at the Point E, be right ones^ 
the Line AB will be divided into two equal Pam iu 
the Point E, that is to fay, the Sides AE, BE, of the 
two Redangular Triangles AEF, BEF, will be equal to 
each other, as appears by 26. t, by reafon of the two 
equal Angles A, B, by 5. i. and of the common Side 
EF, Emilarly pohted, or of the Side AF equal to tfc 
Side BF. ' 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves for the DemonUration of Pr^p. 
4. 14. & 55. and is us’d in Trigonometry, to demonflrate 
that the Chord of an Arch is double the Sine of the half 
of that Arch: as here, that the Chord AB, is double the 
Sine AE, of the Arch AD, which is equal to the half 
of the Arch ADB, as it may be feen eafily by Prop. 28, 
by drawing the Chords AD, BD, which are equal to each 

^ ' I 3 others 
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Plate I. other, becaufe the Square AD, is by 47. i. equal to the 
^'8- 9- two Squares AE, DE, or BE, DE, and that the Square 

BD, is alfb equal to the fame Squares BE, DE, by 47. i, 
&c. or without referring to Prop. 28. it is known that in 
the equal Triangles, AEF, BEF, the Angles AFE, BFE, 
are equal to each other, and that confequently the Arches 
AD, BD, which meafure ’em, . will be alfo equal to each 
other. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

THEOREM III. 

Troo Right-Lines cuttmg each other in a Circle, in one Point 
which is not its Centre, do not cut one another eofually. 

V)g\ ii? T Say, that if in the Circle ADBC, the Centre whereof 
I is F, the two Right Lines, AB, CD, do interfeft in 
a Point E, different from the Centre F, thefe two Lines 
AB, CD, do not cut each other into two equal Parts, 
that is to fay, although the two Parts of the one, as AE, 
BE, may be equal to each other, the two Parts of the 
other CE, DE, cannot at the fame time be alfo equal to 
each other. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since it is fuppos’d that the Line AB, is divided 
equally in two at the Point E, if you draw^ through this 
Point E, and through the Centre F, the Diameter GH, 
the Angle FEB, will be a right one, by Prop. 9. where¬ 
fore the Angle FED, will be Acute j fo that if from the 
Centre F, the Line FI is drawn perpendicular to the Line 
CD, this Perpendicular FI, will divide, hy Prop, 4. the 
Line CD equally in two at the Point I, which will be 
different from the Point E, Since then the two Parts 
Cl, DI, are equal to each other, the two CE, DE, will 
be unequal.' Which was to be demonjîrated» 

\ 
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PROPOSITION V. 
plate I, 
Fig* 

✓ 

THEOREM IV. 

T'XO Circles which cut each ether, have different Centres. 

I Say, that the Centers E, F, of the two Circles ABC^ 
ABD, which cut each other in A, are differentj fo 

that they do not coincide together. 

PREPARATION. 

Join the two Centres E, F, by the Right-Line FD, 
without confidering whether this Line FD, be extended 
and continue it until it cuts the Circumferences of two 
Circles at the Point CD. Again, imagine the Right- 
Lines EA, FA, drawn. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by Dejin. of the Circle, the Line FA is equal to 
the Line FD, or FC-\'“CD, and the Line EA to the Line 
EC, orFC"l"EF, the Difference of the two Lin^s FA^ 
EA, will be equal to the Difference of the two FC-hCD, 
FC'F EF, that is fo fay, of the two CD, EF, and be» 
caufethe Line CD is a real one, the Difference of the 
two Lines FA, EA, will be alfo real, and the two Cen¬ 
tres E, F, will be confequently different. Which was U 
he demonfirated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

We have chang’d Euclid's Demonflration, to a direct 
one, becaufe the indirefl ones do not enlighten the 
Mind fo well. Neverthelefs as this Demonftration de¬ 
pends upon fome Axioms as yet unmention’d, we lhall 
here explain in few Words Euclid's Demonftration, 
which feems to me more eafy foif Beginners. 

If the two Centres E, F, did coincide together, lb 
that the Centre E, be common to the two Circles AB'C, 
ABD, each of the two Lines EC, ED, wou’d be equal 
to the fame Line EA, by Def. of the Circle, and confe¬ 
quently thefç two Lines EC, ED, wou d be equal to each 
ether, that is to fay, the Part wou’d be equal to the 
whole, which is abfurd, &c. 

USE; 
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ïiiîs ï^ropofitioh férves to dembnftraîté, tîiat ti^d 
Circumferences of a Circle cannot cut one another bu^ 
in two Points, as you will fee in Prof, lo. 

PROPOSITION VL 

THEOREM V. 

Circles vshich hüth one mother vèithîni ha^e not one and 
the fame Centre. 

ÎSay, that if the two Circles ABC, ADE, touch at 
-the Point A, they have not one and the fame'Centré, 

as for Example F, 

PREPAjflATiOtC. 

braW froM the ftippos’d cômmon Centre F, to thé 
Point of Contaft A, the Right-Line FAj and another 
Right-Line whatfoever FD, cutting the Circumference 
fhè great Circle at the Point D) and the Circumference 
of the little One at the Point Bi ; 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If the Point F, were the common Centre to the two 
Circles ABC, ADE, the two Lines FB, FD, wou’d bè 
equal each to the fame Line FA, and confequently equal 
ÎO each other, which is impoffible, becaufé the Line ‘FD 
is eflentially greater than the Line FB. It is therefore 
impoffible that the Point F, ffiou’d be the common Cen« 
tretothe two Circles ABC> ADE. Which teas to be de^ 
monfirated. \ 

SCHOLIUM. 

Euclid dembnilrates this Propofition only in the Caffi 
when the two Circles touch one ariorher within, 
becaufe it is evident, that when they touch without^ 
they cannot have one and the fame Centre. 

• »• 

Ü S E.' 

This Propofition fervcs to dembnftrate Prop. ij.& lii 
which fuppofe that Circles which touch one another 
within or without, have different Centres^ ^ 

' ^ “ i? ft. o- ■ 
-, 

V 
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PROPOSITION m t'*' . '1 ■ ;■ 

THEOREM VI. 

^ffoin a Point other than the Centre, taken at pïeàfure Upot$ 

the Diameter of a Circle, he drawn fcveral Right-Lines t& 

the Circumference, the greatefi of all the Lints is that Parp 

ef the Diameter wherein the Centre is, and the leaf is the re* 

tnainder of the Diameter. 4s for the other Lines, the nearefi 

to that which ÿajfes through the Centre is greater than another: 

'which is more remote from it .* and more than two equal 

Right-Lines cannot he drawn from that fame Point, on one 

'Side and the other of the leaf or of the greateffl. , 
i ' ■ ' 

ISayfirft, that if tipon the Diameter ABi you take any 
' where, but on the Centre D, of the Circle AG, BF, 

^ Point at pleafure, as C, and if you draw feveral Right- 
Lines to the Circumference, as CE, CF; érc. the Line 
CB, wherein the Centre D is found, is the greatefl of 
aih for example greater than the Line CE, ‘ 

DÉMONSTRATION. 

Ëecaufe of the Triangle CDÈ, the two Sides CD, DÊ, 
taken together, are greater than the third CE, by 20. i, 
and the two CD, DE, are together equal to the Line 
CB, by rcafon of the Radius DE equal to the Radius 
DB, hj! Def. of the Centre, it follows that the Liiie CB is 
greater than the Line CE. Which was to be demonfirated. 

It may be demonftrated in like manner, that the Line 
CB is greater than the Line CF, and than any other 
Line, which can be drawn from the Point C. 

I fay in the fécond Place, that the Line CA, which |s 
the remainder of the Diameter AB, is the leaft of aîî^ foV 
example lefs than the Line CF. 

Î2Ï 

Plate u 
Bg, Ï4, ^ 
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Plate I. 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

By drawing the Radius DF, it will appear as before, 
that in the Triangle CDF, the two Sides CD, CF, taken 
together are greater than the tliird DF, or DA, wherefore 
if you fubftraft CD from each Side, it will appear that 
the Line CF is greater than the Line CA. Which vcm to 
be demortftrated. Thi>s alfo is feen from the following 
Demonftratiom 

I fay in the third Place, that the Line CE, which is 
nearer the greatcR CB, is greater than the Line CF, 
which is further from it. 

demonstration. 

Becaufe the two Sides CD, DE, of the Triangle CDE, 
are equal to the two Sides CO, DF, of the Triangle 
'CDF, and the compris’d Angle CDE is greater than the 
compris’d Angle CDF, the Bafe CE will be by 24. i. 
greater than the Bafe CF. Which rcm to he demonjlraied. 

Laftly, I fay that from the fame Point C, there cari- 
not be drawn m,ore than two equal Lines to the Cir-' 
cumference, as for example CF, CG, upon fuppofition 
that the Angles CDF, CDG, on both Sides are made 
equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
1 

Becaufe the two Sides CD, DF, of the Triangle CDF, are 
equal to the two Sides CD, DG, of the Triangle COG, and 
the compris’d Angle CDF equal to the compris’d Angle 
CDG, the Safes CF, CG, will be equal to each other 
by4. r. and as all the Lines which may be drawn on 
both Sides, will be either nearer CB, or more remote, 
and tonlequently greater or lefs than CF, or CG, it fol¬ 
lows that there can be but two equal Lines drawn from 
it. Which renmin d to be demov^Tcited. 

USE. 

This Propofition is us’d in Astronomy^ to demonRrate 
the different Diflances of a Planet from the Earth, and ■ 
to fhew that it is the moft diftant from the Earth, that 
it can be, in its true Afogceum^ and as near the Earth as it 
can poflibjy be, in its true Perlgceum. 

. P R 0« 
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PROPOSITION VIIL 

12? 
Place I. 

fig. iS. 

THEOREM VII. 

if from a Point taken at pleafurcj without a Circle^ you dram 
any Number of Right-Lines y terminating in the Concave 
Circumference of the Circle, the greatef of all is that vohich 
paffes thro'' the Centre ; and that rchich is nearer it, is greater 
than another vohich is further of. On the contrary, ofthcfe 
Lines mhich fail on the Convex Circumference, that which 
being produc d pafes through the Center, is the leaf of all ; 
and that which is nearejl it, is lefs than another which is 
more remote. Lafly, take it either way, the lefs or the 
greater, there cant he drawn from that fame Point above 
two Right-Lines equal to one another. 

"T underftand by the Concave Circumference that 
V V which regards the infide, and by the Convex Cir-’ 

cumference, that which' regards the outfide. This being 
fuppos'd, I fay firft, that if from the Point C, taken at 
pleafure without the Circle AFBG, you^draw feveral 
Right-Lines meeting the Circumference as well Con¬ 
cave as Convex ; the Line CB which palfes thro’ the 
Centre D, is the greateft of all thofe which come to 
the Concave Circumference, for example greater than 
than the Line CE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by drawing thé Radius DE, you have the 
Triangle CDE, the two Sides whereof CD, DE, are to¬ 
gether greater than the third CE, by 20, i. and becaufe 
the two Sides CD, DE, are together equal to the Line 
CB, by reafon of the Radius DE equal to the Radius DB, 
by Def of a Centre i it foJlov/s that the Line CB is greater 
than the Line CE. Which was to be demonflrated. In the 
fame manner may be demonftrated that the Line CB is 
greater than the Line CF, and than any other that fhall 
be drawn from Point C. 

I fay, fecondly, that the Line CE, W'hich is nearer 
the greateft Line CB, is greater than the Line CF, which 
yo further ofE 

D E- 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

By drawing the Radius DF, it will appear that fince 
the two Sides CD, DE, of the Triangle CDE, are equal 
to the two Sides CD, DF, of the Triangle CDF, and 
that the compris’d Angle CDE, is greater than the com¬ 
pris'd Ang le CDF, the Bafe CE will be by 24. i. greater 
than the Bafe CF. Which roas to he depioHjlrated. 

I fay, in the third Place, that the Line CA, which be¬ 
ing produc’d palTes thro’ the Centre D, is the leaft of 
thofe that canbe drawn from the Point C to the Convex 
Circumference, for example lefs than the Line CL 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by drawing the Radius DÏ, you have Trr- 
. angle CID, the two Sides whereof Cl, DI, taken toge¬ 

ther, are greater than the Sid^ CD, by 20. i. by ta¬ 
king away the equal Lines Dl, DA, it will be found 
that the Line CA is lefs than the Line CL Which was to 
he d^monjirated. 

I fay, in the fourth Place, that the Line Cl, which is 
nearer to the leaft. Line CA", i$ lefs than the Line CH, 
which is further oif ‘ " .. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
» • 

By drawing the Radius DH, it will appear by 21, r. 
that the two Sides Cl, DI, of the Triangle CID, are to¬ 
gether lefs than the two CH, DH, taken together ; 
wherefore by taking away the equal Sides DI, DH, it is 
plain that the Line Cl is lefs than the Line CH. W^ich 
was to he démontrâted. 

I fay, fifthly, that from the fame Point C, you can 
draw bùt two equal Lines to the Concave Circumference, 
for example CE, CG, by fuppofing there be made on 
each Side the two equal Angles CDE, CDG. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Sides CD, DE, of the Triangle CDE, 
are equal to the two Sides CD, DG, of the Triangle 
CDG, and the compris’d Angle CDE, equal to the com¬ 
pris d Angle CDG, the Bafes CE, CG, will be equal m 

each 

( 
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èacîî* Other by 4. i. And as all the Lines which can he 
drawn one Side or the other, will be* either nearer to or 
further from CB, and confequently greater or lefs than 
CE, or than CG ; it follows that no more than two 
equal Lines can be drawn from thence. Which -was to be 
demonjlrated. 

Laftly, I lay» that from the fame Point C, only two 
equal Lines can be drawn as far as the Convéx Cireum*» 
ference, for example, CÏ, CK, fuppofing on each Side 
the two equal Angles CDI, CDK be made. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Sides CD, DI, are equal to the two 
Sides CD, DK, and the compris’d Angle CDI of the 
Triangle CID, equal to the compris’d Angle CDK of 
the Triangle CKD, the Bafes Cl, CK, will be equal to 
each other, by 4. i. and a third equal one can’t be 
drawn, becaufe according as it approaches more or lefs 
to the Line CA, it will be greater or lefs. Which re¬ 
main d to be demonfirated. 

COROLLARY. 

. It follows from this Proportion, that the greateft of 
the Right-Lines that can be* drawn from the Point C, to 
the Convex Circumference of the Circle AFBG, is that 
which touches this Circumference, as CL, which touches 
it in L. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

THEOREM VIII. 

The Point from whence three equal Lines may be drawn to the 
Circumference of a Circle, is the Center of that Circle. 

THis is a Confequence from Prop. 7. where it has been 
demonftrated, that from a Point which is not the 

Center of a Circle, you can’t draw to its Circumference 
more than two equal Lines, and this Propohtion is put 
here only to demonllrate the following, ' 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION X. 

T H E O R E M IX. 

The Circumferences of two Circles interfeB only in two Points^ ' 
i ^ ! IT is evident that the two Circles ABC, ADC, may i; 

cut each other in two Points, as A, C ; becaufe if the 
Point E, is for example, the Centre of the Circle ABC, j 
the Lines EA, EC, drawn from this Centre E, to the | 
Points A, C,> will be equal to each other : and as the i 
Point E can’t be the Centre of the Circle ADB, by Prop>, \ 
5. You have another Point E than the Centre of'the \ 
Circle ADB, from which may be drawn to its Circum- ■ 
ference, the two equal Lines EA, EC, which is poffible 
hy Prop. 7. where we have demonftrated that there can’t 
be drawn from the Point E, to the Circumference of the : 
Circle ADB, more than two equal Lines; from whence 
it may be concluded, that the two Circles ABC, ADC,, 
can’t likewife cut each other in above two Points. Which 
was to he demonjirated. 

USE, 

This Proportion ferves, as we have already faid in 
T>echales‘‘s Euclid, to Ihew that Equations of two Dimen- 
fions, which may be all refolv’d by the Interfeftion of 
two Circles, have but two Roots, llnce the Circumfe¬ 
rences of two Circles cannot interfeâ: but in two Points. I I 

i 

PROPOSITION XL 

THEOREM X. 

jf two. Circles touch each other within, the Pight-Line drawn ; 
' thro’ their Centres, being produc d, will pafs thro the Point ^ 

where they touch. I 

*1 Say, that if thro’ the Centres F, G, of the two Circles 
I ABC, ADE, whofe Circumferences touch each other 
within, you draw the Right-Line EG, and produce it, 1 
till it cuts the exterior Circumference ADE in A, and the 
interior ABC in H; thefe two Circles will touch each.i. 
other in the Points A, H, that is to fay, thefe two 

Points^ii 
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point A, H, do coincide, fo that their Diftance AH is 
infinitely little, and reduc’d to nothing. ' 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Centre F, any Right-Line whatever 
FD, which cuts the exterior Circumference in the Point 
D, and the interior in the Point B, and join the Right 
LineBD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Sides FG, FD, of the Triangle FDG, 
are together by Prop., "lo. i. greater than the third GD, or 
G A its equal, by taking away FG from each Side, it will 
appear that the Line FD is greater than the Line FA, 
and then by taking' away the two equal Lines FB, FH, 
it will at laft be found that the Line BD is greater than 
the Line AH, what diflance foeverthis Line BD is from 
the Point of Contaft : and as the Line BD approaching 
more and more to the Point of Contaft, becomes Rill 
iefs, fo that at the Point of Contad ’tis reduc’d to no¬ 
thing, and yet remains greater than the Line AH, it 
muft necelTarily be that this Line AH is reduc’d to no¬ 
thing, and that in the Point H, or A, where the two 
Circles ABC, ADE touch each other. Which to hs 
(îcmonflrated. 

S C FI O L I U M. 

We have here given a direct DemonRration, which 
confequently is different from that of Euchd, as you fhall 
fee, after we have faid, that if you produce the Line FG 
on the other Side towards E, the greatefi; DiRance CE of 
the two Circumferences ABC, ADE, is double the Di- 
Ranee FG of their Centres, becaufe if to the two equal 
Lines FA, FC, or FA, FG-1"CG, be added the common. 
Line FG, it will appear that the Line GA, or GE is 
equal to iFGR-CG, wherefore by taking away CG, it 
will alfo appear that the Line CE is equal to double the 
Line FG. 

I fay then, that if the tw’o Circles ABC, ABE, touch Fig* 
each c^her within at the Point A, the Right-Line drawn 
through the Centre F of the Circle ABC, and through 
the Centre G of the Circle ADE, being continu’d, will 
pafs through the Point of Contact A, fo that it cannot 
go for example to Point D. 

DE* . 
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DEMON ST R'AT ION. 

For by drawing the Radij FA, G A, it will appear 
50. I. that in the Triangle GFA, the two Sides GF, FA,, 
taken together, that is to fay, GF, pB, or the fingle 
Fine GB is greater than the third Side GA, or GD„) 
which is impoflible ; it is like wife impoflible that the*'! 
Line FG, being produc’d, Ihould pafs through any otherr 
Point than the Point of Contact A. Which yeas to he de^v 
monftrated. ■ , ^ ’ 

USE, 
i 

This Propofition ferves to deferibe the Circumferenceji 
of a Circle, which touches the Circumference of anotherc! 
Circle in a given Point ; as if the Point A be given im 
the Circumference of the given Circle ADE, and youii 
draw from the Centre G, of the giveit Circle, throughli 
the given Point A, the RighNLine AG, upon which youi 
may chufe at pleafure a Point as F, for the Centre of th§?! 
Circle which will touch in A the propos’d Circle ADE, 

^ PROPOSITION XII. 

THEOREM XL I 

jf the Circumferences of two Circles touch each other without, thé 1 

Rîght’-Lîne drawn through their Centres, will^afs through 
the Point where they touch each other, ^ | 

I Say, that if thro’ the Centres G, H, of two Circles j 
ABC, DEF, whofe Circumferences touch each other 

without, you draw the Right-Line GH, which cuts the 
Circumference ABC at the Point A, and the Circumfe? 
rence DEF at Point D ; thefetwo Circles will touch each i 
other in the Points A, D, that is to fay, thefe two I 
Pcihts A, D, coincide, fo that their diftance AD i§ 1 
reduced to nothing. li 

PREPARATION. ! 

Draw thro’ the Point Î, taken at pleafure without the J 
two Circles ABC, DEF, and thro’ their Centres G, H, 
the Right-Lines’GI, HI, which will cut the two Cir^ i 
cumfeierces ABC, DEF, in two Points, as B, E. 

DE» f 
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Plate 2, 

DEMONSTRATIO N. 

Becaufe the two Sides GI, HI, of the Triangle GHI,are 
together greater than the third Side GH, by 20. i. If you 
take from one Side the two Lines GB, HE, and from th^ 
other Side the two G A, HD, which are equal to the two 
preceding, it will appear that the Sum of the two Lines 
IB, IE, is greater than the Line AD ; and as this Sum 
becomes lefs in Proportion as the Point I is nearer to the 
Point of Contact, fo that it is reduc’d to nothing at the 
Point of Contaft, and yet remains greater than the Line 
AD ; this Line AD muft necelTarily be reduc’d to no¬ 
thing, and the Point A, or D, be where the two Circles 
ABC, DEF, touch eaçh other. Which to be demons 

firated* 

SCHOLIUM. 

If this demonRration, which we have render'd dlreO: 2©’ 
as much as^ poflibly we cou’d, dops not pleafe you, fol¬ 
low that of Euclid, which is indircft, as you’ll fee. 

I fay then, if the two Circles ABC, BDË, touch each 
other without at Point B, the Right-Line GH, drawn 
thro' the Centres G, H, of thofe two Circles, will pafs 
thro’ the Point of Contaft B, fo that it can’t cut the 
Circumference ABC, BDE, for example at the two 
Points A, D. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

For by drawing the Radij BG, BH, it will be found 
by 20. I. that in the Triangle GBH, the two Sides GB, 
HB, or the two GA, HD, are together greater than tho 
third Side GH, which being impoffible, it is likewife 
impoffible for the Right-Line GH, which joins the Cen¬ 
tres G, H, of the two propos’d Circles, to pafs any 
where but thro’ the Point of Conta^. Which to 
demonfir at ed,, 

USE, 

This Proportion and the foregoing ferve to demon- 
ftrate the following, which fuppofes that a Right-Line 
drawn thro’ the Centres of two Circles that tohch each 
other, does pafs thro’ the Point ofContaB, that is to fay? 
thro’ the Point where they touch each other. 

k; 
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The 'Elements, of, Euclid Book lit 

PROPOSITION XIII. 

THEOREM XII. 

Tm Ctrcumfermces of Circles touctj each other mlf in OM 
Pointj whether it be within or withoutt 

I Say, firft; that if the two Circles ABC, ABD, touch 
each other within at the Point A, they cannot touch 

again in another Point, as B., 

PREPARATION 

Draw thro’ the Centre E of the Circle ABC, to thé 
Centre F of the Circle ABD, the Right-Line EF, which 
being produc’d will pafs thro’ the Point of Contaft A, 
hy Prop. 11, and draw thro’ the fame Centres E, F, to the 
ether fuppos’d Point of Contact B, the right Lines BE, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

It is known by 20 , i. that in the Triangle BEF, the 
Sum of the two Sides EB, ÉF, or EA, ÉF ; or the Tingle 
Line FA, wou’d be greater than the third Side FB, which 
being impoffible, becaufe FA, FB, are equal Radij, it is 
alfo impoffible that the two Circles ABC, ABD, which 
touch each other at the Point A, ffiou’d touch again at 
Point B. Which was to be demonfrated. 

1 fay, in the fécond place, that if the two Circles ABC, 
ABD, touch each other without, at Point A, they can’t 
touch again in another Point as B. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Having made a Preparation like the foregoing, it will 
be found by 20. i. that in the Triangle EBF, the Sum of 
the two Sides EB, FB, or EA, FA, that is to fay, the 
hngle Line EF, is greater than the third Side EF, which 
being impoffible, it is in like , manner impoffible that the 
two Circumferences of the Circles ABC, ABD, which 
touch each other at the Point, A, ffiou’d again touch at 
the Point B. Which was to be 'demonjirated. 

' » 
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SCHOLIUM. , , 
, plate 2. 

There may be added to the Demonftration of each of 
thefe two Càfes, that if the two Circumferences ABC, ' 
ABD, cou’d touch at Point A, and again at Point B, the 
Right-Line drawn through the Centres F, G. ought by 
Prop. II. 12. to pafs thro’ each of thefe two contact 
Points A and B, which is impoflible. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 

THEOREM XIII. . 

Equal Klght-hims drawn in a Circle, are equally dijlanp fro?ji^^ 
the Centre ; and thofe that are equally disant from the 
Centre, are equal to each other. 

T Wo Lines are faid to he in a Circle, when they are 
terminated each way in the Circumference, as AB, àî’ 

CD ; and I fay, firft, that if thefe two Lines AB, CD, 
are equal to each other, they are equally remote from the 
Centre E ; that is to fay, by Def. 4. if from the Centre 
E, be let fall the two Perpendiculars EF, EG, which 
will divide them equally in two at the Points F; G, hj 
Prop. 3. thefe two Perpendiculars EF, EG, will be equal ^ 
to each other. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
I 

Having drawn the Radij, EA, EB, EC, ED, it will 
appear by 18. i. that the two Ifofceles Triangles AEB, 
CED, are equal to each other, and that confequentJy 
the two Angles B, C, will be alfo equal to each other; 
fo that by 26. 1. the two Sides EF, EG, of the two 
Retbangular Triangles EFB, EGC, are in like manner 
equal to each other. Which was to be demonjirated. 

I Say, in the fécond Place, that if the two Lines AB, 
CD, are equally remote from the Centre E, that is to 
fay, if their Perpendiculars EF, EG, are equal to each 
other, thefe two Lines AB, CD, are likewiië equal to 
each other, which we fhall demonftrate, if we Ihew that 
their halves BF, CG, are equal to each other. 

D E- 
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Elements of Euclid Book III. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by 47. i, the Sum of the Squares BF, EF, is 
equal to the Square of the Kadius BE, or CE, and that 
in like manner the Sum of the Squares CG, EG, is 
equal to the Square of the fame Radius EC ; thefe two 
Sums will be equal to each other | wherefore by taking 
away the equal Squares EF, EG, there will remain the 
foigk Square BF equal to the Engle Square CG, and con- 
fequencly the Line BF equal to the Line CG, and the 
double AB equal to the double CP. Which was u 
dmmijlrAted. 

USE. 

This Fropofition ferves to demonftrate, that all the 
Perpendiculars, let fall from the Centre of a regular 
Polygon upon each of its Sides, are equal to one another, 
becauie this Centre is the fame as the Centre of the Cir¬ 
cle circumfcrib’d, as you will better perceive, when you 

read the 4th Book, which treats of regular Polygons 
kifcrib’d and circumfcrib’d round a Circle. We fhall 
liketviie make ufe of this PropoEtion, to demonftrate a 
Cafe of the following ; and it may likewife be ufed to 
demofîErate that lt_fer Circles which are equally difiant from 
the Centre of the Sphere j are equal to each other. 

PROPOSITION XV, 

THEOREM XÎV. 

if femeraî Right-Lmes be drawn in a Circle, the greateji of aU 
is the Diameter, and that which Is nearefi the Centre, is.- 
greater than that which is further of. 

ÎSay ErE, that the Diameter AB of the Circle, whofe 
Centre is L, is the greateft of all other Right-Lines 

tbat can be drawn in this Circle, for example greater 
than the Line CD, which is not a Diameter. 

D E M O N S T R A T I O N. 

If you draw the two Radij LC, LD, then by 20. i.in 
the d nangle CLD, the S'lim of the two Sides LC, LD, 
or LA, LB, that is to fay, the Line AB, is grearer than 
îihe third Side CDo Which was to be demonflrated. In the 

fame 
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fame manner ’tis demonllrable that the Diameter AB is Hat® 2, 
greater than any other Line whatever, that can be 24* 
cirawn in the Circle thio’ a Point which is not the 
Center. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, that the Line EF, which 
IS more remote from the Centre L, than the Line CD^ 
is lefs than that Line CD, which is nearer it. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Centre L, the Line LG, perpendicu¬ 
lar to the Line CD, and the Line liH perpendicular to 
the Line EF ; and as this Line LH is greater than the 
Line LG, becaufe its fuppos’d' that the Line EF, is far¬ 
ther from the Centre L, than the Line CD, take the 
LineLO equal to the Line LG, and draw thro’ the Point 
O, in the Line LH, the Perpendicular IK, which will 
be equal to the Line CD, by 14. Laftly, Draw the 
Radij LI, LK, LE, LF. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
Î 

Becaufe the two Sides LI, LK, of the Triangle IL3C^ 
are equal to the two Sides LE, LF, of the Triangle ELF, 
and that the compris’d Angle ILK, is greater than the 
compris’d Angle ELF, the bafe IK, or CD its equal, will 
be greater than the Safe EF, by 24. i. Which 
maînd to be demonjîrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate in the Sphere, 
that the fmall Circles which are further off, from the 
Centre of the Sphere, are lefler, becaufe their Diameters 
are Jefler, 
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The Elements of Euclid 

PROPOSITION XVL 

THEOREM XV. 

The perpendicular Line drawn thro* the Extremity of the Dia» 
meter of a Circle y is wholly without the Circle‘y and every 
other Right-Line drawn between it y and the Circumference 
of the Circle cuts it y and enters within it'. 

JSay, firft, that if thro’ the extremity A of the Dia* 
meter AB, of a Circle whofe Center is E, you draw 

the Line CDj perpendicular to the fame Diameter AB ; 
that Perpendicular CD is quite out of the Circle, fo that 
any Point whatever of this Perpendicular CD, as Hj is 
more remote from the Centre E than the Point A. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If you draw the Right-Line EH, you will have the 
Refirangular Triangle EAH, whofe Elypotenufe EH is 
greater than the Side EA, by 19. i. becaufe it is oppoEte 
to the Right-Angle A, which is the greateft by 32. i. 
Whence it follows that the Point H, is further from 
the Centre E than the Point A, which is in the Circum¬ 
ference, and that confequently the Line CD is quite 
without the Circle, fo that it touches the Circle in the 
Point A. Which was to he demonf rated. 

I fay, fecondly, that from the Point of Conta£l: A, 
there can’t be drawn below the Tangent CD, any Right- 
Line, for inllance AF, which does not cut the Circum=» 
ference of the Circle ; and which does not enter into it. 

PREPARATION. 

I-etfall from the Centre E, on the Line AF, the Per=> 
pendicular EG, which will cut the Line AF in fome 
Place below the Point A, as in E, by reafon of the acute 
Angle EAF- 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Angle G is right, it will be the greateli 
of the Angles of the Triangle EGA, by 32. i. and by 
jÿ. !.. the Hypochenufe EA will be greater than the Side 
BG. Whence it follows that the Point G is nearer the 

‘ ■ ' , -• . Ceiitro 
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Centre E than the Point A, and fo the Line AF, cutsî^!ate2. 
the Circle, and enters it. Which remain d to be demon-^^^* 
(Irated. 

SCHOLIUM. 
The Commentators of Euclid add to this PropolitioHs» 

that xhe: Angle of the Semi-circle, namely, that which the 
Diameter of a Circle makes with its Circumference, as 
EAI, is greater than any Reftilineal Acute Angle what¬ 
ever ; which is evident from our Definition of the An¬ 
gle, by the which it is known that the mixM Angle 
EAI is equal to the right-liifd Angle EAC, which is a 
right one. 

They add likewife, tho’ unneceffarily, that CAT, 
which they have very improperly cûTà. Angle of Cont 
is lefs than any right-lin’d Angle Whatever, and that 
confequently it is reduc’d to nothing, which is likewife 
evident, becaufe that is hot an Angle, as we have ob¬ 
serv’d inDef p. I. 

USE. 

This Propodtion ferves for Prop. 33. and likewife to 
draw a Tangent thro’ a Point given in the Circumfe¬ 
rence of a given Circle ; as if the Point A be given, 
you mull draw thro’ this Point A, to the Centre E, the 

, right AE, to which on the fame Point A ereft the Per¬ 
pendicular AD, which will be the Tangent requir’d. We 
ihall teach in the following Propofltion the manner of 
drawing a Tangent, thro'a Point given without the Circle»’ 

PROPOSITION XVII. 

PROBLEM II. 
> 

From a gpjen Point mthout a given Circle, to dfato a RighK 
Line 'which touches its Ctrcumfevence. TO draw from the given Point A, without the given Fig. 25 

Circle ECG, whofe Centre is B, a Right-Line, 
which touches the Circumference ËCG ; Draw thro’ the 
given Point A, to the Centre B, the Right-Line AB, 
which here ^cuts the Circumference ECG, in the Poinc 
C, through "which draw to the Line AB, the indefinite 
Perpendicular CD, which will be terminated in D, by 
the Circumference of aCircle defcrib’d from the Center B , 
thro’ the given Point A. Laftly, draw from the Center B, 
thro’ the Point D, the right BD„ and thro’ the Point E, 
where it cuts the Circumference ECG, draw to the givjn 
PoijR A; the right AE; which will becheTangent requ-r’d. 

K 4 D 
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The Elements of Euclid Book IIB 

DÉMONSTRATION* 

It is plain by 4, i. that the two Triangles BAE, BDC, 
are equal to each other, becaufe they have the two Sides 
BA, BE, equal to the fWo Sides BD, BC, and the com» 
mon. compris’d Angle B, wherefore the Angle BE A will 
be equal to the Angle BCD> which being right, the Ail» 
gle BEA will be alfo right, and by Prop. 16. the Right» 
Line AE will touch the Circle EGG in the Poinp E. 
Which was to he done and demonjirated. i 

USE. 
■ 

The Ufe of Tangent Lines is very frequent in TV/^o- 
mmctry; as well Spherical as KeBilineal ; as alfo in D/o/- 
trkh-, to determine the points of Reflexion upon a curved 
Surface, as well Concave as Convex. ’Tis likewife 
made ufe of in Dyailing,, for the Defcription of the Baby-- 
Ionian and Italian Hours ; and in Navigation, where w© 
take a Tangent-Line for our Horizon when we obferve 
the Height of the Sun, or fome other Star. ’Tis alfo 
Very commcdioufly made ufe of in Speculative Geometry^ 
for the §luadrature of Curves, whereof you have an Ex¬ 
ample in the flrft Theorem of our Planimetry, which will 
ferve for the §luadrature of the Circle, and of the Parabola 
We fliall lay down in Prop. 31. another more eafleM©'^ 
thod to draw Tangents., 

PROPOSITION XVIIL 

THEOREM XVI. ' 

W Right-Lkic drawn from the Centre of the Circle, to a Point 
where another Right-Line touches its Circumference, is pef-- 
pendicular to that ot^er Right-Line, 

I Say, that if the Right-Line CD^ touches in the Point 
A, the Circumference of the Circle AIB, whofe Cen¬ 

tre is E; the Right-Line AE drawn thro’ the Point of 
Contaft A, and thro’ the Centre Ej is ^perpendicular to 
the Tangent-Line CD. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

For if the Line EA is not perpendicular to theTan- 
jgent-Line CD, it will make with it on the one Side 

an 
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àtï Acute-Angle, àhtl oh the other an obtufe one : if forex-î’b^^ 2. 
ample you wou’d have the Angle EAC obtufe, you may 
cut off the Right-Angle EAF, by the Line AF, which 
in this cafe being perpendicular to the Diameter AB^ 
will touch the Circle at the fame Point A, where his 
fuppos’d that the Line CD touches it by Prop, 16. and fo 
being quite out of the Circle, you may draw between the 
Tangent-Line AC) and the Circumference AIB, a Right- 
Line, which is contrary to the fécond Cafe of the Prop, 
î6. Therefore there is no other Line perpendicular to 
the Diameter AB, than the Tangent Line CD. Which 
was t0 bs dmonjirmed, 

^ SCHOLIUM. 

This Proportion may yet be demonftrated feveral 
tîtlier ways, among the reft I have chofen the following, 
which feems to me the plaineft and eafieft of all. 

If the Line EA is not perpendicular to the Tangent- 
Line CD, let it be EH, fo that the Angle H be a right 
one, in which cafe this Angle H will be the greateft of 
the three Angles of the Triangle EAH, by 3 2. i. and by 
J[9. I. the Side EA will be greater than the Side EH, 
and the Point H will be within the Circle, and fo the 
Line CD will not be a Tangent-Line. There is not: 
therefore any other Line perpendicular to the Tangent- 
Line CD, but the Diameter AB.* Which was to be defnon'- 
firmed. 

This Demonftratlon is not direO:, but it may be made 
direft, by faying that lince the Line CD touches the 
Circumference AIB, at the Point A, all its Points are 
further diftarit from the Centre E than the Point A, and 
thus all the Right-Lines which fliall be drawn from the 
Centre E, thro’ alfthefe Points, will be larger than the 
Line EA, the which being the Ihorteft of all, ought to be 
perpendicular to the Tangent-Line CD, by 8. iP&c. 

^ USE. 

This Propofitlon ferves for the Demonftration of the 
following, and likewife of Prop, 32 and 3d. 
? 

PRO.; 
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The Elements ^Euclid -.BooklII, 

PROPOSITION XIX. 

THEOREM XVII. 

'a Perpendicular drawn ^0 a Right-Line which touches u G/f»» 
de^ at the Point of Contad^ paffes thro' the Centre, 

ÎSày, that if the Line AB, touches at the Point C, the 
Circumference of the Circle CDE, and if thro’ the 

Point of Contaft C, be drawn the Right-Line CF per» 
pendicular to the Tangent AB, the Centre of the Circle 
CDE is in the Perpendicular CF, or which is the famt 
thing, this Perpendicular CF palTes thro’ the Centrer “ 

- i ■ ■ 1 

D E M O N S R A TI O N. 

For-if it is fuppos’H that the Centre of the Circle is la 
G, and that you draw the Right GC, it will be perpen¬ 
dicular to the Tangent AB, by pp^^. 18. and becaufethe 
Right-Line CF is alfo perpendicular to the Tangent AB, 
by Sup, the two Angles BCF, BCG, being right ones, 
will be equal to each other, and the Line CG, will con- 
fequently agree with the Line CF. Whence it follows 
that the Centre of the Circle will be in the Line CF, 
Which was to be demonjirated, 

PROPOSITION XX. 

THEOREM XVIIL 

Tie Angle at the Centre is double the Angle at the Circumfe^ 
fence of a Circle, when thefe two Angles jland on one and 
the fame Arch, 

THe Angle at the Circumference, fo call’d, is that Whole 
forming Lines are in a Circle, and whofe angular 

Point is in the Circumference of the fame Circle, as BAG, 
one of whofe Sides may be in a Right-Line with the 
Sides of the Angle at the Centre BDC, as in Fig. 29, Or its 
two Sides may inclofe the Angle at the Centre, as in 
Fig. 28. Or one of its two Side‘s may cut one of the 
two Sides of the Angle at the Centre, as in Fk. 30. In 
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Explain^! and Eemonftrated. 159 
all thefe Cafes, I fay, that the Angle at the Centre BDC Pjate 2»’ 
is double the Angle at the Circumferenee BAC. 28. 

Demonfir at Îon of the fir ft Cafe, 

Becaufe the Angle in the Centre BDC is exterior with plate il 
. refpeft to the Ifofceles Triangles ADB, it is by 32. I'.Eig, 2i>* 

equal to the two oppolite interiors A, B, which being 
equal to each other by 5. i. it follows that the Angle 
at the Centre BDC is double the Angle at the Circum¬ 
ference BAC. Which was to be demonfirated, 

Demonfiratton of the fécond Cafe. 

Having drawn from the Angle A, thro’ the Centre 
the right ADE, it will appear as before, that the Angle ^0» 
BDE is double the Angle BAE, and the Angle CDE 
double the Angle CAE. Whence it follows that the 
whole Angle BDC is double the whole Angle BAC, 
Which was to be demonfifated. 

Demonfiration of the third Cafe, 

Having in like manner drawn the right ADE, it will 
alfo be found as before, that the Angle BDE, is double 
the Angle BAE, and that the whole Angle CDE, is 
double the whole Angle CAE. Whence ’tis eafy to 
conclude that the remaining Angle CDB, is double the 
remaining Angle CAB, Which was to -be demonfirated, 

USE. 
iFig" an 

This Proportion ferves for the following, and may be 
.of ufe in dividing a given Angle into two equal Parts, 
as BAC, to wit, by defcribing from the angular Point A, 
the Semi-circle DEE, and by drawing the right EF, 
which will make at F an Angle equal to half of the pro¬ 
pos’d BAC, becaufe the Angle A is made at the Centre, 
and the Angle F at the Circumference, and both Band 
upon the fame Aj'ch DE, 

PPvO. 
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PROPOSITION XXI. 

THEOREM XIX. 
Plate il 

52» 33^ The Ægïes whkh are in one and the fame Segment of a Circle,f , 
are equal to each other. 

THere may happen two Cafes, becaufe the Angles may'»' 
be in a Segment greater than a Semi-circle, or in a 

Segment lefs than a Semi-circle. They may likewife be? 
in a Semi-circle ; but this third Cafe will be demonftra- ■ 
ted as the fécond 5 wherefore we fliall fpeak only of the: 
two firft. 

3:2- I fey therefore, firfl:, that the two Angles D, C, whichi 
are in the Segment ABCD, greater than a Semi-circle^, 
are equal to each other. ' *■ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

By drawing from the Centre E, the two Radlj, EA,, 
EB, it will appear by Prop. 20. that each of the two An-- 
gles at Circumference C, D, is equal to half of the* 
Angle at the Centre AEB, and that confequently thefé ’ 
two Angles C, D, are equal to each other. Which was 
to he demonfrated. 

I fey, in the fécond Place, that the two Angles C, D, 
which are in the Segment ABCD, lefs than a Semi-circlcj 
are equal to each other: 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Angles CAD, CBD, are in the Seg¬ 
ment CBAD greater than a Semi-circle, they are equal 
to each other by the preceding Cafe ; and becaufe the two 
oppofite and vertical Angles AED, BEC, are alfo equal 
to each other, by 15. i. it follows by 32, i. that the 
Angles ACB, ADB, are equal to each other. Which 
maind to he demonfrated. 

V S E„ 
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USE. 
4 , 

Ask is taken for a Ptinciple in Opks, That a Lineg|g^3^^ 
appears always equal, when it is feen under equal An¬ 
gles, itismanifeft from this Propoiltion, that the Line 
AB ought to appear equal, being feen from the Points 
C, D, or any other Point whatever of the Arch ADCB, 
fince thus it is always feen under equal Angles. 

This Propofition ferves alfo for the following ; and tes 
deferibe a great Circle whofe Centre cannot be had» 
which is extreamly ufeful in the Defeription of great 
Aftrolabes, which are made by the Principles of the 
Stereographical Projeftion of the Sphere ; and likewife 
to give a Spherical Figure to Copper Tools, on which 
Glades for Telefcopes are to be ground and polilh’d* 
This great Circle is deferib’d mechanically thus. ’ 

To deferibe for example, a Circumference of a Circle, 
thro’ the three given Points A, B, C, you are to form 
upon Iron, or fbme other folid Matter, an Angle ACB, 
equal to that which contains the Segment ABCD, and 
having put in the Points A, B, two Iron-Pins very firm, 
you muft move the Triangle ACB, the Sides whereof 
CA, CB, ought to be fufficiently long, fo that the Side 
CA touches the Pin A, and the Side CB the Pin B, and 
then the Point A will deferibe by this Motion the Cir¬ 
cumference ADCB. 

Becaufe the Inverfeof this Propofition is likewife true, 
it may be of very good ufe to draw through a given 
Point a Line parallel to a given inacceflible Line on the 
Ground, as you lhall fee. 

Through the given Point C, to drav/ a Line CE parai-Fig. 31.’ 
lei to an inacceflible given Line AB upon the Ground, 
meafure with a Graphometre, or other wife, the Angle 
ACB, and choofe upon the Ground the Point D, fo that 
the Angle ADB be equal to the Angle ACB, to the end 
that the four Points A, C, D, B, be in a Circumference 
of a Circle. After that, make at the Point C, with the 
Line CB, the Angle BCE equal to the Angle ADC, 
draw the Right-Line CE, which will be parallel to the 
given Line AB, by 29. i. becaufe the Angle BCE is 
equal to its alternate Angle ABC, equal by 21. to 
the Angle ADC, fince each ftands on the fame Arch 
AC, &c. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XXII. 

THEOREM XX. 

The two ôppojîtê Ajîglet of a ^adrilateral Figure infcrifd in d 
■ Circle, are taken together equal to two Right-Angles. 

J Say, that the two oppofite Angles BAD, BCD, of the 
Quadrilateral ABCD infcrib’d in a Circle, are taken 

together equal to tv/o right ones, that is to fay, they are 
equal to the three Angles of a Triangle, namely of the 
Triangle BCD, which taken together are equivalent to 
two right ones, by 32. i. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
If you draw the two Diagonals AC, BD, it will appear 

by Prop. 21. that the Angle BDC, is equal to the Angle 
BAC, which Rands upon the fame Arch BC, and that in 
like manner the Angle DBC is equal to the Angle DAC, 
which Rands upon the fame Arch CD: Whence it fol¬ 
lows that the whole Angle BAD is equal to the Sum of 
the two Angles BDC, DBC ; wherefore by adding the 
common Angle BCD, it will appear that the Sum of the 
two oppofite Angles BAD, BCD, is equal to the Sum of 
the three BDC, DEC, BCD, that is to fay, to two right 
ones. Which was to be demonfirated. 

SCHOLIUM. 
To be the more convinc’d of the Truth of this Theo¬ 

rem, you may confider that fince by Prop. 20. the Angle at 
the Circumference is but half the Angle at the Centre, 
which is meafur’d by the Arch that fubtends thefe two 
Angles, it follows that the Angle at the Circumference 
BAD, contains but half the Degrees of the Arch BCD, 
and that in like manner, the Angle BCD contains but 
half the Degrees of the Arch BAD, and that confequent- 
ly thefe two Angles EAD, BCD, contain together but 
half the whole Circle, or 360 Degrees, that is to fay, 
they make together 180 Degrees, or two Right-Angles. 
Which was to be demonf rated. 

USE. 
This Propofition ferves to demonRrate Part of Prop. 

31 and 32. 

PRO- 



Explain'd and î)emonfirated. Î45 
Plate 3. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. 

THEOREM XXL 

Jimllar Segments of a Circle, defcrWd on one and the fame ' 
Right-Line3 are e^ual to each other. 

ISây, that if the two Segments of a Circle ABCA, 
ABDA, are alike, fo that they comprehend the equal 

Angles ACB, ADB, they will be equal to each other, 

PREPARATION. 

Imagine the Segment ADB, applied on the Segment 
ACB, turning it towards C, round the common Bafe 
AB ; and then you will find that thefe two Segments 
do not exceed each other ; that is to fay, the Circum¬ 
ference ADB will fall no where but on the Circumfe¬ 
rence ACB ; and if you wou’d have it reach AEB, pro¬ 
duce the Line AC as far as E, and join the Ri'ght-Lins 
BE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since you wou’d have the Ségment AEB, be the fame 
as the Segment ADB, which is fuppos’d equal to the 
Segment ACB, the Segment AEB muft too be equal 
to the Segment ACB ; and confequentJy the Angle E be 
equal to the Angle ACB, pr Def. 8. which being im- 
poflible, becaufe the Angle ACB exterior, is greater than . 
the op^ofite interior E, by i6. i. it is alfo impoffible 
that the Segment ADB fhould fall any where but on the 
Segment ACB. Whence it follows 'that the two Seg¬ 
ments ACB, ADB, are equal to each other, V/hkh veas to 
h dmonftrated. 

P R G- 
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PROPOSITION XXIV. 

THEOREM XXII. 

Tw9 like Segments of a Ctrchy eiefcrih'd upon two et^ual Lines]] ' 

are equal to each other. 

Ï^ay, that if the two Bafes AB, DE, of the two Seg- ■ 
ments of a Circle, ABCA, DEED, are equal to ead^ i 

other, and that thefe two Segments be alike,^ fo that, 
they contain the equal Angles ACB, DFE ; thefe fame ‘ 
two Segments ABC, DEF, will be equal to each other, 

PREPARATION, 

Imagine the Segment DEF lây’d upon the Segment 
ABC, fo that the Bafe DE coincides with the Bafe AB ^ , 
which is poffible becaufe thefe two Bafes are fuppos’d 
equal : and then you will find that thefe two Segments 
will not exceed each other ; that is to fay, they will co- • 
incide, and if you would have the Segment DEF takq 
tip the Space AGB, produce the Line BC as far as G, 
and join the right AG. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Since you wou d have the Segment AGB to be the 
fame as the Segment AEF, which is fuppos’d equal to 
the Segment ACB, the Segment AGB muft likewife be 
equal to the Segment ACB, and confequently the Angle 
G be equal to the Angle ACB, by Def. 8. which b|ing 
impoflible, becaufe the exterior Angle ACB is greater 
than the oppofite interior one G, by i6. i. it is alfo im« 
pofiible that the Segment DEF Ihou’d fall any where but 
on the Segment ACB. From whence it follows that the 
two Segments ABC, DEF, are equal to each ocher. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition is made ufe of to reduce a mix’d 
Ifofceles Triangle, whofe two equal Sides are two Arcs 
of equal Circles, into a Redtileneal Ifofceles Tri* 
angle: As if the propos’d Triangle be ADCEB, whofe 
two Sides ADC, BEC, are two equal Arcs of equal 
Circles, you are to draw ^h.e B-ighs-Liues AC, BC, the 

' which 



Explain d and Demonftrated, 
Tivhich with the Bafe AB, will make the Reftilineal 
Ifofceles Triangle ABC, equal to the propos'd ADCEBj 
becaufe of the two equal Segments of a Circle, ACD^ 
BCE, &c. 

PROPOSITION XXV, 

PROBLEM IIL 

A Segment ef a, Circk being ginjen, to pnd the Centre of that 
Circle, 

TO End the Centre of a Circle, whofe Segment is Plate 3^ 
ABC; choofe at pleafure three Points upon the^‘8«^^« 

Circumference ABC, as A, B, C, and join the Right*» 
Lines AB, BC, and having divided them equally in two 
at the Points D, E, ere^b on thofe Points the two Per¬ 
pendiculars DF, EF, and their Point of Interfefbion Fj 
will be the Centre fought. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by Pro^. i. the Centre of the Circle, whofe 
Circumference palTes thro’, the three Points A, B, C, is 
in each of the two Perpendiculars DF, EF, it ought to 
be in their common Interfeclion F, where confequently 
the Centre of the Circle muft be, whereof ABC is % 
Segment. Which noas to he done and demonjfrated. 

USE. 

This Proportion is the Foundation of the Pra^iee 
which we have taught in the Refolution of Probl. 22. /»?• 

trod, and it likewife ferv.es/o defcribe the Circumference of 
a Circle y thro the thyee angular Points of a given Trimgk^ 

will be taught in 4, 5, 

■ ■ 

t 
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PROPOSITION XXVI. 

THEOREM XXIII. 

tn equal Circles, the equal Angles at the Centre, w at the 
Circmnference, are fuhtended by equal Arches. 

ISuppofe that the Circles ABD, EFH, are equal, fo 
that the Radij CA, GE, be equal to each other. This 

being fo, I fay, firft, that if the Angles at the Centre 
ACB, EGF, are equal to each other ; the Arches AB, 
EF, which fubtend them, are in like manner equal to ^ 
each other, becaufe they are their Meafures. 

I fay, fecondly, that if the Angles at the Circumfb-- 
rence D, H, are equal to each other, the Arches AB, 
EF, on which they hand, are likewife equal to eachi 
other, becaufe by Prop. 20. thofe Angles D, H, are tne: 
halves of the Angles at the Centre C, G, which are 
equal to each other, and confequently have their equal- 
Aieafures AB, EF. Which was to he demonfirated. 

PROPOSITION XXVII. 

THEOREM XXIV. 

Tie Angles at the Centre or Circumference of equal Circles, ars • 
equal to each other, when they are fuht ended hy equal Arches.,. 

ÏSuppofe that the Circles ABD, EFH, are equal, fo • 
that the Radij CA, GE, be equal to each other, and 

that the Arches AB, EF, are in like manner equal. This \ \ 
being fo, Ï fay, hrft, that tile Angles at the . Centre C,. i 
G, are equal to each other, becaufe their Meafures AB,, : 
EF, are fuppos’d equal. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, that the Angles at the Cir- y- 
ciimfereiice D, H, are equal to each other, becaufe by 'i 
Prop. 20. they are the halves of the Angles, at the Centre 'i' 
€, G, which have been demonRrated to be equal. 
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PROPOSITION XXVIII. PUtéS 
Fig. 4£. 

THEOREM XXV. 

Equal Lînss in equal Circles have equal Arcs. 

ISuppofethe Circles ABC, DEF, are equal, âîidcén» 
fequently their Radij AG, DH, as alfo the Lines AB, 

DE; then, I fay, the Arcs AIB, DKE, are equal, be- 
cauft they are the Meafures of the two Angles at the 
Centre G, H, but they by i. are equal* Which was d 
he demonjlrated. 

PROPOSITION XXIX. 

THEOREM XXVL 

^ight•‘Lines fuhtending equal Arcs in equal Circles^ ark 
alfo equal, 

T Suppofe the Circles ABC, pEF, are equal, confe* pig; 
A quently their Radi) AG, DH, and the Arcs AIB, 
DKE ; then, I fay, the Lines ÂB, DE, are equal, for 
the Arcs AIB, DKE being fuppos’d to be equal, the 
Angles at the Centre G, H, meafured by them mull: alfo 
fee equal, and by 4. i. the Ifofceles Triangles, ABG, 
DEH, are equal, and confequently their Bafes AB, DE. 
Which was to he dmwf rated. 

* PRC^ 
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"Ibe Elements of Euclid Book III. 
* 

PROPOSITION XXX. 

PROBLEM IV. ' 
'' r 

To hifeB a gt<ven Arc. 

TO bifeO: the Arc ABC, ioin the two Extremities, 
A, C, by the Right-Line AC, and bife£ling it in 

the Point D, let fall the Perpendicular BD, and that 
willbife£l: the Arc propos’d ABC, fo that the two Arcs 
AB, BC, lhall be equal. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Drawing the Lines AB, BC, you will find by 4. i, 
they are equal, the right-angled Triangles ADB, CDB 
being equal. Confequently by Prop. 28. the two Arcs 
AB, EC, are alfo equal. Which noas to he demonjirated. 

U S E. 

This Proportion ferves to bife£i: an Angle, divide a 
Cficleinto 32 equal Parts, for the 32 Winds or Points, 
of the Nautical Compafs. It ferves alfo to divide 
a Circle into its 360 Degrees, tho’ ’tis but in Part, be-* 

‘ eaufe we Ihould know how to divide a Circle at leaf!: 
into three equal Parts, which can’t be done by the com- • 
mon Geometry, it being a folid Problem, but in pra^iice ‘ 
we are contented with making this Divifion by Tentati-* 
on, which is enough for coming at what is propos’d to 
be effeded. 

P R O- 



Explain’J and Eemonjîrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXL 

THEOREM XXVII. 

In a Chcle^ m Angle in a Semi-circle is right y that in a 
greater Segment is acute y that in a lefs, is ehtufe, 

T Say firft, the Angle ABC, in the Semi-circle ABDC 
J IS right, fo that producing one of the Lines BA, BC, 
for inftance BC towards F, the Angles AJSF, ABC, will 
be equal, confequently right. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

D raw the Radius BE, and by 5. i. you know that in 
the Ifofceles Triangle AEB, the Angle ABE is equal to 
the Angle BAE, and in like manner in the Ifofceles Tri¬ 
angle BEC, the Angle EBC is equal to the Angle BCE. 
Wh ence it follows, that the whole Angle ABC is equal 
to the fum of BAC, BCE, that is to fay by 32. i, to the 
external Angle ABF, and confequently ea.ch of the two 
Angles ABC, ABF is right. Which was to be demonfirated, 

I fay, in the fécond Place, that the Angle BAC, in 
the Segment BAC, greater than a Semi-circle, is acute, 
or lefs than a right. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the Triangle ABC is right angled in B, as has 
been demonftrated, it follows by 32. i. that each of the 
other two Angles are acute, confequently that BAC is 
lefs than, a right. Which was to be demonfir at ed. 

Laftly, I fay, the Angle D, in the Segment BCD^ 
lefs than a Semi-circle, is obtufe or greater than aright. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two oppofite Angles A, Dof the Quadri¬ 
lateral Figure ABDC, are taken together equal to two 
right ones, by Prop. 22. and the Angle A has been de- 
monftrated to be acute, the Angle D mull be obtufe. 
Which was to be demonfimted<, 

t 5 USE; 
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USE. 

Plate 4» 
i-ig. 44. 

fig' 45* 

fig* 46. 

This PropoHtion ferves to find whether a Square hje 
true ; for defcribing the Semi-circle ABC, and applying 
the right Angle of the Square to any Point of the Cir= 
cumference, for inftance B, that one of its Legs, as AB, 
touch the Extremity A of the Diameter AC, if the other 
Leg BC alfofouch the other Extremity C, the Square is 
juft. ^ 

This Propofition is* alfo very ufeful in erefting a Per¬ 
pendicular upon a given Point of a given Line : Thus 
if you were to ereâ a Perpendicular upon the Point A 
of the given Line AB, defcribe thro’ the given Point A, 
upon the Point C, taken at Difcretion without the gi¬ 
ven Line AB, the Circumference of a Circle, and thro’ 
the Point B, where it cuts the Line AB, draw thro’ the 
Center C the Diameter BCD, cutting AD in D, through 
which and the given Point A, draw the Right-Line AD, 
and that will be a Perpendicular to the Line AB pro- 
pofed, that is to fay, the Angle BAD will be a right 
biiie, becaufe ’tis in a Semi-circle. 

This Propofition ferves alfo to let fall a Perpendicular 
from one of the three Angles of a Triangle on the oppo- 
fite Side, or even two at once: Thus if you were to let 
fall Perpendiculars from the Angles A, B, of the Tri¬ 
angle ABC, on the oppofite Sides AC, BC, defcribe upon 
the third Side AB, the Semi-circle ADEB, and thro’ the 
Points E, D, where the Circumference cuts the Sides 
AC, BC, draw to the Angles propos’d A, B, the Right- 
Lines AE, BD, and they will be perpendicular to the 
Sides BC, AC, by the Property of the Semi-circle, 

Î fliould never have done, if 1 fhould endeavour to 
reckon up all the different Ufes of this Propofition : I 
ftiall therefore content my felf with faying, it is of ufe 
in Trigonometiy, for computing the Table of Sines : 
in Arithmetick, by Geometry, for fubftrafting fimilar 
Figures; and demonftrating the following Propofition, 
and furnilhing us with an eafier Method than that in 
Prop. 17, for drawing a Tangent thro’ a given Point 
v/ithout the Circumference of a given Circle. Thus if 
from the Point A, you would draw a Right-Line, that 
ftiould be a Tangent to the Circle CEB, whofe Centre 
isD: Draw from the Centre D, to the Point given A, 
the Right-Line AD, upon which defcribe the Semi¬ 
circle AED, cutting the Circumference of the given 
Circle in the Point E, thro’ which and the given Point 

A, 
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Explained and Demonflrated. 15 î 
A, draw the Right-Line AE, and it fliall be the Tangent 
fought by Prop. id. for the Angle AED being in the 
Semi-circle is a right one. 

PROPOSITION XXXÎI. 

THEOREM XXVm. 

^ Right-Line cutting the Circumference of a Circle at the 
Point of Contalij makes two Angles 'with the Tangent equal 
to thofe in the alternate Segments. 

An Alternate Segment is that which is on the other Side Phfe4J 
of the Reftilineal Angle made at the Point of Con- 

tafl, asADEA, in regard of the oppodte. Angie CAD, 
made by the Line AD, at the Point of Contafl A, 
with the Tangent AC ; or. the Segment ADFA, in 
regard of the oppofite Angle BAD, form’d by the 
fame Line AD, with the Tangent AB, at the fame 
Point of Contaà: A. 

Ï fay, firft, then that the Angle CAD is equal to the 
Angle made in the alternate Segment ADEA, for in- 
Rancetothe Angle AED made by the Line ED, with 
the Diameter AE. 

demonstration. 

Becaufe the Angle ADE is right, by Prop. 31. the two 
other Angles AED, EAD, of the Triangle ADE, are 
taken together equal to one right, by 32.1. and confe- 
quently equal to the Angie CAE, which is alfo right by 
Prop. 16. wherefore taking away the common Angle 
EADJ his evident the fingle Angle AED, is equal to the 
Angle CAD. Which was to be demonftrated. 
‘ I fay in the fécond Place, if you draw thro’ the Point 
F, taken at Diferetion in the Arc AFD, the Innés AF, 
DF, the Angle BAD is equal to the Angle AFD, made 
in the alternate Segment ADFA. 

■ • 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe in the Quadrilateral Figure AEDF, the Sum 
©f the two oppUfite Angles E, F, is equal to two right 
ones, hj Prop. 22. and confequently equal to the Sum of 
BAD, CAD, which are alfo equal to two right ones by 
Prop. 13.1, taking away the Angles AED;> CAD, demon- 

L 4 Rrated 
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The Eleme^vts of Euclid Book III. 
ftrated to be equa], ’tis evident the hngle Angle BAD, 
is equal to the ftngle Angle F. Which was to be demon-^ 
firated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

We all along fup^ofed in bdth the, Demonftrations, 
that the Line AD was without the C^eiiter G ; for if it 
palTed through it, as AE does, it would make with the 
Tangent CB two Right-Angles by Prop. 18. and the 
Angles in the Semi-circles would alfo be right, by Prop. 
31. Thus tile Propolition is évidents 

USE. 

ThisPropbfition ferves to demonftràté Prop. 33, and 34. 
and Prop. 10. 4. and that if' feveral Circles touch one 
another in the fame Point, as A, and a Line be drawn 
thro’it, cutting their Circumferences, as AE, the Arcs 
OfeafchTifcIe terminated by that Line, namely AD, AE, 
AF, are limilar Parts of their Circumferences, becaufe 
all Angles made in the alternate Segments are equal, 
each being equal to the Angle made by the Right-Line 
AF and' Tangent BCi 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. 

PROBLEM V. 

To defcribe m a gi'ven Right-Line a Segment of a Circle, that 
jhall contain any given Angle. 

IS evident by Prop. 31. that if the Angle given be 
A right, you have nothing to do but to defcribe a 

Semi-circle on the given Line AB, for that Segment of 
a Circle will contain a right Angle. But if the given 
Angle be not right, make on the Extremity B of the 
given Right-Line AB, the Angle ABC equal to the gi¬ 
ven one by drawing BC, to w^hich draw the Perpendi¬ 
cular BD, from the Point B, then make on the other Ex¬ 
tremity A, the Angle BAE, equal to the Angle ABE, and 
that Will make the Sides AE, BE, of the Triangle ABE, 
equal by 6. i. you can therefore defcribe on the Point 
E, as a Center thro’ the two Extremities A, B, a Cir¬ 
cumference of a Circle, and the Segment ABDA lhall 
be capable of containing the given Angle, or its equal 
AJBC. 

D E- 



Explain'd and Demonjlrated, 

demonstration. 

Becaufe the Line* BC is perpendicular to the Diame* 
ter BD, by confir. it follows by Prop. i8. that ’tis a Tan¬ 
gent to the Circle at the Point'B, and by Prop. 32. the 
Segment ABDA can contains an Angle equal to the An¬ 
gle ABC, equal by Conftrudion to the Angle given^ 
which rsccs to he detnonflrated. 

USE. 

By the help of this Propofition you , may find a Point 
from whence the two unequal Parts of a Line divided 
into two Parts W’ill appear equal, namely by making ori 
one of the given Lines any kind of Segment of a Circle, 
and on the other a Segment of a Circle limilar to the 
former ; for the Points where the Circumferences of the 
two Segments interfeft, will be that from whence the 
two Lines prbpofed being feen under equal Angles, will 
àppear equal. 

PROPOSITION XXXIV. 

PROBLEM VL 

To cut off a Segment cnpable of containing any gi^m Angle., 
from a ginjen Circle. 

I S evident hy Prop. 31. that if the Angle given be 
1 right, only draw any Diameter in the Circle gi- 

X’’en, and that will cut off on each Side a Semi-circle, 
that will Contain a Right-Angle: But if the Angle given 
be nota right one, draw by Prop. 16. a Tangent BC to^j 
the Point A, taken at Difcretion in the Circumference 
of the given Circle, and draw the Line AD, making the 
Angle CAD at the Point A, equal to the given one, and 
it will cut off from the Circle given, the Segment 
ADEA, that can contain the Angle CAD, and con- 
fequently the given Angle^ as is evident by Prop. 32, 

Î53 
Plate 4. 
Fig. 49. 
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PROPOSITION. XXXV. 

THEOREM XXIX. 

Plate 4' 
Fig. 5i« 

Mate 4’. 

Fig". SÏ' 

Fîg 52: 

Tm 'BJght'-Unes crojjlng one another In a Circle, the KeBangle 
under the two Parts of the one, is equal to the KeBangle 
under thf two Parts of the other. 

THefe two Lines may interfeft one another feveral 
ways, as in the Center, and then their Parts will be 

equal, or one pafling thro’ the Center may bifeft the 
other that does not, and then they will be perpendicular 
to each other, by Prop. 3. or one pafling thro’ the Cen¬ 
tre may cut the other that does not, into two unequal 
Parts: Or laftly, the two Lines may cut one another 
without the Centre. I fay, in all thefe Cafes the Rect¬ 
angle under the two Parts of the one, are equal to the 
Rectangle under the two Parts of the other. 

Demonfration of the firf Cafi. 

’Tis evident, if the two Lines interfeCt in the Centre, 
that their Parts are equal, becaufe each is equal to the 
Radius of the Circle, confequently their Reâangles are 
equal, being Squares of the fame Radius. Which was 
to he demonjirated, 

Demonfration of the fécond Cafe. 

If one of the two Lines, as AB, pafs thro’ the Cen¬ 
tre, and cutting the other that does not pafs thro’ 
the Centre at right Angles, bifeCis it in the Point E, by 
5. 2. you may find that the ReClangle under the Parts 
AE, BE, together with the Square of the intermediate 
Part EF, is equal to the Square of FB, or FC, or by 47. 
I. to the two Squares EF, FC, wherefore fubftraCtihg 
the common Square EF, you will find the fingle ReCt- 
angle under the Parts AE, BE, is equal to the Square 
EC alone, that is to fay to the Redangle under the 
Parts EC, ED, Which was to be demonjirated. 

Demonftration of the third Cafe. 

M one of the two Lines AB, CD, infeCling one ano- 
■ ther. 

i ’ ■ i 



Expldht^d nyid De?no7iflrated, i§5 
tfier, without the Centre in the Point E, as ABpafs^l^^^* 
thro’the Centre F of the Circle, and is not perpendicu- 
lar to the other CD, let fall FG perpendicular to the 
other CD, from the Center and it will bifeft it in 
the Point G, by Prop. 3. and draw the Radius FC, then 
by 5. 2. the Reftangle under the Parts CE, DE, toge¬ 
ther with the Square of the intermediate Part EG, is 
equal to tlie Square of the half CG ; wherefore adding the 
Square FG, the Reftangle under the Lines CE, DE, 
together with the Sum of the Squares FG, EG, or by 
47. I. with Tingle Square FE, is equal to the Squares 
CG, FG, or by 47. i. to the fmgle Square FC or FB, or 
by 5. 2. to the Reftàngle under the Lines AE, BE, and 
to the Square of the intermediate Part FE, which taken 
from each Side, leaves the Tingle Rcftangle under the 
Parts CE, DE, equal to the Tingle Re£tangle under the 
Parts, AE, BE. Which was to be demo?2jfrated, 

t 

Demoiîjîratlon of the fourth Cafe. 

Laftly, If neither of the two Lines CD, HI, inter¬ 
fering one another in a Point E without the Circle, pafs 
thro’ the Centre F, you may eafily demonftrate that the 
Rerangle under the Parts CE, DE, is equal to the Rer- 
aiigle under the Parts EH, El, beçauTe, drawing the 
Diameter AB thro’ the-Point E, ’tis evident from the 
preceding Cafe, that each of thefe two Rectangles is 
equal to the Rectangles under the Parts AE, BE,, and 
confequently equal to one another. Which was to be de» 
wonflrated. 

USE. 

This Propontion ferves to demonftrate feveral Theo- 
rems in Trig-onontetry, and to End a Mean proportional * 
betwen two‘given .Lines ; for inltance, AE, BE, for 
having placed them in a Right^Line, defcribe the Semi¬ 
circle ABC, upon their Sum AB, and ereCt the Perpen¬ 
dicular EC, upon the Point E, of the Line AB, and that 
fhall be the mean proportional fought, as has been de- 
jnonltrated in Prop. 13. 6. you may aUb End a third Pro¬ 
portional to. two, or a fourth to thxce given Lines. 

I 

PR O- 
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PROPOSITION XXXVI. 

THEOREM XXX. 
• . 

A Tangent and Secant being drawn from the fame Point taken 
at Pleafure without the Circle ; the Square of the Tangent 
will be equal to the Reciangle under the whole Secant, and 
its external Part. 

I Say, firlT:, the Square of the Tangent AE, is equal to 
the Reftangle under the whole Secant AB, that palfes 

thro’ the Center D, and its external Part AC. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Draw the Radius DE thro’ the Centre D and Point of 
ContaG:, and by Prop. 18. the Triangle ADE is right- 
angled in E, and by 6. 2. the Rectangles under the Lines 
AB, AC, with the Square CD or DE, is equal to the 
Square of the Line AD, »that is to fay, to the two 
Squares AE, DE, by 47. i. wherefore taking away 
the common Square DE, ’tis plain the Reftangle under 
the Lines AB, AC, is equal to the Engle Square AE, 
Which was to be demonfirated. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, the Square of the Tangent 
AE, is equal to the Reftangle under the LineAB, that 
does not pafs thro’ the Centre and its external Part AC. 

. PREPARATION. 

Draw as before the Radius DE, and that will be per¬ 
pendicular to the Tangent AE, by Proj!». 18. Draw allb 
the Radius DC, and let fall from the Centre D, the 
Line DG perpendicular to the Line AB, and it will bi- 
fed it in G. Laftly, Join the Right-Line AD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Redangle under the Lines AB, AC, with 
the Square CG, is equal to the Square AG, by 6. 2. 
adding to each Side the Square DG, the Redangle un¬ 
der the Lines AB, AC, together with the Sum of the two 
Squares CG, DG, that is to fay, by 47. i. with the 

Engle 



Explain d and Demonftrated, ' IS7 
'fingîe Square CD or DE, is equal to the Sum of 
Squares AG, DG, or by 47. i. to the fingle Square AD, 
or the two Squares AE, DE; wherefore take away the 
common Square DE, and you will find the fingle Reft» 
angle under the Lines AB, AC, equal to the fingle 
Square AE. Which teas to be demonjirated. 

COROLLARY I. 

From hence it follows that drawing a Right-Line, as 
AH, from the fame Point A, the Reftangle under that 
Line AH, and its Part AÏ, is equal to the Reftangle 
under the whole Line AB, and its external Part AC, be- 
caufe each of thefe Rectangles is equal to the fame 
Square, namely, the Square of the Tangent AE. / 

COROLLARY 11. 

From hence alfo it follows, that if you draw another 
Tangent AF, from the fame Point A, that Tangent AF, 
will be equal to the firft AE, becaufe the Square of each 
is equal to the Reftangle under the Lines AB, AC, or 
the Reftangle under the Lines AH, AL 

V 

USE. 

We {hall make ufe of this Propofition in Trigono¬ 
metry, to find, otherwife and eafier thanTy Prop. ij. 
2. the Segments of the Bafe of a Triangle made by a-. 
Perpendicular falling from the Angle oppofite to the^’^’ 
Bafe, which fervesto find the Area of the Triangle, as 
alfo to find the Angle, as lhall be feen in Trigonometry, 
Th is Propofition ferves alfo to demonftrate the following 
one,, which is its converfe, 

PROPOSITION XXXVIL 
« 

THEOREM XXXI. 

if the ReBangle under the Secant, find its external Part, be 
equal to the Square of a Line meeting the Circumference of a 
Circle^ that Line is a Tangent. 

ÏSay, if the Re£hngle under the Secant AB, and its 
external Part AC, be equal to the Square of the Line 

AE, meeting in E the Circumference of the Circle EFEI 
whofe 
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wliofe Centre is D, the Right-Line AE is a Tangent to 
the Circle in that Point E. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
j 

Dralv the Right-Line AD, Tangent AF, and Radif 
DE, DF, hy Prop. 36. the Square of the Tangent AF is 
equal to the Reftangle of the Lines AB, AC ; and (ince 
AE Square is fuppos’d equal to the fame Reftangle, it 
follows that the Line AE, AF are equal, and by 8. i. 
the Angle E is equal to the Angle F, which being right 
by Prop. 18. the Angle E will be right, and by Prop, 16. 
the Line AE will be a Tangent in the Point E. Which 
yom to be demonjirated. 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves to demonfoate lo. 4, and 
'that but two Tangents can be drawn from the fame 
Point taken at pleafure without the Circle, becauib by 
this and the lall, the two Tangents AE, AF, being 
equal, if a third could be drawn as AI, it would alfo be 
equal to the two foregoing AE, AF, and fo more than 
two equal Lines could be drawn from the fame Point 
to the Convex Circumference of a Circle, contrary to 
Prop. 8. There are other Ufes but lefs confiderable, which 
I omit, that I may come to the following Book. 



Explain'd and Demonfirated. 

TheFO ÜRTH BOOK of 

EU C LI D’s Elements. 

EVcUd having explained the principal Properties o£ 
the Circle, gives us here feveral Problems for in- 
fcribing and circumfcribing regular Polygons, 

which is of vaft ufe in the Fortification of regular Places, 
and making Tables of Sines in Trigonometry, and 
Squaring the Circle in Geometry, to which, you may ap« 
proach, as near as you pleafe, by infcribed and circum- 
Icribed Polygons, and for explaining the different AE> 
pefts of Planets in Aftrology, ^ that take their Names 
fpm Polygons determining their Diftances, by the rela¬ 
tion to that Part which this Diftance is of the whole 
Circumference of a great Circle, that paiTes thro’ the 
Centers of the Planets. 

DEFINITIONS» 

I. 

A KeBlllneal Figure is forid to he infcribed in another R.eBi^ 
lineal Figure y when the Vertex of each of its Angles 
touches one of the Sides of the Figure that Vis inferib-pjg j, 
ed in. Thus the Figure EFGH, is infcribed in the Figure 
JBCD. 

IL 

A ReBilineal Figure is circumferihed about another ReBilE 
mal Figure^ when each of its Sides pafies thro’ the Ver¬ 
tex of One of the Angles of the Figure about which Vis 
circumferibed. Thus the Figure ABCD is eircumfcribed about 
the Figure EFGH, 

Thefe 
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Thefe two Definitions are of no ufe in what we have 

to fay, becaufe this Book treats only of ReUilineal fi¬ 
gures infcrib’d or circumfcrib’d about a Circle. But be¬ 
caufe the Commentators have not omitted them, and 
they may be of ufe i|i other Cafes, we have not neg»» 
leUed them. 

III. 

% 3. 

Fig. 

Fig- S® 

Fig. 3. 

\ 

Fig, 2. 

A ReBilineal Figure is fmd to he infcrlhed In u Circle, when 
the Vertex of each of its Angles touches the Circumfe¬ 
rence of the Circle ’tis infcribed in. This thé Triangle 
ABC is infcribed in the Circle ABFEC, tho’ the Tri¬ 
angle DEF is not, becaufe the Vertex of the Afigle EDF 
does not touch the Circumference, 

IV. 

A ReBlllneal Figure Is fald to be clrcumfcrlbed about oc 
Circle, when each of its Sides touches the Circumference 
of the Circle it is circumfcribed about. Thus the Triangle 
ABC Is circumfcribed about the Circle EFG, becaufe its Sides 
touch the Circumference in the Points F, F, Q. 

V. 

A Circle is fald to be infcribed in a ReBlllneal Figure, 
W’hen the Circumference touches each of the iÇides of 
the Figure ’tis infcribed in. Thus the Circle DEF is in->- 
fcrihed in the Triangle IKL, becaufe its Circumference touches 
its Sides in the Points D, E, F. 

A Circle is circumfcribed about a ReBlllneal Figure, when 
its Circumference palTes thro’ the Vertex of each Angle 
of the Figure it is faid to be circumfcribed about. Thus 
the Circle ABFEC is clrcumfcrlFd about the Triangle ABC, 
becaufe its Circumference paJJ'es thro the Vertices of the Triangle 
A, B, C, 

) 

VII. ^ 

A Right-Line applied to a Circle, is that whofe two Ex* 
tieinities touch the Circumfvrence of the Circle to which 
it is^applied,, /IE> 

■ ■ P'R..O’ 
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lExplain^â and Dèmonjîratêdl 

PROPOSITION h 

PROBLEM L 

to a given Circle a Kîght^Lîne lefs than itt 

Diameter. 

TO apply to the Circle AECB, a RîgKt-Lîné lefs thaii Fig 
its Diameter AB, mark out the Length of that Right- 

Line upon the Diameter, as BD, and defcribc upon the 
Point B, thro’ the Point D, a Circumference of a Circle, 
cutting the Circumference of the given Cifcle in the 
Points C,F. Lallly, Draw thro’ônë of thefe two Points 
F, C, as C, to the Point B, the Right-Line BC, and that 
will be equal to the given Line BD, by Def. of a Circle % 

and the Problem is rèfolv’d. 

USE. 

This Proportion is necelTary for folving the following 
Problems, and fuppofes the given Right-Line nOt to Fè 
greater than the Diameter of the Circle given, becaufe it 
has been demonftrated in Prop, 15. 3. that the greateft, 
Right-Line that can be drawn in a Circle^ is the Dià« 
rheter. 

PROPOSITION It 

PROBLEM IL 

To infcrlhe in a given Circle a Triangle E^^uiaTtgular to 

given one. 

TO infcribe in the given Circle DGH, a Triangle Fig. 
Equiangular to the given Triangle ABC, draw thro' 

the Point D taken at Difcretion in the Circumference, 
the Tangent EF, and make with that Tangent ÉF, at the 
Point of Contaft D, on one (ide the Angle FDG, equal 

I’to the Angle A, and on the other (Ide the Angle EDH, 
Nequal to the Angle B. Laftly, Join the Right-Line GH, 
( and the Triangle DGH, will be equiangular to the giveia 
j ohe ABC, fo that the Angle G will be equal to the Angle 
. B, and the Angle H to the Angle A. 

M DEMONS 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Fecaufe by 32. 3. the Angle FDG, or A, is equal td 
the Angle H of the alternate Segment DHGD, and, in 
like manner the Angle EDH, or B, is equal to the Angle 
G of the alternate Segment GDHG, it follows hy 32. i, 
that the Third Angle GDH, is equal to the Third An¬ 
gle C, and thus the Triangle DGH is equiangular to 
the given Triangle ABC. Which was to he demonjirated. 

USE. 

This Propolkion ferves to Infcribe a regular Pentagon 
in a given Circle, as you will find in Froy. 11. or a regu¬ 
lar Pentedecagon, as fliall be fliown in Prop. 16, 

• 

PROPOSITION III. ! 

PROBLEM III. 
•. . 

'Ta cîrcufnfcrihe about a glnjen Circle a 'Triangle equiangulaf^ • 
to a given one. 

TO cîrcumfcribe about the given Circle DEF, whole • 
Center is O, a Triangle equiangular to the given i 

one ABC, draw any Radius OD, and producing the Bafe : 
AB of the given Triangle ABC, towards G, an’d H, make 
at the Center O, with the Radius OD, on one fide-the An- • 
gle DOE equal to the external Angle CBH, on the other * 
fide the Angle DOF equal to the other external Angle 
CAG.Lafi:Iy,draw thro’ the Points E,F, D, the Tangents 
IK, KL, LI, and they will make the Triangle IKL equi¬ 
angular to that propos’d ABC, and circumfcrib’d about 
the given Circle DEF. 

D E M O N S R A TI O N. 
* ■« ' 

Since the three fides of the Triangle IKL touch the ‘ 
Circle DEF, by Confir. ’tis evident by Def. 4. the^Triangle • 

IKL is circumfcrib’d, .md hy i6. 3. the three Angles i 

D,E,F, are Right; and becaufe by 32. i. the four An- . 
gles of the Trapezium KDOE, are taken together equal,i i 
to four Right, and the two E, D, are Right, it fo]« » J 
lows alfo that the two others DOE, and K, are taken to- j 
gether equal to two Right ones, and confequently to the 1: 

two 1 11 



Explain^d and DemonJlratèd,> 
two HBC, ABC, that are alfo equal to two Right ones, hy Fig. 
15. I. and becaufe the Angle DOE is c^al to the Angle 
HBC, by Çonjîr. the Angle K muft necelTarily be equal to 
the Angle ABC. After the fame manner thé Angle I 
may be demonftrated to be equal to the Angle BÂC. 
Whence ’tis eafy to conclude, by 3 2. i. that the Triangle 
IKL is equiangular to the Triangle ABC, Mich 
hs demonjîrntid., 

PROPOSITION IV, 

PROBLEM IV. 

To infcriBe a Circle in a gimn Triangle^ 

TO înfcribe a Circle in the given Tringle AB6, bi« 
fe£l: its two Angles, as A and C, by the Right-Lines 

AD, CD, and let fall from the Point D, Where, they in- 
j terfeft, the Perpendiculars DE, DF, DG to the thrèe lides 
i of the Triangle propos’d ABC, and they will be equals 
j fb that a Circle defcrib’d upon the Center D, thro’ thé 
1 Point E, will pafs thro’ thé Points F, G. 

DEMONSTRATÎÔÎ^; 

, Becaufe the Angles È, F, are equal, being Right, 
bonfir. and the Line AD bifefts the Angle BAC, the two' 
Triangles ADE, ADF, will be equal, by 2<5. i. and the 
fide DE will be equal to the fide DF. After the fame 

: manner the two right-angled Triangles CDF, CDG, may 
) be demonftrated to be equal, and confequently the fide; 

DF equal to the fide DG. Whence it follows, that the 
three Perpendiculars DE, DF, DG, are equal, and that d 

‘ Circle may be defcrib'd upon thé Center D, thro’ the three 
' Points E, F, G ; and fince the Angles made at the three 
^ i^oints E, F, G, aré Right, the fides of the Triangle ABC^ 
\ will be Tangents to the Circumference of the Circle, 
) çonfequently the Circle is irifcrib’d in thé Triangle.: 
^ 1 Which was to be demonfirated. 

U S E. 

This Propofitibn ferves to demonftrate, that three 
Right-Lines bifefting the Angles of a Triangle, meet in 

qt the fame Point within the Triangle, becaufe the Center Îcofthe Circle that may be infcrib’d in that Triangle, is 
J in each of thofe Lines. 

M z PRO» 

Figi ft 
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PROPOSITION V. 
- ',v- V 

PROBLEM V. 

Tfl» dtcmnfcrlbe s Gink abotiP a gi'vm Triangle. 

%. f. circumferibe a Circle about the given Triangle 
ABCj bifeft two of its üdes, as AB, BC, in the 

Points D, Ej from whence let fall the Perpendicular DF, 
EF, and the Point F, where they interfeft, will be the 
Centie of the Circle fought, fo that the three Lines FA, 
the FB, FC, are equal. 

DEMONSTRATLON. 
e ^ 

You know by 4. i. the two right-angled Triangles 
ADF, BDF, are equal, and confequently the two Lines 
AF, BF, are equal After the fame manner, you may 
know, that the two Lines BF, CF, are alfo equal. Whence 
it follows, that the three Lines AF, BF, CF, are equal, 
and confequently that upon the Point F, as a Center, a 
Circle may be deferib’d, whofe Circumference will pafs 
thro" the Points A, B, C, which therefore will be circum- 
ferib’d about the Triangle ABC. Which was to be demon- ■ 
firated. 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves to demonftrate that fiie three 
Perpendiculars, erefled upon the middle of the (ides of ” 
a Triangle, interfefl in the fame Point, becaufe each 
pafles thro" the Center of the Circle that may be circum^ 
Icrib’d. 

V 4 ' 

PRO- 



Explain’d and Defnonjîrated, 

PROPOSITION VL 

PROBLEM VL 

To infcrihe a Square in a given Cirde^ 

TO infcrlBe a Square m the given Circle ABCD, 7- 
draw thro’ its Center Ej any Diameter as ACy and 

another as BD perpendicular to it, join the Right-Lines 
AB, AD, BC, CD, and the Reâiîineal Figure ABCD 
will be a Square. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

The four Angles of the ReMineal Figure ABCD, are 
Right, by 31. 3. becaufe they are in Semi-circles; and 
its four Sides are equal, becaufe they are the Hypote- 
nufes of the four right-angled Triangles AEB, BEC^ 
CED, AED, that are equal by 4, i. Confequently the 
Reftilineal Figure ABCD is a Square. Wkkk tù M 
demonfirated. 

PROPOSITION VII 

PROBLEM VIL 

To circumferibe a Square about a given Cifsh. ' 

TO circumferibe a Square about the given Circle Fig- 
EFGH, whofe Center is I, draw at Pleafure the 

two perpendicular Diameters EG, FH, and draw thro"’ 
the four Points E, F, G,H, the Tangents AB, EC, CD, 
AD, and they will make the Square ABCD, which will 
circumferibe the Circle EFGH. , 

DEMONSTRATION, 

’Tis evident the Figure ABCD is circumferib’d about 
the Circle EFGH, becaufe all its Sides touch the Cir¬ 
cumference, by Conjlr. ’Tis evident alfo that the 
fame Figure ABCD is a Square, thèfe Angles made at 
the four Points E, F, G, H, being Right, and confequent¬ 
ly the four Squares AI, BI, Cl, DI, that compofe the 
Figure ABCD,are equal, (ire, 

M 3 
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PROPOSITION VIIL 

. PROBLEM VIII. 

To infcrik a Circle in the given Square. 

TP infcribe ^ Circle in a given Square ABCD^ 
bifeft each of the Sides in the Points E, F, G, H,’ 

and join the Right-Lines EG, FH, and the Point of Inters* 
fe£lion I, will be the Center of the Circle fought, which 
may confequently be drawn thro’ the four Points E, 
G> H, becaufe the four Lines IE, IF, IG, IH, are equal, 

demonstration. 

Becaufè |:he Lines AH, BE, are equal and parallel, 
the Lines AB, FH, .will be alfo equal and parallel, by 
33.1, And fo the Figure AF will be a Parallelogram ; by 
the fame way you may find, that the Figures CE, CH, 
DF, are Parallelograms equal to the fir ft AF ,* and fince 
they ate Rectangles, and bifeCled by the Lines, that pro^ 
çeed from the Point I, it follows that their Halves AI, 
BI, Cl, DI, are equal Squares, and confequently the 
Lines IE, IF, IG, IH, are equal. Which uvaf to he demo7H 
firatsdo ■ ' " ■ / 

PROPOSITION IX. 

PROBLEM IX. 

To cirmmfcribe a Circle aha ut a gi’ven Square. 

TO circumferibe a Circle about the Square ABCD, 
draw the two Diagonals AC, BD, and the Point E, 
of their Section, will be the Center of the Circle 

fought ; fp th§t the four Lines EA, EB, EC, ED, are equals 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe all the acute Angles of the four Triangles 
âEBJ A ED, CE Bp CEP,-by 4, 3. are Semi-nghtJ 



Explained and Eemonjlrated. l6j 
and confequently equal, as well as the Sides AB, BC, -7, 
CD, AD, becaufe they are the Sides of the Square 
ABCD, thefe four Triangles, by 26. i. will be equal, 
and confequently their Sides EA, EB, EC, ED. So that 
a Circle may be defcrib’d upon the Point E, as a Center, 
thro’ the Points A, B, C, D. Which was to be demonfir at ed. 

PROPOSITION X. 

PROBLEM X. 

To make an ifofceles Triangle^ where each of the two Angles at 
the Bafe fhall be double the third. 

TO make the Ifofceles Triangle ABC, in which each ^Fig. t 
of the two Angles at the Bafe A and C, are double 
the third Angle B, draw the Line AB what length 

you pleafe,'and divide it at the Point D, by ii. 2. fo that 
the Square of BD be equal to the Reftangle under AB, 
AD : And having defcrib’d the Arc ACE, upon the 
Point B, thro’ the Point A, apply to it, by Prop. i. the 
Right-Line AC equal to BD, and join the Right-Line 
3C, then will ABC be the Triangle fought. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

’Tis evident the Triangle 1 ABC is Ifofceles,, that Is 
to fay, the two Legs BA,. BC, are equal, for the Point 
B, by Confir. is the Center of the Arc ACE. Whence it 
follows, by 5;. I. that the Angles A and C are. equal : 
What remains to be dernonftrated is, that each is double 
the Angle B, which will be done by drawing the Right- 
Line CD, and a Circumference thro’ the three Points 
B, C, D 5 and then reafon thus. 

Becaufe the Redangle under the whole Line AB, and 
its Part AD, is, by Confir. equal to the Square of the 
other Part BD, or AC, its equal, the Line AC will be 
a Tangent in the Point C to the Circumference FBDC, by 
.37.3. and 32.3. the Angle ACD will be equal to the Angle 
è 3 and finçepby 32. i. the external Angle ADC is equal 

^ M 4 ta 
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pig' fo; to the Sum of the two internal and oppofite B, BCD, or 

'ACD, BCD, that is to fay, to the whole Angle BCA, or 
the Angle A, it follows, by 6. i. that the Line AC, or 

^ BD, is equal to the Line CD, and, by j. i. the Angle B, 
or ACD, is equal to the Angle ECO, and cOnfequently 
the whole BCA, or the Angle A, its Equal, is double 
the Angle C, WhichiioastobedemQnfirated, 

USE. 
- 

This is fubfervient to the following one, and ferves 
for infcribing a regular Decagon in a Circle, becaufe 
the Line AC, apply’d in the Circle, whcfe Radius is AB, 
is the Side of a Decagon that may be infcrib’d in it, the 
Angle B being 36 Degrees, the loth part of the whole 
Circle, or 360 Degrees. Thus you fee the Radius AB; 
which is the Side of a Hexagon, as lhall be demonllra- 
ted in Prop. 15. being ii. 2. cut in extreme and mean 
Proportion at the Point D, the greater Part BD is equal 
èo the Side of the Decagon, and you will f nd by thè 
next Propofition', that the greater Fart BD, is the Side 
of a regular Pentagon, that may be infcrib’d in a Circle 
circumferib’d about an liofceles Triangle ABC. - • * 

PROPOSITION XL 

PROBLEM XL 

To inferthe a regular Pentagon in a Circle, 

S inferibe a regular Pentagon in the given Circle 
/ -t DEFGH, make, hy Prop. 10. the Ifofceles Trianglé 

AF C^ in which each of its two Legs at the Bafe A, B, 
ihall be'doubJe the third C, and, by Prop. 2. inferibe in 
the given Circle the Triangle DEG equiangular to the 
Triangle ABC, and fo the two Angies at the Bafe GDE, 
GED, will be each double the third Angle DGE/ Where¬ 
fore bifeft each of thefe two Angles GDE, GED, by the 
Right-Lines DF, EH, and join the Points E, F, G, H,D, 

< by Right-Lines, and the Figure DEFGH will be a 
regular Pentagon, that is to fay, equilateral and equi» 
angukr/ : .^ ' 

PEMON-* 
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; Explain''d and Dâfnohjlrated, i6i^ 

I 

DEMONSTRATION. 
i 

Becaufe the Angles DGE, EDF, FDG, GEH, DEH,^rjg. 
I are halves of the Angle GDE, or GED its equal, by confi'.' ’ ' 
I they will be equal to one another, and by 26. 3. the 
ê Arcs DE, EF, FG, GH, DH, on which they infill:, will 
[i allb be equal, confequently by 29. 3. the Lines DE, EF, 
: FG, GH, DH, are alfo equal. Thus you fee the Pen- 
^ tagon DEFGH, is equilateral and equiangular, becaule 
Î each of its Angles infill: upon three equal Arcs. Wk'd 

W0S to h demovjîrated, 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves not only for Citadels, that are 
I' ufually made of five Baftions, but for refolving the next 

and the 16th Propofltion, and belldes opens the way for 
Uneven Polygons ; «For ’tis evident that to infcribe for 
inftance an Heptagon in a given Circle, you muft know 

I how to make an Ilofceles Triangle in which each of the 
two Angles at the Bafe is triple the Third : But it being 
a folid Problem, Euclid has not refolved it. 

PROPOSITION XII. 
t 

PROBLEM XII. 

To ctrcumpcrihe a regular Pentagon about a gi^en Circle. 

TO circumfcribe a regular Pentagon about a given Fig. îai 
Circle ABCDE, whofe Centre is F, you muft in¬ 

fcribe by Prop. 11, the regular Pentagon ABCDE, and 
draw Tangents by 17. 3. thro’ the Points A, B, C, D, E, 
and you will have the Pentagon fought.* 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Drawing from the Center F, the Lines FA, FG, FB, 
FH, FC, you will find by 8. i. the Triangles FGA, 
,FGB, are equal, the Side FG being common, and the 
two Radij FA, FB, equal by Def. of a Circle^ and the two 
Tangents G A, GB, equal by confequently the 

Angles 
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Fig» f 2: Angles AFG, BFG, will be equal as well as FGA, FGB 

and by the fame method you may find that the two An¬ 
gles BFH, CFH, are equal, as well as BHF, CHF; and 
becaufe the whole Angle AFB is equal to the whole An¬ 
gle BFC, by 27. I. the Arcs AB, BC, being equal by 
'fsnfi, their halves BFG, BFH, will alfo be equal. From 
whence’tis eafy to conclude that the four Triangles 
AFG, BFG, BFH, CFH, are alfo equal, and may be de- 

^ monftrated after the fame manner, drawing other Right- 
Lines from the Center F, thro' the Points I, O, L,. E, 
K, and confequently the Pentagon GHlLKis equilateral 
and equiangular, Wfnch wm u be done and demonjlrated- 

PROPOSITION XIIL 

PROBLEM XIIL 

To infer the a Circle in a Regular Pentagon. 

TO inferibe a Circle in the Regular Pentagon GHILK j, 
do as you did in the Cafe of a Triangle, that is to 

lay, bife£t two of its Angles, as G, H, by the Right- 
Lines GF, HF, and the Point F of their Section will be 
the Centre of the Circle fought, fo that letting fall from 
the Centre F the Perpendiculars FA, FB, FC, to the 
Sides GK, GH, HI, &c. they will be equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Angle FGB is equal to the Angle FGA, i 
by conft. and the Side FG, common to the two Triangles i 
FAG, FBG, right-angled in A and B, by conflr they 
they will be equal by 16. i. and the Perpendicular FA, 
will be equal to the Perpendicu'^ar FB, and confequently 
the three Perpendiculars FA, FB, FG, and alb the reft, 
that can be let fall from the Point F, on the Sides of the 
Pentagon propos’d, are equal to one another. Thus you 
have found the Point F, on which a Circle may be 

deferib’dg 
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defcrlb’d, whofe Circumference will touch the Sides of 
the regular Pentagon GHILK. Which was to be demonfir 
tsd, « ' 

;• V 

PROPpSITIOÏg XIV, 

PROBLEM XIV. 

To circumficrihe a Circle about a Regular Pentagon. 

TO circumfcribe a Circle about the Regular Pentagon^ 
ABCDE, do as in the Cafe of a Triangle, that is 

to fay, bifeft two of its Sides, as AB, BC, at the Points 
M, N, and ere61: the Perpendiculars MF, NF, from 
the Points M, N, and the Point F of their Section will 
be the Centre of the Circle, fo that if you draw from 
the Centre F, to the Angles of the Pentagon propofed^ 
the Right-Lines FA, FB, FÇ, &c. they will ^11 be 
equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line AM is equal to the Line BM, by 
^confi. and the Side FMT common to the two Triangles 
FMA, FMB, right-angled in M, by confi. thefe two 
right-angled Triangles FMA, FMB will be equal by 4. 
j. and their Hypotenufes alfo, FA, FB. After the fame 
manner the Hypotenufe FC of the right-angled Trian¬ 
gle FNC,'may be demonftrated to be equal to the Hy« 
potenufe FB of the right-angled Triangle FMB, and con- 
îequently the three Lines FA, FB, FC, and all others, 
that can be drawn frorn the Centre F, thro’ the Angles 
of the Pentagon propos’d, are equal to one another. And 
fo the Point F is found, upon which a Circle may be 
defcribed, v/hofe Circumference will pafs thro’ all the 
Angles of the given Pentagon ABCDE. Which was to 
çiemonfirated. 

SCO- 
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SCHOLIUM. 

The three foregoing Problems applied to t Regular 
Pentagon, may be applied after the fame manner, to 
any other Regular Polygon, and for that Rcafon Euclid 
(peaks no more of it in what follow'S. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

PROBLEM XV. 

To infcnbe a Regular Hexagon in a Circle. 

Fig- infcribe a Regular Hexagon in the Circle 
■A ABCDEF, whofe Centre is G, draw any Diameter 

as AD, and defcribe the Arc EGF, from its Extremity 
A, thro’ the Centre G, cutting the Circumference of the 
given Circle in the Points B, F, thro’ which draw the 
Diameters BE, EC, and then the Lines AB, BC, CD, 
DE, EF, AF, and the Figure ABCDEF will be a Re¬ 
gular Hexagon, that is to fay equilateral and equian¬ 
gular. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

I 

Becaufe each of the two Triangles AFG, ABG, is 
equilateral, ’tis alfo equiangular by 5. i. and each of the 
two Angles AGF, AGB, is a third of two right ones, 
by 32. I. as well as their equals, andoppofite at the Ver¬ 
tex CGD, DGE, by 15. i. Whence ’tis eafy to con¬ 
clude, that each of the two other equal Angles BGC, 
EGF, is alfo a third of two right ones, becaufe the three 

. AGB, BGC, CGD, taken together are equal to two 
right ones, and fo the Angles at the Centre being equal, 
the Hexagon ABCDEF will be a regular one. Wkich reas 

be effelied and demonp'ated, 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves to difcover to us, that the 
Side of an Hexagon, infcrib’d in a Circle, is equal to 
the JU&I Semi-Uiame;er of the fame Circle, and 

’ .. ’ ’ ' ^ that 
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furnifhes us with a Method of dividing the Cir¬ 

cumference of a Circle into fix equal Parts, by apply¬ 
ing the Radius fix times to the Circle; and ’tis with this 
they generally begin in dividing the Circumference of a . 
Circle info 3^0 equal Parts or Degrees, as has been feen 
in Prob. 7. Introd. 

You fee alfo that ah equilateral Triangle may eafily be 
infcribed in a Circle by this Propofition, for having di¬ 
vided its Circumference into fix equal Parts, as has been 
‘taught, join every other Point by Right-Lines, and 
thofc three Lines will form an equilateral Triangle. 

The ufe of the Seflor in refped to the Line of Poly¬ 
gons, is founded on this Proportion, that fliews us alfo 
that the Sine of an Arc of 30 Degrees is equal to half 
the Radius, and the making Tables of Sines is generally 
begun with this Problem, as lhall be feen in the Treatue 
df Trigonometry. 

PROPOSITION XVL 

PROBLEM XVL 

To infcribe st Regular Pentedecagon in a Circle. 

TO infcribe in the Circle ABCDEF, a Regular Pente^ Fig. 14^ 
decagon., or Figure of fifteen Sides, infcribe by Prop. 

2. or 15. the equilateral Triangle ACE, and by Prop. ii. 
the regular Pentagon ABDOF, fo that the Triangle and 
Pentagon may have one of their Angles at the fame 
Point A ; then the Arc CD will be a fifteenth Part of 
the Circumference. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Imagine the Circumference to be divided into fifteen 
equal Parts, then the Arc AB or BD, will contain three, 
becaufe the Arcs are each a fifth Part of the Circumfe¬ 
rence by confl. The Arc AC alfo will contain five, be¬ 
caufe 'tis a third Part of the Circumference by confl. 
Whence ’tis eafy to conclude that the Arc BC contains 
two, confequently the Arc CD one, for fubftrafting 
threq, that are in AB from five that are in AC, and 

there 
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*>2;. 14.' there will remain two for BC, and fubftra&ing two that 

are in BC, from three that are in BD, there will re- 
maift one for CD. Whlth was to he effeBid and demnjird- 
ted, , 

Ü S È. 
/ . 

This Propbfitîon opens the way to other uneven Po¬ 
lygons, for as multiplying 3 by 5, the Product i Ihews 
that a Polygon of 15 Sides may be form’d by the help of 
a regular Figure of 3 and ç Sides: So multiplying 3 for 
inftance by 7, the Product 21 Ihews that you may de» 
fcribe a Polygon of 21 Sides by the méaàs of a regu¬ 
lar Figure of 3 and 7 Sides. 

f 

The 
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The FIFTH BOOK of 

JEUC LID’s Elements. 

FUch’d înthîs Book treats of Ratios and Proportions^ 
that Kq may compleat the Doftrine of Planes in 
the fixth Book, which he treated of fingly in the 

four preceding Books. 
As this Book is the Foundation of the fixth and fol¬ 

lowing Books, fo ’tis the Foundation of the principal 
Parts of Mathematîcksy where Proportions can’t be pafïèd 
over, by reafon of the Comparifon one is continually 
obliged to make of fome Quantities with others t And 
’tis alfo abfolutely neceflary for the underftanding of all 
Mathematical Treatifes demonftrated by Proportions ^ 
for in PraBîcal Geometry^ for inftance, acceflible and in- 
acceflible Lines in furveying are meafur’d and found by 
Reafonings depending upon Proportions; Arithmetic 
contains the Rule of Three., call’d the Rule of Proportion^ 
becaufe perform’d by Proportions : Aftronomy compares 
the different Magnitudes of the Planets, and their Orbs^ 
and different Diftances from the Earth, or Sun. Statics' 
confiders the Proportions of Weights ; and Mujick applies 
them to Sounds. So that you may affure your felf, that 
you can draw no certain Conclufion in Mathematicks 
without the Knowledge of Proportions. 

in 

DEFI- 
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DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

J Part is â lefs Quantity compar’d with a greater that 
it exactly meafures. Thus a Line of two Feet is a Part of a 
Line of (tx Feet^ for it exaBly meafures it by 3, that is, it is 
contained three times without a remainder. 

Thus Euclid defines a Part, commonly call’d an Aliquot; 
Part, to diftinguifli it from what they call an AUquaht 
Part, that does not meafure the whole exaUly; as a Line 
of two Feet does not in regard of 5 Feet, being con-» 
rain’d twice and i remaining, and fo is as an aliquant 
Part of 5 Feet. 

By a Whole is underftood a greater Quantity in relation 
to a lefs, whether it actually contains it, or does not | 
and by a Part in general, a lefs Quantity in regard of a 
greater, whether it meafures it or no, as when we fay, 
The Whole is greater than its Part. 

An Aliquot Part takes its Name and Denomination from 
the Number of equal Parts a Quantity is divided into, 
that is to fay, the Number of times ’tis contained in that 
Quantity or Whole. Thus an Aliquot Part that is con¬ 
tain’d twice in any Quantity is call’d an half, and is writ 
thus L . and that which is contain’d thrice, is call’d a 
third, and exprefs’d thus, -5, 

An Aliquant Part has fometimes aliquot Parts, that 
mèafurè the Quantity ’tis a Part of \ thus for inftance 6, 
which is an aliquant Part of 8, has for its aliquot Part 
2, which is a Quarter of 8, of which confequently 6 
is three Quarters, fince 6 contains 2 three times, and 
is exprefied thus, 

Parts, whether aliquant or aliquot, are call’d FraBions, 
in refpect of the whole of which they are Parts ; and 
when exprefs’d by Numbers, as we lhall hereafter dp 3 
the upper Number is call’d, The Numerator of the FraBion, 
and the under, Th^ Denominator of the fame FraBion. Thus 
in this Fraftion \ fignifying two fifths, the Numerator 
is 2, and the Denominator 5. • ~ 

II. A 
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A §l^antity ÎS a Multiple of mother^ tha,t contains that 

other a certain Number of Times exaftly, that is to fay 
without any Remainder. Thus a Line of fx Feet is the 
multiple of a Line oftm Feet, becaufe it eontains it three times 
exuBly. 

’Tis evident the Multiple is greater than that Quan- 
i, tity whoTe Multiple it is faid to be, it being an aliquot 
^ Part of it, and call’d 2i Suhmultiple\ in refpeft of its Mul- 
j tiple, that takes its Name and Denomination froni the 
j Number of Times, it contains its Submultipîè. Thus 

a Line of 6 Feet is call’d the Triple of a Line of 2 Feet, 
" becaufe it contains it 3 times exaftly 5 but a Line of two 
I Feet is call’d the Suhtriple of a Line of 6 Feet, becauie 
I it is contain'd in it three times precifely. 

ÏÎL 

, Equimultiples of federal §lumtitieSj are Quantities that 
contain equally, or an equal Number of Times, or as 
tnany Times, the Quantities whofe Equimultiples they 
are faid to be, that is to fay, their.aliquot Parts, or Sub¬ 
multiples, which confequently meafure their Equimul¬ 
tiples equally. Thi^s becaufe a Line of 12 Feet contains à. 
Line of 2 Feet^ as many Times as a Line-, of 30 Feet does a 
Line of 5 Feet, the tmo Lines of 12 Feet. and. 30 Feet are 
Equimultl'aies of the Lines of 2 Feet ând 5 Feet*. .. .• , . 

Thus Euclid defines Equimultiples, but we fiiall call 
more generally Equimultiples of feverat §lp.antîtîes, fuch as 
contain the Quantities whofe Equimultiples they are, an 
equal Number of Times, whether that Number bean 
Integer or Fraftion, or Integer and Fractions, provided 
they be fimilar Parts. ^ , 

Thus we know that 5 and 10 are Equimultiples, of 2 
and 4, becaufe 5; contains 2 twice and one over,, v/hich' 
is half two, and in like manner 10 contains 4 twice, and 
two over, which are half 4. 

’Tis in this Senle we would be underhood to fpeak, 
when we fay two Quantities for inlbance contain or are 
contained in two others, an equal Number of Times, 
each of its own. 

N 
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By fimlUr Parts of fc'veral ^mtîtîss^ rohether etUefuot or 

aliquant^ we underftand fuch as are contained an equal 
number of times by them. Thus 9 and 15 are fimilar 
Parts of 12 and 20, becaufe 9 is three quarters of 12, 
as well as 15; of 20. ^ ^ 

When any two Quantities are multiplied by the fame 
Quantity, the two Quantities produced by that Multi¬ 
plication are Equimultiples of the two former, which 

^confequently are fimilar Parts of the two latter. 
Thus multiplying the two Quantities a and r, by the 

fame Quantity you will have thefe two Quantities 
ad^ cd, which are Equimultiples of the two former a, c, 
which are fimilar Parts of the Quantities ad^ od^ whether 
d reprefent an Integer or Erafiion. 

IV. 

Ratio IS the Relation of two Quantities of the fame 
kind, compar’d together in regard of their Quantity, 
to know how and how often one contains or is contained 
in the other. 

Quantities of the fame kind are called Homogeneous, as 
two Lines, two Surfaces, two Solids : Quantities of 
different kinds are called Heterogeneous, as a Line and a 
Surface, and a Solid, érc. 

The two Homogeneous Quantities compar’d together 
in a Ratio, are call’d the Terms of that Ratio, that that is 
compar’d is call’d the Antecedent, that to which the for¬ 
mer is compar’d is call’d the Confequent. 

Thus in the Ratio of 2 to 3, the Antecedent is 2, the 
Confequent is 3. This Ratio may eahly be comprehen¬ 
ded, exprelfing it Fraftion wife, thus, whofe Nume¬ 
rator 2 is the Antecedent, and Denominator 3 is the 
Confequent. 

’Tis evident the Terms of a Ratio ought to be Homo¬ 
geneous, and of a finite Quantity, becaufe ptherwife it 
could not be faid how or how often one Quantity is 
contain’d in another. Which made Euclid fay, two 
Quantities have a Ratio, when by Multiplication one 
may become greater than the other. Then you may fee 
there is no Ratio between a Line and a Surface, becaufe 
a Line multiplied, that is produced as much as you 
pleafe, will not have any Breadth, confequently can 
never equal a Surface, that befides Length has Breadth. 

Nor 
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Nor Is there any Ratio between a hnite and ah infinité 
Line, tho’ thefe two Quantities are Homogeneous, be* 
caufe ’tis a peculiar Property of finite Quantity to mea- 
fure or be meafured by another, fo that one may fay, one 
is contain’d in the other a certain number of times. 

’Tis evident alfo, that to find the Ratio of one Quan¬ 
tity to another, you mufi divide the Antecedent by the 
Confequent, and the Quotient, call’d the §^àntîty of the 
RatiOf Ihows the Relation of the Antecedent to the Con¬ 
fequent, or the relative Quantity of the Antecedent in 
regard of the Confequent, which is properly call’d Ratio. 

Since therefore a Ratio is a Quantity or Magnitude, 
tho’ relative, all that agrees to Quantity or Magnitude 
in general, agrees alfo to a Ratio s Hence a /Ratio is 
divided into a Ratio of EcjuaUty^' and a Ratio cf inequality^ 
and one Ratio may be equal or greater than another. But 
you muft take care you don’t confound the Ratio of Equa^- 
lity^ with the Equality of two Ratio’s ; becaufe, 

Â Ratio of Equality is a Ratio, wherein the Antecedent 
is equal to the Confequent, as the Ratio of 4 to 4, of B 
to B, (ùyc. ^ M 

A Ratio of Inequality Is a Ratio wherein the Antecedent 
is greater or lefs than the Confequent, which from hence 
is divided into a Rjitio of lefs Inequality y and a Ratio of 
greater hiequality. 

A Ratio of lefs Inequality is a Ratio wherein the Antece¬ 
dent is lefs than the Confequent ; as the Ratio of 2 to 
3. ’Tis evident frorn what has been faid before, that 
the Quantity of a fimilar Ratio, is a Nuriiber expreffin^? 
how and how often the Antecedent is contained in the 
Confequent, or which is the fame thing, what Part it is 
of the Confequent. 

Thus the Ratio of <5 to 12 is an half, becaufe 6 is 
half 12, and this Ratio is call’d Subduile. After the 

I fame manner the Quantity of the Ratio of 2 to 6 is a 
] third, becaufe 2 is a third of 6, and this Ratio is call’d 
j a Submple. Thus alfo the Quantity of the Ratio of 4 
1 to 6, is two thirds, becaufe 4 is equal to two thirds of 
'1 6, and this Ratio is call’d a Subfefquialtery becaufe 4 is 
> contain’d in 6, once and half a time more. 

A Ratio of greater Inequality y is a Ratio wherein the 
^ Antecedent is greater than the Confequent ; as the Ratio 
5 of 3 to 2. ’Tis evident from what has been faid above, 
t that the Quantity of a like Ratio is a Number exprefling: 
I how and how often the Antecedent contains the Con- 
I fequent, or which is the fame^thing, what Part of the 
V Antecedent the Confequent is, 

N % Thu to
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Thus the Quantity of the Ratio of i^to 6 is 2, be- 

caufe 12 contains 6 twice, and this, Ratio is call’d the 
Duple. After the fame manner, the Quantity of the 
Ratio of 6 to 2 is 3, becaufe 6 contains^ 2 three times, 
and this Ratio is called the Trifle. In like manner the 
Quantity of the Ratio of 6 to 4 is one and an half, be¬ 
caufe 6 contains 4 once and an half, and this Ratio is 
call’d Sefquialtsr. 

The Ratio of Inequality is divided further into that 
which is called Number to Number, and that which is 
call’d a Surd Ratio. 

The Ratio of Number to Number is call’d a Rational Ratio, 
and is fuch an one as may be exprelTed in Numbers, that 
is you may exprefs by Numbers how often the Antece¬ 
dent contains or is contain’d in the Confequent. Such is 
the Ratio of a Foot to a Yard, becaufe a Foot is to a Yard 

^ as I to 3, or the Antecedent is contain’d 3 times in the 
Confequent. Such is alfo the Ratio of a Line of 6 Feet 
to a Line of 4 Feet, where the Antecedent contains the 
Confequent once and an half. 

A Surd Ratio, call’d alfb an Irrational Ratio, is that 
which can’t be exprelTed in Numbers ; that is to fay, 
’tis impoflible to exprefs by Numbers how often the An¬ 
tecedent is contained, or does contain the Confequent, 
as the Ratio of the Side of a Square to its Diagonal, 
which is fuch, that tho’ each Line apart has aliquot 
Parts, lefsand lefs continually, yet not one of thofe that 
meafures for Inftance the Side of the Square, tho’ taken 
never fo fmall, can meafure the Diagonal exa£tly, that is 
to fay, that it lhall be contain’d in it a certain Number 
of Times without a Remainder, which is the Reafon 
why the Ratio of thofe two Lines can’t be exprefled in 
Numbers. 

When the Ratio of two Quantities is that of Number 
to Number, the Quantities are faid to be Common- 
furable, Becaufe they' have fome kind of Part that 
may ferve as a common meafure ; but if the Ratio of 
two Quantities be irrational, becaufe they have no Part 
fo fmall as to be a common meafure to both Quantities, 
then they are call’d Incommenfurable. 

The Ratio We have already fpoken of at prefent, and 
fhall further treat of, is call’d Geometric Ratio, to di- 
Ringuiih it from Arithmetick Ratio, \vhich is the Relation 
of two Flomogeneous Quantities, confidering how much 
one exceeds or is exceeded by another, wdien they are 
23Fiequal, which is call’d their Viference. When Ratio is 

mention’d 
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mehtlon’d alone, you muft underftand Geometric^ con¬ 
cerning which EucUd defigns to fpeak in thefe Elements. 

V, 
V 

( 

Equal or Jlmilar Ratio’s are fuch as have their Antece^ 
dents equally containing or contained in their Confe- 
quents, or which is the fame thing, the Antecedent of 
one Ratio contains any kind of aliquot Parc of its Con- 
fequent, as often as the Antecedent of the other Ratio 
contains a fimilar aliquot part of its Confequent. 

Thus the Ratio of 2 to is the fame or equal or Jitnilar 
to the Ratio of 4 to 6, becaufe 2 zs in 3 once and an half, 
a7id in like manner 4 u in 6, once and an half ; or 2 contains^ 
fsoo thirds of as well as 4 contains 2 thirds af 6.^ 

This is the Realpn why - w.e fay 2 is to 3, as 4 is to 6, 
and for brevity ufe four Points : : to exprefs the Equali¬ 
ty of the two Ratio’s, writing it thus, 2,3 ::4, d, to " 

lignify that the Ratio of 2 to 3, is equal to the Ratio of 
4 to 6. In like manner to exprefs that ^ ^ 
is to bd, tve write thus a^ adw b, Id, ' f 

VL : ’ ' 

’ ■ Î ' i r 

proportional §luantlties are fuch as have the fame Ratio 
fuch are the four following, 2, 3, 4, 6, becaufe the Ratio of .^2 
do 3 is the fame as that of to 6 -, as alfo the four follow¬ 
ing a, adj bf bd, becaufe the firf a is contain d as often In 
the fécond ad. as the third b zs in the fourth bd, the equal 
Number of Times being reprefented by the fame Letter d , which 
may be taken for an Integer or FraBion. 

- yiL 

That Ratio is greater than another, whofe Antecedent 
contains any aliquot Part of its Confequent, ofener than 
the Antecedent of the other contains a fimilar aliquot 
Part of its Confequent. Thus the Ratio of 101 to 10 is 
greater than the Ratio of 500 to 50, becaufe 101 contains ^ 

hundred and one times the tenth Part of 10, whereas 500 coji^ 

tains but one hundred Times the tenth Part of 50, that is 5. 

N 3 ' Vin. Prp 
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VIII. 

ProportioK or Analogy., which is frequently confounded 
with Ratio, is a Similitude or Equality of two Ratio’s; 
for mjlance a, 3, 4, 6, where you fee the four proportional 
§lua?îtities make a Proportion. 

In a Proportion there are always four Terms, the frft 
and fourth, that is, the firll Antecedent and the laft 
Confequent, are called Extreams ; the fécond and third, 
that is, the Confequent of the frfl: Ratio, and Antece¬ 
dent of thq fécond, are call’d the Means ; the two An¬ 
tecedents are called Homologous Terms, and fo are the two 
Confequents. ' L 

^ Thefe four Terms may fometimes be reduced to 
three, as when the Confequent of the frf: Ratio is the 
fame as the'Antecedent of the fécond, and then the Pro¬ 
portion is call’d continued, thus 2, 4 :: 4, 8. But if the 
four Terms are different, as thefe are 2, 3 :: 4, 6. ’tis 
call’d difcontinued Proportion. 

The Proportion that we have and lhall treat of here. 
Is call’d Geometric Proportion, to diftinguilli it from 
^’Arithmetic Proportion, which is an Equality of two Arith¬ 
metic' Ratio’s found between four Quantities, where 
the hrft exceeds the fécond, or is exceeded by it, by a 
Quantity equal to that, whereby the third exceeds, or is 
exceeded by the fourth ; and fometimes thefe four 
Terms alfo may be reduced to three ; but this kind of 
Proportion not being ufed in thefe Elements, I lhall on¬ 
ly fpeak of the Çeometric, and that under the linglç 
Name of Proportion. 

IX. 

^mntities continually proportional, are fuch as are in a 
continued Proportion, as 2, 4, 8, or i, 3, 9, 27, or 
aaa, aah, abb, hbb, &c. 

A Series of Quantities continually Proportional, is 
call’d a Progrejfon, and may be tith^r Geometric, or Arith¬ 
metic, as'the Quantities are in a continued Geometric 
or Arithmetic Proportion, Thus the Quantities, i, », 
'4, 8, 16, 32, are a Geometric Progrejfon, and the 
Quantities î, 3, 5, 7, 9, it, are an Arithmetic 
i'rifgvejjm. 
r. ' 



Explamd and De?nonJîrated. 

X. 

In a Geometric Progrefflon, that is to fay, in a Series 
of Quantities continually* proportional, the Ratio of 
the firft to the thirds is the Dupiicatef the Ratio of the 
hrft to the fécond, or the Ratio of the fécond to the 
third, becaufe thofe two Ratio’s are equal ; and the Ra¬ 
tio of the firft to the fourth is the Triplicate of the Ratio 
of the firft to the fécond, or of the fécond to the third, 
or of the third to the fourth, and fo on. 

Thus in this Series of ^iuantities continually proportional, 
32, i6, 8, 4, 2, I, the Ratio of ^2 to S, is the Duplicate 
of the Ratio of 32^0 16, or of the Ratio of 16 to 8. le- 
caufe it contains thefe tvoo eojual Ratios ; and the Ratio of 
■^2 to 4, is the Tnplicate of the Ratio of -^2 to 16, or of the 
Ratio of 16 to 8, or of the Ratio of 8 to 4, becaufe it con-- 
tahis thofe three equal Ratio s. 

You muft take care not to confound a Duple Ratio, 
with a Duplicate Ratio, or a Triple Ratio with a Tri¬ 
plicate Ratio. Thus in the foregoing Example, I took 
notice that the Ratio of 32 to 8, which is Quadruple, 
is the Duplicate of 32 to i5, which is Duple ; and that 
the Ratio of 32 to 4, which is OTuple, is the Tripli¬ 
cate of the Ratio of 32 to i6, which is Duple, this Tri¬ 
plicate Ratio being fo call’d, becaufe his made up of 
three equal Ratio’s, as the firft was call’d the Duplicate, 
becaufe it is made up of two equal Ratio’s. This will be 
better‘ underftood, when I have explaiif d what a Ratio 
made up’'of feveral others, is. 

A Ratio is ' then faid to be compounded of other Ratio's, 
when its Antecedent is equal to the Pro du 61 of all the 
Antecedents of the other Ratio’s drawn into one ano¬ 
ther ; and its Confequent in like manner, equal to the 
Product of all the Gonfequents of the other Ratio’s. 

Thus the Ratio ~ is compounded, or made up of thefe 

three Ratio’s d, thtsx. is to fay, the Ratio of 4S to 
105, or of I <5 to 35, taking the third Part of each 1 erm, 
is compounded of the Ratio of 2 to 3, ôf the Ratio of 4 

to 5, and of the Ratio of 6 to 7, becaufe the Antecedent 
48 is equal to the Product of the three Antecedents 2, 4, 

6, and the Confequent 105, is equal to the Product of 
the Gonfequents 3, 5, 7- ^ 

The ÎSÎ 4, 
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The Neceflity of this Multiplication will be evident 

to any one that confiders that a Ratio made up of a Duple 
and Triple'is a Sextuple, whofe Quantity 6 is equal to 
the ProduO: of 2 and 3, the Quantities of the Duple and 
Triple Ratio’s ; it being certain that the double of a 
Triple or the triple of a Duple is a Sextuple, becaufe 2 
multiplied by 3V pt 3 by 2, makes 6, Whence it fol¬ 
lows, that the §^lmtîty of a pufl'içate Ratio, is à fguare 
Number, namely, the Square of the Quantity common 
to the two equal Ratio’s, that make up the Duplicate 
Hatio ; and that the Quantity of a Triplicate Ratio, is à 
Cube, namely the Cube of the Quantity common to the 
three equal Ratio’s, of which the Triplicate Ratio is 
compounded, and confequently the Duplicate Ratio of à 
Duple Ratio is a” Quadruple, becaufe the Square of 2 is 4, 
arid the Duplicate Ratio of a friple Ratio is a Noncuple, be¬ 
caufe the Square of 3 is 9 ; and fo the Triplicate Ratio of ci 
Duple Ratio is Ofluple, becaufe the Cube of 2 is 8. And 
fo of the reft. ' 

■Tiseafy to fee, by what has beenfaid? that the fame 
Ratio may be compounded of lèverai diftêrent Ratio’s, 
becaufe feveral different Quantities, multiplied toge¬ 
ther may produce the fame^ Number, for the Quantity 
of the Ratio, that is compounded of them. Thus the 
Dodecuple Ratio, whofe Quantity is 12, is compounded 
of the Triple and Quadruple, becaufe their Quantities 
3 and 4 multiplied together make 12 ; alfp of the Duple 
and Sextuple, becaufe their Quantities 2 and 6 multi¬ 
plied together, produce the fa|ne Number 12. Whence 
it follows that Ratio’s compounded of equal Ratio’s 
are equal 

’Tis evident that in a Series of as many Quantities 
as you will, the Ratio of the lirft to the laft is compoun¬ 
ded of all the particular Ratio’s of the lirft to the fécond, 
of the fecorid to the third, of the third to the fourth, and 
fo on to the laft, becaufe the Quantities of all thefe Ra¬ 
tio’s multiplied together, produce the Quantity of the 
Ratio of the lirft to the laft. Thus in thefe four Quan¬ 
tities a, t, c, d, the Ratio of the lirft to the laft, namely 

is compounded of the Ratio of t}ie lirft to the 
.I» • 

fécond, of “ the R^tio of the fécond to the third, of 

■Y" the Ratio of the third to the fourth, becaufe thele 
■ ; ' ' a* ' b ■ ’ ^ " ' ' - . I- 

çhffç RftiQ’53 T'j T? riiultiplided together make 

rx namely the Ratio of the lirft to the laft. 

^ ' * ■ Thelb 
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Explained and Demonjlrated. 
Thefe Remarks ferve to demonftrate prop. 22 and 23. 

This Book being compofed prhidpctUy to demonfirate the re^ 
mctlnlng Definitions, that feraie to argue by Proportion ; I 
thought it better to omit them here, and explain and demon^ 
firate them m their proper Place, in ^the foUming Propofi^ 
tiens. ' ' 

PROPOSITION. Vli. 

THEOREM VII. 
Ï 

^qual §luantities have a like Ratio to the fame third 
' tity, and the fame Eluantity has a like Ratio to equal 

Quantities. 

A. 24. p g T Sayfirft, that if the two Quantities A 
B. 24. ' “ J. and B are equal • they will have the 
fame Ratio to a third Quantity C. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Quantities A, B, are equal by Sup. 
they will contain any aliquot Part of the third Quan¬ 
tity C, the one as often as the other, and fo by Def. 5* 
they will have the fame Ratio to that third Quantity. 
Which was to be demonfir at ed. 

I fay, fecondly, that if the Quantities A and B are 
equal, the Quantity C will have the fame Ratio to the 
Quantity A, as, it has to the Quantity B. 
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f. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Beepfe tte two Quantities A» B, are equal, by Sup. 
their fimilar aliquot Parts will alfo te equal, and the 
third Quantity C, will contain each of them equally ; 
wherefore by Def. $. that third Quantity C will have 
the fame Ratio to each of the two equal Quantities A, B. 
Which was to be demonfirated. 

P S Eo 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate thQ i^Prop. 
of this Book, and 14 and 15 Prop. Book 6, and Prop. 
34* 12. • 

PROPOSITION Via 

theorem via 

of two §^antitieSj the greater has a greater Ratio to 
a third than the lefs : and this third ^puantity has a 
greater Ratio to the lefsj than it has to the greater. 

A. 48. p ^ T Say fîrH:, that if of two Quantities A, 
B. 36. ^“'1 B, the greater is A, it will have a grea¬ 
ter Ratio to a third Quantity C, than the lefs one B, 
has. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Quantity A is greater than the Quantity 
B, by Sup. it will contain a certain aliquot Part of C, 
oftnerthan the Quantity B does, and by Def 7. the 
Ratio of A to C, will be greater than the Ratio of B to 
C. Which was to be dewonfrated. 

I fay in the fécond Place, if the Quantity B is lefs 
than the Quantity A, the Ratio of C to B, is greater 
than the Ratio of C to A. 

D E« 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Quantity B is lefs than the Quantity A, 
by Sup. its aliquot Parts will be lefs than the fimilar 
aliquot Parts of the Quantity A, confequently the 
Quantity C will contain an aliquot Part’ of the Quan¬ 
tity B, oftner than it will a fimilar aliquot Part of the 
Quantity A ; wherefore by Def. 7. the Ratio of C to B, 
will be greater than the Ratio of G to A. ' PVhich was tq 
he demonfir at ed. 

USE. 

This Proi^ofitlon fervesto demonRrate Prop. 14. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

THEOREM IX. 

§l%tantîtîes haloing the fame Ratio to a third are equal ; and 
they to which a third §luantity has the fame Ratio are alfo 
equal. 

A. c Î Sayfirfi:, if each of the two Quantities 
B. 3. * 1 A, B, have the fame Ratio to a third 
Quantity C, thefe two Quanties A, B, are equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Ratio of A to C is equal to that of B to C, 
by Sup. the Quantity A will contain an aliquot Part of 
the Quantity C, as often as B does, by Def. 5*. and con¬ 
fequently thefe two Quantities A and B will be equal, 
JVhich was to be demonjlrated. 

I fay in the fécond Place, that if a third Quantity C 
have the fame Ratio to each of the two Quantities A and 
B, thefe two Quantities A and B are .alfo equal. 

DE- 

187 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Ratio of C to A is equal to that of C to 
bÿ Suÿ. a certain aliquot Part of A will be contain’d 

in C, as often as a fimilar aliquot Part of B, by Def. 5. 
Wherefore an aliquot Part of A will be equal to a iimi- 
lar aliquot Part of B, and confequently A and B will be 
equal. Which remain d to be demonflrated. 

. , I. ■■ ■ '• ' ' ■ 

USE. 

This Propolltion ferves to demonftrate Prop. 14. and 
prop. 2, s, 7, 14, 25, and 31. Book 6. and prop. 34. Book 
jx. Laftly, Prop. 15. Book. 12. 

PROPOSITION X 

THEOREM X / * 
f 

of two ^antitieSf that which has the greatefl ..patio to a 
third ^antityy is the greater ; on the contrary^ that to 
which a third has a greater Ratio, is the lefs. 

» -• . * 

A. " 12. ^ T Say firft, that if of two Quantities A, B, 
B. .8. ‘ t the firf: A has a greater Ratio to â third 
Quantity C, than the fécond B to the fame Quantity 
that firfl: Quantity A is greater than the fécond B. 

\ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

• 

Becaufe the Ratio of A to C is greater than that of 
B to C, by Sup. the Antecedent A contains a certain 
aliquot Part of its Confequent C, bftner than the Ante¬ 
cedent B contains a fimilar aliquot Part of its Confequent 
C. by Def. 7. Whence it follows that the Quantity A 
is greater tfein the Quantity B.' Which was to be demon-^ 

pirated. 
I Say, in the fécond Place, that if the third Quanti¬ 

ty C, has a greater Rfftio to the fécond B, than it has to 
the flrft A, that fécond Quantity B, is lefs than the 
former A. • , 

DE. 
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« 

demonstration. 
Î 

Becaufe the Ratio of C to B Is greater than the Ratio 
of C to A, by Süÿ> the Qiiantity C contains a certain 
aliquot Part of B, oftner than it does a fimilar aliquot 
Part of A, by Def. 7. and confequently B will bé îefë 
than A. Which remetins to be demonftrated. 

USE. 

This PropoRtlon ferves to demonftrate Prop, 14, 

PROPOSITION XL 

THEOREM XL 

Ratios equal to the fame Ratio, are equal to one another. 

A. 2. B. 3. C. 4. D. 6, T Say, if the two Ratio’s of 
E. 8. F. 12.:: C. 4. D. 6. JL A to B, and of E to F, 
are each equal to that of C to D, they are equal to one 
another. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe A is to be, as C to D, the Antecedent A con» 
tains its Confeguent B, as often as the Antecedent C does 
its Confeguent D : likewife becaufe E is to F, as C to D, 
the Antecedent E will contain its Confeguent F, as often 
as the Antecedent C, does its Confeguent D, bÿ 
Wherefore the Antecedent A will contain its Confeguent 
B, as often as the Antecedent E does its Confeguent F, 
and by 5. the Ratio of A to B, will be equal to that 
of E to F. Which was to be demonjlrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Prop. 25, and 
31. Book 6> Sind Prop, 34. 12, 

P R 0« 
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PROPOSITION XIL 

THEOREM Xli. 

fffcveral §lüantîtîes arefroportîonaîy the Sum of all the 
tecedents is to the Sum of all the Confequents, as any one 
Antecedent is to its Confequent, 

h. 2. B. 4e :: C. 3. D. f Say, if the Ratio of A to 
I B, be the fame as the Ra¬ 

tio of C to D, the Ratio of the Sum A-l'C of the two, 
two Antecedents, to the Sum of the two Confe- 
quents, is the famé as that of the Antecedent A to the 
éonfequent B. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
J • ». , - . c 

Becaufe A is to B, as C to D, by Sup. the Antecedent^ 
A will contain any aliquot Part of its Confequent B, as 
often as the Antecedent C contains a limilar aliquot 
Part of its Confequent D ; for inRance an half, by Def. 
5. andfnce half B added to half D, makes half B-j—D, 
A+C will contain half B-|-D as often as A contains 
half B, ar^ confequently the Ratio of A to B, is fimi- 
lar to that of A4"C, to Which was to hè demori'- 
ftrated. 

U S E. 

This Propofition ferves to demonRrate Prop. 6, ancE 
7, of Book 12, and that an Ellipfe is a mean Proportional 
between two Circles defcrib’d about its two Axes, as 
you will find in our Planimetry. It ferves alfo to demon- 

, itrate the Rule of Fellowfliip, and Pro]). 20. 6. and Pros». 
25. 12. 
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PROPOSITION XÏII. 

THEOREM XIII. 

if tm Ratio's he equal, and one greater than a third Rathf 
the other will alfo he greater than the fame third Ratio, 

A. 2. B. 3, :: C. 4. D. 6, T Say, if the two Ratio’s of 
E. 7. F. 12. 1 A to B, and of C to D, 

be equal, and the firft Ratio of A to B greater than the 
third Ratio of E to F, the fécond Ratio of C to D, will 
alfo be greater than the fame Ratio of E to F. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Becaufe the Ratio of A to B is greater than that of E 
to F, by Sup. the Antecedent A will contain any aliquot 
Part of its confequent B, oftner than the Antecedent E 
contains a fimilar aliquot Part of its Confequent F, by 
Dtf. 7. and fince the Antecedent C contains a fimilar 
aliquot Part of its Confequent D, as often as the Ante»* 
cedent A contains that of its Confequent B, becaufe the 
Ratio of A to B is the fame with that of C to D, by 
Sup. the Antecedent C muft contain an aliquot Part of 
its Confequent D, oftner than the Antecedent E, con« 
tains a fimilar aliquot Part of its Confequent F, and by 
Def 7. the Ratio of C to D, being alfo greater than that 
of E to F. Which was to he demonjirated. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 

THEOREM XIV. 

In four proportional ^antities, If the firft he greater, equal, 
or leftr than the third, the f ^.cond alf i will be greater, equal, 
or lefts than the fourth. • 

A, B. :: C, D, 1 Say liril, if of thefe four Proportional 
12. 3. :: 4. I. I Quantities, A, B, C, D, the firft, 
which is A, he greater than the third, C, the fécond 
alfo, B, will be greater than the fourth D, 

D 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe A is greater tlian C, by Bup. tKe Ratio .A to 
B is greater than the Ratio of C to B, by Prop:^,^. and 
hnce the Ratio of A to B is equal to that of G to *D, by 
Sup, the Ratio of C to D will be greater than that ot 
C to B, sitidhy Prop. 4. B will be greater than D. Which 
Tcoct^ to he demonfirated. 
A. B. :: C. D. I fay, fecondly, if A thehrU: of thefé 
3. 4. :: 4. four proportional Quantities/A, B, C, 
D, be equal to C the third, B alfo the fécond will be 
equal to D the fourth. 

» ■ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becâulê A is equal to C by Sup. the Ratio of A to B, 
is the fame as that of C to B, by Prop. i. and' hnce the 
Ratio of A to B, is equal to that of C to D by Sup. the 
Ratio of C to D will be the fame as that of C to B, and 
by Prop. 3. B will be equal to D. Which was to be demon•• 
lîrateà. . 
A. B. :: C. D. Laftly, I fay if A, the frll of thefé 
3, 4. :: 3. 6. four proportional Quantities, A,B,C, D, 
be lefs than C the third, B the fécond will be alfo lef« 
than D the fourth. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe A is lefs than C by Sup. the ^Ratio of A to C 
willbe lefs than that of CtoB, by Prop. 2. and hnce 
the Ratio of A to B is equal to that of C to D, by Sup. 

the Ratio of C to D will be lefs than that of C to B, and 
by Prop. 4. B will be lefs than D. Which remain d to be 
deînonftrated., 

U S E. 
/ 

It fervesto dcmonftrate Prop, 24. and Prop. 25. 15 and 
25,0/ Book 6. 

■ ^ 

LEM»' 



Explaikil and Demûi^rdudî, 

LEMMA I. 
' ... ■ . ' ' ' ' 

If four Quantities be proportional, the Produft of thè 
Extreams is equal to the Produâ: of the Means. 

■ * .' . ■ ■. ' * T tlefe four §luantitîes a, ad, b, bd, hei?ig pro^ortiortalj hy 
Def. 6. the ProduB of ths iwo Extreams a, bd, is evi^ 

dently equal to the ProduB of the Means^ . ad, b,' becaufe the 
two Extreams a, bd, multiplied together are equal to the two 
Means ad, b, multiplied togetherj namely^ abd. Which was 
to be demonftrated. ^ 

L E M M A II. 

Thole four Quantities are proportional, thé ProduQ: of 
whofe Extreams is equal to the froduib of the two 
Means. 

JSay^ thefe four §luantities a, b, c, <î, are proportional» 
if the ProduB 2Là of the Extreams-be equal to ho. the Pro^ 

duB of the Means. 

DEMONSRAtlON. 
( ' t ^ 

Suppofe a to be contain d in b, .a certain Number of Times 
exprejfed by m, in which Cafe 2im will be equal to b, and c 
contain d in d, a certain Number of Times exprtfed^ by n, then 
cn will be equal to d, in^ead of having the. ProduB ad, equal 4 
to the ProduB be, ‘you will have the ProduB acn equal to the 
ProduB acm ; confequently dividing each of the equal Teî'ms 
by tiC, you will have m equal to n ; wherefore b contains a dpsl - 
often as d does c, and by Def. T>. the four §luantities a^bjC^dy . 
are propùrtîonal. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

THEOREM XV. 

Equimultiples» and their Jimilar Aliquot Parts, arc yro^ 
portidnaL 

I Say, the four Quantities ad,hd, a, h, whofe two ÛTÛy 
Terms ad^ bd, are Equimultiples of the two laft, # 

If are proportional. 1 

' O BS*. 
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demonstration. 

BecauJc the Produft o£ the two Extreams ad, h, of the 
four Quantities propofed ad^ bd, a, is the fame with 
the Produft of the two Means bd, namely M^>con- 
fequently by Ltmma, 2. the four Quantities ad, bd, a, bp 
are proportional. Which ta be dcmonftrated. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Prof. i. and 
33. Book 6. and Prof. 13. 12. 

\ . 

PROPOSITION XVI. 
* 

: THEOREM XVI. 

four ^antities are proportional, they are alfo proportional 
when alternd. 

A Ratio is faid to.be altem’d, when the Place of the 
two middle terms in the Proportion is chang’d, the 

one being fubftitutedhn the room> of the other, and the 
Proportion yet continuing ; that is to fay, the four 
Quantities that were proportional, continue to befo after 
this. Change : But this is* to be demonftratedi 

Î fay.therefore, if the.fourQuanti- 
Aj B. : Î C, D. ties A, B, C,*D, are proportional, 
to 3. ii 4. 6i thefe fourA> C, B, D, are proportion 

r nal aifo. 

DEMONSTRATION. ^ 

For fmce the four Quantities A, B, C, D, are propor¬ 
tional, hy Sup. hy Lem i. the Product AD of the Ex- 
rreams, is equal to the Produft BG of the Means ; and 
by Lem. 2. thefe four Quantities A, G, B, Dj arcalfo pro-, 
poptional, which war to he demonjirdted, 

Or 
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Or becaufe the Ratio of A to C is compounded of the 

Ratio’s of A to B, and of BtoC, which are equal to 
the two Ratio’s of B to C, and. of C to D,. of which the 
Ratio alfo of B to D is com'pouhded ; ’Tis eafy to con¬ 
clude'from the Remarks made in Déf, lo. that the Ratio 
of A to C is e^iial to that of B to D, that ^is to fay, that 
the four Quantities A', C, Bj D, ate pfopottiotial, WhisB 
was tQ hé dê?mnjtrated. 

SCHOLIUM,^ 

An îmeftidRàtié, 

.. One may dempnftrate after the fame manner, what^ 
Euclid deinbnftrates after the 4th Prop, which we have 
omitted, namely, that if thé four Quantities A, B, C, D, 
ate proportional, thefe four alfo B, A, D, C,’ are alfo 
proportional, which is cûVd zn inverted Rafio, in which 
We compare the Confequent with the Antecedent ; be« 
caufe the Quantities A,B, C,D, being proportional, the' 
Product AD of the two Extreams is equal to the Pro^ 
duft of the Means BC, by Lem. 1. and by Lem. 2. thefe 
four Quantities B, A, D, C, are proportional alfo. 

PROPOSITION XVII0 

THEOREM XVIL, 

Proportion by'DIvifion. 

If four ^anîîtîes dre proportional, thy will hé fo^ alfo whà 
divided, 

A Proportion \i faid to be divided^ when inftèad of each 
Antecedent you fubftitute the Excefs.of that Ante- 

ced'enr above its Cohfcquent;,, and ftill the' Quantities^ 
[ are ,proportional, as we'are now to demonftrate. 
. r fay then, if thefe four Quantities adj a, hd^ are 
( proportional, as they certainly arc, as‘ ’tis' evident by 
Î Def. 6. and alfo by Lem. 2. that is to fay, the Ratio of 
s sd to a is the fame as that of hd to h ; by dividing the 
t Proportion, the Ratio of Rd~a to a, is the fame with 

! that oi hd~h to h. 

O 2 DE« 
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DEMONSTRATION. 
"■J ■■ 

èecaufe the ProduQ: of the two Means hd-—hy and 
of the two Extreams ad—a y by of thefe fouï Quantities, 
ad-^ay a, bd— b, by is the fame, namely, abd—ab, it fol-, 
lows by' Lem. 2. that thefe four Quantities ad^af 
bd’^b; by are proportional. Which was to be demdnjirated» 

I C H O L I U M. 

‘ Con'verfan of Proportion. 

TheDivihon of Proportion juft now defined, fuppofcs 
the Antecedent is greater than its Confequent ; but fince 
it may be lefs, and then Proportion by Divifion Teeming 
impoffible, it muft be defined more generally, taking 
the Difference between the .Antecedent and Confequent, 
infteadof the Excefs, and then if you compare it with 
the Antecedent, which is call’d a Proportion^ 
you may demonftrate that the Proportion remains. 

PROPOSITION XVIIL 

THEOREM XVIIL 

Compofition of Proportion, 

if four §luantitles are Proportional y they are fo when Cew* 
pounded. 

THen-a Proportion is faid to be Compounded, when the. 
Sum of the Antecedent and its Confequent is fub-i 

ftituted in the room of each Antecedent, the Quantities 
* continuing to be proportional, as we ftiall demonftrate. 

I fay then, if thefe four Quantities a, ad, b, bd, are 
proportional, as they certainly are, as is evident by Def. 
6. and Lem. 2. that is to fay, the Ratio of a to ad, is'i 
the fame as that of b to hd, compounding them the Ratio i 
of ad to ad, is the fame as that of d-\ hd, to bd. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe if you multiply the two Extreams a-^àd. 
Id together, and the two Means ad, b'^hd of thefe four 

proportional 

I 



Explained mid Demonftrated. 
proportional Quantities ad, h\-bdy hd^ the Pro» 
du6t will be the fame, namely, abd\-^bddy conlequently 

Lem. 2. thefe four Quantities a\-ad, ad y b\-bdi 
are proportional. Which was to be demonfiratsd., 

' no - 

SCHOLIUM. 

One might alfo put inftead of each Confequent, the 
Sum of the'Confequent and its Antecedent,-to compare 
it with its Antecedent, and demonftrate after the fame 
manner that the Proportion continues : which Euclid 
demonftrates by a Confequence drawn from Prof. 19. 
ivhich being thus ufelefs, as well as Prof. 20. and 21. we 
fliall confequently omit them', 

USE. 
V 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Prof. 24. and 
Prof. 21. 6. 

PROPOSITION XXII. 

THEOREM XXII. 
« 

, Proportion ex æquo ordinata, 

if there he a certain Idumher of §luantities in one Rank in 
Proportion ex æquo, with a like Number of §luantities 
in another y the Ratio of the two Extreams of one Rank is 

, e^ual to the Ratio of the two Extreams of the other. 

Quantities are faid to be in Proportion ex'-æquo y when 
in fevesal Quantities in one Rank proportional to » 

as many in the other, the firll Quantity in one Rank is 
to the fécond, as the firft in the other Rank is to its fé¬ 
cond, and the fécond of the firft Rank is to its third, as 
the fécond of the fécond Rank is to its third, and fo on. 

Thus if you have thefe three 
A. 2. B. 3. C. 4. Quantities A, B, C, in one Rank, 
D. 8. E. 12. F. 16. and three others D, E, F, in ano¬ 

ther, fo that A be to B, as t) to E, 
and B to C as E to F, I fay then that A is to C as D to F, 

o 3 
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DEMONSTRATION^. 

Eecaufe tîie Ratio of A to C is compounded of tli$ 
Ratio’s of A to B, and of B to and the Ratio of D tO 
F, is compounded of the Ratio’s of D to E and E to 
which are by Sup. equal to the two Ratio’s of A to B, 
and of B to C, it follows that the two Ratio’s of A to C, 
and D to F is compounded of Bmilar Ratio’s, and con^ 
feiquently egual. Whiçk‘was to he demonfirated^ -' ' 

i . " ■■■ ,i ' 

. - U S E. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate prof. 8. 6. and 
feveral other fine Theorems in Geometry,‘ as the 4th 
Lem. of our Dialling. ,, , 

.V , ■ ,r~5 - ' 

PROPOSITION XXIII. 
•A i. S.., t- •• > 1 ..y 'i «■ 

-C t ^ ‘ ^ ' 

THEOREM XXIII. 
•s . 

Proportion ex æquo perturbata. 

if there he a certain Idumher of ^iantities in ope Rank, in 0 
/ Proportion ex æquo perturbata, with an e^ual Num^ 

her of Terms in another Rank, the Ratio of the two Extreams 
of one Rank, is equal to the Rath of the two Extrearns of 
the. other Rank. v ;■ ^ ' -- • ■ b 

. ^ f , i' 

A Proportion is faid to be ex equo perturhata, t^hen ie- 
veral Quantities in one Rank, are proportional to 

as many in another Rank, fo as that the firft of one Rank 
is to the fécond, as the lafi: fave one of the other Rank is 
tothelaft, and'the fécond of the firft Rank is to the 
thirds, as the laft fave two of the fécond Rank is to the 
laft fave one, and fo on to the firft of the fécond Rank. 

V Thus if you have the three Quan« 
A. 2. B. 4, C. I. tides A, B, C, in one Rank, and 
p.i2. E. 3. F. three others D, E, F, in another, fo 

as that A is to B, as E is to F, and B 



Explained and HejtionJlraled. 
t 

DEMONSTRATION/ 

Becaufe the Ratio of A to C is compounded of the 
Ratio's of A to B and of B to C, and the Ratio of D to F 
is compounded of the Ratio of D to E, egual to that of 
B to C, by Su^. and of E to F, equal to that of A to B, it 
follows from the Remarks made on Def. lo. that the Ra¬ 
tio of A to C is equal to that of D to F. Which wm t® 
be demonjirated, 

USE. 

This Propofition is ufed in Spherical Trigùnomgtrjy to 
demonftrate that in a Spherical Triangle y the Sinet of ths 
Angles are proportional to the Sines of their oppojite Sides. It 
ferves alfo in Plain Trigonometry to demonftrate that in a 
ReSiilineal Triangle, the Sines of the Angles are proportimai t& 
their oppojite Sides. This Propofition is of ule alfo in the 
Demonftration of Prop. 24. 

PROPOSITION XXIV, 

THEOREM XXIV, 

jf of Jix Eluant it ies y the firjl is to the fécond as the thir^is 
to the fourth ; and the fifth to the fécond, as the fixthto the 
fourth ; the Sum of the firjl and fifth will be to the fécond^ 
as the Sum of the third and fixth to the fourth. 

f 

ÏSay, if of thefe fix Quan¬ 
tities A, B, Cj D, E, Fp 

E. 8. B. 3. :: F. id. D. 6. the Ratio of the firft A, and 
fécond B, be equal to the 

Ratio of the third C, and fourth D ; and the Ratio of 
the fifth E, to the fécond B, is the fame with that of the 
fixth F, to the fourth D ; the Sum Ad-E of the firft and 
fifth is to the fécond B, as the Sum of ths third and fixth 
C d-F to the fourth D, 

^99 

O4 DE. 
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DEMONSTRATION, 

Since by Sup. the Ratio of A to B, is equal to that of 
C to D, the Antecedent A, will contain ah aliquOi Part 
bf its Confequent B, as often as the Antecedent C con¬ 
tains a fimilar aliquot Part of Its Confequent B, by Def. 
5, and by the fame Definition, fince the Ratio of E to B 
is like that of F to D by Sup. the Antecedent E will 

' contain the fame aliquot Part of its Confequent B, as 
often as the Antecedent F contains a fimilar aliquot 
Part of its Confequent D : Confequently A-f-E, the 
Sum of the two Antecedents A, E, wilLcontain any 
aliquot Part whatever of their common Confequent B, 
las ofteii'as C^F, the Sum of the two other Gohfequents 
C, F, contains a fimilar aliquot Part of their common 
Confequent D : and fo by Def. 5. the Ratio of A^~E to 
B, will be the fame as that of C-j-F to D. Which was u 
éê demonfirated. . v - 

SCHOLIUM.' 
♦ 

This Propofition may be demonftrated otherwife and 
eafier thus : Since the Ratio of E to B, is fuppofed equal 
to that of F to D, by Inverfon of Proportion ; the Ratio of 
B to E is theTame with that of D to F; and fince the 
Ratio of A to B, is the fame with that of C to D, by Sup- 
|)ofition, you will have thefe three Quantities A, B, E, ip 
one Rank, and C,D,F, in another, in a Proportion cx 
^rdincta, confequently by Prop. 21. the Ratio of A to E is 
the fame with that of C to F, and by Cbmpofition of 
Proportion according to Prop. 18. the Ratio of A-|-E, to 
E, is the fame with that of C-fF, to F. Which was H 
h$ demonprated. ' \ „ ;* ^ ij 

PRO- 



'Explain d and Demonjlrated, 4 
' '■■■''■ . -ft 

PROPOSITION -XXV. 
H t 

Î -- 

THE OR PM XXV. 
\ • . « 

In four proportional §laantities the Sum hf the two Extreanii' 
' ■ is greater than the Sum of the two Means, " ' 

I Say, tlie Sum of the two Extreams ah-\ cà, of thefe' 
four Quantities ah, hd, ac, cd, propdrtiorial hj"Lem. 

2. is greater than^^:^"^^, the Sum of the two Means, 
. < . ' ’ ’’ ’• 

DEMONSTRATION. 

If the firfl: ah be fuppofed greater than the third at, 
divide each of thofe two unequal Quantities ah, ac, by 
a, and you will find the Quantity h is greater than the 
Quantity c, then multiply each of thefe two unequal 
Quantities, h, c, by the Difference a—-d, and you will 
find the Product ah —hd, greater than the Produft ac-cd% 
and laftly, add to each of thefe unequal 'ŸtoàuIkSiah—hd, 
ac—cd, the Sxim. hd-\- cd, you will find the Sum ah^cd, ^ 
is greater than the Sum ac~\;'hd. Which was to he demon- 
f rated. ’ ' " 

SCHOLIUM. 

If you would have another Demonftration, fuppole 
•the four Quantities, A, B, C, D, proportional, and the 
firft A greater than the third C, and then the fécond C, 
will be greater than the fourth D, hy Prop, 14. Then, I 
fay, the Sum A-)- D of the |:wo Extreams is greater than 
the Sum of the two Means B-j-C. 

« 
' ■ ■ » 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Since the four Quantities A, B, C, D, are fiippofed 
proportional, by Divifion of Proportion, according to 
Prop. 17. A—“B, B, C—D, D, are alfo proportional ; 
and fince we know that B the fécond, is greater than D 
the fourth, then by Prop. 14. A-B, the firft, muft be 
greater than —D the third ; confequently add B 4-D 
the Sum to each of thefe unequal Quantities A—B, 
C—D, and you will find the Sum A4'D, is greater 
than the Sum B-lrC. Which was to bedemonf rated. 

USE 
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USE. 

This Propondon ferves to fliew the DifFerence be® 
tween Geometric and Arithmetic Proportion, in the 
latter, the Sum of the two Extreams is equal to the Sum 
of the Means, asfhall be demonftrated in ourTrigono- 
merry;, whereas in the former the Sum of the two Ex¬ 
treams is greater than the Sum of the two Means, as has 
been demonftrated two ways. 

The Commentators upon Euclid, haise added nine Propo^» 

Jttlons morej which we jhall omit, hecaufe they are not EuclidV, 
and may he eajtly underfiood by any one that underfianit the 

foregoing. 

y 

\ 

The 

t 
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ï. . ■ **r^ ‘ Mt 
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T H E 

O F 

EJJ ÇI IJs Elements, 
t- 

EUclid, having explain'd in general the lèverai Sorts 
of Proportion, begins in this Book to apply them 
to Planes, and firft to Triangles, comparing their 

Areas, Sides, and Angles refpeâively together. On that 
^Account this Book is the Foundation'of the Conftniftion 
and Ufe of all Sorts of Mathematical Inftruments, as 
the Gr^phometef^ Aftrolabe, Geometrical Quadrant, 
Jacob’s Staff, Seftor,, and all ethers as are of ife 
. in Menfuration : and befides of all Machines as arc 
ufed in Mechaniçs,"Tnflead of moving Powers, as the 

' Balance, Lever, Pully, Axis in peritrochio, the Screw 
and the reft as well fiinple as compound, as ferve to aug^ 
ment tKe Motive foi’ces |n any Ratio. 
! . ' ■ Vi 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

Similar Reftilineal Figures are fuch as have all their 
Angles refpe£liveiy equal, and the Sides contalnM by 
them proportioîiaî. ‘ ’ 

Thus 

/ 
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Plate I. 
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Plate 2^ 
Fig. 18, 

Plate i] 
Figt 4^ 
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Thm ths two KeBiUnealFigures ABCj BDE are jimilar, èe-' 

caufe the Angle ABC Is equal to th.e Angle BDEf and the 
Angle BAG equal to the Angle DBEj and the Side AB to the 
Side BCf as the Side BD, to the Side DE i and the Side 
AB,, to the Bide AC, as the Side BD to BE, See. 
/ If all the Reûiline^l Figures were Triangular, It 
would be enough to fay'they are equiangular iriftead of 
ilmilar, becaufe in Prop. 4. we have demonftrated that 
equiangular Triangles, have alfo their Sides proper* 
tional ; or inftead of faying Triangles are fimihr, one 
might fay they have their Sides, proportional, becaufe , 
Triangles that have their Sides proportional, are equi¬ 
angular, as fhall be demonftrated in Prop. 5. ‘ 

IL 

Reciprocal Figures are fuch as have Sides that may be ^ 
compar’d, as that the Antecedent of one Ratio, and Con- 
fequent of the other, is to be found in the fame Figure. 

Thus the two Figures ABE, ACD, are reciprocal, be* 
caufe as the Side AB is to the Side AC, fo is the Side 
AD to the Side AEo 

III. 

A Line is faid to be cut in extream and mean Proportion, 
^when the whole Line is ’ to its greater Part, as that 
greater Part is to the lefs. Thus the Line AD Is divided at 
the Point B, Into extream and mean Proportion, If the Ratio 

■ of the Line AD, to Its greater Part AB, he the fame %oIth that 
êf the greater Part AB, to Its lefs BD. 

This Line is fo call’d, becaufe in the three Proporti- 
.onalsAD, AB, BD, the Extream Ratio, is that between 
the two Extreams AD, BD, and the Ratio is that 
between the whole AD, and the Mean AB, or between 
she Mean AB, and the other Extream BD. 

IV. 

The Height of a Figure, is a Right-Line let fall perpen¬ 
dicularly from the YertQX to the Bafe. Thus the Height 
of the Triangle ABC, is the perpendicular /SB, let fall from the 
Vertex A upon the Bafe BC : and fo alfo t^e Height of the Tri¬ 
angle CDE Is the perpendicular DH^ let fall from the Vertex 
D upon the Bafe CE, 

’Ti$ 

c 
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Explained and Eeînonjlrated. 
“^Tîs evident, that if two Triangles or Parallelograms 

of the fame Height, have their Bafes in the fame Right- 
J Line, and the fame Wa)r, they are between the fame Pa- 

fallels ; and that, if they are between the fame Parallels, 
!: they are of the fame Height. So that two Triangles, or 
^ Parallelograms of equal Heights may be plac’d between 
lî the fame Parallels. 

PROPOSITION 1. 
I 

THEOREM I. 

Triangles and Parallelograms of the fame tieight are to one 
another as their Bafes, 

I Say hrft, if the two Triangles ÀBC, CDE, are of the Plate là 
fame Height, or between the fame Parallels AD, BE, Fig. 4.» 

they are to one another as their Bales, that is to fay, the 
Triangle ABC, is to the Triangle CDE, as the Safe BG 
to the Êafe CE. 

PREPARATION. 

BlfeQ: each of the Bafes BC, GE, at the Points F, G, 
and draw the Right-Lines AF, DG; then by 38. i. the 
two Triangles FAC, FAB, are equal, as well as GDC, 
GDE. Confequently the whole Triangle BAC is double 
each of the equal Triangles FAB, FAC, fince the Bafe 
BC is double each of the two equal Bafes FB, FC : and in 
like manner the whole Triangle CDE is double each of 
the two equal Triangles GDC, GDE, fince the Bafe CE 
is dmlble each of the two equal Bafes GC, GÊ. From 
whence ’tis eafy to conclude by 1$. 5. that the Ratio of 
the Bafe BC is to its half FC, juft as the Triangle BAC, 
to its half FAC : Thus alfo the Ratio of the Bafe CE, 
to its half CG, is equal to the Ratio of the Triangle CDE, 
to its half CDG. 

BE- 

i 
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This being fuppofed, conflder BC is tb its half FC,^ai 
CE to its half CG : and fo alfo that the Triangle BAG, 
is to its half FAC, as the Triangle CDE, to its half 
CDG, and confeqnçntly the Proportion between the 
four Lines BC, FC, CE, CG, is fimilar to the Proportion 
that is between the four Triangles BAC, FAC, CDE» 
CDG: Wherefore changing them by i6. ç. You will 
£nd the Heights AF and DH being equal, that the Pro¬ 
portion between the four Lines SC, CE, CF, CG, ié 
equal to that between the four Triangles BAG, CDE, 
FAC, CDG. Whence ’tis eafy to conclude that in this 
fécond Proportion, tlie firft Triangle BAG is to the 
fecoBd CDE. as the firft Line BC,' to the fécond Line 
CÉ, in the nrft Proportion. Which was to he demonfira^ 
ted. 

T fay in the fécond’ Place, that Parallelograms of the* 
fame Height are to one another as their Safes, becaufe 
l^arallelograms being double Triangles of the fame Bafe 
and Height, by 41. i. are as their Bafes, &e. Which 
mmn d to be demonjfratéd. 

USÉ. 

This Propofitioh, is of ufe in the following, and m 
14, J5,, and 19, and alfo to deihonftrate that 

Triangles and Parallelograms, whofe Bafes are equal, are 
as their Heights, becaufe their Heights may be taken for 
their Safes; and the Bafes for^Heights,. which is to6 
cafy to infift upon, . 

PRO: 



ExfIain’J and Demenjirated. toj 

\ 

PROPOSITION II. flares; 
Fig. 5' 

T H E O R E M II. 

Kïght-Lîm drawn Parallel to one of the Sides of a Trian-^ 
gU, tuts the Legs proportionally ; and if it cuts the Legs 
proportionally; ^tis parallel to the third Side, - 

I -} 

0 I Say firft, if the Right-Line DE be drawn parallel to 
the Side AB, of the Triangle ABC, it will cut the 

two other Legs AC, BC, proportionally, fo that the 
Part CD fliall be to the Part AD, as the Parc CE to 
the Part BE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Draw the Right-Lines AE, BD, and you will find 
the two Triangles'CED, DEA, having the fame Vertex . 
E, to have the fame Height, and by Prop. i. they are to 
one another as their Bafes CD, i\D : After the fame 
manner, the two Triangles CDE, EDB, having the fame 
Vertex D, and confequently the fame Height, are to 
one another as their Bafes, CE, BE ; and fince the two 
Triangles DEA, EDB, between the fame Parallels AB, 
DE, and having the fame Bafe DE, are equal by 37. 
’Tis eafy to conclude by ii. 5. the Ratio of the Parts 
CD, AD, is the fame with that of the Parts CE, BE, 
Which was to be demonfir at ed. 

I fay fecondly, if the Line DE, cut the two Sides 
AC, BC, proportionally, ’tis parallel to the third Side 
AB. 

DEMONS T RAT ION, 

Connefting as before; the Right-Lines AE, BD, con- 
fider that fmce the four Lines CD, AD, CE, BE, are 
proportional by Su^. the -four Triangles CED, DEA, 
CDE, EDB, are proportional by Prop.; i. and becaufe 

the 
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the two Antecedents CED, and CDE, are equal, repre«*| 
fenting the fame Triangle, the Confequents alfo are • fi 
equal’, DEA, EDB, by 14. 5^. Wherefore by 39. i.the h 
Line DE will be parallel to thé Side AB. Which rs* | 
metin d to he demonfir at ed. I 

A • 

USE. 

1 • ^ ^ ‘ k V ' 

This Proportion ferves to dcmonftrate the following 
one and Prop. 4. and that feveral Lines drawn Parallel 
to the fame Side cut the Legs proportionally. 

1. 

- PROPOSITION IIL 
A 

T H E O R E M IIL 

"jl Right-Line hifeBing an Angle of a Triangle, divider the 
oppofite Side into two Parts that are in the fame Ratio as 
the two other Sides i and if it divide a Side into two Parts 
proportional to the two other Si des ^ it hi fells the oppofite 
Angle. 

ÏSay firll, if the Right-Line AD, blfefl: the Angle 
BAG of the Triangle, it cuts the oppohte Side BG 

into two Parts BD, CD, that are in the fame Ratio as 
the two other Sides AB, AC. 

PREPARATION. 

' Produce one of the two Sides AB , AC, as AC in E, 
TilT AE be equal to the other Side AB, and join the 
Right-Line BE. 

« 
t , 

\. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Triangle BAE is an Ifofcele, by Conft, 
the Angle E will be equal to the Angle ABE, by 
Ç. I. and becaufe the external Angle BAG, double the 
Angle BAD, is equal to the two internal and oppofitd 



Explamd and Denîonjlràted, 
E? Abe, by 32. I.<it will be doublé each, and confe- 
quently the Angle ABE. So the alternate Angles B AD> 
ABE, will be equal, and by 27, i. the Line AD will be 
parallel to the Side BE or the Triangle BEC, and by 

2, the Ratio of the two Parts BD, CD, will be 
equal to that of the two Parts AE, AC, or the two 
Sides AB, AC. Which was to be demonjîrated, 

I fay fecondly, if the Ratio of the two Parts BD, CD, 
be equal to that of the two Sides AB, AC, the Angle 
BAD is equal to the Angle CAD. > 

demonstration. 

Make a Confl:ru£l:ion fîmilar to the foregoing, and 
flnce by Sup. the Ratio of the two Lines BD, CD, is 
equal to that of the two AB, AC, or AE, AC, the Line 
AD is parallel to the Side BE of the Triangle AEB, by 
Prop. 2. and by Prop. 29. i. the Angle BAD is equal to 
each of the two equal Angles E, ABE ; and fince the 
Angle BAC is double the Angle E, it will be alfo dou- ^ 
ble thf Angle BAD, which will confequently be equal 
to the Angle CAD. Which remain d to be demonjîrated, 

USE. 

This Propohtion may ferve to divide a given Line 
into two Parts proportional to two other given Lines ; 
provided the Sum of the two given Lines be greater 
than the hrft : Thus to cut the Line BC into two Parts 
proportional to the two given Lines AB, AC, form with 
the three given Lines BC, AB, AC, the Triangle BAC, 
by 22. I. and by 19, i. bifeft the Angle A, by the 
Right-Line AD, &c. 

V 

PROPOSITION IV. 

T H E O R E M IV. 

Equiangular Triangles have their Sides 'proportional. 

I Say, if the two Triangles ABC, BDE, are equiangu^pig^^; 
lar, fo that the Angle A, is equal to the Angle DBE, 

and the Angle ABC equal to the Angle BDE, and eon~ 
fequently the third Angle AGB equal to the third 

P Angle 
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Angle BED ; the Ratio of the two Sides AB, BD, oppo- 
flte to the equal Angles, will be equal to that of the 
two Sides BC, DE, oppofite to the equal Angles ; and 
in like manner the Ratio of the two Sides AB, AD, op- 
polite to the equal Angles, is equal to that of the two 
bides AC, BE, oppofite to equal Angles. 

PREPARATION. 

Having imagin’d the two Triangles ABC, BDE, fo 
pofited that the two Sides oppofite to the equal Angles, 
as AB, BD, join by their Extremities in a Right-Line, 
produce the two Sides AC, DE, till they meet in a 
Point, as F. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe ABD is a Right-Line, and By CojtJf. the Angle 
ADF, equal to the Angle ABC, by Sup. the Line BG 
will be parallel to the Line DF, by 28. i. and fo alfo 
becaufe the Angle A is equal to the Angle DBE, the 
the Line BE will be parallel to the Line AF : Thus the 
Figure BCFE will be a Parallelogram, whofe two oppo- 
fite Sides BC, EF, are equal, by 34. i. as well as the 
two oppofite ones, BE, CF, and in the Triangle ADF, 
the Line BC being parallel to the Side DF, the Ratio 
of AB to BD wnll be equal to that of AC to CF, or BE, 
by Prop. 2. and fo alfo the Line BE being parallel to the 
Side AF, the Ratio of the two Lines AB, BD is equal 
to that of thofe two EF or BC, and DE. Which was to 
be demovjirated. 

S C H O L lU M. 

’Tis evident by ii. 5. that the Ratio of the two Sides 
AC, BE, oppofite to the equal Angles, is alfo equal to 
that of the two Sides fC, DE, oppofite to equal Angles, 
becaufe each of the two Ratio’s has been demonftrated 
to be equal to that of AB to BD. 

’Tis evident alfo by 16. 5. that the Sides containing 
the equal Angles in each Triangle, arc proportional, 

'' that 



Explain d and T)emonjlrated. â 11 
that IS to fay, for inftance, that the Ratio of the 
Sides AB, AC# is equal to that of the two BD, BE, 
caufe it has been demonftrated that the four Sides AB, 
BD,^ AC, BE, are proportional, confequently by con- 
Verfion, AB, AC, BD, BE, alfo are proportional „• 
Whence it follows by Def, i. that equiangular Tri¬ 
angles are fimilari 

USE. 

This Proportion is not only necelTary for the follow® 
îng ones, but is the Foundations of the Principal Pra- 
ftices of Trigonometry, and of the ufe of the Univerfal 
Inftrument, on which are defcribed little Triangles, 
fimilar to thofe that are imagin’d to be on the Ground, 
when ’tis ufed to meafure any inancefllble Line, take a 
Plan, or trace one upon the Ground : ’Tis alfo the Foun¬ 
dation of the Ufe of the Compafs of Proportion as may 
be feen in a Treatife upon that SubjeS: already pub- 
lifhed, where Demonftrations are founded upon that 
Proportion. i 

PROPOSITION V, 

THEOREM V. 

Triangles that have their Sides ÿroportlcnal, are equiangular. 

JSay, if in the two Triangles ABC, BDE, the Side Fig. ï, 
AB, is to the Sidd" BC, as the Side BD to the Side 

DE : and the Side AB, to the Side AC, as the Side BD, 
to the Side BE ; thefe two Triangles ABC, BDE, are 
equiangular, fo that the Angle ABC is equal to the An¬ 
gle BDE, the Angle A to the Angle DBE, and confe¬ 
quently the third Angle ACB, equal to the third Angle 
BED. 

PREPARATION. 

Make by 23. i. at the Extremity B of the Side BD, the 
Angle DBG, equal to, the Angle A, and at the oiher Ex¬ 
tremity D, the Angle BDG equal to the Angle ABC. 

P 2 DE- 
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Piste I. 

Fg. 1. 

DEMONSTRATION.* 

Becaufe the Triangles ABC, BCD, are equiangular 
by Conft. the Ratio of AB to JSC is the fame as that of 
Bi) to DG, by Prop. 4. and becaule the Ratio of AB to 
BC is the fame as that ofBD to DE hy Sup. it follow^ 
by II. 5. that the Ratio of BD to BG, is equal to that 
of BD to DE, and by 14. the Side DE is equal to the 
Side DG : After the fame manner the Ratio of AB to 
AC is the fame as that of BD to BG, and fince the Ratio 
of AB to AC is fuppos’d the fame as that of BD to BE, 
the Ratio of BD to BG will be fimilar to that of BD to 
BE, and the Side BG, will be equal to the Side BE ; 
confequently by 8. i. the Triangle BDE will be equi¬ 
angular to the Triangle BDG, and confequently to the 
Triangle ABC. Which was to be demonjlrated^ 

USE. 

The Method taught in Prob. 16. Introd. to take an ac- 
ceflible Plan on the Ground, is founded upon this Pro- 
pofition, very much refembling the eighth of the firft 
Bock, that ferves alfo for the Demonilration of this, as 
has been fliewn ; for fince by 8. i. if two Triangles 
have their Sides equal, they themfelves are alfo equal and 
equiangular, by the fame, if the Sides of the two Trian¬ 
gles are proportional, they themfelves alfo are equian¬ 
gular, confequently by Def. they are alfo fimilar. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

THEOREM VI. 

Triangles hanjhtg their Sides about an equal Angle proportional, 
are equiangular. 

1 Say, if the Angle A, of the Triangle ABC, be equal 
? to the Angle B of the Triangle BDE, and the two 
Sides AB, AC, proportional to rhele two BD, BE, the 
Triangle ABC, is equiangular with the Triangle BDE. 

PRE- 
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PREPARATION. Plate I, 

Fig. I. 

' Make at the Extremity B, of the Side BD, by 23. i. 
an Angle DBG etjual to the Angle A, or DBE fuppoled 
equal to th,é Angle A, and at the other Extremity D, the 
Angle BDG equal to the Angle ‘ABC. 

DEMONSTRATION: 

’Becaufe the Triangles ABC, BGD are equiangular by 
Con^r. the Ratio of the two Sides AB, AC, will be equal 
to that of the two BD, BG, by Prop. 4. and becaufe the 
Ratio of the fame two Sides AB, AC, is alfo equal to 
that of the two BD, BE, by it follows by 11. 5. that 
the Ratio of BD to BG, is equal to that of BD to BE, 
and by 14. 5. that the Side BG is equal to the Side BE : 
wherefore by 4. i. the Triangle BDF will be equiangu¬ 
lar with the Triangle BDG, and confequently with the 
Triangle ABC. Which veasto he demonjirated. 

USE, 

The DemonRration of Prop. 20. depends upon thi.s, 
which very much refembles the fourth of the lirft Book, 
ufed in the Demonftration of this ; for lince by 4. i. two 
Triangles having two Sides, and the Angle contained 
equal, are in all refpe61: equal and equiangular, by the 
fame two Triangles, having two Sides proportional, and 
the Angle contain’d equal, are alfo equiangulaij and 
confequently by Prop. 4. they are finiilar, 

Prop. VII, i$ needlcfs. 

? p R O 
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PROPOSITION VIII. 
rlate to 

THEOREM VIIL 

^ Berpsndicuhr let fall from the Kîght-Angle of a right-angled 
Triangle upon the oppofite Slde^ divides the Triangle into 
two others fmllar to it felf 

JSay, if you let fall a Perpendicular DA> to the oppo-> 
fite Side PC, call’d thé Hypotenufe, from the Right- 

Angle D, of the right-angled Triangle BDC, each of 
thele two right-angled Triangles DAB, DAC, will be 
fimilarto BDG the Triangle propofed ; fo that the Angle 
ADC WÛ11 be equal to the Angle B, and the Angle ADB 
equal to the Angle C. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Angle A of the Triangle ADB Is right, 
by Sup. the Sum of thç two others B, ADB, will alfo by 
32.1. be right, and chnfequently equal to the Angle 
BDC, which is right by Sup. Wherefore taking away 
the common Angle ADB, there will remain the Angle 
B equal to the Angle ADC : So alfo becaufe the Angle 
Â, of the Triangle ACD is right, the Sum' of the two 
pthers C, ADC is equal to a right one alfo, that is to fay, 
to the Angle BDC, confequently take away the Angle 
ADC, and you will have the Angle C, equal to the 
Angle ADB. Which was to he demonfîrated» 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to find a Mean proportional 
between two Lines given, as fhall be fhown in Prop. 15. 
becaufe the Perpendiculas AD, is a Mean proportional 
between the two Parts or Segments AB, AC, the Tri¬ 
angles ' ADB, ADC, being fimilar ; confequently by 
Prop. 4. the two Sides AB, AD, of the Triangle ABD, 
are proportional to the two AD, AC, of the Triangle 
ADC : From hence an eâfy Method of meafuring any 
Right-Line acceflible only at one Extremity, by the 
help of a Square ; fuppofe AC, accelTible at the Lxtre- 
snity A, where ered at Right-Angles a Stick AD of a 
i---^ ^ Vi.v;- ,, ^ , known 
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known Length, and put the Right-Angle of the Square Hare i* 
at the Point D, fo as that looking along one of its Sides a 
DC, you may perceive the Point C, and along the other 
DB another Point, as B, then fince the Lines AB, AD, 
AC, are proportional, multiply the Length of the Stick 
AD by it felf, and divide the Produft by the Quantity 
of the Line AB, and you will have that of the Line AG 

'fought. - 

PROPOSITION IX. 
« 

PROBLEM I. 

Tq cut off any Part of a given Line. 

TO cut off, for inftance, a third Part from the given Fig. ii 
Line AD, draw the Line AE at pleafure, and 

having taken the Line AC of an arbitrary Length, take 
AE tripple the Line AC, and draw thro’ the Point C, the 
Line BG, parallel to the Line DE, and that will cut off 
the Line AB, equal to a third Part of the Line AD 
propofed. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Lines BC, DE, are parallel, the An¬ 
gle ABC will be equal to the Angle ADE, by 19. i. and 
becaufe the Angle A is common, the Triangle ABC 
will be equiangular to'the Triangle ADE, by 32. 1. 
Wherefore by Prop. 4. the Ratio of the Lines AE, AC 
will be equal to that of the Lines AD, AB ; and ünce 
AE is triple AC, by Conff AD alfo.will be triple AB, 
Which was to he demonjirated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to divide a given Line into as 
many equal Parts as you pleafe ; for ’tis plain, that to 
divide the Line AD, into three equal Parts, for inRance, 
no more is neceffary than to cut off a third Fart AB^ as 
has been Ihewn. 

P 4 P R 
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PROPOSITION 

PROBLEM II. 
r 

To divide a given Line in the fame manner as another given 
Line is divided. 

plater..' O divide the given Line AD at the Point B, juB: 
Hgt 8. 1. as the Line AE is divided in C, fo that the Ratio of 

the two Parts AB,'BD, bé equal to that of AC, CE 5 
join the two given Lines AD, AE, at any Angle you 
pleafe, as DAE, and having joined the Right-Line DE, 
draw the Right-Line BC, parallel to the Line DE, thro’ 
the Point C, and the two Parts AB, BD^ will be pro« 
portional to thofe two AC, CE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line BC is parallel to the Side DE of the 
Triangle ADE, hy Conji. the Ratio of the two Parts AB, 
BD, will be by Prop. 2. equal to that of AC, CE. Which 
y>as to he demonjirated. j t '• 

USE. 
i 

This Propofition may be very well ufed in dividing a 
given Line into as many equal Parts as' you pleafe ; for 
Ms evident that if the two Parts AC/CE, were equal, 
AB, BD, would alfo be equal. See Proh. 14. Introd. 

PROPOSITION XI. 
‘4.1!- 

PROBLEM m. 

To find a third Line proportional to two given Lines. 

TO find a third Line proportional to the two Lines 
' AB, AC, make any Angle BAG, with the two 

^iven Lines, and applying the Length of the fécond Line 
. given 
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given AC to the firft AB, from A to CE, join the Right-Fîaîe i. 
LineBC, and draw ED parallel to it, and the Line 
wnll be the third proportional to the two given Lines 
AB, AC. 

/ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Triangles ABC, ACD are equiangu¬ 
lar, as you have feen in Prop. 9. the Ratio of the two 
Sides AB, AC, of the Triangle ABC, will be like that 
of the two Sides ÀE, AD, of the Triangle AED, by Prop, 
4. So that the Line AD will be a third Proportional to ' 
the two AB, AC. Which re as to be demonjirated. 

USE. 

This Propofition may be ufed in reducing a given 
Square into a Reftangle of a given Height ; by finding 
a third Proportional tq the Height fought, and the Side 
of the given Square, and that will be the Bafe of the 
Reftangle fought, as is evident from Prop. i-j. This 
Propofition is alfo ufed in the Demonflration of Pro/. 

PROPOSITION. XII. 

PROBLEM IV. 
/ 

• T* 

To find a fourth Proportional to three gi^en Lûtes. 

TO find a fourth Proportional to the three given Lines, pig. g. 
AB, AC, AD, make any Angle BAG with the two 

former, AB, AC, and joining the Right-Line BC, apply 
the Length of the third given Line AD, to the firft AB, 
from A to D ; and draw from the Point D a Line DE pa¬ 
rallel to the Line BC, thro’ the Point D, and the Line 
AE will be a fourth Proportional to the three Lines 
given AB, AC, AD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line BC, is parallel to the Line DE, by 
' “ Conji, 

I 
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gate I. Ca;?/, the Triangle ABC will be equiangular with the 

S. Triangle ADE, asws faw in Prop. 9. Confequently by 
Prop. 4. the four Lines AB,AC, AD, AE, will be pro¬ 
portional, Which woi to be demonfiratsd. 

U S E. 

This Propofition ferves to reduce a given Triangle in¬ 
to another of a given Height, by finding a fourth Pro¬ 
portional to the given Height, and the two Sides, of the 
given Reftangle, and that will be the Bafe of thé Red¬ 
angle fought, as is plain by Prop. 16. 

PROPOSITION XIIL 

PROBLEM V. 

To fnd a Mean proportional between two given Lines, 

fig. 7. find a Mean proportional between the two given 
Ji. Lines AB, AC, form one Right-Line BG out of 

them both, and defcribe the Semicirle ADC upon it, 
and ered from A., a Perpendicular AD upon the Line 
BC, and that will 1)6 a Mean proportional between AB, 
AC. 

4 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Join the Right-Lines BD, CD, and by 31. 3. you will 
find the Angle BDC is right, and hy Prop. 8. the Line 
AD is a Mean proportional between AB, AD. Which 
was to be effelied and demonfir at ed 

SCHOLIUM. 

If the Paper be not long enough to form a Right-Line 
out of the two propofed AB, AC, cut off from the 
greateft AC, the Part AE, equal to the leafi: AB, and 
having defcrib’d upon AC, the Semicircle AFC, draw 
from the Point E, the Right-Line EF perpendicular to 
the fame Line AC, and join the Right-Line AF, and 
it will be a Mean proportional between the two Lines 
propofed ABj AC. 

E- 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Join the Right-Line CF, and by 31. 3. you will * 
the Angle AFC is right, and by Fro^.S. the two Right- 
angled Triangles FEA, FEC, are equiangular to the 
great one AFC; confequently by Prop. 4. the Ratio of 
the two Sides AC, AF, of the Triangle AFC, is equal 
to that of the two Sides AF, AE, of the Triangle AEF, 
wherefore the Line AF is a Mean proportional be¬ 
tween AC and AE, or AB, its equal. iVjjich was to be 
dmon^ratèd. See Prop. 17. 

USE, 

As the former Proportion ferves to do the Rule of 
Three, fo this ferves to find in Lines the Square Root 
of a Number propofed, namely, by finding a Mean pro¬ 
portional between the Number propofed and Unity, for 
that will be the Root fought, by Prop. 17. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 

THEOREM IX. 

Ep^uiangular and equal Parallelograms are reciprocal., and 
Reciprocal Parallelograms are equiangular and equal. 

\ I Say, firfi, if the Parallelograms ACD, ABE, are ^ 
equiangular and equal, they are alfo reciprocal, that ^ * 

is to fay, the Side AC is to the Side AB, as the Side AE 
to the Side AD. 

PREPARATION. 

Imagining the two Parallelograms ACD, ABE, fo 
plac’d as that the Sides AB, AC, may be in a Right-Line, 
in which Cafe the two other Sides AD, AE, will alfo be 
a Right-Line, by 14. i. Becaufe the Angle CAD is 
equal to the Angle BAE, by Sup» Produce the other 
Sides till they incerfe£l in F, and form the Parallelogram 
AF. 

* 

D E- 
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demonstration. 

Becaufe the Parallelograms CD, BE are equal by Sup. 
they have the fame Ratio to the Parallelogram AF.by 75. 
and becaufe by Prop. i. the Parallelogram CD is to the 
Parallelogram AF, astheBafe AC to the BafeAB, ani 
the Parallelogram BE is alfo to the Parallelogram BD, as 
the Bafe AE to the Bafe AD, it follows that the Ratio of 
the two Lines AC, AB, is equal to that of AE, 'AD, 
Which was to he demondrateâ. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, that if the Parallelograms 
I ACD, ABE, are equiangular and reciprocal, they are 

alfo equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
\ 

If a Conftruftion be made like to the foregoing, by 
prop. I. Since the Ratio of AC to AB is equal to that of 
AE to AD, by Sup. The Ratio alfo of the Parallelogram 
ACD, to the Parallelogram AF, is equal to that of the 
Parallelogram ABE, to the fame Parallelogram AF, and 
by 9. 5. the two Parallelograms ACD, ABE are equal. 
Which remain d to he demonjirated. 

! 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves to demonftrate Prop. j6. and 
that Rule in Arithmetic call’d The Rule of Three inverfe. 

PROPOSITION XV, 

’ * THEOREM X. 

The equal Triangles, that have one .dngle equal, have the 
Sides about that equal Angle reciprocally proportionaland 
if the Sides are reciprocally proportional, the Triangles are 
equal. 

T Say, firll, if two Triangles ABC, DBE, are equal, 
I and the Angle ABC equal to the Angle EBD, the 
Ratio of the two Sides AB, BD, is equal to that of BE, 
BC. 

PRE» 
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PREPARATION. 
Plate I,' 
Fig, 

221 

Imagine the two Triangles ABC, EBD, placM fo as 
j that the two Sides AB, BD, be in a Right-Line, in 
^ which Cafe BE, and BC will alfo form a Right-Line, by 
. .14. I. Becaufe the Angle ABC, is equal to the Angle 
] DBE; by Sup. and join the Right-Line. AE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Triangles ABC, EBD are equal, by Sup. 
they will have the fame Ratio to the Triangle ABE, by 
7. 5. and becaufe by Prop. 1. the Triangle ABE is to the 
Triangle BED, as the Bafe AB is to the Safe BD, and 
in like manner the Triangle ABE is to the Triangle 
ABC, as the Bafe BE, to the Bafe BC, k follow's that 
the four Lines AB, BD, BE, BC are proportional Which 
voas to be demonftrated. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, if the two Angles ABC, 
EBD, are equal, and the Sides AB, BD, BÇ, BC, pro¬ 
portional, the Triangles ABC, EBD are alfo equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Make a Conftruflion like to the preceding, and by 
Prop. I. fince the Ratio of AB to BD, is equal to that 
of BE to BC ; by Sup.^ The Ratio alfo of the Triangle ' 
ABE, yo the Triangle EBD, is llmilar to that of the 
Triangle ABE, to th^e Triangle ABC, and by 14. 5. the 
two Triangles ABC, EBD are equal. Which remain d to 
he demonfirated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonflrate Prop. 19. and 
t^^at two Right’Lines mterfeB one another proportionally be- 
tween Parallels^ becaufe if you join the Right-Line CD, 
it will be parallel to the Right-Line AE, by 39. i. the 
Triangle ACD being equal to the Triangle, CED, &c. 

P R O* 
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PROPOSITIpN XVI. . 

Plate I. 

Pig- 2. 

THEOREM XI. 

if four Unes dre proportional, the ReBangle of the two £>r- 
treams is equal to the KeBangh of the two Means ; and if 
the KeBangle of the two Extreams be equal to that of the two 
Means y the four Lines are proportional. 

I Say, iiril:, if the four Lines AB, AC, AD, AE, arc 
proportional, the Reftangle ABE, of the Extreams 

AB, AE, is equal to the Redlangle of the Means AC, 
AD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the four Lines AB, AC, AD, AE, are pro¬ 
portional, by Sup, the Reftangles ABE, ACD will be 
reciprocal, hy Def. 2. and fince they are equiangular, by 
Conjl, it follows from Prop. 15. that they are equal. Which 
was to be demonflrated. 

Ï fay, in the fécond Place, if the Reflangles ACD, 
ABE, are equal, the four Lines AB, AC, AD, AE, are 
proportionaL 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Reftangles ACD, ABE, are equal by 
Sup. and equiangular by Confi. they are reciprocal by 
Prop. 14. that is to fay by Def. 2. the four Lines AB, 
AC, AD, AE, are proportional. Which was what rr- 
Tfiain d to he demonflrated. 

USE. 
\ 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate the Rule of 
Three, becaufe the Area of a Redlangle being found by 
multiplying the two Sides that form the Right-Angle 
together, as has been feen in the fécond Book, ’tis eafy 

* to conclude from this Propofition, that in four proporti¬ 
onal Quantities, the ProduU: of the two Extreams is 

equal 
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equal to that of the two Means ; and fo on the contrary. Plate i. 
Which we have already demonftrated. Pjg* 2. 

Itmayalfo be demonftratéd by this Proportion, that 
if two Right-Lines interfeft one another in a Point with-g-^*^®^© 
out a Circle, and cut the Circumference,^ as AB, AD, * ’ ° 
the whole and their external Parts are reciprocally pro¬ 
proportional, that is to fay, the whole AB, is to the 
whole AD, reciprocally as the Part AE is to the Parc 
AC, becaufe the Rectangle of the Lines AB, AC, Is 
equal to thar of the Lines AD, AE. 

PROPOSITION XVIÏ. 

THEOREM XII. 

if three Lines are proportional^ the Square of the Mean ts eq at 
to the KeBangle of thetxoo Extreams ; and if the KeBangle ^ 
of the tvpo Extreams is equal to the Square of the Mean y thé 
three Lines are proportional. 

THis Proportion is a Corollary of the former, becaufe 
three proportional Lines are equivalent to four, 

having the two Means equal, and by that Means the 
Rectangle of the two Means becomes a Square. 

USE.. 

This Proportion ferves not only to demonflrate Prop. 
30. but that if from a Point taken without the Circle, 
as A, a Tangent AF, and Secant AD be drawn, the 
Tangent is a Mean proportional between the Secant AD, 
and its external Part AE, becaufe the Redangle of the 
two Lines AD, AE, is equal to the Square of the Tan» 
gent AE,~by 36. 3. 

One may alfo demonflrate by this Method, that if 
two Right-Lines interfed one another in a Circle, 
BC, DE, their Parts are reciprocally^ proportional, that 
is to fay, the Part AB, is to the Part AD, reciprocally 
as the Part AE is to the Part AC,-becaufe by 35’. 3. the 
Redangle of the Parts AB, AC, is equ'al to that^ of the 
Parts AD, AE. 

From hence an eafy Method of Ending a Mean pro-Fig 
portional between two given Lines, as AD, AE, may 
be drawn, namely, defcribing on the Difference DE, 
a Circumference of a Circle, and drawing the Tangent 
AF, which will be the mean proportional fought. 

F R O- 
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Fkee 11 
ïîjg. I®. 

I 

PROPOSITION XVIIL 

PROBLEM VI. 

Tq defer the upon » given Line a Polygon Jtmilar to a given one, 

TO deferibe on the Line EF, a Polygon fimilar to the 
given one ABGO, draw the Diagonal BD, and the 

Angle E being made equal to the Angle A, make alfo 
the Angle EFH equal to the Ariglé ABD. Make the 
Angle FHG equal to the Angle BDC, and the Angle 
HFG equal to the Angle DBG, and the Figure EFGFf 

i will be fimilar to the propofed one ABCD, that is to 
fay, all the Angles of the one, will be equâl to all the 
Angles of the other, and the Sides proportional. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
a 

’Tis- already evident by Conjl. that the two Polygons 
AbCD, EFGH are equiangular, becaufe all the Trian¬ 
gles of the Polygon ABCD are made equiangular with 
all the Triangles of the Polygon EFGH, fo that all that 
remains, is to demonftrate that the Sides are proportio¬ 
nal. 

Becaufe the three Triangles ABD, EFH, are equiangu- 
' lar by Confi. it follows by Prop. 4. that the two Sides 
AB, AD, are proportional to EF, EH; and fo alfo be¬ 
caufe the two Triangles BCD, FGH, are equiangular, 
the two Sides BC, CD are proportional to thofe two 
FG, GH. But I fay further, the two Sides AB, BC, are 
alfo proportional to the two EF, FGj and the two AD, 
CD, to the two EH, GH, as we fliall now demon- 
ftrated. 

Becaufe in the two equiangular Triangles ABD, EFH, 
the Ratio of the two Sides AB, BD, is like that of 
the two EF, FH, by Prop. 4. and in like manner in 
the equiangular} Lriangles BCD, FGH, the Ratio 
of the two Sides BD, BC, is equal to that of the two 
FFÏ, FG ; fo that the three Lines BA, BD, BC, are 
Proportional to the three Lines FE, FH, FG, and 
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by 2 2 5. thé Ratio of the two Sides AB, BC, Is îlkeî*h*^® \- 
, that of the two EF, FG. TVk'ch is vne of the things 

ioas to he demonjlrated. 
After the fame manner in the twd equiangular Trian^ 

^gles ABD, EFFI, the Ratio of the two Sides AD, BD, 
is equal to that of the two EH, FH ; and in like manner 
in the two equiangular Triangles BCD, FGH, the Ratio 
of the two Sides BD, CD is the fame with that of the 
two FH, GH. Thùs you fee that the three Lines DA, 
DB, DC, alfo proportional to the three Lines HE, HF, 
HG, and by 22. the Ratio of the two Sides AD, 
CD, is equal to that of the two EHÿ GH. Which is 
Tsohat remain'd to be demonfirated, 

U S E. 

.This Propohtibii is the Foundation of what is taught 
\nFroh. 17. Introd. to take an inacceflible Plan on thé 
"Ground ; as alfo of the Method ordinarily ufed to trace 
làpon the Ground the Plan of a Fortrefs, Whofe Defign 
is drawn upon Paper : for hnce you can t work it upoil 
the Ground as upon Paper, you muft make upon the 
Ground Angles equal to thofe of the Plan defcribed orf 
Paper. ® 

Plld POSITION XIX. 

THEOREM XIIL 

I Equiangular Triangles are in a Duplicate Ratio of that of 
their Homologom Sides, 

I • . ... Homologous Sides are the Sides of two fimilar Redbiline- Fig. 
al Figures, that are oppdllte to the equal Angles : 

j Thus if the two Triangles ABC, DEF, are equiangular^ 
;] and confequently limilar, by Prop. 4. fb that the Angle I A is equal to the Angle D, and the Angle B to the 

Angle E, and confequently the third Angle C equal 
to the third Angle F ; the two Sides AB, DE, that aré 
oppolite to the two equal Angles C, F, are Homologous, 

This being fuppofed, I fay the Ratio of the two T ri- 
P ^ngles ABC, DEF, is the Duplicate of that of the two 
I Q Homo« 

i 
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Plate. I. Hoi^ologous Sides AB^ DE, that is to fay, if by Prop,, 

you find a third proportional Line AG, to the two 
Homologous Sides AB, DE, the Triangle ABC is to ' 
the Triangle DEE as the firft proportional AB is to the ■ 
third proportional AG. 

/ DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Triangles ABC, DEF, are equiangular,, 
hy Sup. the Ratio of the two Sides AC, DF, is equal to 
that of the two AB, DE, which is alfo equal to that of 
DE, AG, by Conft. becaufe the Line AG was made a ; 
third proportional to AB, DE : confequently by ii. y. 
the Ratio of the two Sides AC, DF, will be equal to 
that of DE, AG, and the Angle A being equal to the* 
Angle D, by Sup. the Triangle ACG, will be equal to » 
the Triangle DEF, by Prop. 15. and -fince the Triangle* 
ABC is to the Triangle AGC, as the Bafe AB to the Bale ! 
AG, by Prop. i. the Triangle ABC is to the Triangles 
DEF, as the ûiû Proportional AB, to the third Propor- • 
tional AG. Which was to hs demonjiratsd. 

COK,OLLARY. 
* • 

It follows from this Propofition,* that equiangular 
Triangles are as the Squares of their Homologous Sides | 
fince the Triangle here ABC, is to the Triangle DEF, 
as the Square of the Side AB, namely AI, to the Square 
DL of the Homologous Side DE, becaufe thefe two 
Squares are to one another as their halves, by 15. 5-. 
and confequently as the Triangles ABH, DEK, which 
being equiangular by 4. 2. are in a Duplicate .Ratio 
of their Homologous Sides AB, DE, as the Triangles 
ABC, DEF. 

I 

USE. 
! 

This Propoftion ferves to undeceive fuch as eafly , 
imagine that fimilar Figures are as their Sides, fince it f 
is certain if the Sides of the one for inftance, are double 
the Sides of the other, the greater will be Quadruple the 
lefs, becaufe the Duplicate Ratio of the Double is the 
Quadruple. ■ 

PRO- 



Èxplaîh^d and DemonJîfateJ, 

PROPOSITION XX. 

THEOREM XIV. 

.■w" . • - ■ . , . . . 

similar Polygons may he divided into as many (Imîlar Trî^ 
angles ; and fimÜàr Polygons are In ttoe Duylîcatê Kdtîo of 
their Sides. 

ÎSay firft, if the Polygons ABCDÉ, FGHIK^ are fimi-Plate 
Jar, they may be divided into as many limilar Tri- Pig* 

angles that will be fimilar Parts of their Polygons, each 
of its own. 

DEMONSTRATrON. 

Draw the Diagonals DA, DB, IE, IG 5 and by Frop. 
6. the two Triangles AED, FKI, are fimilar, becaufe the 
Angles E, K are equal, and the Sides EA, ED, are pro« 
portional to KF, KI,^ the two Polygons propofed being * 
liippofed limilar. And fo alfo you may find that the 
Triangle BCD is fimilar to the Triangle GHI. Con« 
fequently ’tis eafy to conclude that the two other Tri« 
angles ADB, FIG are alfo fimilar, becaufe equiangular. 
Which Ts>as to be demo7iflrated. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, the fimilar Polygon^ 
ABCDE", FGHIK, are in a Duplicate Ratio of théif 
Homologous Sides. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
I . ' , 

Since the two Polygons are made up of fimilar Tri'* ' 
.angles, as has been demonftrated, and they are all in a 

• Duplicate Ratio of their Homologous Sides, by Prop. 
19. and the Ratio of the Sides is the fame, the Polygons 
being fuppofed fimilar, the Duplicate Ratio will aifo be 
the fame, and fo each Triangle of one Polygon will be 
to each Triangle of the other' in the fame Ratio, and by 
12. $. the Ratio of each Triangle to its fimilar, will be 

Q a ' îh@ 
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the fame with that of the Sum of all the Triangles of 
one Polygon, to the Sum of all the Triangles of the 
other; that is to fay, of one Polygon to the other: and 
becaufe the Ratio of thefe two T riangles is the Duplicate 
of that of their Homologous Sides, the Polygon alfo 
muft be in the Duplicate Ratio of that of their Homo¬ 
logous Sides, Which to he demonJirMed, 

COROLLARY. 

From this Proportion it follows, that fimilar Polygons 
are as the Squares of their Homologous Sides ; and that 
three Lines being proportional, the Polygon defcrib’d 
upon the firft, is to the fimilar Polygon defcrib’d upon 
theftcond, as the firftLine is to the third, becaufe that 
Ratio is the Duplicate of that of the firft to the fécond^, 
that are two Homologous Sides of thefe two Polygons. 

U, S E. 

This Proportion is of ufe in Prop. 21. and 22. and to 
encreafe a given Polygon in a given Ratio ; as if you 
would have a Polygon quadruple of another, double all 
the Sides, for the Duplicate Ratio of the'double is qua¬ 
druple; and'fo if you would have a Polygon noncuple 
of another, triple all the Sides, becaufe the Duplicate of 
the Triple is Noncuple. 

But ’tis evident that to lelTen a given Polygon ac¬ 
cording to a given Ratio, the contrary is to be done % 
fo that if you would have a Polygon but a quarter of 
that propofed, you muft take half the Sides. 

And if any other Ratio were propofed, for inftance, 
that of 2 to 3, find a Mean proportional between the 
double of one Side of the Polygon propofed and its Tri«* 
pie, and that will be the Homologous Side of the Poly¬ 
gon fought. 

PROPOSITION XXL 

THEOREM XV. 

f^TtOù PolygoTîS fimilar to a third, are fimilar to one another. 

JSay, if each of the two Polygons ABCD, ÎKLM is 
fimilar to the Polygon EFGH, thefe two Polygons 

ABCD, IKLM, are fimilar to each other. 
N D E- 



Explain'd and Demon/lrated. 2z9 

DEMONSTRATION. Pl«e 
tig. 14. 

Bccaufe the Polygons ABCD, EFGH are fimllar, by 
Sup. one may be divided by Diagonals into as many 
fimilar Triangles as the other, by Prop. 20. as here into 
two, the Triangle ABD, being fimilar to the Triangle 
IKM, and the Triangle BCD, to the Triangle FGH. 
Thus alfo the Polygon IKLM being fuppofed fimilar to 
the Polygon EFGH, the Triangje IKM will be fimilar 
to the Triangle EFH, and confequently to the Triangle 
AJBD, becaufe two Angles equal to a third, are equal to 
one another ; and fo alfo the Triangle KLM will be fi¬ 
milar to the Triangle FGH, and confequently to the 
Triangle BCD. Confequently the Polygons ABCD, 
EFGH being compofed of an equal Number of equiangu¬ 
lar Triangles, will alfo be equiangular, becaufe their 
fimilar Triangles having their refpeftiv'e Angles equal, 
the Angles of the Polygon made up of them will alfo 
be equal ; and becaufe thefe fimilar Triangles have their 
Sides proportional, by Prop. 4. the Polygons alfo will 
have their Sides proportional, and by Def. 1. will be 
fimilar. Which teas to bs dmonfirettsd. 

PROPOSITION XXII, i , . - j 

THEOREM XVI. 

if four Right-Lines are proportional, the fniilar Polygons de* 
firibed on thofe Lines, toill alfo be proportionaland if the^ 
are proportional, the four Lines ■mill alfo be proportional. 

I Say, flrfl:, if the four Lines AB, AC, AD, 
proportional, the four fimilar Polygons form’d upon " 

thofe Lines, for inftance, the two Squares and two Tra¬ 
peziums, will be proportional. 

? 
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j*late 2, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe tHe four Lines AB, AC, AD, AE, are pro? 
portional, by Sup. the Duplicate Ratio of the two nrfty 
AB, AC? is equal to the Duplicate Ratio of the two 
laft AD, AE y and hnce by Prop. 20. the Duplicate Ratio 
of the two firft AB, AC, is equal to that of their fimilar 
Polygons, and the Duplicate Ratio of the two laft AD, 
AE, is equal to that of their fimilar Polygons, it fol¬ 
lows, that thefe four Polygqps are proportional. Which 
was to be demonfirated. t\ 

I fay, in the fécond Place, if four limilar Polygons 
form a on the four Lines AB, AC, AD, ÀE, are pro^ 
portipual, thefe four Lines will alfo be proportiOnaL ^ 

demonstration, 

Becâufè the Ratio of the two firü Polygons is equal t<^ 
that of the two laft, hy Sup. and each is the Duplicate 
pf that of their Homologous Sides, by Prop. 20, the 
four Homologous Sides and çonfequently the four Lines 
AB, AC, AD, AÇ, are proportional. Which remmnd tq 
h demonfirated, - 

I • 

P S E. 

This Propofition ferves to do the Rule of Three 
Geometrically, when three Figures being given, a fourth 
Proportional is to be found/ namely by reducing the 
three Figures propofed into three Squares, when they 
are not fimilar, and finding a fourth Proportional to 
the SideS^of.the three Squares, and that will be the Side 
of a Square equal to the fourth Proportional Figure 
fought.’ This Proportion ferves alfo to demonftrato 
Prop. Î. ji/ ■ '■ ■' 

« 



Explain’d and DemonJIrated. 

PROPOSITION xxm. 

THEOREM XVIL 

E<^uïanguîar ParaUelogr^ms are in a Ratio compounded of that 
of their Sides. 

I Say, if the two Parallelograms ACD, ABE, are equi» 
angular, their Ratio is compounded of the Ratio of^l^*^® 

the Side AC, to the Side AB, and of the Ratio of the^*^* 
Side AD, to the Side AE. 

PREPARATION. 

Having imagin’d the two Parallelograms ACD, ABE, 
placed fo as that the Sides AB, AC maybe in a Right- 
Line, in which Cafe the two other Sides AD, AE, will 
alfo be in a Right-Line, by 14. i. becaufc the Angle 
CAD, is equal to the Angle BAE ; produce the other 
Sides till they meet in a Point, as F, and fo make a 
third Parallelogram AF. * 

r- 
DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufein the three Parallelograms ACD, AF, ABE, 
the Ratio of the firll: to the third is compofed of the Ra¬ 
tio of the firft to the fécond, which is equal to that of 
the Bafe AC to the Bafe AB, and of the Ratio of the fe«? 
cOnd to the third, which is allb equal to that of the Bafe 
AD to the Bafe AE ; it'follows that the Ratio of the 
Parallelogram ACD, to the Parallelogram ABE, is com^ 
pofed of the Ratio of the Side AC to the Side AB, and of 
the Ratio of the Side AD ’to thf Side AE. Which was to 
he demonfir at ed. 

^4 SCHO 

\ 
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Plate,. SCHOLIUM. 
Fig- I* 

If you would compound the Ratio’s of AC to AB, and 
pf AD to AE, you ipuft multiply th,e two Antecedents 
AC, AD togethet, and To you will have the Content 
of the Parallelogram ACD j multiply alfo the two Con- 
fequents AB> AE, and then you will haye the Area of 
thé Parallelogram ABE, in Mealures fimilar to that of 
the Parallelogram ACD ; which is an additional Proof 
of the two Parallelograms, being in a Ratio çompQund^ 
(ed of that of their Sides. ' ' . ' ' 

Since a Triangle is equal to half a Parallelogram pf 
the fame Bafe and Height, you may eahly find by This 
Propofition, that two Triangles having one Angle equal, 
are in a Ratio compounded of the Sides that form the 
Angle, as if they were Parallelograms, which may bq 
pafily feen, by drawing the two Diagonals CD, BE, 

PROPOSITION XXIV» 

THEOREM XVIIL 

If you drarù two Lines parallel to two Sides of a Parallelogram y 
thro* a Point in the Diagonal y there will be formed four 
Parallelograms y of which thofe two that the D\ag07ial pajfes 
thto\ are fimilar to one another and to the great one, 

Bifce T 1 thro’ the Point E taken at Difcretion in the 
pig. li? J Diagonal BD of the Parallelograrn ABCD, ,you draw 

^ the two Lines EG, HI, parallel to the two Sides AD, 
AB, the two Parallelograms GH, Fi| are llmilar to pne 
another and to tfie great one. ‘ ‘ | ’ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

‘ Becaufe the Line HI is parallel to AB, by Sup. the 
Angle DHE will be equal to the Angle A, by 29. 
which makes the two Triangles DHE, DAB fimilar» 
Cpnfequently by Prop. 4. the Ratio of DH to HE, wil| 
he equal to that of KD ta AB, and by j. the Paralle» 
logram GH will be fimilar to the Parallelogram ABCD. 
Aftfi fhe fatTie you may find that the Parallelo- 



Exjjléilnd and Demon [{rated, 
gram FI is limilar to the fame Parallelogram ABCD, an **. 
confequently to the Parallelogram GH. Which -wm to 
dsmmflrattd. 

SCHOLIUM. 

♦ o 

The Converfe ofthisPropolltion is alfo certainly true^ 
namely, that if the Parallelogram GH, or FI, be fimilar 
to the great one ABCD, having an Angle common? the 
Diagonal of the great one drawn thro’ the common 
Angle, will pafs thro’ the other Angle of the lefs, as 
Euclid has demonftrajted in Prop. 26. which we omit, be^ 
caufe eafily underftood, and of little Ufe. 

PROPOSITION XXV, 

O B L E M VIL 

Two ReBilinsal Figures being ginjen, to defcrihe a third effuul 
to one of tho given ones-, and Jimilar to the other. 

... . rlase 2p TO defcribe a Reftilineal Figure oqual to the given Fig. iC 
one ABC, and fimilar to thé given one DBF, reduce 

into a Square each of the two Redilineal Figures given, 
ABC, DBF, by 1*4. 2. So that GH be the Side of a 
Square equal to the Redilineal Figure ABC, and IK the 
Side of a Square equal to the Redilineal Figure DBF. 
Then find by Prop. 12. a fourth Proportional LAI, tothp 
three Lines IK, GH, DE, and by, Prop. 18. defcribe up¬ 
on that Line LA/1, the Redilineal Figure LMN, fimilar. 
to the P..edilineal Figure DBF, which here is an equi¬ 
lateral Triangle, and the Redilineal Figure LAIN, wii| 
be equal to the Redilineal Figure ABC. 

DEAÎONSTRATION. 
Î ' ' 

Becaufe the four Lines IK, GH, DE, LM, are pro¬ 
portional, by Confirl their Squares will alfo be propor¬ 
tional, by Prop. 22. and becaufe the Squares of the two 
Lines DE, LM, are in the fame Ratio as the two fimilar 
Redilineal Figures DBF, LMN, by Prep. 20. the Ratio 
of the Squares of thofe two Lines IK, GH, is equal to 
çhat of t|ie two RediJineal Figures PEF, LMN j and 
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The Elements of Euclid Book V*I. 
fince the Square of the Line IK, is equal to the Rectili¬ 
neal Figure DEF, by Confir. Then by 14. y. the Square 
of the Line GFI, or the ReUilineal Figure ABC, is 
equal to the Reftilineal Figure LiyiN. Which vcas U b$ 
effeBe^d and derngnjlvatcd. 

u s e; 

The ufe of this Proportion is more extenfîve than that 
of Prop. 14. 2. by which the Reûilineal propofed can 
Only be reduced into a Square, whereas this Proportion 
ferves to reduce it into any other Figure you pleafe ; 
thus here we have reduced the Scalene Triangle ABC, 
into an equilateral Triangle. We have refolved this 
Problem otherwife than Euclid has, becaufe his Method 
depends oh a Proportion in the Erfl: Book, that we have 
omitted becaufe it feem’d too perplex’d. 

We Jhad here omit Prop. XXVI. XXVIL XXVIII. and 
XXIX. that are hut of little Confe^uence. ' ( 

PROPOSITION XXX, 

P R O B L E M X. 

To cut a Right-Line in extream and mean Proportion. 

TO divide the given Right-Line AD, into extreanit 
and mean Proportion, cut it at the Point B, by ii« 

2. So that the ReÔangle of the whole AD, and its leffer 
Part BD, namely the Rectangle BC, be equal to the 
Square AG, of the greater Part AB, and the Problem 
is folved. 

D E M O N S R A TI O N. 

Becaufe the Rectangle BC is equal to the Square AG 
of the Line AB, by Con(lr. the three Lines CD, or AD, 
AB, BD, will be proportional, by Prop. 17. and D^/. 3. 
the Line AD will be cut at the Point B, in extream and 
mean Proportion. Which teas to he efetied and demonfira-- 
fCd. ■ ^ 

USE, 



Explained and Eâmonjlrated, 

USE. 

ÂLîne thiis cut hasfeveral Properties, as may bep^jlj 
feen in a Book publiflied by Lucas de fanBo Sepulchro^ and 
ferves, as has been Biewn, to defcribe a Pentagon ànd 
a regular Decagon ; and Euclid ufes it in the thirteentis 
Book, to determine the Sides of the five regular Bo? 
dies. 

^ » 

PROPOSITION XXXL 

THEOREM XXI. 

if you deferihe three Jimilar ReBilineal Figures upon the threé 
Sides of a ReBangle Triangle f that whièk is form'd upon 
the Side oppofite to the Right”Angle, u equal to the Sum of 
the two others: . ; • 

V t 

I Say, if you defcribe upon the Sides of the Triangle pig 
ABC, right-angled in A, three fimilar Reftilineal 

Figures, for inftance, the three Triangles ABD, ACEy 
BCF, the Triangle BCF, is equal to the Sum of the 
other two ABD, ACE. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by 20. the Rçftilineal Figure ABD is to 
^he Reftilineal Figure ACE, as the Square AB, to thé 
Square AC, and compounding by 18. 5. the Sum ABD-jr 
ACE, will be to ACE, as the Sum of the two Squares 
AB, AC, that is to fay, by 47. i. as the Square BC, to 
the Square AC ; and becaufe the Ratio of the Square 
BC to the Square AC, - is equal to that of the Rectilineal 
Figure BCF, tp its fimilar one ACE, by Prop. 20. then 
by 11.5. the Ratio of the ReCtilineal Figure BCF, to 
the Reàilineal Figure ACE, is equal to that of the Sum 
ACD-hACE, to the fame Rectilineal Figure ACE, and 
by 9. <?. the Reftilineal Figure BCF, . is equal to the 
Sum of ACD, AGE, WkÎQh was to he demrmf rated* 
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USE. 

This Propontion ferves in general to add feveral fimi- 
lar Figures together, as we faid 47. i. fo that we 
need not infift any longer upon it. 

We omît Prop. XXXll, hecmfe not necefary, nor of muck 
■Confe^usncê ', 

proposition XXXIIL 

THEOREM XXIIL 

la.' 

ïn equal CircîsS) the jungles at the Center or Circumference; of 
alfo their SeBors,,are to, one another as- the ârcs they înjîft 
upon, 

I Say, firft, the two Angles at the Centre BAC, EDF, 
of the two equal Circles BIC, EKF, are to one apo» 

ther as their Arcs BÇ, EF, that ferve inftead o£^their 
Bafe. 

PREPARATION. 

Bife£t each of the two Angles BAC, EDF, with the 
Radius’s AG, DH, and they will bifeft the Arcs BC, 
EF, at the Points G, H, as alfo the Sectors ABCÂ, 
DEFD, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufeby 15. y. the Arc BC is to its half BG, as 
the Arc EF is to its half EH, and in like manner 
the Angle BAC, is to its half BAG, as the Angle 
EDF is to its half EDH, the Proportion between 
the four Arcs BC, BG, EF, EH, is fimilar to that 
between the four Angles BAC, BAG, EDF, EDH ; 
confequently by Ccnverfion, by 16. $. the Circles BIC, 
EKF being equal, the Proportion between the four Arcs 
BC, EF, BG, EH, is fimilar to that between the four 
Angles BAC, EDF, BAG, EDH, and confequently 

this fécond Proportion, the Ratio of the firil Angle 



Explained and Demonjlrated» 
BAC, to the fécond EDF, is equal to that of the firft pja^e 
Arc BC, to the fécond EF, in the firft Proportion, 
Which was to be demmjirated. Confequently the Angles 
at the Circumference I, K, being halves of the Angles 
at the Center A, D, by 2o. 3. are alfo as their Bales 
BC, EF, After the fame manner the Scflors ABCA, 
DEFD may be demonlfrated to be as their Safes BC, 
EF, conlxdcring them as Angles. 

SCHOLIUM. 
« 

This Demonftration is of the fame Nature with that 
of the firft Propofition of this Book 5 but if the Cir¬ 
cles are not equal in this Propolition, or the Heights 
not equal in the former, you can t reafon by Converfion 
of Proportions. 

\ 

The 
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THE 

ELEVENTH BOOK 

OF 

EUCLID'S Elements. 

EXJcUd m tkis Book begins to treat of a Body or 
Solid, and firft of Parallelopipeds, after he has 
explain’d in the beginning fome Properties of 

their Bounding Surfaces. We omit the feventhj 
eighth; ninth‘and .tenth Book, becaufe they have no' 
Connexion with the llx firll:, nor with the eleventh 
and twelfth 7 we lhall only add', becaufe they, and the 
preceding fix, are enough for the tolerable underftanding 
of the principal Parts of Mathematicks ; the eleventh 
and twelfth being abfolutely neceflary for underlland-, 
ing the third Part of PraBiccd Geometry, call'd Stereometry, 
Spherical Trlgonometfy, Dialling', PerfpeBi-ve, and in general 
whatever belongs to the Section of* Planes and Solids. 
Such as would have more, may con.fult Henrlon, who has 
dcmonflrated all the other Books, and the Data. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

A Body or Solid, is the third Species of Magnitude 
it has Length, Breadth and Depth, ABCD, that 
has thfee Dimenfions, Length AB, Breadth BC, Depth CD, 

• ' Philofo- 





\ 



Explain d and Demonftrated. 
Phllofophers divide Bodies into hard, or fuch as do 

not eafily give way to another ; and foft orTuch as do, 
and may eafily be penetrated by another. -But hncethe 
Imagination makes eafy and feafible things moft difficult 
in execution, one may imagine a hard Body as eafy pe¬ 
netrated as a foft one. And then Mathematicians call 
a foUd Body) or a Solid limply, whatever is extended in 
Length, Breadth and Depth, abftrafting from Matter, 
and conceiving a Body produc'd by the Motion of à 
Surface, as a Surface is by the Motion of a Line, and a 
Line by the Motion of a Point, and that a Body is made 
up of an infinite Number of Surfaces, as a Surface is of 
Lines, and a Line of Points. Cqnfequently, 

IL 

the Extremities of a Body, are the Surfaces that bound 
It. 

A Body is necefiarily bounded by Surfaces, as well 
on the account of what has been faid, as becaufe, upon 
examining a Body as ABCD in particular, you may eafi¬ 
ly find an Upper Part, namely, the Surface DBF ; an 
Under Part, namely the oppofite Surface, ABC, càîfd 
the Bafe ; a Fore-part, namely the Surface FAB 
a Hinder Part, oppofite to that; and Sides, one of 
which appears in the Figure, reprefented by the Surface 
BCD. 

HI. 

Right-Line is faid to he perpendicular to a Plane f or 
ereBed perpendicularly, upon a PlanCy that is perpendicu¬ 
lar to a]] the Lines it meets drawn upon the Plane. 

Thw t he Right-Line ABj is perpendicular to the Plane CDEF, 
w ereBed perpendicularly upon itj if it be perpendicular to 
each of the Lines) /if, LMj that it meets at the Point 
B, in that Plane, ' 
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• IV. 
<' 

Onè Plane is faid to be perpendicular to another, or ereBed 
perpendicularly upon another, when,a Right-Line drawn 
in one of the Planes, perpendicular to their common 
Seftion, meets a Perpendicular to the other Plane. 

Thw the Plané EFGH is perpendicular to the Plane ABQD, 
QT the Plane ABCD to the Plane EFGH, hecaufe the Line KL, 
drawn in the Plane ABCD, perpendicular to the commo/i SeBi- 
m EH‘, is alfo perpendicular to the other Plane EFGH : or 

* eaufe the Line IK drawn in the Plane EFGH, perpendicular 
to the common SeBion EH, is alfo perpendicular to the_ Plane 
ABCD. 

By the common SeBion of two Planes, is underftood a Lind 
common to thofe two Planes, in which they interfeit,^ 
as EH, which always is a Right-Line, as lhall be demon* 

• ftrated in Prop. 3. 

V. 

The Inclination of a Right-Line upon a Plane, is thé 
Acute-Angle made by that Line and another Right-Line, 
drawn thro’ the Point where the Extremity of the Line 
inclined meets the Plane, and thro’ the Point of the 
fame Plane, w'here it is cut by the perpendicular to that 
Plane, drawn from the other Extremity of the inclined 
Line. 

This the Inclination of the Right-Line IL, with the Plane 
ABCD, is the Acute-Angle KLI, made with the Line KL 
drawn thro' the Points L, K, where the Plane ABCD is cut by^ 
the inclined Line IL, and the Line IK, perpendicular to the 
Plane ABCD. 

hi like manrier the htclination of the fame Line IL, to the 
Plane EFGH, is the Angle KIL, that it forms with the Right- 
Li ne IK, drawn thro the Points I, K, where the Plane 
EFGH is cut by the inclined Line IL, and the Line LK per'^ 
pndicular to the Plane EFGH. 

VI. 
/ 

s 



Explained and Demonjîrated, 

The Inclination of two Planes is the Acüte-Àngîe of two 
Right-Lines, perpendicular to the common Seftion of 
the two Planes, and drawn thro’ the fame Point of the 
fame common Seftion in each Plane. , : , . , 

Thus the Inclination of the two Planes ABCD, EFGH, 1$ the 
Acute-Angle that the Right-Line HI dnawn in thePla?ie ÀBCD, 
perpendicular to the common SeBion CE, makes with the Line 
HKf drawn In the Plane EFGCf perpendicular to the famé 
common SeBlon. * .. 

’Tis plain from thiS'Definition, that two Planes muft 
not be perpendicular to each other, that they may be 
faid to be inclined : and from the foregoing Definition 
that a Right-Line muft not be perpendicular to the 
Plane, that it may be faid to be inclined to it. 

VIL 

Planes fmllarly inclined are fuch as have equal Incli« 
nations to a third Plane. 

Tho’ the Inclination of the Planes, fuppofes that they 
are not perpendicular to one another, yet that does not 
hinder but that two Planes may be faid to be fimilarly 
Inclin’d to a third Plane, when they are perpendicular 
to it. 

VIÎL 
/ 

Parallel Planes are fuch as being continued as far as 
you pleale, will never meet, being always equidiftant : p? j 
Such are the two Planes ABCD, EFGH, whofe Difa?tce IK, 
DL, perpendicular to them, are ec[uaL 

IX. 
i 

... 5 

, Similar Solids are fuch as are bounded by an cqi^af 
Number of fxmilar Planes. For Infiance two CuUk 

y 
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Plate r ^ 
Fig, 6. 

Fig. I. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. r. 

Fig. 8. 

X. 

similar and equal Solids, are fuch as are bounded by 
an equal Number of fimilar and equal Planes ; fo that 
imagining one to penetrate the other, neither would 
exceed, as having equal Angles and Sides. 

XL 

Solid Jngle Is an indefinite concave Space, termina¬ 
ted in a Point by lèverai Planes meeting in the Point, 
where the folid Angle is form’d : As A terminated hy 
the three triangular Planes BADj CAD-, BAG. 

XII. 

A Pn/w, is a Solid having two oppofite Planes, paral¬ 
lel, fimilar and equal, and the others Parallelograms : 
Thus ABCDy whofe two oppojite Planes ABC, DEF, are parallel^ 

Jlmilar and equal, and the others, as FAB, BCD, érc. Pa¬ 
rallelograms. 

’Tis call’d a Triangular Prifm, when its two oppofite 
and parallel Planes, are two fimilar and equal Triangles : 
as ABCD, terminated by the three Parallelograms 
ABFE, ACDE, BCDF, and the two fimilar parallel and 
equal Triangles, ABC, EFD. 

’Tis call’d a ParalleUpiped, when ’tis terminated by fix 
Parallelograms, of which the two oppofite and parallel 
are equal; and when all thefe Parallelograms are Reft- 
angles, the Prifm is call’d a Right-Angled ParaUelopiped, as 
ABCD. w^hich take the Name of a Cube or Hexaedrum, if 
all its Sides are equal, that is to fay, when ’tis bounded 
by fix equal Squares, as ABCD, v/hich will reprefent a 
Cubic Tard, if its Side AB be a Yard long: But it will 
reprefent a Cubic Foot, if the Side AB, BC, or CD, be 
■a Foot long. 

We faid in the fécond Book, that the Area of a Reft- 
angle is meafur’d by little Squares, and we (hall fay 
here that the Content of a Right-Angled Parallelepiped, 
call’d its Solidity, is meafur’d by little Cubes, produced 
by parallel Planes drawn lengthwife and crofswife, thro’ 
the Divifions of the oppofite Sides, which anfv/ers to 

5 the 
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the Motion of a Surface producing a Solid, and this *• 
tion anfwers the continual Multiplication according to^‘®' 
the three Dimenflons of a right-angled ParaÜelopiped, 
in finding the Solidity^ that is to fay, the Number of the 
Cubic Meafures it contains. 

Thus the Solidity of the right-angled Parallelopiped 
ABCD, whofe Length AB is here fuppofed to be 4 • 
Feet, its Breadth BC, 2, and its Depth CO, 3, is found 
by multiplying thefe three Numbers 4, 2, 3, together, 
and the fourth Number that comes forth, namely 24, 
call'd ct Solid Numberj whofe Sides 4, 2, 3, becaufel, 
they fhow that a right-angled Parallelepiped, 4 Feet'C 
long, 2 Feet broad, and 3 deep, contains 24 Cubic Feet 
in its Solidity. 

Thus becaufe a Yard long, as AB, coiltains 3 Feet, aFig^ s. 
Cubic Yard ABCD, will contain 27 Cubic Feet, and 
from hence 'tis that the Number 27 ariling from the 
mutual multiplication of three equal Numbers, is Call’d 
a Cubic Number, whofe Side^ or Cube Root is one of 
them, namely 3. 

A Reftangled Parallelopiped, in regard df its three 
Dimenhons, is call’d a Solid of three Lines, which are its 
three Dimenfions ; that is to fay, one of thefe three 
Lines reprefents its Breadth, and the other its Length, 
and the third its Depth, whether the Solid be real otj 
imaginary. 

Thus the Solid of the three Lines AB, BC, CD, is . 
the right-angled Parallelopiped ABCD, which is re- * 
prelënted in Numbers, when the three Dimenflons are 
exprehed by Numbers ; as if the Length AB, be 4 Feet, 
the Breadth BC, 2, and Depth CD, 3, the Solid of 
thefe three Numbers 4, 2, 3, will be 24, namely the 
Produ6i: of thefe three Numbers 4, 2, 3, which on that 
account is call’d a Solid ProduB, and if you fubftitute 
Letters inflead of Numbers, as a, b, c, their folid Fro* 
du£l will be ahc. 

The other Definitions beloiig to the Twelfth Book^ and 4ré 
there explain'd. 
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Plate I. 
Fig. lo. 

ÎÎ.' 

The Elements of Euclid - Book XL 

PROPOSITION I. 

THEOREM 1. 

A'Kight^Lîne in a Plane, if produced, ’mill fill be in that 
" ■ ■ Plane. 

I Say, if the Right-Line EF, be in the Plane ABCD, 
■when produced, ’twill ftill be in the fame Plane 

ABCD, 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Point F, in the Plane ABCD, the 
Right-Line FG, perpendicular to the Line EF, and 
another FH, to the Line FG. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe each of the two Angles GFE, GFH, is a ri ght 
one by Confr. the two Lines FH, FE, confiitute a right 
Line, by 14. i. and becaufe each is in the Plane ABCD, 
the Line EF produced, that is to fay, the whole Right- 
Line EH, is in the fame Plane ABCD. Which was to be 
demonjhrated\. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonllrate the following 
one, and we lhall ufe it in Dialling, to make out that 
a great Circle of a Sphere is reprefented on a Plane, by 
a Right-Line. 

PROPOSITION 11. 

THEOREM IL 

Two Right-Lines interfeBi??g one another, are in the fame 
Plane : So alfo are all the Parts of a Triangle. 

I Say, the two Right-Lines AB, CD, meeting in the 
Point E, and the Triangle AEC, whofe two Sides 

AE, 



Explamd and Demonftrated. 
AE, CE, are parts of the two preceding Lines AB, CD, Plat 
-are in the fame Plane. Pig- 

245 
e I. 
ir. 

DEMON STR ATION. 

If thro’the Point F taken at difcretion in the Side 
CE, you draw a Right-Line AFG, to the oppofite Angle 
A, by Prop. i. the two Parts AF, FG, are inthefame 
Plane, and fo alfo are the two AE, EB, and CF, EF, 
and becaufe the three Points E, F, C, are in a Right- 
Line by Conjir. the three Lines AB, AG, CG muft ne- 
ceflarily touch one another, as alfo the three Planes in 
which they are, and fo become one. 

Thus you may find that the Line AF is in the fame 
Plane as the Side AE of the Triangle AEC ; and after 
the fame manner you rhay find that all the Right-Lines 
that can be drawn from the Angle A, thro’ what other 
Points you pleafe in the Side CE, are in the fame Plane 
as they in the Side AE of the Triangle AEC. Whence 
’tis eafy to conclude that the Triangle AEC, as well as 
the two Lines, AB, CD, are in the fame Plane. Which 
was to be demonjirated. 

% 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonfirate Prop. 4. and $. 
that fuppofe two Right-Lines making an Angle to be in 
the fame Plane. ’Tis of ufe in Perfpeftive, to demon- 
ftrate that a Right-Line when projetled upon a Plane, is 
a Right-Line, where we fliali fuppofe, that all Right- 
Lines drawn from the Eye, thro’ all the Points of a 
Right-Line, are in the fame Plane, that is Trian¬ 
gular. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION III. 

r THEOREM III. 

The common SeHion of two Planes is a Kîght-Lîne. 
■ ■ '■ f • ‘t iv 

T I vident that the common Seftion of the two 
PlanesABGD, EFGH, is a Right-Line, becaufe if 

thro’ any tv/o Points E, H, of this common Seftion, 
you dr^w in each Plane two Right-Lines, they will fall 
jjpon one another^ becaufe they can’t bound a Space, an^ 
fo they will make one Right-Line EH, which being 
common to the two Planes ABGD, EFGH, muft be 
their common Seflign. Which wfs to be demon(trated. 

y s E. 
ur A -i. : ^ Ê 

“ 'This Propdfition ferves to demonftrate Prop. 4. ï6. i§. 
and 19. that fuppofe the common Seftion of two Planes 
is a Right-Line. We lhall alfo ufe it in Perlpeftive, to 

demonftrate that a Right-Line projected on a Plane will 
be # Right-Line; and in Dialling, to demonftrate that 
all great Circles of a Sphere pro jected on a Plane, will 
bé Right-Lines : It may be ufed alfo in other Proje£ti-= 
ons, as to demonftrate that an intire great Grrcle, per¬ 
pendicular to the Plane of Projeftion, when projected 
becomes a Right-Line. ' 

. ... . ^ ^ 

PROPOSITION. IV. 

THEOREM IV. 
• Î. . • 4- - . 

I 

A Right-Line perpendicular to two others that interfeci 
one anotherj will be the fame to the Plane of thofe tw^ 
Lines. 

I* Say, if the Line AB be perpendicular to each of the 
Pt I two Right-Lines GH, IK, that are in the Plane 

CDEF, and interfeft in the Point B, it will alfo be pers- 
P^n^içular to the P||ne CpEF^ that to’ fay? by Def. 3 

î^late Ï. 

fig, 

-.' J 
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to all the Lines drawn on the Plane thro’the Point B, Plate i. 
to the Line LBM. 

PREPARATION. 

Cut the equal Lines BG, BH, BI, BK, at difcretion, 
and join the Right-Lines GI, KH. And draw from the 
Point A, thro’ the Points I, L, G, K, M, H, as many 
Right-Lines. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the four right-angled Triangles ABG, ABH, 
ABI, ABK, are equal, by 4. i. the Bafes AG, AH, AI, 
AK, will» be equal ; and for the fame Reafon the Ifof- 
celes Triangles GBI, KBH, being equal, their Bafes GI, 
KH, will be equal, together with their Angles. Confe- 
quently by 26. i. the equiangular Triangles LBG, MBH, 
will alfo be equal, and confequently the Side BL, is 
equal to the Side BM, and the Side GL to the Side HM, 
and by 8. j. the Triangles AGI, AKH, are equal, and 
confequently the Angle AGI is equal to the Angle 
AHM. Wherefore by 4. i. the two Triangles AGL, 
AHM are equal, confequently the Bafe AL is equal to 
the Bafe AM. Whence ’tis eafy to conclude by 8. i. 
that the Triangles ABL, ABM, are equal, and confe¬ 
quently the Angle ABL is equal to the Angle ABM, fo 
that the Line AB is perpendicular to the Line LM, 
Which was to be demonjlrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Proiy. $. 8. 9. 
II. and 15'. and in Spherics, that a Right-Line pafilng 
thro’ the Poles of a Circle, is perpendicular to the Plane 
of that Circle. It furnilhes us alfo with a Method of 
letting fall a Perpendicular to a Plane, from a Point 
given without the Plane, different from that in Prop. 11. 
For inftance, if you would let fail a Perpendicular to 
the Plane CDEF, from the Point A, defcribe upon the 
Point A, with any aperture of your Compafs you pleafe, 

R 4 the 
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the Circumference of a Circle on that Plane, and having 
marked at Fleafure three Points on that Surface, as G; 
H, I, for finding the Center B, draw thro’ the Center: 
B to the Point given A, the Right-Line AB, and that 
lhall be perpendicular to the Plane propofed CDEF, the 
three Right-Lines ^AG, AH, AÏ, being equal. By this 
you may know whether a Stile, as AB, be placed right 
on the Plane CDEF, by taking at pleafure from its Foot 
the three equal Diftances BG, BH, BI, for if it be well 
fixed, the Point B will be equidiftant from the three 
Points G, H, I. 

PROPOSITION V. 

THEOREM V. ^ 

one B-ight-Lme be perpeiîdlcular to three others^ interfering 
one another in. the fame Point, thofe three ■mill be in the fame 
Plane, 

' ‘ t 

fSay, if the Right-Line AB, be perpendicular to the 
three Lines BC, BD, BF, interfering one another in 

the Point B, thefe three Lines, BC, BD, BF, are in thé 
fame Plane : So that if the Plane of the two Lines BA, 
BF, be BAK, and the Plane of BC, and BD be DGHI, the 
Line BF will be the common Serion cf thofe two 
Planes» ' 

DEMONSTRATION. 
\ 

If the Line BE be the common Serion of the two 
planes DGHI, BAK, then by Def 3. the Line AB being’ 
perpendicular to BD and BC, by Sup. and confequently 
to their Plane DGHI, by Prop. 4. It is alfo perpendicular 
Î0 the common Section BE, and fo the Angle ABE is 
rights confequently equal to the Angle ABF, which is 
alfo right, becaufe the Line AB is fuppofed alfo to be 
perpendicular to the Line BF. Whence ’tis eafy to con¬ 
clude that the two Lines BE, BF, agree together, and 
confequently the Line BF is the common Section of the 
^WQ Planes DGHI, BAK, fo that it is in the Plane of 
*hc tWQ LiîtfS BCs BD. Which vjos to be demondrateà, ' 

-P S E, 
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USE. 

This Proportion is a Lemma to the following one. 

PROPOSITION VL 

THEOREM VL 

Klght-Lines perpendicular to the fame Planej are pamllel 
one another, 

y }Say, if the two Right-Lines AB, CD, are each per**^ht£ * 
pendicular to the Plane EFGH, they are parallel 

each other. 
Î 

PREPARATION. 

Join the Right-Line BD, to which having drawn the 
perpendicular DI equal to AB, in the Plane EFGH^ 
join the Right-Lines BI, AÏ, AD, 

DEMONSTRATION, 

Becaufe the Line AB is perpendicular to the Plane 
EFGH, by gup. it will alfo be perpendicular to the Line 
BD, hy Def. 3. So that the Angle ABD being right, 
will be equal to the Angle BDI, that is alfo right by 
Çonftr. and becaufe the Line DI was made equal to the 
Line AB, by 4. i. the two right-angled Triangles ABD, 
DBI, are equal, and the Bafe AD equal to the BafeBI; 
and then by 8, i. the two Triangles AID, AIB, are 
equal, and the Angle ADI equal to the Angle ABÎ, 
which being right, by Def. 3. becaufe the Line AB is 
perpendicular to the Plane EFGH, the Angle ADI muft 
be right, and fo ID perpendicular to AD, and fince it 
is alfo perpendicular to the Line BD, by Conflr. and to 
fhe Line CD, by Def 3. the Line CD being fuppofed 
' • perpen^ 

/ 
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The Elements of Euclid Book XI, 
perpendicular to the Plane EFGH, the three Lines DC, 
DA, DB, to which the Line ID is perpendicular, are in 
the fame Plane, by Prop. 5. confequently the two Per¬ 
pendiculars AB, CD, are alfo in the fame Plane, and by 

I. they are parallel to one another. Which tom to he 
demonfiratêd. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonftrate Prop. 9. 13. 
and 14. and fliow that two Parallel Lines, as AB, CD, 
are in the fame Plane, and this ferves to demonftrate 
Proh. 7. and 8. that fuppofes two parallel Lines to be in 
the fame Plane. 

PROPOSITION VIL 

THEOREM VIL 

^ Ri^ht-Line drawn from one parallel to another, is in the 
plane of thofe two Parallels. 

ÏSay, if thro’ the Point E, of the Line AB, you draw 
to another Point F of the Line CD, parallel to the 

firllAB, the Right-Line EF, that Right-Line EF, is in 
the Plane of thefe two parallel Lines AB, CD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
4' ■ 

Becaufe the two Points E, F, are in the Plane of the 
two Parallels AB, CD, a Right-Line may be drawn-in 
this Plane thro’ the Points E, F, that lhall not differ 
from the Line EF, becaufe two Right-Lines can’t bound 
a Space. So that the Line EF is in the Plane of the twq 
Parallels AB, CD. Which was to be demopfirated. 

I 

P R O. 
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PROPOSITION VIII. 

THEOREM VIII. 
, / 

<■ 

there he two parallel Lines, the one f erÿendieular to a cer-^ 
tain Plane, the other alfo will he perperidicular to the fame 
Plane. 

I Say, if the two Lines AB, CD, be parallel, and the 
firft AB perpendicular to the Plane EFGH, the fe- Fig. il' 

cond CD is alfo perpendicular to the Plane EFQH, 

PREPARATION. 

In the Plane EFGH draw the Line BD, and it will be 
perpendicular to the Line AB, by Def. 3. and by 29. i. 
to the parallel one CD. In the fame Plane draw the Line 
pi perpendicular to BD, and equal to 4^2 ^nd draw 
the Right-Lines AD, AI, BL 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by 4. i. the two right-angled Triangles 
ABD, BDI, are equal, the two Bafes AD, BI, will alfo 
be equal: and by 8. i. the two Triangles ABI, ADI, will 
be equal, and the Angle ADI will be equal to the Angle 
ABI, which being right by 3. Since the Line AB 
is perpendicular to the Plane EFGH, by Sup. the Angle 
ADI will be right alfo. So that the Line DI being per¬ 
pendicular to the two Lines DB, DA, will by Prop. 4. 
be perpendicular to their Plane, the fame with that im 
which the two parallels AB, CD are, and confequently 
to the Line CD, by Def. 3. Since therefore the Line CD 
is perpendicular to DB, DI, it will ailfo by Prop. 4. be 
perpendicular to their Plane, that is fay, to the Plane 
]EFGH. Which was to he demonf rated. 

USE. r 

Till? Propofitipn ferves to demonRrate Prop. 9, 10, i r, 
p, and 18. 

PR 
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PROPOSITION IX. 

THEORE'M IX. 

Tvoq Klght^Lines paretUel to et thirds are parallel to one another^ 
tho' they be not in the fame Plane. 

Plate?. T Say, if the Lines AB, CD, be parallel each to the 
I fame Line EF, they are fo to one another, tho’ they 
be not in the famcPlane^ otherwife this Theorem would 
be evident by 30.1. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw thro’ the Point G, taken at difcretion in the 
Lirie EF, in the Plane of the two Parallels AB, EF, the 
Line GH, perpendicular to the Line EF, and it will be 
perpendicular alfo to the Line AB, by 29. i, and in the 
plane of the two Parallels EF, CD, the Line GI perpen¬ 
dicular to the fame Line EF, audit will be perpendicu¬ 
lar to the Line CD, by 29. i. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line EG is perpendicular to each of the 
two Lines GH, GI, hy Conjfr. it will be perpendicular 
to their Plane, by Prop. 4, coiifequently by Prop. 8. the 
the two Lines AB, CD, that are parallel to the Line EG, 
by Sup. will alfo be perpendicular to the fame Plane of 
the two Lines GH, GI, and by Prop. 6. the two Lines 
AB, CD, will be parallel to one another. IVhich vooi' to 
be demonflrated. __ 

USE. 

This Propolition ferves to demonftrate the following, 
and Prop. 15. and is ufed in Dialling, to demonftrate that 
in different Dials, the Axes are parallel to one another, 
becaufe they are fo to the Axis of the Wo^d. 

P R 
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PROPOSITION X. 

THEOREM X. 

if two Kîght'Lînesy making an Angle f are‘parallel to two others 
of a different Plane, the two others will form an Angle equal 
to that of the two former. 

TSay, if the two Lines AB, AC, are parallel to thefe 2,' 
two DE, DF, the Angle BAG is equal to the Angle Fig. i|. 

EDF, tho’the Plane of the two Lines AB, AC, be di&« 
rent from that of the two Lines OE, DF. ’ 

PREPARATION. 

Cut Off the Line DE equal to the Line AB, and the 
Line DF equal to the Line AC, and join the Right» 
Lines BC, EF, BE, AD, CF. 

DEMONSTRATION. 
ï 

Becaufe the two Lines AB, DE, are parallel by Sup.' 
and equal by Conft. the two Lines AD, BE, will alfo be 
equal and parallel, by 33. i. and for the fame reafon 
AD, CF, will be equal and parallel : Confequently BE^ 
CF will be equal, by Ax. i. and parallel by Prop. 9. and, 
by 33. I. BC, EF, will be equal. And laftly, by 8. i. 
the two Triangles ABC, DEF, will be equal, aixd the 
Angle BAC equal to the Angle EDF. Whiclo was to be 
demonfir at ed, 

USE. 

This Propoiition is ufed in Perfpeflive to demonRrate 
that two Right-Lines parallel to the Plane of Projeftion, 
when projected, form an Angle equal to that of the 
two Right-Lines ; and that two Right-Lines when pro» 
jcfted, are parallel to one another, if the two Right- 
Lines are parallel to one another and the Plane of Pro- 
jeftion. Prop, 24. is demonftrated alfo by the help of 
this. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XL 

PROBLEM I. 

To Ut fail a Right-Line from a Point gi'ven voithout a Plme^ 
perpendicular to it. 

TO let fall a Perpendicular to the Plane ABCD, firom 
the Point E, given without the Plane: draw at dif- 

cretion in the Plane, the Right-Line FG, and let fall 
perpendicular to it, the Line EH from the Point E, by 
12. I. draw alfo from the Point H, the Right-Line 
HI perpendicular to the Line FG, by ii. i. and by 
12, I. the Perpendicular El, to the Line HI, from the 
Point given E, and it will be perpendicular to the Plane 
propofed. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Line FG is perpendicular to HI and HE, 
by Conflr. it will be fo alfo to their Plane EHI, by Prop. 
4. Confequently, draw IK parallel to the Line FG, and 
you will find by Prop. 8. that it is perpendicular alfo to 
the Plane EHI, and confequently to the Line El, by 
Def'^. Since therefore the Line El is perpendicular to 
IK and IH, it is perpendicular alfo by Prop. 4. to their 
Plane ABCD. Which to be demonflrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the following 
one; and I ftiall ufe it pretty often in Dialling, when in 
drawing a Dyal upon a Wall, having determined the 
extremity of the Stile at the Point of a Wire planted 
obliqnely on the Wall, I would determine its Foot and 
Length. 

P RO 
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PROPOSITION XII. 

PROBLEM II. 

To ^ Line perpendicular to a Plane from a Point given 
in the Plane. 

TO ereft a Line from the Point B, in the Plane Hate 
EFGH, perpendicular to that Plane j let fall 12» 

Prop. 11. from the Point C, taken at difcretion without 
the Plane, the Perpendicular CD, and thro’ the Point B, 
draw by 30. i. the Line AB parallel to the Line CD, 
and it will be perpendicular to the Plane propofed 
EFGH, as is evident by Prop. 8. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves in Dialling for placingthe 
Stile in a Dial defcribed on a Plane: But ’tis better to 
ufe a Square, drawing from the Foot of the Stile B, two 
Lines at difcretion BD, BI, in the Plane of the Dial 
EFGH, to apply to it the Side of the Square, fo that 
the Right-Angle touch the Point B, and place the 
Stile AB,. fo that it touch the other Side of the Square, 
for by that means it will be perpendicular to the two 
Lines BD, BI, and confequently to their Plane EFGH, 
by Prop. 4. 

PROPOSITION XIIL 

T H E O R E M XL 

Ta^o Right-Lines cant be dravon perpendicular to a Plane^ 
' thro'' the fame Point. 

ÏSay, hril, that from the Point D, taken in the Plane 
EFGH, two different Right-Lines can’t be drawn 

perpendicular to this Plane, for inftance DC, DA ; bo- 
caufe thefe two Lines would be parallel to each other, 
by Prop. 6. and fo would coincide, and form but one 
and the fame Line, fmce they proceed from the fame 
Point D. 

Ï 
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ïfay, in the fécond Place, that from the Point A, 

taken without the Plane EFGH, two different Right- 
Lines can’t be drawn perpendicular to this fame Plane, 
for inftance AB, AD, as well on the account of what 
has been faid, as becaufe thefe two Perpendiculars ABj 
AD, being in the fame Plane, by Prop. 3. whofe Scftion 
with the Plane EFGH, will be BD, they will make 
with that common Seftion BD, two Right-Angles by 
Def. 3. fo that each of thefe two Angles ABD, ADB, of 
the Triangle DAB, would be right, which is impofllble, 
by 32. I. 

USE. 

This Propofition is fo evident, that it deferves not to 
be mentioned, and Emlid feems unwilling to have added 
it, were it not to demonftrare by the help of it, Prop. 

19. and 38. 

. PROPOSITION XIV. 
■ . 

THEOREM XII. 

Thofe Planes are parallèle that have thé fame Right-Lim, 
perpendicular to them. 

I Say, if the Line IK be perpendicular to each of the 
two Planes, ABCD, EFGH, thefe two Planes are pa¬ 

rallel, that is to fay, equidiftant by Def. 8. So that if you 
draw the Line D1 parallel to the Line IK, it being per¬ 
pendicular at the fame time to the two Planes ABCD, 
EFGH, by Prop. 6. the two Parallel Lines IK, DL, will 
be equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Join the Right-Lines, ID, KL, and you will find by 
Drf. 3. that the four Angles of a Figure DÎKL are right, 
and corifequently is a Parallelogram, wherefore-by 34, 
iv the two oppohte Sides IK, DL, will be equal. 
Which was to be demottfrated. 

; J ’ 

. . '>.K. 

_ U S E. • . 

This Proportion fliews us that all the Circles of a 
Sphere, having the fame Poles, are parallel, becaufe they 

have 
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have the fame Axis, perpendicular to them : We lhaîî 
make ufe of this Propoficioa in the Demonllration of 
the following one. 

PROPOSITION XVe 

THEOREM XÏIL f 

s 

if the two Legs of one Angle are "parallel to the two Legs of 
another in a different Planej the Planes of thefe two Angles 
will be parallel. 

.i Pla'ce î} 
T Say, if the Lines IM, IN, of the Anglè MIN, in the Fig. i. 
-1 Plane ABCD, are Parallel to the two Lines GP, GE, 
of the Angle PGE, in the Plane EFGH, the two Planes 
ABCD, EFGH are Parallel. 

PREPARATION. 

• .4 
Let fall the Line IK perpendicular to the Plane* 

ÈFGH, from the Point I, by Prop. ii. and thVo’ the 
Point K, where it meets the Plane, draw in the fame 
Plane the two Lines KO, KQ, parallel to GP, GE, and 
by confequence to IM, IN, by Prop. g. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Secaufe the Line IK is perpendicular to the Plane 
EFGH, by Conjîr. each of the two Angles ÎKO, IKfL 
will be right, by Def. 3. and becaufe the two Lines KO/ 
IM are parallel by Conjir. and confequently in the fame 
Plane, by Prop. 6. the Angle KIM will be alfo right, by 
29. I, After the fame manner you may find the Angle 
KIN is right, becaufe KQ, IN are parallel. Wherefore' 
the Line IK, being perpendicular to IM, and IN, will al¬ 
fo be perpendicular to their Plane ABCD, by Prop. 4. and 

S becaufe’ 
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Fig. 5. 
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becaufe ’tis perpendicular alfo to the Plane EPGH, by 
Covftr. it follows by Prof. 14. that the two, Planes 
ABCD, EFGtl^ are paralleL tVhich wais to he dêfnoii** 

fir Sited, 

PROPOSITION XVI. 

THEOREM XIV. 

The common Sellons of one Plane y r&îth two other parallel 
planesj are alfo l^araUel. ^ 

9 “|”IS plain the two common Seftions 10, KL,. of the 
I Plane DIKL, with the two parallel Planes ABCD, 

EFGH, are parallel, becaufe being in the parallel Planes 
ABCD, EFGH, they cannot get out of it, by Prop, i, 
and ib ca n never meet. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demonflrate the followings 
and Prop. 16. and 24. and in Perfpeftive, to demonflrate 
that Lines parallePto a Plane of Projeflion, are fo alfo 
when projected. 

PROPOSITION xvn. 

THEOREM XV. 

Two Right-Lines are cut proportionally hy parallel Planes. 

fSay, the two Right-Lines AB, CD, are divided pro¬ 
portionally by the Parallel Planes GH, IK, LM, that 

is to fay, the Ratio of the Parts AE, EB, is equal to that 
ofGF, FD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Draw the Right-Line AD, meeting the Plane IK in 
the Point O, and by Prop. 16. you will find the common 
Seftions EO, BD, of the Triangular Plane ABD, with 
the two parallel Planes IK, LM, to be Parallel, and by 

2. 6, 
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i. 6. the Ratio^ of the two Lines AO, OD, equal to the Plate 2, 

Ratio of the two Lines AO, OD. In like manner, 
you may find that the cofiimon Seftions AC, OF, 
of the Triangular Plane ADC, with the two parallel 
Planes GH, IK are parallel, and confequently the Ratio 
of the two Lines CF, FD, is equal to that; of the two 
Lines aO,’ OD 5 that is, to fay, to the two' AEi FD, 
Which was î6 he demonprated. 

PROPOSITION iVIIL 

THEOREM XVI. 

^ A é ■ ■ ■ o ■ * ^ “ 

if a Right-Line he perpendicular to a Plane-, all the Planes it 
can he found in, are alfo perpendicular to that Plané, 

Ï Say, if the Line lie Be perpendicular to the Plane i*. 
ABCD, any Plane whatever whefein ’tis found, for 

Pidte i] 

jn{J:ance,.the Plane ÊFGH, whole common Seftion with 
the Plalie^ABCD, is the Right-Line EH, will Be p'ef^ 
pendiculaf to the Plane ABCD. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Draw in the Plane EFGH, any Line as GH, perpen«s 
dicular to the common Section EH‘, by 29. i. you will 
find it parallel to the Line IK, which being perpendi¬ 
cular to the Plane ABCD> by. Sup. makes it evident by 
P'rop. 8. that the Parallel GH, is alfo"perpendicular to 
the Plané ABCD, and by Def. 4^ that the Plane EFGH 
is perpendicular to the Plane ABCD. Which was to' hi 
inonjlrated. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to demdnfttate that all the 
great Circles of a Sphere, palling thro’ the Poles of ano¬ 
ther, are perpendicular to the Poles of that other ; and 
that all vertical Circles are perpendicular to the Plane of 
the Horizon. Laftly, That alL Meridional Circles are" 
perpendicular to'tHe 'jPlane of the Equator é 

PR O' 
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PROPOSITION XIX. 

THEOREM XVII. 

if two interfcBing Planes, he perpendicular fo another, their 
commofi SeBion alfo wîü he perpendicular. 

Elate T. T Say, if each of thefe two Planes AÇCD, EFGH, whofe 
Fig. 18. J common Seftion is MH, be perpendicular to the 

Plane IKLC, their common Seftion MH, will alfo be 
perpendicular to that Plane. 

PREPARATION. 

Draw from the Point H, in the Plane ABCD, the 
Right-Line HN, perpendicular to the common Seftion 
DH of this Plane, with the Plane IKLC, and in the 
Plane EFGH, the Right-Line HO, perpendicular to 
the common Sedtion GH, of that Plane, with the Plane 
IKLC. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the two Lines HN, HO, are by Conftr. per¬ 
pendicular to the common Se6Hons DH, GH, of the 
Plane IKLC, with the Planes ABCD, EFGH, that are 
perpendicular to the Plane IKLC, by Sup. they would 
be perpendicular by Def. 4. to the fame Plane IKLC, but 
that being impoffible by Prop. 13. thefe two Perpendicu¬ 
lars HN, HO, muft become one, namely HM, which 
by confequence is perpendicular to the Plane IKLC. 
Which was to be demonjirated. 

USE. 
t 

This Propofition is of ufe in Perfpeftive, to demon- 
Rrate, that when the Plane of Projeftion is right, that is 
to fay, rs perpendicular to the Geometric Plane, Right- 
Lines perpendicular to the Geometric Plane, when pro- 
jetled, become Right-Lines perpendicular to the Ground. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XX. 

THEOREM XVIIL 

jf thr&e plane Angles form a folzd one, the Sum of any fwo U 
greater than the third. 

I Say, if the. three Plane Angles BAG, BAD, CAD, pia^j 
form the folid Angle A, the greateft for inftance Fig. 6. 

BAG, is lefs than the Sum of the two others BAD, CAD. 

CONSTRUCTION. 

Cut off from the greateR Angle BAG, the Angle 
.BAE, equal to the Angle BAD, and making the Lines 
AD, AE equal, join the Right-Lines, EEC, DB, DC. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Angle BAE is equal to the Angle BAD, 
hy Confir. and-the Side AE equal to the Side AD, the 
Triangles BAD, BAE, will be equal by 4. i. and the 
Bafe BE, equal to the Bale BD ; and hnce the Sides DB, 
DC, of the Triangle BDC, taken together, are greater 
than the fingle Side BC, by 20. i. taking away the equal 
Lines BD, BE, there will remain the Line CD, greater 
than thé Line CE, and.by 25. i. the Angle CAD will 
be greater than the Anglb'CAE. Wherefore adding the 
two equal Angles BAD, BAE, you will find the two 
Angles CAD, BAD are taken together greater than the 
i^ngle BAC, Which yoas to he demonjirated. 

USE. 

This Propofition fervesto demonRrate the following, 
though that may be demonftrated without it, as yoqi 
lhall fee. 

«
 .

ji
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I Igte I» 
ig. 6., 

PROBQSITION XXL 

THEpREM XIX. 

the Plans Angles that form a JoUd oncy taken toge^ 
" t her y''are tefs than four right. ' ■ 

ÏSay, the Sum of the three plane Angles BAC, BAD 
CAD, that form the folid Angle*A, are together iefs 

than four right/ ' ■ ' ^ ' * ^5 > ‘ j . . .v/ 

demonstration. 

If the three Plane Angles BAC, BAD, CAD, 'were in 
the plane BCD, they would be together equals to 'i[our 
pght, becaiife meafur’d'by the Circuniference of a Circle 
deferibed upon their common Point A ; but fince the 
Angles are raifed above the Plane BCD, and confequent- 
ly lefs than if‘they were'upon that Plane, as’tis plain 
from 21. I. the three Angles BAC, BAD, CAD, to^e» 
ther, muft be lefs thanTour rièht.' Which was^ to he de^ 
?mn M r . t '. 'fi 

The XXII and XXÎII Profojltlons are needUfs. 

1* ,2. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. 
•Ni--. V • ‘ *S r 

% THEOREM XXL 
: - " r >. y I ^ , 

If a Solid he hounded hy parallel Planes on four Sides, the 
^IPofte o?ies will be flmllar and equal parallelograms. 

Say, if the folid ABODE, be bounded by parallel 
Planes, oh four Sides, its oppohee Surfaces are fimi« 

Jar and equal Parallelograms.' “ ' * Z 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Planes AEGF, BCDH, are parallel hy 
Çmjtr. and cut by the Plane DEFH, the common Sefti- 
®ns EF, DH, will be parallel by Pro^, i6, and fo be- 
f - .; caufe 
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c^ufe the Planes ABHF, CDEG, are parallel, and 
by the Plane DEFH, the common Serions ED, 
Avill be parallel. Which fliows that the Plane DEFH 
is a Parallelogram ; and thus alfo you may find, that 
the other Planes are Parallelograms : Whence one may 
eafily conclude, that the two oppofite ones are equian¬ 
gular, by Prop. lo. and equal, becaufe they have equal 
Sides 16. 9. 34. I • Which roas to he demonflrated. 

USE, 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the next, and 
todemonftrate Prop. 28. 

» 

PROPOSITION XXV. 

THEOREM XXII. 

if a Parallelopipcd he cut hy a Plane parallel to one of itt 
Surfaces ^ the two Solids that are form d hy that Dinjiftony 
will he to one another as their Bafes. 

TSay, if you divide the Parallelepiped ABCDE, by the pi ^ 
Plane FGHI, parallel to the Plane AOEK, or 

BCDL, the Solid EFGHA, will be to the Solid FDCBH, 
as the Bafe AHIK, to the Bafe HILB, 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Imagine Planes parallel to the common Bafe ABLE, 
or CDEO, to pafs thro’ all the Points of the Line AO, 
that may be taken for the common Height of the two 
Solids EH, FB, that are Paiallelopipeds, by Prop. 24, 
and thefe Phines will divide- each Solid into an equal 
Number of little Planes, that are Parallelograms equal 
andfimilarto the Bafe of its Parallelepiped, by Pro. 24., 

So that each Plane of the folid EH, will have the fame 
Ratio to each Plane of the folid FB', as the Bafe AI, has 
to the Bafe HL, and by 12. 5. all the Planes of the 
Solid EH, that is to fay, the Solid EH will have the 

S 4 fame 
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plate 2. fame Ratjc to all the Planes of the Solid FB, that is to 
fig* i9. - fay, to the Solid FB, as the Bafe AI has to the Bafe HL 

Which to be demonfir Med. 

USE. 

This Proporti on Ihows us that Parallelopipeds of the 
fame Height, are to one another as th^ir Bales ; which 
ought to be extended to Prilms too, becaufe the Demon- 
Braticn will lerve there, if the two oppofice Planes that 
are parallel, limilar and equal, be confider’d as Safes. 

Propofition XXVI. c^nd XXVIl. are needlefs. 

PROPOSITION XXVIIL 

THEOREM XXIIL # 
t 

Paradelopiped is divided into two equal Prifim^y by a Plane 
that paffes thro' the two Diagonals of the two oppofite Surface^. 

I Say, the ParaJIelopiped ABCDE, is divided into two 
Plate f j ^ equal Pa* ts by a Plane paiding thro’the two parallel 

Diagonals AC, FD, of the two oppofite Surfaces, ABCG, 
PEFH. 

DEMONS T RATIO Ns 

Imagine Planes parallel to the Bafe ABCG, palling 
thro’ ail the rginrs of the Line AF, that may be looked 
upon as the Height of the Parallelopiped ABE, and they 
wall divide the Parallelopiped AI'E, into little Parallelo- 
ipramï fimilar and equal to the Bafe ABGG, by Prop. 24. 
and by 34. i. they will be divided each into two equal 
Triangles by the Plane that paffes thro’ the two Dia- 
£(ona|sAC, FO. Which fnows that the two Triangular 
rrifms arifng from the SeTion of the Parallelopiped 
ABCDE, by the Diagonal Plane, contains an equal 
l^umber of Triangles, and Gonfequently are equal. Which 

he cki'^onfirated. > ' ' 

y s E, 
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USE. 

This Propofîtîon ferves to demonftrate Prop. XL. 
Prop. XXIX. isneedlefs, hecaufe wtually contain d in the 

fwo next y that we have reduced into çne. 

'j 

PROPOSITION. XXX. and XXXI. 

THEOREM XXV. and XXVI. . 

Parallelopipeds of the fame Height ^ having the fame Bafe^ 
or equal BafeSy are equal, 

0 ÎT naturally fellows from Prop. 25. where we found 
that Parallelopipeds of the fame Height are to one 

another as their / afes ; from whence ’tis eafy to con¬ 
clude that when the Bafes are equal, the Parallelopipeds 
are equal. ’Tis the fame in Prifms. 

PROPOSITION XXXII. 

THEOREM XXVIL 

Parallelopipeds of the fame Height y are'as their Safes- 

His alfo follows from Prop. 2$. that j(hows this» 
A Theorem is alfo true of Prifms. 
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PROPOSITION XXXIIL 

THEOREM XXVIII. 

Similar Paraîleïopîÿeds are In the triplicate Ratio of their 
^ Homok^oi^s Sides. 

TSay, if the Parallelopipeds ABLC, CDEF are idmilar, 
all the Planes of the one being fimilar to all the 

Planes of the other, and all their Angles equal. In 
which Çafe the Spli45^ rr^ay be plac’d in a Right-Ljn.e, as 
may belfeen in the figure, thefe Parallelopipeds will be 
in the triplicate Ratio of that of their Homologous 

fo-T infta»ce, A,C, CF. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Defcribe the Parallelepipeds CG, OM, by producing 
the Sides of the two propofçd, as you fee in the Figure, 
then by 22. the folid ABLC, is to the Solid BCFG, 
of the fame Height, as the Bafe AH, to the Bafe Cl, or 
by 6. I. as the Side AC, to the Side CF : And thus 
you may ^hnd, that the Solid BGFG, ifS to the Solid 
CEKL, as the Bafe Cl is to the Bafe CE, or as the Side 
CH is to the Side CO. And laftly, That the Solid 
CEKL is to the Solid CDEF, as the Bafe OK to the 
Bafe D E, or as the Side ON is to the Side OD 5 but fince 
the Ratio of ON to OD is the fame as that of CH to 
CO, and that of AG to 'CF, by Sup. It follows that the 
Ratio of the Solid ABLC to the Solid CDEF being com¬ 
pounded of three equal Ratios, muft be the triplicate of 
each, and confequently of that of AC to CF. IVhlch waa 
to be demonjlrated. 

COROLLARY. I. 
\ 

It follows from this Propolition, that llmilar Paralle¬ 
lepipeds are as the Cubes of théir Homologous Sides, be- 
caufe the Cubes being fimilar Parallelopipeds are in 

the 
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the Triplicate Ratio of that of their Homologous 
Sides. 

COROLLARY IL 

From hence alfo it follows, that if four Lines he in 
continual Proportion, a Parallelopiped defcribed on the 
iirft, is to a hmilar one defcribed on the fécond, as thi 
firft Line is to thVfourth, becaufe' the Ratio of the^fft 
to the'fourth is The'tripîicatè of that of the firft fo the 
fécond. 
» * 

COROLLARY IIL 
A 

Laftly, Similar Triangular Prifms are in the Triplicate 
Ratio of that of their Homologous" Sides, becauie by 
Prep. 28. they are halves of limilar Parallelepipeds, that 
are in this Triplicate Ratio. ’Tis the fame allb in limilar 
Polygonal Prifms, becaufe they may be reduced into 
Triangular Prifms. 

I '■ 

USE. 

This Proportion ferves to augment 0|r diminilh a 
Solid ; forinftahee a Cube, according to a glyen Ratipu 
Asif you would have a Cube double another propofed» 
which is commonly call’d the Duplication of the Cube,; 
End two continual mean proportional betjween the Sido 
of the Cube propoled and its'double,’ and then the next 
Proportional' will be th^ Side of Cube^ that is double 
the propofed oneV as is evident by Coro/. 2. This Pror 
polltion is ufed in demonilratihg. Pi:Qp_^. 37,. 

‘ By this Propofition alfo' you find, that if a Cub^ 
weigh a Poqnd for inftance, a Cube of homogeneous 
Matter, whofe Side is'double that of the former, will 
weigh eight Pounds',becaufe the Triplicate of the double 
is the Oduple. And thus alfo a" Sphere, whofe Diame¬ 
ter is double tl^at of another, will be eight times grea¬ 
ter, becaufe two Spheres are in the triplicate Ratio of 
that of their Diameters, by^ 18. la. This Prppofition. is 
ufed in dempnftrating Prcf. 8, 12. "and 12. 12, 

PRO- 
I 
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PROPOSITION XXXIV. 

THEOREM XXIX. \ 

Equal ParaUelopipeds have their Safes and Heights reciprocal ; 
and fuch as have their Safes and Heights reciprocalj are 
equal. 

plate 2, 
^îg. 2Ï. 

ÏSay, fîrft, if the Parallelopipeds ÀBCD, FGHI, be 
equal, their Bafes and Heights are reciprocal, that is 

to fay, the Bafe ABCE, is to the Bafe tGHO, as the 
Height HÏ, to the Height CD. 

PREPARATION. 

Taking HM equal to CD, make the Plane MLK, pafs 
thro’ the Point M, parallel to the Bafe FGHO. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Solid AD, is to the'^Solid FM of the fame 
TIeight by as the Bafe AC is to the Bafe FH, by 
Prop. 32. the Solid FI is equal to the Solid AD, by Sup. 
is alfotothe Solid FM, as the Bafe AC, to the Bafe FM, 
by 7, 5. and becaufe by Prop. 32. the Solid FI is to the 
Solid FM, as the Bafe GI to the Bafe GM, or by i. 6. 
as the Height HI, to the Height HM or CD, its equal, 
by Confr. it follows by 11. 5. that the Bafe AC is to the 
Bale FH, as the Height HI, to the Height CD. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

I fay, in the fécond Place, if the Bafe AC be to the 
Bafe FH, as the Height HI is to the Fleight CD, thç 
two Parallelopipeds AD, FI, are equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Bafe AC is to the Bafe FH, as the Height 
HI to the Height CD, or HM hy Sup. and by Prop. 32. 
the Bale AC is to the Bafe FH, as the Solid AD, to the 
Solid FM of the faine Height ; the Solid AD will be to 
the Solid FM, as the Height HI to the Height HM, 

and 
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and becanfe the Height HI is to the Height HM, as “* 
Bafe GI isto the Bale GM, by r. 6. or as the Solid 
to the Solid FM, by 32. the Solid AD muft be to the 
Solid FM, as',the Solid FI is to the Solid FM. and by 
9. 5. the Solids AD, FI, are equal. Which remain dt& 
be demonjlrated. 

SCHOLIUM. 

Thefe two Demonftrations fuppofe that the Paralleîo» 
pipeds propbfed AD, FI, are right-angled, fo that the 
Sides CD, HI, may be taken for their Heights, but 
when that does not happen, that is to fay, when the" 
Sides CD, HI, are not perpendiculur to their Safes AC, 
FH, ftill the Demonftration will be the fame, becaufe by 
Prop. 28. you may, imagine right-angled Parallelopipeds 
equal to the prcpofed ones upon the fame Safes, by 
making them of the fame Height. ’Tis plain alfo, this 
Theorem may be applied to all Sorts of Prifms, without 
enlarging upon it. 

USE. 

This Propofltion ferves to change a given Prifm 
into another, on a given Bafe ; thus if you would make 
a Prifm on the Bafe AECE, equal to the given Prifm 
F'l, find the Line CD a fourth proportional to the Bafe 
AC, the Bafe FH, and the Height HI, and that fhallbe 
the Height of the Prifm fought, &c. It is ufed alfo to 
make cut the 9. 12. • 

The XXXV Prop.is needlefs. 

PROPOSITION XXXVL 

THEOREM XXXL 

if three Right-Lines be proportional, the ParalleUpiped of thefe 
three Right-Lines, is eojual to a Parallelepiped that is 
equiangular, and has all its Sides equal to the middle Line, 

fSay, if the Lines AB, AC, AD, are proponional, 
the Parallelopiped ABKC, made by thofe three Lines, ^ 

that is to fay, whofe three Dimenfions are equal to them,^‘^ 
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JS egüd tf) tKe eqüiaiigular Parallélopiped DÊFGH, éach 
of Whôfe Sides is equal to tHè mean Proportional AC. 

DEMONSTRATION. ^ 

Becaufe each of the two Sides DE, ÈF, is equal to 
the Line AC, and the three Lines AB, AG, AD, propor¬ 
tionals, by Sup. AB is to DÈ, as EF to AD, and by 14. 
6. the two Safes ABID, DEFG, fuppofed to be equian¬ 
gular, are equal : and becaufe the Heights KL, GO, are 
equal, the Angles, F, I, being equal 5 and the Sides FG,< 
ÎK, equal by Sup. Then by Php. 31. the Solids AK, D(3 
are equal. Which was to be demonflrated. 

f 

USE. 

This Propofition is'very ufeful in Arithmetic, to find 
the Side of a Cube equal to the Sum or Difference of two 
given Cubes, tho’ indeed it may be done othérwifej 
without this Propofition. 

PROPOSITION XXXVIL 

THEOREM XXXIL 

Similar Pr.raUehptpeds defcrihed on Proportional Lines, drs 
proportional, and if the Jtmilar Parallelopipeds he proportio-^ 
nal, the Homologom Sides will alfo be proportional. 

THe Demonfti ation of this Propofition, is entirely the 
fame with that of fimilar Polygons in 22.6. only 

tifing the triplicate Ratio inftead of the duplicate, be¬ 
caufe fimilar Parallelopipeds are in the triplicate Ratio 
of thar of their Homologous Sides, by Prop. 33, ’tis 
nèediefs- therefore to infift any longer on it. 

PRO-» 
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PROPOSITION xxxviir. 

THEOREM XXXIII. 

If two Plants he ferpendieHîar to ofie another p a PerpendlctdOr. 
let fall from a Point in one of thefe Plants to the other^ 
■will fall upon the common SeHion of the Plumes. 

ÏSay, if yon let fall from the Point I, taken iti the Plate u 
Plane EFGH, the Line IK, perpendicular to then'll* 3. 

' Plane ABCD, which is fuppos’d perpendicular to the 
Plane EFGH, the Point I is in the Perpendicular IKy will 
fall upon the common Section EH. 

DEMONSTRATION 

A Perpendicular let fall frorn^ the Point I, In the 
Plane EFGH, to the common Se^ibn EH, will be per¬ 
pendicular to the Plane ABCD, by D'ef 4. and becaufe 
by Prop. 13. two Perpendiculars cant be drau^n to the 
fame Plane, that fame perpendicular will coincide with 
the firft IK, and fo will meet the common Seftion EHi, 
Which was to be demonf rated. 

USE. 

This is very ufeful in the Orthographic Projeftion of 
a Sphere, to demonfrate that a Circle perpendicular to the 
Plane of Projeliion, id reprefented by a Bdght-Ùnéy and in 
Dialling, that a great Circle perpendicular to the Plane of 
the Dial y is reprefented by a Right^Line faffing thro* the' Foot of 
the Style. , ^ . -r 

This Propolition febrns to be'mifplac’d, for it refpe£l:s, 
only Lines and Planes, and| ought to be plac’d at thé' 
beginning of the Book, at leaft after Prop. 13. that 
ferves to demonftrate it. 

I emit Prop. XXXIX. becaufe of mgreat Confcquence. 

PRO^ 
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PROPOSITION XL. 

THEOREM XXXV. 

Prifm^ whofe Bafe is a Parallelogram double the Triangula^ 
Bafe of another Prifm of the fame Height, is equal to that 
other Triangular Prifm. 

Plate 2». 
Hg. 23. 

ÎSay, if the Heights AE, FK, of the two Triangular 
Prifms ABCDE, FGHIK, are equal, and the Bale 

FGHO of the fécond, be a Parallelogram double the 
Triangular Bafe ABP of the firft, thefe two Prifms are 
equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Cempleat the Parallelogram ABLP, and it will be 
double the Parallelogram ABP, by 34. i. and confe» 
quentiy equal to the Parallelogram FGHO, that isalfo 
double the Triangle ABP, by Sup Then compleat the 
Parallelopipeds ABMD, FGNI, and you will find by 
Prop. 31. the two Parallelopipeds are equal, and confe- 
quently the Prifms ABD, FGI, their halves, by Prop., 
28. are alfo equal. Which teas to he demonfirated. 

USE. 

This Propofition fiiews howto find the Solidity of a 
Triangular Prifm, by multiplying its Triangular Bafe 
by its Height, or if you take one of its other Surfaces 
that are Parallelograms, for a Bafe, by multiplying that 
Bafe by half the Height, becaufe multiplying by the 
whole Height, you find the Solidity of a Parallelopiped, 
that is double the Prifm. Upon this Principle Sloap- 
ing Bodies are meafured, as you will find in the Pralfi-^ 
cal Geometry, 

■ - f / 
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EXJcUd having trèated of Prîfms, and Parailelopipeds 
in the former Book, explains in this the Proper»^ 
ties of other Bodies that are more difficult, name¬ 

ly fuch as are bôufidéd by Curve Surfaces, as the Cone, 
Cylinder, and Sphere, concerning which the great 
thimedes has given us very neat Deiïionftrations, 

DEFINITIONS. 

A Pyramid is a Body bounded by fcveral Trianguiar 
planes meeting in the fame Point, and having another 
Plane for the Bafe : As ABCD, callda Triangular Prifm, 
Lecmife its Bafe ABC is a Triangle^ tt Pyramid taking its Name 
from the Figure of the Bafe. 

’Tis evident a Pyramid muft have four Surfaces at 
leaft, including the Bale, from whence the Pyramid is 
call’d a Tetraèdrumj if its Triangles are equal and equi« 
lateral 

it 

A Sphere is a Solid bounded by one Surface, haviUg 
a certain Point in it, from whence all Right-Lines drawn 
to the Surface are equal ; as ABCD. 

’Tis plain a Sphere is generated by thè intire Revolu¬ 
tion of a Semicircle upon its Diameter. Thus imagine 

T the 

Fig, L 

Fig: 
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the Semicircle ABC, to move round the Diameter AC, 

rig. 2. ji-j Circumference ABC come to the Place where it 
Began to move, and then its Motion will generate the 
Sphere ABCD. 

III. ' 

The Axe of a Sphere is that Right-Line or immoveable 
Diameter that the Semicircle is fuppos’d to revolve 
about, in generating the Sphere : as AC. 

This Line is call’d fo from the Latin Word Axis, that 
fignifies an Axle-Tree. 

IV. 

The Center of ^ Sphere is that Point from which all 
Right-Lines drawn to the Surface, are equal : as E. 

’Tis evident that if a Sphere be cut by a Plane palling 
thro’ its Center, the Section will be a Circle, as ADCE, 
and the Sphere will be divided into two equal Parts, 
call’d HemlfphereSf as ABCD, whofe external Surface is 
call’d the Convex Surface, and the internal Surface, its 
Concave Surface. 

V. 

The Diameter of a Sphere, is a Right-Line drawn thro’ 
the Center of the Sphere, and bounded on each Side by 
its Surface : as AC. 

Fig. 2. ’Tis evident that every Axe is a Diameter, but not 
every Diameter an Axe. ’Tis evident alfo that a Sphere 
as well as a Circle, has an infinite Number of Diame¬ 
ters, all equal to one another, whofe Halves ilTuing from 
the Center, and terminated by the Surface, are call'd, 
Semi-diameters, oxKadll, as in a Circle. 

VI. 

A Cone is a Solid bounded by two Superficies, pro¬ 

duced by the intire Revolution of a right-angled Tri¬ 
angle, about one of its Sides, forming the Right- 
Angle. 

Thus 



Explained and t)emonflrated. 
Thm fuppofe the Kîght-Angled Triangle ACD revQl‘Us^ 

the immoveable Side AC, fo that the Circum<volution beperfeB^ 
that is to fay, the Side CD, (top at the Place it began to movè 
tUf and the Triangle ACD roill describe by that intire Revoluti’- 
on the Cone ABED, cad d a Right-angled Cone ; if the right-’ 

i angled Triangle ACD, cadd the generating Triangle, is an 
ifofcele, an obtufe angled Cone ; if the immoveable Side AC 
he lefs than the other CD ; and an Accute-angled Cone, if 
the immoveable Side AC be greater than the other CD^ as it 
happens in this Figure. 

A Solid produc’d by the Motion of an oblique angled 
Triangle, that is to fay, one that has not a Right- 
Angle, is alfo call’d a Prifm. And then to diftinguifh 
this Cone from the preceding, ’tis call’d an Inclined Cow5,pfg; |^ 
as GHI, which is produced by the Motion of the oblique 
angled Triangle GCH, upon the immoveable Side 
GO. 

VIÎ. 

i 

The Asie of a Coite is the immoveable Side of the gené-’c- 
rating Triangle : As AC, paffmg thro the Center C of its 
Bafe, and perpendicular to it when it is right. 

VIIL ' 

A Cylinder is a Solid bounded by three Surfaces gene=» 
rated by the intire Revolution of a right-angled Paralle¬ 
logram about one of the Sides that form the Right- 
Angle. 

Thus if you imagine the right-angled Parallelogram GOBC, £?;<•<, 4l 
revolve about the immoveable Side GO, tiU the Revolution be 
intire, that is, till the Side OB, arrive at the Place where 
it began ; the Parallelogram BCGO, will defcribe by that intire 
Revolution the Cylinder ABCD. 

A Solid generated by the Motion of a Parallelogramp 
that has never an Angle right, is alfo call’d a Cylinder ; 
but then to diftinguilh it from the foregoing, call’d a 
Right Cylinder, this is call’d dn inclined Cylinder, as FigV 7' 
HIKL, which is generated by the Motion of an oblique 
angled Parallelotrram KLNM, about the immoveable 
Side MN, 

/ 
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ÏX. 
\ .. 

The ^xe of a Cylinder is the immoveable Side of the Pa»* 
Kg, 6. rallelogram that generates the Cylinder : As GF, rphlch is 

perpendicular to Its two Bafes^ if the Cylinder be a right one, 

X. 

Kg. a\ TheBafeof aConCy is a Circle generated by the Motion 
of the moveable Side of the geneiating Triangle. As 
BED whofe Center is C, thro* -which the Axe AC pajfes. 

XL 

p. ^ The Bafes of a Cylinder y are the two oppohte equal and 
Jg' • parallel circles, generated by the Motion of the two op- 

polite equal and parallel Sides of the generating Paralle¬ 
logram. As DEC, AFB, whofe Centers are G, O, thro 
which the Ax GF pajfes. 

XIL 

similar Cones and Cylinders are fuch as have their Axes 
proportional to the l3iameters of their Bafes. 

This Definition belongs to right Cones and Cylinders, 
for in inclin’d ones, you ,muft add, and their Axes fimi* 
larly inclin’d to their Bafes. 

PROPOSITION L 

THEOREM I. 

Similar Polygons inferiÿd in Circles are in the fame Ratià 
that the Squares of the Diameters of the Circles are in. 

I Say, if the Polygons AEFBG, CHIDK, inferibed in 
J the Circles, whofe Centers are L, M, be fimilar, they 
are in the fame Ratio as the Squares of the Diameters 
IN, ID. 

? R E- 
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PREPARATION, 

Draw from the two equal Angles F, I, thro’ the 
ters Lj M, the Diameters FN, lO, and from the 
Other equal Angles E, H, thro’ the Extremities N, O, of 
thefe Diameters, draw the Right-Lines EN, HO, then 
draw the Right-Lines AF, CL 

demonstration. 

Becaufe the Angles AEF, CHI, are equal, by Stif, 
and the Ratio of the two Sides AE, EF, is equal to that 
of CH, HI, the Polygons being limilar, the two Tri» 
angles AEF, CHI, will be limilar, by 5. 6. and the two 
Angles EAF, HCI, equal, wdrich being alfo equal to 
ENF, HOI, by 21. 3. ENF, and HOI are equal, and by 
32. I. the two Triangles NEF, OHÎ, that are right- 
angled by 31. 3. being equiangular : Confequently bj 
4. 6. the four Lines EF, HI, FN, lO, are proportional 
and by 22. 6. the Polygon AEFBG form’d upon the fiill 
Line EF, is to the fimilar Polygon CHIDK, form’d upon 
the fécond Line HI, as the Square of the third FN is to 
the Square of the fourth lO, Which wm îq he demm^rs» 
ted. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves as a Lemma to the next, and 
to demonftrate Prop. 12. And fmce we have demonîlra- 
ted in limilar right-angled Triangles NEF', OHÎ, that 
the Ratio of the Side EF, to the homologous Side Eli, 
is equal to the Ratio of the Diameter FN, to the Diame¬ 
ter 10, it follows by reafon of the Similitude of the Fo- 
ligons, that the Side AE, is to its homologous Side CH, 
as the Diameter FN, to the Diameter lO, and fo of the 
other Sides. Whence ’tis eafy to conclude by 52. 
that the Perimiter of the Polygon of the Circle AB, is to 
the Perimiter of the limilar Polygon of the Circle CD, 
as the Diameter FN is to the Diameter lO* Since th© 

T 3 grcitet 
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greater Number of Sides the Polygon infcribed has, the 
nearer its Perimeter appro’aches to the Circumference of 
the Circle j fo that it becomes the Circumference of the 
C^ircle, when the Number of Sides of the Polygon is in¬ 
finite,’tis evident the Circumference of the Circle AH, 
is to its Diameter FN» as the Circumference of the Circle 
CD is to its Diameter lO. And this ferves to find the Cir¬ 
cumference of a Circle by its Diameter, or the Diame¬ 
ter of a Circle by its Circumference, if we could but 
once know the Ratio of the Circumference of a Circle 
toits Diameter, which is as 314 to 100 nearly, as Ihalî 
be ihown in our Pr^ciical Geometry.. 

PROPOSITION. 11, 

THEOREM II. 

The Surfaces of Circles me as the Squares of theh 
Diameters. 

Ï Say the Area of the Circle AB, is to the Area of the 
Circle CD, as the Square of the Diameter FN is to 

the Square of the Diameter lO. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by Prop. i. a Polygon infcrib’d in the Ciicle 
AB, is to the fimilar Polygon infcrib’d in the Circle 
CD, as the Square of the Diameter FN, is to the Square 
of the Diameter lO, and this Theorem is generally true 
of all Polygons, which become Circles, if the Sides be 
regular and the Number infinite ; from whence it fol¬ 
lows that the Circles AB, CD, are as the Squares of 
|:}ieir Diameters FN, lO. Which voas to be demonfrate^. 

COROLLARY L 

Circles are in the Duplicate Ratio of that of their DD 
ameters, becaufe the Squares of their Diameters are in 
thg Duplicate Ratio of that of their Sides, which are 

Diameters 

€ O R O L« 
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COROLLARY IL 

Circles are m the fame Ratio as fimilar Polygons in- 
' fcrib’d, becaufe both of them are as the Squares of the 

Diameters of the Circles. 

USE. 

This Propofition ferves to find the Area of a Circle, 
Its Diameter being given, if the Ratio of the Area of a 
Circle to the Square nf its Diameter be once known, tho’ 
it is as 785 to 1000 nearly, as ihall be fliewn in our Pr^- 
Bical Geometry. 

Prop. III. and IV, are needlefs, hecaufe they only ferve to 
demonfir ate Prop V. and VI. that roe Jhall demonfir ate other- 
wife and more eafily^ by the Geometry of Jndivifibles. 

PROPOSITION V. and VI. 

THEOREM V. and VI. 

Pyramids of the fame Height are as their Bafes. 

Pyramids of the fame Height are as their Bafes, whe» 
ther they be Triangular, as Prop. V. requires, or Po¬ 

lygonal, as Prop. VI. Becaufe if you imagine Planes pa¬ 
rallel to the Bafe, to pafs thro’ all the Points of each 
Height fuppofed equal, they will divide each Pyramid 
into an equal Number of Planes fimilar to their Bafe, 
confequently the Ratio of a Plane of one Pyramid to its 
Bafe, is the fame with that of the correfponding Plane 
of the other Pyramid to its Bafe, by 22. 6. becaufe the 
Planes and Bafes have their Sides proportional, the farne 
Plane cutting their Heights proportionally. Confe¬ 
quently by 12, 5. all the fimilar Planes, that make up 

T 4 one 
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one Pyramid are, that is, the whole Pyramid is to its 
Bafe, juft as many fimilar Planes that compofe thé 
other Pyramid, that is all that Pyramid, is to its Bafe, 
Which was to be demonjlrated. • '■ 

, as E, 

This Pr’opolltion ferves to demonftrate the next, that 
iuppofes Pyramids of equal Bafes and Heights to be equal, 
which plainly follows from what has been demonftra^ 
ted. 

PROPOSITION vu. 
Î , ... . ' j . 
t . ft ^ . > - 

THEOREM Vll. 
. 'Tt U , ts .. I . • ’ - 

^ Pyramid is the third Part of a Prifm of the fame Bafe and 
. , Altitude, ■ * ' . ' ■ • 

ISay firft, a Pyramid having for its Bafe one of the two 
Triangles BCD, AEF, that are the two parallel limi- 

lar and equal Bafes of the Triangular Prifm ABCDEF, 
and that is of the fame Height With the Prifm, for in^- 
ftance the Pyramid ABCD, will be the third Part of the 
fame Prifm. , 

€ 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Draw the three Diagonals AC, AD, CE, and they will 
divide their Parallelograms into two equal Parts, by 34; 
j. the Prifm ABCDEF is made, up of the three equal 
Triangular Prifms ABCD, ACDE, ACEF/, for the two 
f rft, ABCD, ACDE, having the fame, Vertex C, and 
confequently the fame Height, and their Bafes ADB, 
ADE, equal by 35. i. are equal, by Pro^. ç. After the 
fame manner the two laft Pyramids ACDE, ACEF, may 
be found to be equal, becaufe they have the fame Vertex 
À, and confequently the fame Height, and their Bafes 
CED, CEF, are equal. Whence it follows that the three 
Pyramids are equal, and confequently the Pyramid 
ABCD is the third Part of the Triangular Prifm 

^ ; ., .ABCDEF; 
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ABCDEF, of the fame Safe and Altitude, which was U 
'be demonjlrated. 
^ I fay in the fécond Place, a Pyramid, having its Safe 
of any othèr Figure, is ftill the third Part of a Polygo¬ 
nal Prifm of the fame Bale and Altitude, becaufe the 
Polygonal Prifm may be divided into Triangular 
Prifms, and by that means the Pyramid alfo will be di¬ 
vided into as many Triangular Pyramids, each of which 
will be the third Part of its Prifm. Confequently by 
12. 5. the Polygonal Pyramid is alfo the third Part of 
Its Polygonal Prifm, Which remain dto be demonfirated, 

USE, 

This Propofi-tion ferves to demonllrate the following 
ones, and find the Solidity of a Pyramid, the Bafe and 
Height being given : for fince by multiplying the Bafe 
of a Pyramid by its Height, you find the Solidity of a 
Prifm, triple the Pyramid, take the third Part of this 
Solidity, which is the fame thing as multiplying the 
Bafe by a third Part of its Height, or the Height by the 
third Part of the Bafe, and you will have the Solidity 
of the Prifm propofed. 
i ^ 

PROPOSITION VIII, 
i 

THEOREM VIII. 

Similar Pyra7ntds are in the Triplicate Ratio of that of their 
Homologous Sides, 

THis Propofition will be evident, if we imagine upon 
the Bales of the Pj^ramids, Similar Prifms of the 

fame Height, which being in the Triplicate Ratio of 
that of their Homologous Sides, by 33. ij. the fimilar 
Pyramids that are their third Parts, by Prop. 7. will alfo 
be in the triplicate Ratio of that of their Homologous 
Sides. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION IX. 

THEOREM IX. 

Pyramids hanse their Bafes and Heights reciprocal: and 
Juch as have their Bafes and Heights reciprocal^ are equal. 

ÎSay fxrft, if two Pyramids are equal, the Bafe of the 
firft IS to the Bafe of the fécond, as the Height of the 

fécond is to the Height of the firft. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Imagine upon the Bafes of the two Pyramids, Prifms 
of the fame Height, and they will be equal, becaufe by 
Prop. 7. they are triple the Pyramids, that are equal by 
Sup. Confequently by 34. ii. the Bafes and Heights of 
thefe Prifms, being the fam.e with thofe of the Pyramids, 
are reciprocal. Which "osas to he demonf rated. 

I fay in the fécond Place, if the Bafes and Heights are 
reciprocal, that is to fay, the Bafe of the firft Pyramid 
to the Bafe of the fécond, reciprocally as the Height of 
the fécond is to the Height of the firft, the two Pyra*. 
mids are equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Imagine as before, upon the Bafes of the two Pyra¬ 
mids, Prifms of the fame Height, by 34. ii. they will 
be equal, becaufe their Bafes and Heights are reciprocal, 
hy Sup. Confequently the Pyramids, which are third 
Parts of them, by Prop. 7, are equal. Which remain â 
to he demonftrated. 



Explain'd and Eemonfirated, 

PROPOSITION X. 
/ 

THEOREM X. 

A Cone Is the third Part of a Cylinder of the'fame Bafe and 
Height. 

•'T^His Propofition will be evident^ if we confider that 
X a Cone is a Pyramid of an infinite Number of Sides, 

and in like manner, a Cylinder is a Prifm of an infinity 
Number of Sides; and fince a Pyramid is the third of a 
Prifm of the fame Safe and Height, a Cone mull: alfa 
be the third part of a Cylinder of the fame Safe aud 
Height. Which was to be demonf rated. 

‘ • 

PROPOSITION XI, 

THEOREM XI, 
•4 

Cylinders and Cones of the fame Heightj are as their Bafes^ 

His Propofition will be evident, if we confider that 
I the Safes of Cylinders and Cones being Circles, that 

is, Regular Polygons of an infinite Number of Sides ; 
Cylinders are Prifms of an infinite Number of Sides, and 
Cones are Pyramids of an infinite Number of Sides. 
Confequently what has heen faid of Prifms in 32, n. 
Prop. 5. and 6. may be underflood of Cylinders and 
ÇoïlQS. 

PROPOSITION XU. 

THEOREM XII. 

similar Cylinders and Cones are in the Triplicate Ratio of that 
of the Diameters of their Bafes. 

ÎSay firll, Similar Cylinders are in the Triplicate Ra-» 
tio of that of the Hiameters of their Pales that are 

■Circles, 
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DEMONSTRA TION. 

Confider a Cylinder as a Parallelopiped, or a Prifm of 
an infinite Number of Sides, and a Circle as a Regular 
Polygon of an infinite Number of Sides, and by 33, u. 
Similar Cylinders are in the Triplicate Ratio of that of 
their Homologous Sides, and confequently ofthatof the 
Diameters of their Safes, that are in the fame Ratio a^ 
the Homologous Sides of Similar Polygons infcribed ia 
the Pafes, hyProp.i. Which rvas td he demonjlrated. ' 

Ï fay, in the fécond place. Similar Cones are alfo in 
the Triplicate Ratio of that of the Diameters of their 
Safes. 

I 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Confider after the fame manner, a Cone as a Pyramid 
of an infinite Number of Sides, by Prop. 8. Cones are 
an the Triplicate Ratio of that of their Homologous 
Sides, the fame with that of the Diameters of their Sa¬ 
fes, by Prop. I. and confequently the Cones are in the 
Triplicate Ratio of that of the Diameters of tfieir Bafes. 
Which remain d to be demonfirated. 

COROLLARY 1. 

Similar Cones are in the Triplicate Ratio, or as the 
Cubes of their Axes, becaufe thofe Axes are in the fame 
Ratio, as the Diameters of their Bafes, by reafon of the 
equal Angles made by the Axes and Diameters, fmce 
the Cones are fuppos’d fimilar. 

COROLLARY IL 

Similar Cones are in the Triplicate R atio, or as the 
Cubes of their Sides inclined to their Bafes, becaufe 
thefe Sides are proportional to the Diameters of the Ba- 
fes, the Angles that the Sides make with the Diameters, 
being equal. From whence one may eafily conclude, 
that fimilar Cylinders and Cones are in the Triplicate 

Ratio 
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Katîo of that of their Heights, that ferve to demoîi'» 
ilrate Prop. i8. 

PROPOSITION XIIL 

THEOREM XIIL 

Cylinder cut hy a Plane farallel to its Bafe, has the Pans 
of its Axe in the fame Ratio as the Parts of the Cylinder. 

I Say, if the Cylinder ABCD, be cut by the Plane EF,P>& 
parallel to the Bafe AB, or CD, that cuts the Axe 

GH at the Point I ; the Ratio of the Cylinder ABFE, to 
the Cylinder EFCD, as the Part HI to the Part IG. 

PREPARATION. 

Divide each of the two Parts GI, HI, into two equal 
Parts at the Points O and R, and caufe the Planes PQ, 
MN, parallel to the Bafe AB, to pafs thro’ thefe middle 
Points O, R, and they will divide the Cylinder EFCD, 
into two equal Cylinders EFQP, PQCD, and the Cy« 
Under ABFE into two equal Cylinders ABNM, MNFE, 
hy Prop. II. becaufe their Heights, as well as their Ba¬ 
les are equal. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe by 15. 5. the Cylinder AF, is to its half AN, 
as the Cylinder EC, is to its half EQ; and the Part HI, 
to its half HR, as the Part IG to its half lO, the Pro¬ 
portion of the four Cylinders AF, AN, EC, EQ, is li- '■ 
milar to that of the four Parts HI, HR, IG, lO, confe- 
quently by Alternation by 16. 5. you will find the Pro¬ 
portion of the four Cylinders AF, EC, AN, EQ, is li- 
milar to that of the four Parts HI, IG, HR, lO, and 
confequently in this fécond Proportion, the Ratio of the 
frft Cylinder AF, to the fécond EC, is equal to that of 
the firft Fart HI, to the fécond IG. TVhich rpos to he de^ 
wmfîrateà* 
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SCHOLIUM. 

This Demonflration is different from the common 
one, that fuppofes the two Parts HI, IG, have a com¬ 
mon Meafure, which is too particular, fmce they might 
he incommenfurable. For the fame reafon I have de- 
monftrated the firft and laft Propofition of the ffxth 
Book. 

COÏIOLLARY. 

Cylinders of equal Bales are as their Heights, which 
is of ufe in the next Popofition ; for if you let fall from 
G in the Axe GH, the Right-Line GK, perpendicular to 
the Plane of the Bafe AB, which will alfo be perpendi¬ 
cular to the Plane of the Bafe EF, and the Lines HK, 
IL, be made the common Sections of the two Parallel 
Planes AB, EF, and the Triangular Plane GKH, you will 
find by j6. ii. that the two common Serions HK, IL, 
are parallel, and by 2. 6. that the Ratio of HI to IG, 
that has been demonftrated to be the fame as that o£ the 
two Cylinders AF, EC, whofe Bafes AB, EF, are equal,* 
is equal to that of the Height KL to the Height LG. 

PROPOSITION XIV 

THEOREM XIV. 

Cylinders and Cones of the fame Bafe are as their Heights. 

ISay firff, the Ratio of the two Cylinders ABCD,. 
EFGH, that I fuppofe right ones, is equal to that of 

their Heights AD, EH, if their Bafes AB, EF, are 
equal. 

* ) 

PREPARATION, 

Cut off* the greateff Height AD, the Part AÎ equal 
to the lead: Height EH, and fuppofe the Plane IK to pafs 
thro’ the Point I, parallel to the Bafe AB, and by 
Prop. II. it will cutoff the Cylinder AK, equal to the 
Cylinder EG. 
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Explained and Demonjlrated. 2 

DEMONSTRATION. 

Becaufe the Cylinder AC, is to the Cylinder AK, as 
the Height AD, is to the Height AI, by Pro^, 13. and 
the Cylinder AK is equal to the Cylinder EG, and the 
Height AI equal to the Height EH, by Confi. the Cylin¬ 
der AC, will alfo be to the Cylinder EG, as the Height 
AD to the Height EH. Which "was to he demonftrated. 

I fay in the fécond Place, Cones whofe Safes are equal, 
are as their Heights, becaufe they are the third Parts of 
Cylinders, by Prop. lo. whofe Ratio has been demon- 
ftrated to be equal to that of their Heights. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

THEOREM XV. 

E^ual Cylinders and Cones hanse their Safes and Heights 
ciprocal ; and fuch as hanse their Safes and Heights recipro¬ 
cal, are equal. 

THis Proportion is plain from 34.^ ii. for Cylinders, 
that are nothing but Parallelopipeds of an infinite 

Number of Sides, and for Cones by Prop. 10. Since they 
are the third Parts of Cylinders. 
. / omit Prop. XVI .and XVII. becaufe too perplexing, and 
only fernsing to demonfr ate the next, that I Jhall demonfrate 
a more eafy voay 

PROPOSITION XVIII. 

THEOREM XVIIL 

Spheres are in the Triplicate Ratio of that of their' 
Diameters. 

THis Proportion will be evident, if we conrder a 
Sphere is compofed of an infnite Number of little 

equal Cones, whofe common Vertex is the Center of 
the 



' î'he Elements of Eilclid Book XlL. 
the Center of the Sphere, and Height the Radius of the 
fame Sphere, and wliofe Bafcs being infinitely fmall^ 
may pafs for Planes and are in the Surface of the Sphere ; 
and confe’quently the Sum of all thefe Cones of the fame 
IHeight, that is, the Solidity of the Sphere is equal, to' 
one Cone, whofe Height is the fame Radius of the 
Sphere and Bafe, the intire Surface of the Sphere; and 
fineethe Cone equalto this Sphere is fimilar to a Cone 

' equal to another Sphere; becaufe all Spheres are fimilar, 
and fimilar Cones are ip the JTriplicate Ratio of their 
Heights, that here are the Raÿus’s of the two Spheres 

* to which they are equal, it foilqws that the two Spheres 
alfO are in the Triplicate Ratio of their Radii, or Semi- 
diameters, and confequently of their Diameters. WMeh 
roas to be demonjlrated, # 

■» 

COROLLARY. 

Spheres are as the Cubes of their Diameters, becaufâ 
Çubes are fimilar Solids, that by 31. r are in the TriW 

‘ plicate Ratio of their Sides. 
». 

Ü S Ê, 

This Proportion ferves to find the Solidity of É 
Sphere, its Diameter being given ; were the Ratio of a 
Sphere to the “'Cube of its Diameter but once known, 
tho’ it IS as 157 to 30Q nearly, as lhall be ihewn in the 
Geometry, 
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